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Abstract of "Canada and the Reconstruction of the International Economy, 1941-1947"
A thesis submitted in confonnity with the requirements
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, 200 1
by Kathleen Britt Rasmussen
Graduate Department of History
University of Toronto
When Canadian policy makers in WWII reflected upon the events of the preceding thirty years, they
remembered chaos, devastation, and strife: in little more than a generation, the world had twice been
plunged into war and had been ravaged by a ferocious economic depression. The present war
offered the chance to design a postwar order that would prevmt the repetition of the mistakes of the
past. So palpable was the sense of possibility that Deputy Minister of Finance W. C. Clark was
moved to exclairn in December 1943:
Surely, we cannot afford to be defeatist! Surely two world wars in a quarter century must
have taught this generation something! Surely they must at last have taught us that if we are
to survive, we must seek to udeash against o u . common peacetime problems a11 the
resources of the human mind and the human hart which, when applied to the problems of
war, have resulted as we h o w in accomplisbments little short of the miraculous!'

Canadians had concluded that the world's problems could not be avoided by remaining aioof, as
they had attempted to do during the interwar period, and were determined to help build a better
world.

This thesis examines Canada's d e in the reconstruction of the international economy h m 1941
to 1947. Canadian policy makers believed that a multilateral liberalid global economy was in the
best interests of their nation, and the world as a whole, and did al1 they could to help rebuild the
postwar international economy dong these hes. Along the way, they made a significant
contribution to the reconstructionpmcess: Canadianexperts helped fotmd the MF and Word Bank,
1. National Archives of Canacia, RGl9/339l/O4747P-l3,
"Address by W.C. Clark given
before the htitute of Post-War Reconstniction, New York University,on December 1srn, 1943".

Canada Ioaned the UK 5 1.25 billion to facilitate an early retum to sterling convertibiliv, Canadian
officiais confriiuted fo the creafion ofthe GA'TTandITO. The Intemationdeconomic institutions

that resulted fiom seven years of effort did not always match Canadian expectations, but they did
represent a good beginning.
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Introduction
When United Nations policy makers in WWII reflecteâ upon the events of the preceding thirty
yean, they remembered chaos, devastation, and strife: in littie more &an a generation, the world had
twice been plunged into war and had been ravaged by a ferocious economic depression. The present
war oflered the chance to begin anew, to design a postwar order that would ensure that the mistakes
of the past would not be repeated. So palpable was the sense of possibility that W. C. Clark, the

usually reserved Canadian Deputy Minister offinance, was rnoved to exhort a New York audience
in December 1943:
Surely, we cannot afTord to be defeatst! Surely two world wars in a quarter century must
have taught this generation something! Surely they must at last have taught us that ifwe are
to survive, we must seek to unleash against our common peacetime problems al1 the
resources of the human mind and the human heart which, when applied to the problems of
war, have resulted as we know in accomplishments little short of the rniraculous!'
Canadians had concluded that the problems ofthe world could not be avoided by remaining aloof,

as they had attempted to do during the intmar period. Security required bold and active
engagement: in both the pditical and economic &s,

Canadians were detennined to participate

in the building of a better world.

Canadian policy makers had firm ideas about how the intemational economy should be
reconstnicted. The onset of the Great Depression had been characterizedby economic warfare: sky-

high tariffs, exclusionary tradingagreements, cornpetitive exchange depreciation, bilateral currency

arrangements. Such practices had been both the cause and effect of the economic misery of the
1930s and had contributeci to the outbreak of the war. Peace and prosperity could only be had in

1. National Archives of Canada, RGl9/339l/Mî47P-l3,"Address by W.C. Clark given
before the Institute of Post-War Reconstruction, New York University, on December I 5', 1943".

a wortd of economic cooperatioa, multilaterafly convertibte currencies, and liberaiized traâe.

Happily, such a world also met Canada's specific needs. The war had reinforceci its historic
dependence on a healthy export sector, and although wartime levels of exports could not be
sustained, Canadian policy makers believed that a large volume of trade would continue to be the
key to Canadian prosperity2 Multilaterai cumncy convertibilitywould enable Canada to settle its
international accounts: before the war, Canada had habituaily maintained a trade deficit with the
United States that it settled with the proceeds of its trade surplus with the United Kingdom.
Multilateral trade liberalization wouid afford Canada the opportunity to compete in many markets
and diversify its trading patterns.

Canadian policy makers had a clear pichue of the sort of economy they hoped would emerge from
the Second World War: the question was, what could they do to help bnng it about? Canada was
not a great power, and was still a victim, on occasion, of the notion that its membenhip in the
Commonwealth meant that it was merely an appendage of the United Kingdom. But it had some
advantages in making its voice heard. It had made a significant contribution to the war effort, in

men and in arms. h contrast to the United Kingdom and Europe, the war for Canada had meant not
destruction and poverty, but economic diversification and prosperity. It had not been invaded, and
its govemment was intact: it had the time and the nsources to devote to planning a better world.
Neighbour to the United States and brethren to the United Kingdom, Canada had close working

2. See, for example, Robert Bothweii and John Engi~sh,"Canadian Trade Policy in the Age
of American Dominance and British Deciine, 19434947" as reprinted in J. L. Granatstein, Editor,
Canadian Foreign Policy: Historical Readings (Toronto: Copp Clark Pitman Ltd., Toronto, 1986),
p. 145.
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relationships with the hvo p ~ c i p aarchitects
i
ofthe posOHar infernationa1system. Ifs govemment
officiais were well educated, well connected, and well rcspected, and their ministers almost always

embraced their advice. Moreover, their belief in the need for a multilateral liberalized global

economy was shared by the vast rnajonty of their countrymen and by key decision makers in the
United States and the United ~ingdorn.'

Ultimately, success depended upon the willingness and ability of the US and UK to cooperate dong
bold and eniightened lines. But the United Stateswas regarded as having himed its back on the rest
of the world aAer the First World War, and there was genuine concern that it might do so again.'
The economic strength of the United Kingdom, already sapped by WWI, was being exhausted by
its total war effort agaiwt Germany it might even not be able to participate in a multilateral
liberaiized economy, let alone share the lead in creating it.

The story that follows is largely one of the North Atlantic triangle: the focus is on Canada's
interactionswith the United States and the United Kingdom. The overwhelming importance of the

US and UK to the postwar planning process is one Rason for this; the overwhelming importance
ofthese nations to Canada is another. In addition, Canada's policies towards these two nations are
representative of its policies as a whde. Canada sought enhanced access to US and UK markets,

3. Many of Canada's advantages identifieci here havealso been noted by John Hohes in nie
Shaping of Peoce: Canada and the search for world order, 1943-1957. Volume I (Toronto:
University of Toronto Ress, 1979). his classic work on Canadian postwar planning. In Volume I,
see, for example, pp. 25,77,152,197,297,300-304. See also John m e r , Canada 's Department
of ExtemalAffairs, Volume1:The Earb Y e n , 1909-1946(Montreai &Kingston: McGill-Queen's
University Press, 1990), pp. 271-272.
4. See, for example, H o h e s , pp. 45-46; 161-162.
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and it also sought enhanced access to markets in Europe and lai5Amerka Tts efforts to sfirnuiaie
imports h m the UK rnirrored its efforts to encourage imports h m Europe. The 1946 loan to the
United Kingdom capped off the lending Canada did, largely to Western Europe, under the Export
Credits insurance Act of 1944. Canada did not ignore its relations with other nations by any means:
indeed, its connections to nations outside the North Atlantic fold increased substantially during this
period, but they never came close to eclipsing the importance of the US and LIK connections.

The O fficials and ministen responsible for Canada's postwar policies formed a COhesive group that
changed Iittle over the period covered by this thesis: the policy makers of 1941 were largely the
policy makers of 1947. William Lyon Mackenzie King was the Prime Minister, and had been so
for the better part of two decades. King could be moody and petulant, and was famous for his
ability to waffle: his Minister of Finance once said that he ''uses language for some purpose other

ihan to express thought".' But he was dso the shrewdest of politicians and passionately committed
to the welfare of his country. His word, however ambiguouslyexpressed, was law. J. L. Ilsley was
the Minister of Finance during most of the years covereà by this thesis. Upnght and honest, he was
greatly admired by the officials who serveci him, with whom he worked closely and we11.6 Louis
St.

Laurent was the Minister of Justice until he took over as the Secretary of State for Extemai

Affitirs in September 1946, a post held until that point by King. With one important exception, he
was generally not involvexi in the fornation of international economic poiicy, but his influence in

the Cabinet, particularly with King, was ofien decisive.

5. J. L. nsley as quotecl in Mitchell Sharp, Fhich Remindr Me ... A Memoir (Toronto:
University of Toronto, 1994), p. 22.
6.Sharp, pp.20-22.

Much has been m e n about Canada's top civiT servants during this period, the officiais J. L.
Granatstein has dubbed "The Ottawa Men"? This attention has not been unwarrantecl: they were
an extraordinary group. On the whole they were intelligent and well-spoken, as at home in
Washington or London as they were in Ottawa. The majority of hem had done post-graduate work,
usually in the UK or the US. Although intellectual in bent, they were not ivory tower dwellers.
They were very pragmatic and seldom let the perfect be the e n m y of the good. James Meade, a üK
official, descnbed the milieu in which they worked very well:
The atmosphere of Ottawa is dtogether sane and attractive. At the same tirne, af€erLondon
and Washington,one gets the strauge impression of a sort of doll's house world; everphing
is on a so much smaller scale. Everybody knows everybody else. There is only one club
where everybody lunches and sees everybodyelse and knows with whom everybody else is
lunching and tallcing. The Govemment Dqartments are al1 housed in one or two blocks of
buildings al1 within a stone's throw of each other. Everybody knows not only what
everybodyelse is working at al1 [sic], but also what he does in his pnvate life. 1suppose this
sort of life rnight become rather trying; but at h t sight it appears to have many of the solid
attractions which one is apt to ascribe to the Greek DOLWXK-'
The Deputy Minister of Finance was W. Clifforci Clark. He had been a professor of economics at

Queen's University before his appointment as Deputy Minister in 1932. He was prone to bouts of
ill-health? but this did not stop him from workiag exceedingiy hard: his wartime efforts led to a
physical collapse in mid-1945and a tempotary leave of absence nom the government. His shoes
were filled on that occasion by William A. Mackintosh, his closest advisor and a former student.

7. J. L. Granatstein, The Ottawa Men: The CiMI Service Mandarins, 1935-2957 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press Incorporated, 1998). Another excellent study is Doug Owrarn, The
Government Generation: Canadian Intellectuais and the State, 1900-1945 (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1986). The discussion that follows draws heavily on these two books.
8. Susan Howson and Donald Moggridge, Editors, ZXe Watime Dimies of Lionel Robbins
andJames Meade. 2943-1945 (New York: St. M d ' s Ress, Inc., 1990). p. 146. See a h Sharp,
pp. 23-24.
9. Granatstein, pp. 4549.
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Mackintosh had aIso been a Queen's professor befbre he j o M Fîîance af the behest of aark a€
the beginning of the war." The Bank of Canada also participated in the policy making process. Its
Govemor, Graham Towers, came h m a commercial banking background, but was not the cautious,
conservative type ofwhich one usually thinks when one thinks of a banker: he was not afraid of new
ideas and encouraged bold initiatives. Louis RasmUisS,was among his ablest advisers. Before the
war, Rasminsky had worked for the League ofNations, and his experiences there contributed to his

pragmatic intemationalism." Finally, there was the Departmmt of External M a i a . Its UnderSecretary, Norman Robertson, was famous for his deep si& and Eeyore-like manner. But there
was much more to the man. His biographer writes of Robertson's attitude towards his position as

a civil servant thus: "Norman Robertson was proud of his calling and his colleagues, and felt it was
a joy to have found a role where he could at once serve his country, use his intellect to the fullest,

and be fulfilled in his work. He lived for his work and he did it supremely ~ e l l . "Robertson
~~
worked very closely with Hume Wrong and Lester Pearson: together, these three men were the
prime force behind the effort to secure a larger d e for Canada in postwar world flairs. I 3

When it came to the reconstruction of the poso~arinternational economy, Canada knew what it
wanted and was not devoid of the mources it needed to get it. Al1that remah is to see how it did.

10. Granatstein, pp. 154159.
I I. Bruce Muirhead, Againîi the Odh: The Public Life and T h e r of Louis Rasmi&
(Toronto: University of Toronto Ress Incorporated, 1999), pp. 82-84.

12. J. L. Granatstein, A Man of Influence: Norman A. Robertson and Canadian Stutecraft.
1929-68(Deneau Publishers & Company Ltd., 198 l), p. xii.
13. Holmes, pp. 13-16.

Chapter 1: First Principles and False Starts
William Lyon Mackenzie King &etteci. The Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, Winston
Churchill, and the President of the United States, Frankiin Delano Roosevelt, the leaders of the
world's most powerful dernocratic nations, were shortly to hold a conference at sea, just off the
shores of Newfoundland. This, King believed, was a fwlhardy thing for them to do. It was August
1941 and anything could happen in an Atlantic ocean in which the German submarine menace had

yet to be subdued. They could be torpedoed. They could be killed. They had taken far too great
a risk for far too little a retum and King thought that they would be better off not at the helms of
warships in the Atlantic, but at the helms of their respective ships of state.'

It was not only Roosevelt's and Churchill's rashness that bothered him; he was also upset by the

nature of their meeting. Both men were accompanied by top military and civilian advisers, which
meant that great &airs of state were being discussed, matters that would affect the course of the

war. King had been told by the UK High Commissioner in Canada, Malcolm MacDonald, that he
would be kept informed of what took place2, but he was not placated. This was typical üK Tory
behaviour, King b e d , this"forgehg or ignoring the Dominion because of a supposed superiority
and a readiness to consider others first."'

It was also in keeping with the way in which the British

1. William Lyon Mackenzie King Diary pNLMK], August 6", 1941. The image o f
Churchill and Roosevelt being better off aboard theu respective ships of state is King's: "Idoubt
if any better work could not have been done by both Churchill and the President in saving their own
countries any unnecessary concem at this time and being on the bridge of their own ships of state."
See WLMK, August gh, 1941.

2. WLMK, August,'6 1941.
3. WLMEC, August gm, 1941. The rightness o f his fcciings about this episode were
connmied to King in a vision, in which he saw himseîfamong a group ofpeople when suddenly his
old political rival, R B. Bennett, now Lord Bennett, arrive& Bennett ordereddrinks ali around, but

8

and the Amencans had been behaving ever since they had started drawing closer together. King
deplored this trend of "leawig Canada completelyto one side - simply saying that we would be told
what had been done though having no voice in the arrangements.'"'

A few days later, King leamed that Roosevelt and Churchill intended to issue a joint statement at

the conclusion of their conference laying out the common interest of their two nations in the defeat
of Nazi Germany and the construction of a new and better postwar world. King did not oppose the

idea of a declaration, nor would he disapprove of its content when he eventually saw it, but he was
troubled that the leaders of the United Kingdom and the United States would issue such an
important statement without fim consulting the leader of theù great ally, Canada Canada should
have been given the chance to see and agree to the statement.' King told MacDonald that while he
would not make a big stink over the issue, he could not be held responsible for the efféct that this
sort of behaviour rnight have on others6

King stood by his promise not to raise a fuss. He did observe at an August 13" meeting of the
Cabinet War Committee tirat he had found it odd that Canada had not been more involveci in the
conferenceand expressed hîs hope that such a situationwould not recur.' However, in conversation

when the drinks came, there was no drink for King.
4. WLMK, August:7 1941.
5. WLhifK, August 12", 1941.

6. WMC, August 12" 1941.

w],

7. National Archives of Canada
RG2/7C/C4654/5671,
Minutes of Cabinet War
Committee Meeting held August 13% 1941 (Exhibit 103).

9
with RooseveIt shorüy thereafter, King did nof bring up the siight that he EIt had been d d t

Canada8,nor does he seem to have pressed the issue with Churchill in London a few days later?

In fact, when ChurchillOffered exp lanations as to why King had been excluded fiom the conference,

King "[tlold him 1 fully understood the situation and besides I could see the embarrassrnent 1would
have been to other parts of the ~mpire.""

There King let the matter lie, but the episode is of hterest as an early manifestation of an attitude
that would shape the behaviour of Canadian politicians and officiais in the years to corne.
Canadians were adamant that they should be involved in making decisions that affccted the friture
of their nation, and they sought a greater role in the policy making process in both the political and
economic realrns during the war and into the postwar period. This was far h m the last t h e that
Canadians would be desirous of playing a larger part in the making of decisions that aff'ted their
most vital interests.

The rnatters discussed by Roosevelt and Churchill as they bobbed on the Atlantic did indeed affect
Canada's vital interests. As noted, they had issued a joint statement in which they laid out their

hopes for the sort of world that rnight be possible at the end of the war. This dedaration came to
be known as the Atlantic Charter, and it was the first public statement of the common goals of these
two soon-to-be allies in war and peace. Of its eight points, two were primarily concerned with the

8. WLMK, August IF,1941.

9. See, for example, various conversations King had with his British coiieagues in London
about the conference: WLMK, August 21*, 22d7 24', 2~~~1941.
1O. WLMK, August 22*, 1941.

nature of the international economy that the US and UR hoped to create after the war. These were
Points Four and Five, the h a 1 versions of which read as follows:
Fourth, They will endeavour, with due respect for their existing obligations, to M e r the
enjoyment by al1 States, great or srnall, victor or vanquisheâ, of access, on equal terms, to
the trade and to the raw materials of the world which are needed for their economic
prosperity;

Ffth, They desire to bring about the fullest collaboration between a11 nations in the
economic field with the object of securing, for all, improved labour standards, economic
advancement, and social security. "
These were rnatters in which Canada had a vital interest; hence King's annoyauce at having been

left out of the discussion of them. While no Canadians had been present at the conference between
Churchill and Roosevelt, the interests of Canada, as well as those of the other Dominions of the
British Commonwealth, had in fact been the subject ofdiscussion in at least one instance. This was

during the discussion of Point Four.

Roosevelt had corne up with the idea of issuing ajoint declaration; Churchill came up with the k t

cirafi." His section on postwar Anglo-American economic policy was promptly rejected as too
weak by one of Roosevelt's most influentid advisen, Under-Secretary of State Sumner Welles.
Welles wanted Churchill to promise that at the end of the war the system of preferntial tariffs
maintained among the principal Commonwealth nations would be abolished." This system,

11. The Atlantic Charter as quotedin R MacGregorDawson, Canada NI WorldAffairs: Two
Years of War, 1939-1941 (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1943), p. 326.
12. L. S . Pressnell, Extemol Economic PoIicy Since the War, Volume 1: The Post- War
Financial Settlement (London: Her Majesty's Statiouery Office, l986), p. 37; Richard N . Gardner,
Sterling-Dollar Diplomucy in Cument Perspectiw: The Origins and the Prospects of Our
international Economic Order (New York: Columbia University Ress, 1980). pp. 4 1 , 4 3 4 .

13. Gardner,pp. 43-45.

11
sometimes referred €0as the Ottawa agreements because it hadbeen arrangeci in Ottawa in 1932,
was also known as the imperid preference system. The US Secretary o f State, Corde11 Hull, had

been a fanatical opponent of the irnperial preference system for years, and he, Welles, and other top

State Department officials were committed to destroying it.I4 Welles submitted to Roosevelt an
alternativedraft, one that unequivocally committed both the United States and the United Kingdom
to ''the elirnination of any discrimination in either the United States o r in the United Kingdom
against the importation of any product originating in the other countqi'.

''

Roosevelt preferred a demonstration of US-UK unity and common purpose to the extraction of
pledges nom Churchill'6 and, at his prompting, Welles's cirafi was reworked to read: "Fourth, they
will endeavour to M e r the enjoyrnent by al1 peoples of access, without discrimination and on
equal terms, to the markets and to the raw materials of the world which are needed for their
economic prospenty." Churchill expressed his distaste for this version on August 1lh, inquiring
whether this cornmitment would cover irnperial preferences. When Welles repliai in the
affirmative, Churchill responded that he could not commit the UK government to such a course
without first consulting its parbiers in the Ottawa agreements, the Dominions and India, and that

14. For the American opposition to imperid preference, see, for example, Gardner,pp. 1620; Thomas W. Zeiler, Free Trade, Free World: me Advent of GAr(Chape1 Hill: The University
of North Camlina Press, 1999), pp. 7-9; Franche McKenzie, Rethinking the Bonds of
Commonwealih. 1939- 1948:Politicr. meu undPosîwarPlanning(manuscript of forthcornhg
volume in Palgrave's Cambridge Imperia1 and Post-Colonial Studies Series, 2001)' pp. 41-46. W.
A. Mackintosh, a top Department ofFinance officiai, would laterreminisce about "the difficdty one
had with ...the Americans' theological involvements in the iniquity of the British preferences". See
Acheson et al., p. 40.
15. From Sumner Welles's draft of Point Four as reproduced in PressneIl, p. 374.
16. Zeiler, pp. 24-26; Gardner, pp. 41,44.
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"it woutd

be at teast a week before he codd hope to obtain by tetegraph the opinion of the

Dominions with regard to this question." Churchill later added that ifDominion approval could not
be obtained, the issuance of the joint declaration might have to be delayed. Hany Hopkins, Special
Adviser and Assistant to President Roosevelt, thought "it ... inconceivable that the issuance of the
joint declaration should be held up by a matter of this kind."" Roosevelt agreed, and he eventually
accepted a redraft by Churchill" that read: "Fourth, they will endeavour with due respect to their
existing obligations to M e r the enjoyment by ail peoples of access, on equal tems, to the trade
and to the raw materials of the world which are needed for their econornic pro~perity."'~This new

version, with its phrase ''with due respect to their existing obligations", seemed to lessen the
cornmitment towards abandoning irnpenal preferences, leavùig many in the UK relieved and many
in the US dissatisfied.*'

Although no Canadians were consulted about the wording of the Atlantic Charter, it would appear
that Churchill was at least looking out for their interests in insisting that he could agree to nothing
in the field of postwar economic policy without first consulting the Dominions. Perhaps; but in

17. Franklin Deiano Roosevelt President Library W R J , Sumner Weiies
Papedl 5 1/08/Major Correspondents 1920- 1W O / FDR/Atlantic Charter, 1941, Memorandum of
Conversation, August 11", 1941.
18. Gardner, pp. 45-47.
19. Churchill's redrafl as reproduced in Pressneil, p. 376.
20. Pressnell, pp. 40-41; Zeiler, p. 26. Jack Granatstein observes that Norman Robertson,
the Under-Secreiaryof State for Extemal M a i r s , thought that this clause "seemed likely to preserve
intact the whole structure of Imperia1 preferences. "This must weaken the force and scope of the
promise of fke access for al1 corntries to markets and matcriais," Robertson noted, "and makes it
difficdt to Say much about the free trade implications of the Declaration.'"' See J. L. Granaîstein,
A Mon UfInfruence:Nonnan A. Robertson and Canadiun Sttztecrofr. 1929-1968 (Ottawa: Deneau
Publishers & Company Ltd., 198l), p. 116.
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arguing the need far consultation, Chmchili might not have been entîdy forthcoming as to hïs

reasons for wishing to forestall accepting commitments. Mer ail, the U K govemment was, and
would continue to be, bitterly divided over the wisdom of dispensing with imperial prefeiences,
with several ministers strongly in favour of retaining the ûttawa sy~tem.~'
Though it could be
argued that the need to do so was obviated by the successful watering down of Point Four, and the

ability to do so was circurnscribed by the press of tirne, it must also be remembered that for al1 of
his taik about the need to discuss the matter with the Dominions, Churchill never consulted the
Canadian govemment about the wording of the dedaration.

The Atlantic Charter was in keeping with Canadian interests and the Canadian govemment

eventuaily associated itself with it, though it was not pleased with the way in which it had corne
about. Nor was it pleased by a UK proposal to amounce Dominion acceptance of the Charter
before the Dominions had in fact given it? The whole episode pointed towards a most unsavoury
fùture, one in which Canada would have its decisions made for it by the United Kingdom and the

United States. Fortunately, however, Canadian views on postwar issues would soon be more
actively sought. Whether they would be taken into consideration was another matter.

The United Kingdom was far more diligent about ascertainhg Canadian views when it came to the
'consideration' that it agreed to accord the United States in exchange for lend-lease assistance. In
March 1941, the still-neutral United States passed the Lend-Lease Act, which ernpowered the

21. In particular, L. S. Amery and Lord Beaverbrook, two influentid members of the
Churchill government, were strongly in favour of imperid preferences. See Gadner, p. 33.
22. NAC, RGZ/7C/C4654/567
1, Minutes of Cabimt War CornmitteeMeetings held August
ud,1941 (Exhibit 104) and September lgh, 1941 (Exhi'bit 108).
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Rooseveh government io give the United Kingdom desperatery neededmateriah to maintain its anout war effort against Gernany. The UK was not required to pay for these materials in cash:
instead, it promiseci to gant the US some future 'consideration', the exact nature of which was left
to be decided through later negotiations.

The story of the negotiations conceming the determination of the consideration is a long and
complex one." The Americans first indicated that they might wish to link the consideration to
issues of postwar commercial policy in the late spring and early sumrner of 1941. However, most

in the CIK govemment, including the Dominions Office, did not feel that discussion of the issue had
progressed sufficiently to warrant consulting th5 Dominions about it.24 1t was oniy when Hull,
annoyed at the lost opporcunity of the Atlantic Charter, became detemiined in September 1941 to
extract a cornmitment h m the UK government to liberal commercial policies, including the
elimination of imperial preference, in the postwar period in r e m for lend-lease assistanceu, that
matten progressed to the point where the Dominions had to be appnsed of the statu of the
negotiations.

In September 194t the UK forwarâed to the Dominions a rend-lease agreement drafteâ by the US.
The Churchill govemment was generaîly satisfied with it, Save for the implied comrnitment in its
seventh article to forswearthe use of exchangeand Unport controls after the war, controls that might
be necessary in the uncertain conditions of the postwar world. Nor did it like the apparent

23. See, for example, PressneIl, pp. 28-59; Gardner, pp. 54-62,6468.
24. PressneIl, p. 3 1.

25. PressneIl, p. 40.
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obIigation to aboIish the imperid preference system contauied wedthZthat
n same article. As a result,
the British intended to redraft Article VII so as to dilute its compulsory force, in much the sarne way
a s Churchill had done with his arnendments to Point Four of the Atlantic Charter, by emphasizing
the need for each govemrnent to work 'tnthin the limits of their goveming economic

condition^".^^

The Canadians shared the British dislike for the cornmitment to elirninate preferences contained

within Article VI?. It should not be deduced fiPm this that the Canadians were enarnoured of the
imperial preference system: a few weeks before the arrivai of the American draft lend-lease
agreement, King himself had served notice on both the US and UK governments that his
But the Canadians recognized that many
govemrnent had no great love for the Ottawa agree~nents.~'
in the United States had made it their life's mission to rid the world of the evil of preferential trade
arrangements. The importanceof this issue to influentid members of the Roosevelt administration
meant that it might be a useful tool for Canadian policy rnakers.''

26. Public Record Office [PRO],DO1 141112, DominionsPaper No. 206, "War (Economic),
Correspondence and Papers, 1940- l946",Secre~aryQ£ State fat Daminion Affairs [SSDAJto the
Secretary of State for External AffairS [SSEA], D.591, Septemba 3oh, 1941.

27. King told Roosevelt in a telephone conversation on August 1 7that
~ "there was a lot
about the Ottawa agreements that 1 did not take any stock in." in London on August 28' he told
Lord Halifax, the UK Arnbassador to the United States, that 'kre, as a Liberal Goveniment, would
have no difficuity in holding to that geater M o m of trade* That it would have to be done by
degrees. We had felt policies of the Ottawa Conference had been wrong. We would probably lose
soine of our foilowingwho were in manufachvingcentres. We could S o r d to do that and the party
would stil1 be strong for greater M o m of trade throughout the world*" See WLMK, August 17"',
1941 and August 28", 1941.

28. Evidence of this c m be seen in the Canadian attitude towards the 1941 US request for
a d u c t i o n in the UK preferential M o n apples, discussed below in Chapter 5. In particular, see
NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-2, W. A. Mackintosh to W.C. Clark, Decemba 3d, 1941.

There was one fhing that the C a n a d i a did no€ like about the UK c
h& which cai~ecîfor earry
conversations towards implementing the c o d b n e n t s undertaken in Article W and, more

The proposeci discussions
generaily, planning the shape of the postwar intemationai e~onorny.~~
were to be between the US and the UK:nowhere was mention made of including the Dominions
in these talks, notwithstanding their obvious interest in them. Once again Canada was being left out
of the loop. This was just what had happened the month before during the making of the Atlantic

Charter; the same thing had also occurred three years before during the discussions leading up to
the 1938 US-UK trade agreement. Norman Robertson, the Under-Secretary of State for Extemal

Anain, pointed this out to King a few days after receiving the draA Iend-lease agmment:
In return for the assistance now extended under Lease-Lend, the United States is redly
pressing for payment, not at the expense of the United Kingdom but at the expense of the
other parts of the Empire which enjoy a preferred position in the British market. We spent
months in Washington in 1938 convincing the United States Govmunmt that, when the
United Kingdom reduced its duties on United States wheat, apples, and lumber, it was not
the United Kingdom but Canada that was really making an economic concession in favour
of United States export interest. It looks as if the old argument will have to be renewed
again. It is certainly not an argument which solely concerns the United Kingdom and the
United States.
Robertson advised telling London that Canada supported its proposal to water down the wording
of Article W, while stressing that the question of imperid preferences was not one that the UK and
the US cou1d decide done. Consultation wîth the Dominions was an absotute necessity; as such,

the proposal for bilaterd discussions was "inadeq~ate".~~
On October:9 the Cabinet War
Cornmittee decided to advise the UK that Canada had a vital interest in the matters at issue in

29. PRO,DO1 14/112, Dominions Paper No. 206, 'Var(Economic), Correspondence and
Papm, 1940-1946", SSDA to SSEA, D.591, September 30: 1941.

30. NAC,RG2/7C/S/C4654/5671,N. A. Robertson to the Prime Minister, 0ctober3~,1941.
See also Jack Granatstein' s description of Robertson's reaction in A M m of Influence, pp. 116-117.

Arricie W and thaf provision had €0be made for ifs incrusion in any falks on the maffer?

in mid-October the UK submitted its revision to the US; in early December, the US responded with

a new draft designed to meet UK criticisms.'* The British cabled their dislike for the latest US

proposal to the Dominions on December 2Oh, believing it to contain still too strong a cornmitment
in the matter of imperial preferences. Moreover, they now thought that they could get the US to

adopt a more lenient attitude towards the whole issue of the consideration, not Ieast because Pearl
Harbor had brought the United States into the war alongside the United Kingdom." On Christmas
Day, the UK notified the Dominions that it had directed its Ambassador in Washington, Lord
Halifax, to propose to the US an exchange of letters laying out their understanding of the
cornmitment contained in Article m." Halifax's response was not encowaging, as he strongly
advised his govemment to stop prevaricating and quickly corne to an agreement with the Americans.
The pressures of the Congressionai tirnetable were making the Roosevelt administration
increasingly insistent about settIing the issue3': Roosevelt would shortly need to give Congres
concrete evidence that the United States of America was not being plûyed for a sucker by the wily
old United Kingdom.

31. NAC, RG2/7C/C4654/567
1, Minutes of Cabinet War Comminee Meeting held October
9l", 1941 (Exhibit 111).

32. Pressnell, pp. 45-46.

33. PRO,DO L 14/112, Dominions Paper No. 206, 'War (Economic), Comspondence and
Papers, 1940-l946'*,SSDA to SSEA,D.753, December 20q 1941.
34. PRO, DO 1l4/ll2, Dominions Paper No. 206, "War (Economic), Correspondence and
Papers, 1940-1946", SSDA to SSEA, D.767,December 25q 1941.
35. NAC, RGZ/43RT-l2-8/l94l-l942,
SSDA to SSEA,D.4, January 2d, 1942.

On the same day that the UK govemment shared Hiûifax9s assessrnent with the Canadian

govement, the Secretary of State for Dominion Affhirs asked Malcolm MacDonald, the UK High
Comrnissioner in Canada, to ascertain how the Canadians felt about the consideration issue.36 A
little over a week later, MacDonald reported that Robertson saw no reason for Canada to object to
the latest US draft and agreed with Halifax that it would be a bad idea to try to put the Arnericans
O&

Robertson would advise his ministers to give their blessing to an early settlement of the issue

on the basis of the most recent US ciraft. MacDonald conctuded that while Canadian ministers had
not yet discussed the issue, they would likely agree with Robertson; in particular, he thought King
"strongly inclined to do so.""

While Canada might have been ready to act quickly, the UK was not. It continued to hope for an
exchange of interpretive notes to water down the cornmitment contained within Article W.
formally presenting this idea to the US in early February 1942." But the Americans would have
none of it, replying quickly and decisively that there could be no reservations to Article W. The

12, Dominions Paper No. 206, "War (Economic),Correspondence and
36. PRO, DO I
Papers, 1940-1946", SSDA to the United Kingdorn High Commissioner in Canada [UKHCC],
N0.11, January 2", 1942.
37. PRO, DO 1l M l 2 , Dominions Papa No. 206, "War (Economic), Correspondence and
Papers, 1940-1946". UKHCC to SSDA, No.60, January 1O&, 1942. Granatstein notes that while
Robertson was still annoyed by the lack of US consideration for Canadian interests in this matter,
"[ulnder present circumstances ... [Robertson did] not think we wouid be justifiai in pressing our
objections on this score to the point of imperilling [sic] the direct negotiations between the United
Kingdorn and the United States". Moreover, while Canada had an interest in keeping its preferential
statu in Commonwealth markets, it had "a greater interest in supporthg the main objectives of
Arnerican international econornic policy". See Granatstein, A Man of Influence, pp. 119-120.
38. PRO, DO1 14/112, Dominions Paper No. 206, ''Wu (Economic), Comspondence and
Papers, 1940-1946", SSDA to SSEA,D.66,Febniary 8,1942.

British saw the writing on the waiî ardquiciüy cabledround fo the Dominionsa s h g for approvaLY,

Ln a memorandurn dated February 14', Robertson urged King to support British acceptance of
Article W. A meeting the previous evening with the Deputy Ministers of Finance, Trade and
Commerce, and Customs,as well as the Govemor of the Bank of Canada, had revealed that al1were
agreed that, given the situation, Canada couid not object to UK acceptance. Robertson concluded:
'Nobody can foresee what the pattern of our econornic relations after the war will be with the
United States and the other countries of the British Empire. Al1 we do know is that none of us c m
retum to the precise arrangementsprevailing before the wadq On February 18', the Cabinet War

Cornmittee gave its approva14',which it cabled to the UK on February 19', 1942:

In al1 of the circumstances which have been very Mly set out in your telegram under
reference and earlier telegrams, and in view ofthe £kmassurances which havebeen received
h m the United States about the mutual character of the adjustments to be made in d i z i n g
the objectives set forth in Article 7 of draft Lease-Lend Agreement, our Governrnent does
not see any objection to the United Kingdom proceeding immediatelywith arrangements for
signature outlined in your telegram."
The finai version of Article W that appeared in the Mutuai Aid Agreement signed by the United
States and the United Kingdom on February 23*, 1942, was:

in the final determination of the benefits to be provideci to the United States of America by
the Govemment of the United Kingdom in r e m for aid fimished under the Act of
Congress of the 11" March 1941, the tems and conditions thereof shaii be such as not to

39. PRO, DO1 14/112, Dominions Paper No. 206, 'Var(Economic), Comspondence and
Papers, 1940-1946", SSDA to SSEA,D.86, Febniary 13", 1942.

40. NAC, RG2/43N- 12-811941-1942, Norman Robertson to the Prime Minister, Febniary
14', 1942.
4 1. NAC, RGî/7C/C4874/5674, Minutes of Cabinet War CormnitteeMeeting held February
18&,1942 (Exhibit 144).
42. NAC, RG2/43N-12-8/1941-1942, SSEA to SSDA,No.52, Febniary 19:

1942.

burden commerce between the two counûies, but fo promote mubiIy advantageous
economic relations between thern and the bettement of world-wide economic relations. To
action by the United States of America and
that end, they shall include provision for a&
the United Kingdom, open to participation by al1 other countn'es of like rnind, directeci to
the expansion, by appropriate international and domestic measwes, of production,
ernployment, and the exchange and consumption of goods, which are the material
foundations of the liberty and welfart of al1 peoples; to the elimination of al1 fonns of
discriminatorytreatment in international commerce, and to the reduction of tarîffs and other
trade barrien; and, in general, to the attainment of d l the economic objectives set forth in
the Joint Declaration made on the 12' August, 1941, by the President of the United States
of America and the Rime Minister of the United Kingdom.
At an early convenient date conversations shall be begun between the two Govemrnents
with a view to determining, in the light of governing economic conditions, the best means
of attainingthe above-stated objectives by their own agreed action and of seeking the agreed
action of other like-minded Governments?

From the Canadian point of view, the Article ViI episode must have represented a change for the
better compared to the expenence of the creation of the Atlantic Charter. The UK had consulted
Canada on the wording of the article. The cornmitment to disrnantle the imperid preference system
seemed to have been watered d o m in the final version of the article, which had also been amended
to substitute rnultilateral talks about postwar economic policy for the bilateral ones origindly
suggested by the UK. Canada could have little to cornplain about where Article W was concerneci,
particularly since Canada itself was not bound by it.

Just as the LJK had needed US assistance by the early part of 1941, so had Canada The war effort
wrecked havoc on Canada's hancial relations with the United States, such that by the spring of
1941 Canada's US dollar reserve position was in very bad shape. Like the üK, Canada needed to
corne to some sort of arrangement with the US in order to maintah its dl-out war effort. The
solution for the United Kingdom had been the lend-lease program. Canada opted for another, less
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constncting arrangement, struclcon a fine Sunday in ApnT amikt the early spihg spIendour ofRyde

Park, New York.

On Apn120h, 1941, King paid a visit to the Roosevelt family estate in Hyde Park. On that day he
and Roosevelt found the solution to Canada's US dollar problem that had been eluding their
advisers for weeks, one that did not involve Canada entering into a forma1 arrangement under the
lend-lease program. Instead, American dollars would be funnelled to Canada through annual
guaranteed purchases of defence articles by the United States in Canada to the tune of $200 million
to $300 million per year. in addition, given that a large part of Canada's deficit of US dollars was
attnbutable to the need to pay for imports fiom the United States to incorporate into war-relateci
goods that were then shipped directlyto the United Kingdom, Roosevelt agreed that such purchases
were to be charged against the United Kingdom's lend-lease account, therebyreleasing Canada h m
having to come up with the American dollars to pay for them. King and Roosevelt also pledged to
use the economic resources oftheir nations so as best to assist the fight against the forces of tyranny

in E ~ r o p e . ~

The Hyde Park DecIaratïon, as this arrangement wouid come to be caiIed, had many signïficant
implications, two of which are of particular concern h m . First, Canada managed to solve its dollar
problem without resort to lad-lease. This meant that Canada did not have to sign a Iend-lease
agreement with the United States. This in him meant that Canada was uot fomally bound to any
of the provisions of the standard lend-Iease agreement, including the above mentioned Article W.

44. 'The Hyde

Park Declaration" as reproduced in Norman Hilimer, Editor, Pamiers

Nmerthelesr: Canadian-ArnericanRelations in the Twentieth C e n w (Toronto: Copp Clark Pitman
Ltd., 1989), pp. 105-106.
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This would shortIybecome very important to Canada,as wiii be discussed below. Second, the Hyde

Park Declaration brought Canadian and American officiais into a closer working relationship, and
led, indirectly, to the formation of the Joint Economic Cornmittees.

The idea that Canada and the US should create a bilateral organization to effect better economic

cooperation predated the Hyde Park Declaration. In an aidememoire dated March 17", 1941,
Canada suggested to the United States that each nation set up a three member cornmittee. Each
comrnittee would work independently on issues requiring bilateral cooperation and then work
together in joint session. In their work the cornmittees should seek:

(a) to effect a more economic, more efficient, and more CO-ordinateciutilkation of the
combined resources of the Wo countries Li the production of war requirements, and
(b) to minimize the probable post-war economic disequilibrium consequent upon the
changes which the economy in each country is presently undergoing.

The Americans were immediately sympathetic to this ideau, and rernained so even after the Hyde

Park arrangements disposed of some of the issues that had prompted the suggestion in the fust
place. Hyde Park had not taken care of everything; for example, "[tJhe long range aspects of the
problem, both those during the present emergency and those comprehended in the numbemi
paragraph (b) of the Aide-Memoire under reference, do not appear to be covered by existing
anangements." The Americans agreeâ that the two countnes should establish a joint cornmittee '30
explore ... the possibility of a p a t e r degree of economic cooperation between Canada and the
United States"?

-

-

45. FDR,Adolf Berle Papers/6O/Joint Economic Committee Canada-US 1941 + 1943,
A-B AAB:AA to The Secretary and Welles, Apnl19~.1941.
46. FDR,Adolf Berle Papers/6O/Joint Economic Committee - Canda-US - 1941 + 1943,
Aide-Memoire, by A-B AARES:& 5/27/41 and 6/5/41.

The establishment o f the Joint Econornic Cornmittees WC) was announced on June IF, 1941.
Their membership indicates that both nations took this venture seriously." On the American side
there were William Batt, Hamy Dexter White, AIWi Hansen,and E.Dana Durand, with Adolf Berle
as an occasional member; on the Canadian, W.A. Mackintosh, J. G. Bouchard, and Alex Skelton,
with Hugh Keenleyside as an occasional rnernbma

Canada now had a forma1 means of consultation with the United States. Each side had its sceptics

as to its potential usefulness. Three days af€erthe announcement of the cornmittees, Mackintosh
wrote that he was not '%mting with ideas for" consideration by the new body."

Berle adopted a

more cynical tone: "Last night, to the opening dinner for rhe Joint Canadian-American Committee
to work out econornic cooperation, post-war settlements, and refom the universe. The people on
it seem to be thinking on very broad I i n e ~ . " ~ ~

47. In June 1941, C. H. Herbert,of the Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada, wmte
Mackintosh praising the establishmentofthe cornmittees (despite, he notes, Mackintosh's suspicion
that the whole venture would never even get off the ground in the first place), adding, "1 am even
more glad to see that you are a mernber of it and that you are joined - both h m this country and
h m the United States - by a numba of othas who are what 'The Economist" calls capable of
bbeconomicstatesmanship"." See NAC, RG19/3570/J-01, C. K.Herbert to W. A. Mackintosh, June
19', 1941.

-

-

48. FDR,Adolf Berle Papers/60/Joint Econornic Committee Canada-US 1941 + 1943,
, R A. C. Henry,Minister ofMunitiow and Supply
State Department Press Release, June 1 7 ~1941.
C. D.Howe's "right-hand man",was to have been the Canadian chairman, but a hm-attack forced
him to give up active work in Ottawa See Robert Bothwell and William Kilboum, C.D.Howe:
a biography, (Toronto: McCleiland and Stewart Limited, 1979), p. 153. Mackintosh replaced him
as chairman.
49. NAC, RG l9/357O/J-O 1, W. A. Mackintosh to C. H.Herbert, June 20&, 1941.

50. FDR, Adolf B a l e Paped2 13/Diary/Juiy-September 1941, Mernorandun, July 15",
194t.
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The members of the JEC were indeed thinlcing on very broad hes, approackg issues h m the
ground up, taking nothing for granted, and canvassing al1 theoretical possibilities. On July 15&,
1941, Alvin Hansen, Chairman of the American Cornmittee, wrote that he "agree[d] heartily with"
Alex Skelton's contention ''that we must not limit our view of the post-war problem posed by the
tems of reference of these cornmittees to that of facilitating demobilization alone.""

Hansen

proposed some issues to be considered in an appraisal of the possibilities for the long-nin
integration of the Canadian and Amencan economies, and expressed his hope "that the Cornmittees
will launch a detennined blitz into the no man's land of post-war collaboration and gain tenable
temtory for Canada and the United States, which it rnay be possible to share with the rest of the
world.'"'

Pmgress in this area, to American mincis at least, was needed soon: the involuntary mtry

of the Soviet Union into the hostilities in June 1941 suggested that the end of the waï, though
perhaps not imminent, was near mough that senous thinking on postwar issues needed to begin."

It was the Americans who launcheà the blitz two weeks later. In a mernorandum entitled
"Suggested outline for a report on Canadian-United States Econornic Relations in the Post-War
World', they suggested examining a number of issues associated with the past, present, and firture

51. NAC, RG19/3573/J-0 1c, "Scope of Committees' Program", by Alvin Hansen,July 15"
1941. The decision to think dong broad Iines was confimeci at a meeting in November 1941. See
Queen's University Archives [Qu,
W. C. Clark Papers/3/E-3-2, Joint Economic Cornminees,
Canada-United States, Minutes of the Fourth Joint Meeting, Montreal, November 7<h,2,and gh,
1941, Minutes of the Second Session of the Joint Meeting, November 7m,1941.

52. NAC, RG19/3573/J-O1c, "Scope of Cornmittees' Rogram", by Alvin Hansen,July 15",
1941.
53. US National Archives and Records Administration [NARA], RG56/Records of the

Office of the Assistant Secretary for International MariS (OASIA) 1934-1970/Geagraphic Files/
Country Files 1934-195U4UCanada: Mutual Assistance, Mr. Southard to Mr.White, July 30',
1941.
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economic situations of and rerations between the two nations, including the areas in which parailel
policies might prove helpfùl after the war, as well as the areas in which greater cooperation,
collaboration, and integration between the two economies might prove of use." A little over a week
later, Charles Kindleberger added the need to consider issues that might aise h m changes in tari fis
and other barriers to trade between Canada and the United

tat tes?

nie Canadian response was restrained, suggestingthat a fwidamental flaw in the American outline
was its implicit assumption of "an ideai political atmosphere following the war." Furthemore, they

needed to find some sort of central theme that tied together the issues raised by the Arnericans, as
the cornmittees "shall always face the danger of tuming out encyclopedic but pointless masses of
matenal." The Canadians suggested that they discuss ways to maxirnize continental income. The

fint issue to be addressed was whether they should base their plans on the assumption of the need
for continental self-sufficiency or on the possibility of multilateral international economic activity.
There was at present no way of telling which of these two approaches would be necessary at the end

of the war: as the memo noted, "A Gennan victory wouid make the decision cl-,

a British victory

will leave it in doubt." This uncertainty did not obviate the need to consider the issue. One way

or the 0 t h they would have to face hard choices, and they could either think about them now and
be ready for them when they arme, or they could put them off, only to face them later, unprepared

and forceci to fall back upon hastily decided solutioas. The Canadiaus werted that,

54. NAC, RG19/3SWJ-O 1c, "Suggested outline for a report on Canadian-United States
Econornic Relations in the Post-War World", by Alvin Hansen, Jdy 29', 1941.

55. NAC, RGl!WS73/J-Olc, ''Suggested outline for a report on C d a n - U n i t e d States
Economic Relations in the Post-War World", by AivinHansen, Addendumto Memo datedJuly Zgm,
1941, ~ugust6: 1941.

in c o n s i d e ~ these
g
problems we may reach concfus1'ons recommending d c d and drastic
action, but in appraising these conclusionswe must always keep in mhd the altemative, that
is, what the situation will be if we fail to take radical and drastic action. It is suggested that
our whole review of the economies of the United States and Canada in relation to each other
and to the rest of the world should be made in just this light; that we can scarcely overemphasize the dangers of lack of collaboration and lack of action in developing the case for
collaboration and action.
Studies might hitfully be undertaken on many of the issues suggested by the Arnericans, including
the way in which conditions of the postwar world would affect the two countries:

The items in this section outline some of the larger problerns with which Canada and the
United States will have to cope in the post-war world. They would be discussed so as to
emphasize the difficulties which would ensue if matters were allowed to drift or were
handled by the usual orthodox and ad hoc niethods. If the discussion is pmperly pointed,
the places, methods and desirability of joint action and long-run collaboration would be
clear and obvious?
The Canadian suggestions were considered at the JEC meetings in Ottawa on August 8' and 9,'
1941. There was a good deal of discussion about the importance of the role of the US as an
importer in any postwar scenario. Mackintosh asserted that theu "report on long-nui collaboration
cannot hope to be an actual blueprint, but rather should present the various ways by which post-war
problerns may be met." The committees agreed to use the Canadian memorandum as the starting
point for a report on long-nui Canadian-American economic collaboration and that a draft of the
report should be ready for their next joint meeting?

The drafi report was presented to the fourth JEC meetings in Montreal on November 7&, ph,,' and ga,

56. NAC, RGl9/3573/J-Olc, "Mer the War", by the Canadian Section of the Joint
Econornic Cornmittees, August 6&,1941.

57. NARA, RGS6Records ofthe Office of the Assistant Secretary for International Anairs
(OASiA) 1934-1970/Geographic Files/Country Files 1934-19S2/4ZC@
Mutual Assistance, ML
Southard to M . White, August 14&,1941.

1941. Much discussion was occasioned by its

and fourth sections, whïch dedt with the

postwar international economic situation and the way in which Canada and the US would be
affected by the postwar world. Mackintosh observeci that there was aimost unanimous agreement
that the report should not be limited to considering Canadian and American options in a postwar

world in which only regional economic collaboration was possible, even if this was the most iikely
eventuality. Instead, it should present the options available in a world in which wider international
collaboration was possible. The cornmittees agreed that the report should not consider CanadianAmerican postwar economic relations in isolation, but in the context "of the widest economic
univene that it is practicable to attahWs8

Hansen then shared the conclusions about postwar international economic collaboration he had
reached on a recent visit to the United Kingdom. He suggested that the best approach to the
problem of international economic collaboration was to take a closer look at the difficult position
in which the UK would likely fïnd itself at the end of the war. The exigencies of its war effort had
forced it to sel1 off its international investments, abandon many of its foreign markets, as well as
a good portion of its shipping and insurance incorne, and arnass great debts abroad. However, at
the end of the war, the ne& ofreconsfructionwouId force the U K to ïmport a vast amount of goods

nom abroad. In these circumstances there would be only two routes open to it. The first was the
path of Schachtian bilateralism adopted by Germany in the 1930s, a path that would be undesirable
fiom the point of view of the United States and otha nations. The second path was that of
multilateralism, wherein the world economy would be reconstnicted so that a high degree of
58. QU,W. C. Clark PapeME-31, Joint Economic Cornmittees, Canada-United Statesy
Minutes of the Fourth Joint Meeting, MontrealyNovember 7<h. 8', and 9\ 1941, Minutes of the
Third Session of the Joint Meeting, November 8.1941.

intemationai ?rade and investrnent couId ffourish and the UK would have ample oppominities for
prosperity. To achieve such a world, Hansen suggested, intemational collaboration on a large scale
would be needed:
He said that the conditions necessary to achieve a solution through the international
approach could only be obtained by the maintenance of high levels of national income in
each country, through appropnate interna1 policies, by the revival of international
investment and the development ofbackward areas, and by international collaboration in the
reduction of trade barriers. if effective efforts were made to maintain hi& levels of activity
by intemal measures in a wide range of coutries, particularly in the United States, the
United Kingdom, the British Dominions, Holland, Sweden, Norway, etc., thm would be
an all-round demand for imports which would create a basis for a large volume of
international trade, an adequate supply ofUnited States dollars and suf£ïcient opportunities
for England to achieve a balance in her extemai accounts.
The maintenance of full employment was tao important to be left to independent and unsupervised
initiative; what was needed was an "international anti-depression board which would ensure
collaboration and advise the respective governments on such rnatters as timing, methods, types of
projects, etc." There might also be an organization to oversee international investment, either
guaranteeing or insuring it and then directing it towards less industrialized nations. This would
contribute to a high level of international investment, a necessary condition of a high level of
international t~=ade.'~

Hansen concluded by submitting a draft statwent that could be made by the governments of the
United States and the United Kingdom on the desirability of a multilateral approach to postwar
economic prob lems. The two nations would pledge themselves to pumie collaborativelydomestic
policies designed to bring about "the fbllest possible e m p l o y m d and an increased level of
production and standard of living, and to prornote intanational trade and the most effective use of
59. QU, W. C. Clark Papen/3/E-3-2, Joint Economic Committees, Canada-United States,

Minutes of the Fourth Joint Meeting, Montreai, November 7"', 8: and 9&, 1941, Minutes of the
Third Session of the Joint MeetingsNovember 8*, 1941.
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international resources. Other govemments wodd be invited to adhere to the declaration and
undertake actions necessary to the achievernent of its goals. The declaration also called for the

establishment of an intemationai Economic Board to advise govemments on "intemal policy
designed to prornote full employment, economic stability, and world trade" and an International
Development Corporation to make h d s available for development projects, as well as sponsor an
International Resources Survey geared towards identifjing potential development projects
throughout the w ~ r l d . ~

Hansen's presentation was received syrnpathetically. Mackintosh thought that the "suggestions
regarding collaboration on a broad international bais rio?only presented a framework for m e r
study but constituted something which the Cornmittees rnight wish to promote." He later noted that

Canada would have a tough time trying to h v e in a world characterized by economic
bilateralism;as such, it had a fundamental interest in international economic cooperation and would
be very interested in Hansen's scheme. The committees resolved to prepare a report that would
outline the need for, and means of, postwar multilateral economic cooperation. While the report
would focus on the options available in a world in which international economic cooperation was
possible, it should aIso examine the available options in what was the 'hiost reaiistic possibfiitf',
a world in which widespread intemational cooperation was not p~ssible.~'
They also agreed to draA

"a resolution for presentation to the two govemments recommending that Canada and the United
60. QU, W. C. Clark PapdIE-3-2, Joint Economic Committees, Canada-United States,
Minutes of the Fourth Joint Meeting, Moneeal, Novemba p, g6, and 9&, 1941, Minutes of the
Third Session of the Joint Meeting, Novemba 8', l94l.

61.QU,W. C. Clark Papers/3/E-3-2, Joint Economic Committees, Canada-United States,
Minutes of the Fourth Joint Meeting, Montreal, November p, 8"', and 9", 1941, Minutes of the
niird Session of the Joint M e e h November 8', 1941.
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States take steps io invite the United Kiag&om €0join an agreement for the joint tripartite
declaration and adoption of a programme for post-war international economic collaboration dong
the lines suggested by Mr. ans en.'*

Both the report and the resolution, the product of the efforts of rnemben of both committees, were
ready for the next joint meeting, held in New York City. On December 5"', 1941, the committees
adopted the report and the resolution, and pledged to submit them for the consideration of their
respective governments. The resolution, Number 6, recognized that the postwar economic problems
of Canada and the United States could not be considered in isolation h m international economic

conditions; that national prosperity could not be had through policies that sought domestic or
regional self-sufficiency, that international collaboration was a necessary condition of expandeci
international trade and the most efficient use of the world's resources; that there was a need for an
international mechanisrn through which domestic and foreign economic policies could be created
and coordinated; and, given the need to begin both planning and acting for the postwar world, that

the US, Canada, and the UK constituted "a sufEcient nucleus" of nations to get the bal1 of
international cooperation rolling, though it might be desirable to secure the acceptance of other
nations to a joint dedaration of postwar intentions."

A tripartite declaration, which the Joint Economic Committees recommended the Canadian and

62. QU,W. C. Clark Paped3E-3-2, Joint Economic Committees, Canada-United States,
Minutes of the Fourth Joint Meeting, Montreal, November 7&, 8", and 9<b,1941, Minutes of the
Fourth Session of the Joint Meeting, November 8" 1941.
63. NAC, RG2/î/D-18-3 1941, Cabinet War Conmittee Document No.4SB, 'Resolution
of the Joint Economic Committees of Canada and the United States, Resolution No. 6",December
s', 1941.

American govemmw ask the British govemment fo join them in making, stressed the need for
international economic collaboration "in promoting full employment, increasing production,
expanding markets, improving standards of living; and fostering social security and economic
stability throughout the world." To achieve these goals, the declaratorygovernrnentswould promise
to punue coordinated intemal and extemal policies geared towards the effective use of national and
international resources and to "establish forthwith an International Stabilization and Development
Board ... to work out specific programs of international collaboration on the following lines:
(a) To prevent depression or to check inflationary tendencies in the post-war period and
fiom the long-range standpoint to promote continuing economic stability and hiIl
empioyment

.

(b) To maks an International Resources Survey for the purpose of exploring the needs and
oppominities for socially and economically desirable reconstruction and developmental
projects in coumies or broader regions when the capital required for such projects is not
readily available, it being understood that such projects shall not be explored or canied out
in any area without the consent and collaboration of the govemment or governments of the
area affected.

(c) To work out specific and concrete plans for the organization of such public international
agencies or instnunentalities as may be helpful in promohg such projects by credit,
investment or commodity operatioas, or by 0 t h means, and in W e t i n g the objectives set
forth in this de~laration.'~
The "Report on International Economic Collaboration", which accompanied the resolution, stressed
"that the post-war problems of Canada and the United States cannot be treated in isolation h m the
rest of the world", as autarkic tendencies among the nations outside of North America would
threaten the export-onmted sectors of the US and Canadian economies. Given the importance of
developments in the wider world to their two nations, "[tlhe f m o s t task of collaborative action

64. NAC, RG2/2/D- 18-3 1941, Cabinet War Cornmittee Document No.45B, "Resolution
of the Joint Economic Cornmittees of Canada and the United States, Resolution No. 6",December
51h, 1941.

in Canada and the United States, therefbre, consists in the endeavour, by tfieir own policies and by
their United influence and cooperatioa with other nations, to rnake it possible for al1nations to adjust
to post-war conditions in concert, rather than individually, competitively, and at one another's
expense.'"'

The report then examined how the anticipated postwar difficulties of the United Kingdom could be
seen as a rnicrocosm of the general problems likely to be faced at the end of the war. Closely

parallelling Hansen's remarks in November, it emphasizedthat were the nations of the world forceci
into adopting bilaterdist policies, the result would be a very difficult existence for the United States

and an impossible one for Canada. Bo& nations ~eededthe fieest possible international economic
interaction. The report also asserted that domestic and foreign economic policies went hand in
hand: dornestic policies aimed at full employrnent and improvod standards ofliving could onlywork

in a stable international system, while a stable international systern could only come about if such
goals were pvsued in every country. It would be up to the larger countries to take the lead in both

the domestic and international fields, but srnaller nations would also have to take positive action in
pursuit of the same goals. The nations of the world had to work together, coordinating their
dornestic and foreign policies. The report concIuded:
What immediate steps c m be taken to this end? A primary requisite is provision for joint
study, and for joint formulation and recommendation of policy to the governmeats
concemed. Steps should be taken to provide mactiineryfor this immediately, commencing
with the most convenientgrouping ofcountrieswhich can provide a practicd wodchg basis,
and expanding it as circumstances make desirable. The United States and the United
Kingdom are the two obvious pivotai powers, and the intimate and extensive relations of
Canada with each, as well as her own importance in the world economy, make her a Iogical
65. NAC,RGZ/Z/D-18-3 1941, Cabinet War CornmitteeDocument NoASC, Jomt Economic
Committees, Canada-United States, "Report on InternationalEconomic Collaboration", December
Sh, 1941.

and desirabIe addition. The specific proposd made by the Joint Economic Cornmittees is
for ajoint declaration ofpolicy by the Govemments ofthe United States of Amerka, United
Kingdom, and Canada, and for the establishmentby them of an International Stabilization
and Development Board to formulate and recommend rnethods of implementing the
de~Iaration.~~

Mackintosh submitted the report and the resolution to the Canadian govemment on December 17h,
194 1.

In a letter to Kuig, he strongly endorseci the course pmposed in the resolution and report. The

E C recognized that the approach to be adopted towards the postwar economy was a matter for
decision by governments6', but the mernben of the Canadian committee believed "that it is only by
promoting and participating in a collaboration between the United States and the United Kingdom,

with the threefold object ofdeveloping co-crdinated policies for maintaining employrnent, ensuring
relative fkeedom of trade, and contributhg to productive international investment, that Canada can
find after the war the larger world economy necessary to her tolerable existence.'"

The report and

resolution came before the Cabinet War Cornmittee on December 1 9 5 1941, but it deferred its
decision until it had had time to consider thern more fiilly.* Mackintosh, for his part, was hopeful
that the Joint Economic Committees might actually achieve something important in the field of

66.NAC, RGUuD-18-3 1941, Cabinet Wat CommitteeDocument No.45C, Joint Economic
Cornmittees, Canada-United States, "Report on International Economic Collaboration'', December
s', 1941.
67. NAC, RGU2/D-I 8-3 1941, Cabinet War Committee Document No .45C, Joint Economic
Cornmittees, Canada-United States, 'Xeport on Intemational Economic CoUaboration", December
Sb, 1941. Mackintosh stressed the same point in a letter to Arnold Heeney, the Clerk of the Privy
Council, which he sent dong with the letter to King and the report and resolution. See NAC,
RG2/2/D-18-3 1941, W. A. Mackintosh to A. D. P. Heeney, December 17&,1941.
68. NAC, RGUuD-18-3 1941, Cabinet War Committee Document No.45A, W. A.
Mackintosh to W. L. Mackenzie King,December 1p, 1941.
69. NAC, RG2/7C/C4654/5672, Minutes of Cabinet War Cornmittee Meeting held
December 19: 1941 (Exhibit 131).

postwar ptanning."

His hopes were soon dashed. Hansen had submitted the JEC report and resolution to Roosevelt in
the middle of December. It quickly became apparent that there were some within the Roosevelt
administration who were not irnpressed. On January 22", 1942, Hume Wrong, "the defacto head
of the Canadian legation" in ~ashington",reported that Dean Acheson, the US Assistant Secretary
of State, had told h i . "that the Resolution adopted by the Joint Economic Cornmittees at theu
meeting in New York in December was causing him a great deal of hesitation, and 1gathered from
him that it was not likely that the State Department would support its acceptancebythe ~resident.'"

Wrong gathered comctly. On February 3", Hull sent Roosevelt for his signature a letter to

ans en* that effectively squelched the whole initiative. While avowing support for expert
consideration of ways to make the postwar world a better place, and expressing confidence that the

JEC's work would be of use as discussion on this matter continuai, the letter said:
With reference to your recommendation that the Governments of the United States and
Canada invite the Governrnents of the United Kingdom and perhaps 0 t h governments to
join in a declaration dong the lines indicated, and establish at once an International

70. On January 5&, 1942, Mackintosh wrote to R A. C. Henry of the work of the Joint
Economic Cornmittees: "'However, 1 think we have succeeded in doing a few useful things in
wartime collaboration, and I hope we may be able to accomplish more with respect to the pst-war
period." See NAC, RG19/3571/J-01 (second file). W. A. Mackintosh to R A- C. Henry, Jauuary
5,' 1942.

71.1. L. Granatstein, nie O r n a Men: The Civil Smvice Mandarins, 1935-1957 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press Incorporated, 19%). p. 124.
72. NAC, RG 19/3572/J-0 1, Hume Wrong to Norman Robertson, ~anuary22.6, 1942.
73. FDR, Fraaklin Delano Roosevelt Papdofficial Filei4519, "Joint Economic
Cornmittee of Canada and US, 1939-1942", Corde11Huli to FranklinRoosevelt, February 3d, 1942.

Stabiiization and Devetopment Board, I EeT tbat M e r discussions withiCn this
Government, and between this Govenunent and other Governmentsconcerned, in regard to
basic pnnciples and broad objectives will be necessary before it becornes feasible to draw
up and present any comprehensiveplan or internationalorganization designed to implernent
the economic principles set forth in the Atlantic Charter.74
One of the first joint initiatives by American and Canadian officiais in the field of postwar planning
had been dashed almost as soon as it had been proposed. Despite severai subsequent attempts by

their members to devise a usehl program of work in the postwar planning field, never again did the
Joint Economic Comrnittees forrndly submit to their governments a sweeping proposal dong the
lines of Resolution 6. Atrophy set in, and the Joint Economic Cornmittees were formally disbanded

There were many reasons why the Joint Economic Comrnittees failed to achieve anythmg concrete

in the field of postwar planning. Membenhip problems, lack of desire on the part of either
government to exploit the cornmittees' possibilities, the problems of a bilateral organization trying
to make multilateral plans. uncertainty as to the nature of the postwar world, and uncertainty as to
governmentalpostwar prionties were al1 identified as reasons for their lack of succe~s.~'Moreover,
their one big postwar initiative, Resolution 6, was too arnbitious. Berle got it nght whm he mused

74. FDR, Franklin Delano Roosevelt Paperdûfficiai Filed45 19, "Joint Economic
Cornmitteeof Canada and US, 1939-1942". Franklin Roosevelt to Alvin Haasen, ~ebruaryo', 1942.

75. See, for example, NAC, RG19/3572&01. "Joint Economic Cornmittees of Canada and
the United States". Memorandum for the Under Seaztary?January 6&, 1943; W. A. Mackintosh to

H. L. Keenleyside, ~ e b n i a r y 21943;
~ , W. A. Mackintosh to A. G. Grauer, MMar lsm,1943;NAC,
RG19/3569/J-O1, "Joint Economic Cornmittees of Canada and the United States", Memomdum
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that JEC rnembers were out to 'ieform the m*verse".= However, ideas that sound great in the

conference room often lose their appeal when tried out in the cabinet room. Mackintosh recognized
this in a letter to Hansen in late April1942: noting the apparent unwillingness of their govemments
to pursue any M e r postwar planning at that t h e , Mackintosh cautioned that JEC members were

in danger of nuuiing too far ahead of their respective governments in their opinions and their
plans." in fact, they already had.

Nevertheless, the work of the Joint Economic Committees is important for what it reveais about
early Canadian and Arnerican attitudes towards postwar planning. It shows that Canadian and

American officials were eager to get cracking on planning for the poshHar world very early on in
the war, even before the US had become a belligerent. Their work showed a good appreciation of
the potential postwar troubles of the UK; it also showed an understanding of the disastrous
implications of such troubles for Canada and the US. Moreover, broadly speaking, what the
members of the Joint Economic Committees wanted, thek respective national govemments
eventually declared themselves to want too: grand initiatives, international cooperation,
multilateralism. Finaily, Resolution 6's assertion of the need for an early approach to the UK on
issues of postwar planning presaged the eventuaI pattern of that planning, as the United States and
the United Kingdom soon became the nexus of the process. American and Canadian officials had
quickly discovered that Canada-US relations could not be considemi in isolation £tom the rest of
the world. They had also realized that no real progress could be made in planning for the world

76. FDR, Adolf Berle Paperd213/Diary/JullySeptember 1941, Mernorandun, July 1 5 1

1941.
77. NAC, RG19/3571/J-01, W. A. Mackintosh to Alvin Ham- A p d 27<h, 1942.

after the war without British cooperation~Ironicatiy, the same mderstarrâing contnbmed to the
death of their proposa1 in February 1942.

The fùture of postwar planning lay not in the work of the Joint Econornic Cornmittees, but in the

discussions to which the US and UK had pledged themselves in Article M of the Mutual Aid
Agreement. As noted above, Canada chose not to be a recipient of American lend-lease assistance
and so was not bound by Article VIL There were many reasons why Canada chose not to accept

lend-lease from the United tat tes"; ironically, in light of later events, one of the reasons was to
avoid being obligated to accept the cornmitments contained in Article VII.

Despite the Hyde Park arrangement, by Febmary 1942 the Canadian US dollar position was in poor
shape. American officials sought ways to ameliorate their ally's financial position so that it could
continue to give its al1 to the now common war effort. The top official in the Treasury Department,

Harry Dexter White, wanted to explore al1 possible means of helping the Canadiam, including
signing them on to the lend-lease program, despite the fact that the latter had made their opposition

78. Mackintosh, for one, had leamed this lesson well. In a letter to

Hansen in late Apnl

1942, he observecl that the United States and Canada had "gone far enough to encounter the
difficulties of post-war planning on a bilateral basis. Indeed, our discussions have led us to the
conclusion that a major object should be to escape the necessity of working on a bilateral basis."
See NAC, RG19/3571/J-01, W. A. Mackintosh to Alvin Hansen, April27&, 1942. In May he
suggested to Hansen that they consider establishing linksbetween a revampedJEC and comparable
bodies or individuals in the United Kingdom. See NAC, RG19/3571/J-01, W. A. Mackintosh to
Alvin Hansen, May 2 1*, 1942.
79. See, for example, Bothwell and Kilboum, p. 151;J. L. Granatstein, Canada S War: ne
Politics ofhe Mackenzie King Govemment. 1939-1945 (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1975).
pp. 138-139; R. Warren James, Wartime Econornic Co-operation: A SRuy of Relations between
Canada and the United States (Toronto: The Ryason Ress, 1949). pp. 31-32.
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to this course known to the US go~emmenf.~
NevertheIess, in May 1942 Ametican officiais
proposed to the Canadians that financial assistance to Canada be housed within the p a t e r lendlease mansion. The Canadians were not mthusiastic, not least because they did not want to commit
their nation to the provisions of Article VII. Political issues were involved. While the Canadian
govenunent favoured postwar commercial liberalization, some Canadians favoured retaining the
Ottawa agreements, and it would be unwise to antagonize thern. More important, while the
Canadian govemment might agree with the intent of Article W, it did not want it to appear as

though it were being forced to accept the postwar economic order envisioned in the article." Might
not an agreement be drawn up th?t did not include the article? The Americans understood the
Canadians' position, and many thought that they had a valid pointa: such an article in an agreement
between Canada and the US was unnecessary given the Canadian cornmitment to a liberalized
multilateral postwar world order. But the State Department insisted that dl lend-lease agreements
include Article W." There could be no exceptions, not even for Canada

Nothing came of the proposai that Canada accept lad-lease. The Canadians did not want it, and

many on the US side did not think they needed to take it. Mackintosh noted that the idea, which had
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onginated in the State Department, had not receivedentnusiastic support h m any other quarter in
the Roosevelt administration. He also observeci that Lauchiin Currie, a dose and Uifluential adviser
to the President, said that Canada was doing just fine h c i a l l y and would continue to do just

fine." Currie was nght :Canada was never forced to take lend-lease aid h m the United States and
thus avoided being formally committed to Article W.

Although Article W had its disadvantages, it also had its advantages. Chief among these was that
the US-UK talks held under its aegis quickly became the most important talks in tom. Canadian
oficials came to see that by staying out of the lend-lease program, they risked being left out of
essential postwar planning discussions. On May 2 7 t 1942, W. C. Clark,the Deputy Minister of
Finance, wrote Robertson about some recent Dominions Office telegrams that refmed to the
possibility of early US-UK talks on postwar economic po~icy?~
Clark urged, "While 1 realize the
difficulties, it s e m s to me important that we should participate in such talks, if the discussions go
on without our participation, we will have very little oppomuiity later to influencedecisions, which

may well be of the most critical importance for us."

Perhaps they could convince their US

colleagues on the E C to suggest Canadian inclusion in the forthcornhg talks. Ifthis did not work,
perhaps a direct appeal to London would; surely Canada was cIearly qualifieâ to participate:
1 think the resolution of the Joint Economic Cornmittees might be quoted as part of a
reasoned argument for our inclusion. ...It codd be pointed out that our discussions on the
matters have gone some distance with the U.S., and we ought not to be in the position of

being represented by the U.S. Further, we not only have interests sllnilar to those of
Australia and New ZeaIand in these matters but much more intimate interests. We are the
e x m e case of the effects of the repercussions 0fU.K. and U.S.relations. We can do more
to help those relations and much more to injure them than any other country. We are a

84. NAC, RG 19/3571/J-01, W. A. Mackintosh to W. C. Clark, May 4'h, 1942.

85. These telegrams will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 2.

substantial industrial power. ... 1wouId thuik we have a strong case €or incIusion uniess the
discussions were to be limited to Article 7 of the Lend-Lease Agreement. We would be a
vital link in any exchange arrangement, and would be expected to contribute to an
international investment program; also, we could exercise a fairly substantiai veto on trade
arrangements. In none of these matters cm the U.K. represent us as she can represent
~ustralia?'
Good arguments all, but Canadian officials quickly concluded that the one weak point in their case
rnight well prove the deterrnining factor: the fact that the proposed discussions were to be expressly

linked to Article VII. Another way was needed.

Canadian officials broached this issue with their American colleagues at the Iune 1942 SEC
meetings in Ottawa. Upon his return to Washington, Berle reported that Robertson had asked hirn
to speculate on how he saw the postwar economic planning process shaping up. Berle's response
implied that the Article VII obligation would fomi the centre around which the process would
revoIve:
We were actually negotiating lend-lease agreements with the interested govemments, the
plan being that al1 of them should contain a standard article, which was Article W of the
British statement, with which Mr. Robertson was familiar. This contemplated discussions
looking towards lowering of obstacles to trade and collaboration in post-war pmblems. 1
observed that the Canadian Govenuneat had steadily declined to enter into a lend-lease
agreement.
Robertson retorted with a long list of reasons why Canada had not wanted to conclude a lend-lease
agreement and asked whether there rnight not be some 0th- way in which Canada could associate

o
itself with Article W; aAer dl, "Article VI1 stood on its own bottom, rather than as a auid ~ r quo
in a lease-lend agreement. Certainly in the case of Canada" Berle admitteci the tnith of this, but
was uns-

how the United States couid enter into such a cornmitment outside the lend-lease

--

86. NAC, RGl9/3SïlB-OI,W. C. Clark to Nomian Robertson,May 27% 1942.

Hugh Keenleyside, of the Department of Extemai Affairs, was aiso present during this discussion,
and he asked Berle whether Canada should perhaps sign a Mutual Aid Agreement with the US that

included an Article VI1 provision but that excluded any real lend-lease aspect. Berle would not
presurne to tell the Canadians what to do in this matter, but added that "[ilt was perfectly true that
if the lease-lend agreements were the sole pattern ofeconornic post-war exchanges, anyone who did

not have such an agreement would either be excluded or have to £indsome other way into the pacts.

I said that undoubtedly this Government wouid be glad to consider any suggestion that the Canadian
Government might have in the matter.'"

Robertson responded by detailing the difficulties of the Canadian position. It was a member of the
Commonwealth, but not completely so because of its voluntary exclusion h m the sterling bloc.
It was a nation of the Amencas, but not a member of the Pan-Arnerican Union. It was putting forth

a massive war effort, but it was not accordai representation on any of the primary bodies devoted
to the m i n g of the war. To add insult to injury, the US-UK lend-lease agreement
had been at [Canada's] expense. Thus, Britain had agreeâ to Iet down the prefèrence bars
within the Empire. The net d t of that was that the trade which Canada now had with
Britain would be tramferreci to the United States. There had bem a feeling that it was hardly
kind to Canada for the United States to exact as a auid ~ r QUO
o h m Britain for our war aid
the transfer to the United States of markets previously held by Canadians.

Berle said that Article W was not meant to be an exclusive Anglo-American arrangement;

87. FDR, AdoIf Berle Paperd214/Diary/June-August 1942, Memorandum of Conversation,
June lob, 1942.
88. FDR AdolfBerle Paperd214/Diary/Jme-August 1942,Mernorandumof Conversation,
June 10: 1942.
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hopefiiiIy, if wouId be exfended to cover aIi of the nations of the worId, in which case Canadian
interests would not be hurt in any way. He invited the Canadians to feel fiee to discuss with
American officials this or any other issue, but no m e r suggestionswere offered as to how Canada
could get in on the Article W action."

Robertson's plea must have impressed Berle, as the Amencans made the next move. About a rnonth
later, Jack Hickerson, ofthe US State Department's European Division, drafted a note that he hoped
might commit Canada and the US to the same obligations as those laid out in Article W without
Canada having to become a forma1 participant in the lend-lease program. Hickenon communicated
the draft to the American Minister in Ottawa, Pierrepont Moffat, and asked him to ascertain whether
this was the sort of thing that Robertson had in mind. Aithough the draft had not been cleared by
the State Department, Kickerson did not think its wording wodd be cause for any concern "since

it incorporated practically verbatim the pertinent language of the Lease Lend ~gremients".~

When Moffat approached Robertson with Hickenon's ciraft note, he did not receive the sort of
welcome he might have expected, given that it had been Robertson who had raised the issue in the
first place. Perturbed at various sIights that he feIt had k e n deait Canada of Iate, Robertson was

not feeling cooperative:
Briefly Robertson, depresseci by Harry Hopkins' rejection of Canada's request for
representation on the Munitions Assignments Board, said that he would study the note and

89. FDR Adolf Berle Paperd214/Diary/JuneeAugust1942, Memorandumof Conversation,
June,'OI 1942.
90. NARA, RG591Lot Files Pertamuig to Europe/Records of the Office of Eumpean
Affairs/Mattbews-Hickerson Files 1935-1947/Ml 2 W l l/British Commonwealth Art. 7 tdks
Canada (Lend-Lease), Hickerson to the Secretary, Juiy ldh, 1942.

-

-

give Mr. Moffat his commenfs af€erMi. Moffaf's r e m h m the west, about July 19: but
M i . Robertson continued Canada had received so Little credit for paying her own way and
had been kicked around so rnuch on other matters by the United States and the United
Kingdom that it might be a good idea for Canada to reconsider her whole position in respect
to lease lend questions. 1think that this statement may be heavily discounteci. 1believe that
the Canadians will approve the proposed exchange of notes. We expect word to that effect
shortly d e r Moffat's retum h m western Canada?
Berle bied to get the Canadians to move on the issue. During a meeting with Merchant Mahoney
of the Canadian legation on another matter on July 28h, he mentioned that the US had submitted

a draA note to the Canadian govemment that contained the essentials of Article VIi "so that the door
should be wide open to the Canadian Government if it wished to join in these discussions."
Mahoney said that the ciraft was under discussion in ûttawa Berle told Mahoney of the progress
that had been made in getting the Article W talksunderway, noting that one of the things they were
considering discussing was an organization for postwar exchange stabilization and that he '%ished
to emphasize, among other things, that as it lay in our min&, discussions to that end would have

to include not only the British but the Canadians as well, and probably a number of other

Despite the apparent willingaess of the Americans to secure for the Canadians a place at the Article

VII table, there the matter lay until the autumn. On October 2*, 1942, Moffat had another
discussion with Robertson about the issue, and this time the Canadians took more decisive action.
That same day, Robertson discussed the matter with Clark, Mackintosh, Deputy Minister of Trade

91. NAIU, RG59/Lot Files Peitaining to EuropefRecords of the Office of European
~ ~ a t t h e w s - H i c k e r s oFiles
n 1935-1947Ml244/l l/British Commonwealth - Art. 7 t a b
Canada (Lend-Lease), Hickerson to the Secretary, July 16', 1942.

-

July 28:

92. FDR,AdolfBerle Paperd214/Diary/June-August 1942,Memorandum of Conversation,
1942.
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and Commerce Dana Wïîgress, and the Goverrior of the Bank o f Canada, Graham Towers; three
days later Robertson forwarded them copies of the US drafl note.

Wilgress's response was immediate and enthusiastic. He had "corne to the conclusion that it is
essential for us to enter into this exchange of notes without M
er delay." The cornmitment to enter
into talks at an early date would permit Canada to offer 'koncrete proposals" in keeping with the

draft note: Wilgress noted that "[tlhe submissionofany more concrete proposals at the present tirne
will be sure to meet with the objection that the Govemrnent of the United States has not the
constitutional authority to enter into more binding commitments at the present tirne." He generally
approved of the note as drafted, though he thought that perhaps it should be made clear that
Canada's position in relation to the commitments contained in the note was not the sarne as that of
nations that had accepted these commitments in return for lend-lease."

Clark's response came a day later. Strangely, given his exhortation to Robertson in May that they
should do whatever they could to get themselves included in the proposed Anglo-American Article

VII talks, Clark said that he "had completely forgotten that there was in Article W so specific a
cornmitment to enter hto conversations "at an eady date."

He, Mackintosh, and Wrong had

discussed the matter fùrther, Mackintosh would soon write of their thoughts on the matter?

Wrong's and Mackintosh's response was to redraft the US note so as to take better account of

Canada's special position. Wrong wanted to make it clear that Canada was offking wartime
93. NAC, RGW2 87O/ 1843-J-4OC, Dana Wilgress to Noman Robertson, October 5: 1942.
94. NAC,RG25/2870/1843-J40C, W. C. Clark ta Norman Robertson, October 6', 1942.

assistance to its allies on tenns simikir to those under whi'ch the US was extending assistance,
hoping that it would thus become clear that there was an important ciifference between Canada
accepting cornmitrnents about postwar economic policy through an exchange of notes with the
United States and accepting those comrnitrnents through accepting lend-lease aid. Wrong also
sought to highlight the special relationship between the United States and Canada Though he sent
the cirafi to Robertson, Wrong was not satisfied with it, thinking that "it needs a good deal of

polishing and we might at the end try out on the United States rather more concrete as a statement

of policy for our two countries alone.'"'

On the US side, Mo ffat remained eager to get the note exchange undemay as quickly as possible,
even speaking to King about it during a luncheon at the Canadian Club.% Robertson discussed the

Canadian redraft with Moffat on October 1Tb, foxwarding a copy a couple of days later?' The same
day Robertson explained to King both his feelings about and the current stahis of the note:
I saw no objection in principle to our subscribing to the proposeci declaration of policy, but
was a little womed about the misconstruction that might be put upon Canada accepting in
ternis a commitment which the other United Nations had given as a more or less direct quid
pro quo for Lease-Lend assistance. You will note that the language of the United States
draft fo1Iows with rninor variations that used in Article 7 of the Lease-Lend Agreements.

Our counter draft is intended to achieve the purposes which the United States had in rnind
in first proposing the joint declaration, and wodd at the same tirne différentiate the
Canadian position h m that of the beneficiaries of Lease-Lend assistance, and stress the
speciai relationship between Canada and the United States which wiii continue to influence

95. NAC, RG251287011843-J-40C, Hume Wrong to Nomian Robertson, October TL, 1942.
96. NAC, RG25/2870/1843-J-40C, Norman Robertson to the Prime Minister, ûctober 19',
1942.

97. NAC, RG25/2870/1843-J-40C, Norman Robertson to Pierrepont Moffat, October 19&,
1942.

our post-war economic reIationsfip~.~
The Canadian redraff satisfied Canadian and American officiais alilce? It was approved by the
Cabinet War Committee on October 28", with a single small amendment'" that the Arnericans
quickly agreed. The note required a Little more tinke~ing'~',
as well as h a i Cabinet War Cornmittee
clearance, but Berle was optimistic about a quick resolution, telling Moffat over lunch in
Washington on November 16" that "[wle shall be accepting Canada's adherence to Lend-Lease
pretty soon, and the Canadians are hoping we shail start consultations regarding economic

98. NAC, RG25/2870/1843-J-iOC, Norman Robertson to the Prime Minister, October 19",
1942. interesting1y, when Robertson forwarded copies of the US ciraft and the Canadian redraft to
Lester Pearson in Washington, his covering letter refmed to the desire to differentiate the Canadian
position from the position of those taking lend-lease assistance, but not the desire to ernphasize the
uniqueness of the Canadian-Amencan relationship. See NAC, RG25/2870/1843440C, Norman
Robertson to Lester Pearson, October l 9&, 1W .

99. See, for example, NAC, RG25/2870/1843-MOC, Dana Wilgress to Norman Robertson,
October 27', 1942 and G. F. Towers to Norman Robertson, 0ctober 28\ 1942; NARA, R G S 9 b t
Files Pertaining to EuropelRecords of the Office of European A n ' a t t h e w s - H i c k e r s o n Files
1935- 1947/M1244/ 111British Commonwealth - Art. 7 talks - Canada (Lend-Lease), Hickerson to
'
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2 1942.
the Secretary, October,
100.NAC, RG2/7C/C4874/5677, Minutes of Cabinet War CommitteeMeeting held October
28: 1942 (Exhibit 201). The amenciment was the deletion of the second paragraph of the note,
which referred to the aid that Canada was providing to the UK. Robertson explained to Moffat that
Canada wanted to delete this paragaph because as it stood it conveyed the erroneous notion that
Canada was supplying its allies with war supplies fiee of trh~xge,when, in fact, the reality of the
arrangements was much more cornplex. The State Department had no problem with dropping this
paragraph, aven that it had been the Canadians who had suggested its inclusion in the first place.
See NARA, RGS9/Lot Files Pertaining to EuropeRecords of the Office of European
Mairs/Matthews-HickersonFiles 1935- 1947/M1244/l l/Bntish Commonwealth - Art. 7 talks Canada (Lend-Lease), Hickerson to Messrs.Southworth and H a w h , November 2d, 1942.
101. For exampie, a phrase that ran "and with a high d e p of economic inter-dependence"
was expunged at Canada's initiative. See N A U , R G 5 9 h t Files Pertahbg to Europe/Records

of the Office of European Affairs/hriatthews-fickersonFiles 1935-1947/M1244/1l/British
Commonwealth - Art. 7 taiks - Canada (Lend-Lease), Hickason to Messrs. Southworth and
Hawkins, November 2d, 1942.

collaboration, pronto."'"

Berle's optïmïsm was wen fiunde& the Canadians were now eager to

settle the matter so that they could get down to the real business of concrete talks about postwar
economic policy as soon as possible. This eageniess is evident in a November 24mletter h m Clark
to Robertson: "1 agree that under the circumstances we should agree to the ciraft as revised,
particularly as further delay would probably hinder us in endeavouring to discuss these matters
jointly with the United Kingdom and the United States rather than independently."'03

The exchange of notes took place on Novembet 306, 1942. The notes proclaimed that the two
nations were "in agreement that post-war settlements must be such as to prornote mutually
advantageous economic relations between them and the bettement of world-wide econornic
relations." To achieve these goals
the Govemments of the United States of America and of Canada are prepared to cooperate
in fomulating a program of agreed action, open to participation by d l 0 t h countries of like

mind, directed to the expansion, by appropriate international and domestic consumption of
goods, which are the matenal foundations of the liberty and wel fare of al1 peoples; to the
elimination of dl forms of discriminatory commerce, and to the reduction of tariffs and
other trade barriers; and, in general, to the attainment of al1the economic objectives set forth
in the Joint Declaration made on August 14,1941, by the Resident of the United States of
America and the Rime Minister of the United Kingdom.
Noting the similar interests of the Canadian and American govemments in the realm of postwar
international economic policy, the notes committed them to early talks,to hclude other interested
nations, geared towards the achievement of the goals outlined above, "in the light of goveming
economic conditions". During these talks, Canada and the US would "seek to fumish to the world

102. FDR, Adolf Berle Paperd214/Diary/NovernbererDecember1942, Memorandum,
,
November 1 6 ~1942.
103. NAC, RG2512870/1843-J-4OC, W. C. Clark to Norman Robertson, November 24',
1942.
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concrete evidence of the ways in which two neighbouring cormtnes that have a bng experience o f
friendlyrelations and a high degree of economic interdependence, and that share the conviction that
such reciprocally beneficial relations m u t form part of a general system, may pmmote by agmd
action their mutual interests to the benefit of themselves and other co~ntries."'~
The way was now
clear for Canadian participation in any t a b arising h m Article W.

The taie thus far has largely been one of failure. Canada did not play an important part in the
making of the Atlantic Charter or Article VII. It did play an important part in the Joint Economic
Cornmittees, but the Joint Economic Cornmittees did not play an important part in the international
postwar planning process. instead of Resolution 6 becoming the foundation upon which a larger
consideration of postwar issues was based, it was Article Vn.that provided that foundation, and the
Canadians were forced to find a way to associate themselves with the comrnitments contained
within it. But Canada had made clear its determination to be consulted and had given an indication
of the approach it was likely to take to postwar economic issues. Moreover, by the end of 1942 the
groundwork for greater Canadian participation in the postwar planning process had in fact already
been laid.

104. FDR, Franklin Roosevelt Papers/Resident's Personal Files/3089/WiIliam Lyon
Mackenzie King, Corde11 Hull to Leighton McCarthy, November 30', 1942, as reproduced in
Department of State Press Release, No.569, December lS, 1942.

Chapter 2: The British Clearing Union and the American Shbilization h n d
Independently of one another, on either side of the Atlantic, two economists were hard at work
preparing plans for a new postwar international monetary order. One was John Maynard Keynes,
brilliant of mind and personality, a celebrated and contmversial figure long before he began wartime
service as a special adviser to the UK Treasury.' The other was Harry Dexter White, who, as
Director of Monetary Research and Assistant to the Secretary, was the most influentid official at
the US Treasury, the tmsted adviser of its Secretary, Henry M~rgenthau.~
By the end of 1941, each

had begun work on plans to facilitatemultilateral internationalpayments. These plans would be the
subject of the first substantive discussions on the shape of the postwar international economy.
British and American Officials were eager to have Canadian views on their respective proposais.

Canada would play a larger part in the discussions stimulated by these plans than it had in any
discussion about the posh./ar worici ever before.

A number of approaches to international monetary organization had been attempted in the intenvar
yean.' Fint there was the gold standard, the systern that had obtained pnor to the Fint World War,

when it had corne to symbolize order and prosperity. M e r the war, and after a lengthy initial penod
of reconstruction and readjustment, it was re-adopted by the principal trading nations. By the early

1. Lionel Robbins, a Wend and coileagueof Keynes, provides an insightfid and sympathetic
recollection of him during the penod covered by this thesis: see Lord Robbins, Autobiography of
an Economist (London: Macmillan, 1970), pp. 192-195.
2. Armand Van Dormael, Bretton Woodc Birth 4 a Monetary System (London: The
Macmillan Press Limited, 1978), pp .40-42. Van Domael quotes a Decanber 1941 Morgenthau
comment on White: ' R e will be in charge of a i i foreign aE"for me. ... 1want it in one brain and
1 want it in Hany White's brain". See Van Dormael, p. 40.

3. The classic contemporarystudy of this issue is League ofNations, Internationai Currency
Grperience: Lessons of the Inter- War Period (Geneva: League of Nations, 1944).
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1930s, its clear failure to encourage stabfity and prosperïty ied to ifs whoresde abandoment.

Thereafter, some nations experimented with bilateral clearing arrangements; others with fixed
exchange rate regimes; still others allowed the value of their cumncies to Buctuate according to the
whirns of the international cutrency market. Most nations were accused of engaghg in cornpetitive

devaluation, cheapening the relative worth of their cumncies so as to make their goods more
attractively pnced, in order to capture a linle more of what linle internationd trade was still taking
place during the Great Depression. The lessons that most people took away nom the interwar
intemational rnonetary experience were threefold: the gold standard did not work; bilateral clearing
arrangements did not work; floating exchange rates did not work. A new approach was needed.

Both Keynes and White Offered a new approach. Aithough their plans differed in detail, they were
similar in intent. They both provided for a system in which exchange rates would be fixed, to
encouragestability in intemational commercial relationships. These rates would not be rigidly fïxed

as underthe gold standard, but could be adjusted if there were severe irnbalances in the international
economy. Nations experiencing temporary deficits in their balance of payments would be helped
to hance these deficits so that they could maintain the value of theu exchange rates. While both

the Keynes plan and the White plan sought these ends, they did so in d i f f i t ways. These
differences led to extensive discussions and negotiations in which Canada would play not a srnail
Part-

Washington was the nrst to signal publicly that it was tbinking seriously about postwar monetary
issues. In January 1942, at a meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the American Republics in Rio
de Janeiro, a resolution proposecl by the US was passeci. Resolution XV suggested that the

assembled nations
cooperate in the creation of an organkation to promate stability of foreign exchange rates,
encourage the international movement of productive capital, facilitate the reduction of
artificial and discriminatory barriers to the movement of goods, assist in the correction of
the maldistribution of golâ, strengthen monetary systems, and facilitate the maintenance of
monetary policies that avoid serious inflation or delation [sic].

The resolution also called upon the hance ministers of the American republics to meet to establish

an international stabilization fund:

On February 6", 1942, A. F. W. Plumptre, economic attaché at the Canadian Iegation in
Washington, approached White for more information on both the international stabilization fund
and the inter-Amencan bank that had also been proposed at Rio, inquiring specifically how Canada
might fit into these instituti~m.~
White was not forthcornhg with details, if o d y because his ideas

on the stabilization fund were not developed enough He did tell Plumptre that he did not intend
to limit membership to the American republics and that the Canadians could expect to hear more

fiom him about the proposal in the very nuu futwee6

4. Fmm the text of Resolution XV of the Rio Confêrence as reproduced in NAC,
RGîSi2973/33îl-407Manarandum for the E?rhmMhister+March 20'". 1942. The resolution did
not provide for the participation of non-Amencan nations: particularly notable was the absence of
any mention of UK participation.
5. Canada had atternpted to get itself invited to the Rio conference, but had been rebuffed
by the United States. See MG26NlI7UWWII Post War Reconstruction 1942-47, Untitleà and
unsigned rnemorandum, December 20m,1941.
6. NAC, RG25/2973/3321-40, Canadian Legation in Washington to SSEA, N0.334,
Febmary 9", 1942 and Mernorandun for M . Robertson,March 20'. 1942. The American mord
of the conversation made no mention of White's desire for a universal stabilization f h d or the
possibility of an early approach to Canada. See NARA, RG56/Records of the Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury re: Monetary and International Affairs/Chmnological File of Harry Dexter White
Nov. 1934 - Apr. 1946/6/Chronological32(February 1942), Memorandum of Conferenceheld in Mr.
White's Office, Febniary 6&, 1942.
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Work on the plan and struggIes withh the Roosevelt adïzhistration over the best way to proceed
delayed progress7,but US officials did not forget about the Canadians. On July lgh, Berle told
Merchant Mahoney that there had been progress on the stabilization fùnd and that Clark or Towers
rnight soon be invited down to Washington to talk about it. Berle thought that the Anglo-saxon
nations would exercise a great deal of control over the fund in its early days: "that is to Say, it is
hoped that representation would be forthcoming h m Great Britain and Canada, and possibly
Australia, in addition to one or two represmtatives h m South Amencan countries". More
information was expected presentlf; this promise was renewed in septemberO9In the end, it would
be November 1942 before Canadian officials received a copy of White's plan. They had had more
than enough to occupy them in the interim.

As previously mentioned, the UK had its own plan for a new postwar rnonetary organization, a plan

composed in the main by John Maynard Keynes. The Canadians appear to have fim learned of the
existence of Keynes's plan in May 1942, when the UK government, anticipating an early start to
Article W discussionswith the US, sent the Dominionsa series of telegrams outlinhg its approach.
The UK would suggest to the US that they hold informal, non-cornmittal bilateral talks at the expert
level, the results of which would be communicated to the US, UK,and Dominion govemments and
would hopefûlly serve as a foundation for more detailed conversations. While the LIK did 'hot ask

7. See Van Dormael, pp. 45,5 1-55 For otha reasons for delay on the US side in getthg
Article W talks undenvay in this pexiod, see Ressnell, pp. 66-67,80.
8. NAC, RG19139811M-1-7-2, A. F. W.Plumptre ta W. C. Clark, July 206, 1942. The
continuhg Canadian interest in the proposal is evident in Plrmiptre's suggestion that Canadian
officiais discuss the matter fiuther with Bale on the latter's forthcornhg visit to ûttawa.

9.NAC,RG25/3259/6000-W. Hume Wrongto Normm Robertson, September214 1942.

that

... the Dominions should associate themselves at this stage with any of

the prelirninary

suggestions which we have agreed to o u .experts bringing into the general discussion, we hope that
they will share our view that the holding of such taiks should prove to be a valuable step towards
the clarification of the far reaching issues inv~lved".'~A nurnber of issues might be discussed,

including the need for an international body to facilitatepayments on current account. Such a body
would not be a panacea, "but it would provide a medium which, in conjunction with other agencies
and actions, would give the best chance of a prosperous world". Treasury experts had drafted a plan

for
a new organisation which aims at substituthg an expansionist for a conûactionist pressure
on world trade generally and which might be styled for short an International Clearing
Union. Its object woüld be to provide in the international sphere an organisation which
would perform for participating States the functions performed for individuals by the
ordinary banking system, i.e., the clearing of accounts debit and credit, between different
custorners and the provision of overdrafts for those who need them. The suggestion would
be that the principal countries of the world would adhere to this Clearing Union which
would have the hinction of settling internationalbalances of payments by credits and debits
in a new international monetary unit having a specified gold quivalent.

The clearing union could provide h d s for postwar relief, international development, and
cornmodity price replation, as well as participate in antidepression rneasures. These objectives
could be secured in a nurnber of ways; the merits of a pdcular plan were less important than

'

obtaining general agreement on the need for a better way of s e t h g international balances.' No
M e r information on the plan was offered, nor was the plan fonvarded to the Dominions.

As noted in the previous chaptcr, the Canadian reaction to these telegrams revolved not around the

merits of the issues the British proposed to discuss, but the way they proposed to discuss them: the

10. NAC, RG1913989îï-2-9-2Nolume 1, SSDA to SSEA, D.259,May 22*, 1942.
11. NAC, RG 1913989tT-2-9-2/ Volume 1, SSDA to SSE& D.26 1, May zd,
1942.
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prospect of Angfo-Amencan discussionsfromwhich Canada wautd be exchidecl causedagreat deal
of unease in Ottawa. Canada had so great an interest in the matters at issue that its officials had to

do everything they could to get invited to the discussions, lest their absence cause them to miss out
on the opportunity to infiuence US and UK ideas while they were still being formulated."

Fortunately fiom the Canadian point of view, British hopes for eariy Anglo-Amencan tdks were
disappointed, primarily because the Americans were not ready for even informal and exploratory

discussion^.'^ By August, the UK had concluded that talks with the US would likely not take place
until af€erthe November 1942 Congressional elections, and proposed to use the delay to begin
informai discussions with the Dominions. Citing the complexity of the issues to be discussed, the
British suggested a meeting of high ranking Commonwealth officials in London. The talks would
in no way commit the govemments involved: "Ourpurpose is rather that our respective Officials and
experts should tdk over in a preliminary manner the gmeral econornic background against which

our own policy and that of the Dominions will have to be considered in due course in relation to that
of the United States."''

Officiais in Ottawa were quick to sense the importance of this o p p ~ ~ tand
y ,within a week of

12. NAC,RG19/357l/J-Ol, W. C. Clark to Norman Robertson, May 2
7
: 1942. See also
NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, Memorandum for Dr. W. C. Clark, Unsigned, May 2 9 ,
1942; Bank of Canada Archives [BoC], GFT75-1 O, GFT to N o m A. Robertson, May 28&, 1942.
Towers thought that ûttawa should at least send a representative to London during the talks to
obtain information first-hand and coIlSUlt with the British and the Americans.
13. For a discussion of the reasons for delay in mid-1942, see Pressneil, pp. 80-83.

14. NAC, RG19/3591/L-l la, SSDA to SSEA,D.383, August 26&, 1942.

receiving the teIegrams Robertson had secured King's

approvd of Canadian participation.

" The

decision to send top ranking officiais was also quickly reached, despite an attempt by the Canadian

High Commissioner in London, Vincent Massey, to persuade Ottawa that the necessary personnel
could be supplied h m his staff.." Mackintosh would represent the Department of Finance in lieu
of Clark,who feared for his health; although "Clark would be the best man to go", Wrong adrnitted,
Mackintosh's experience as Canadian chaixman of the JEC did mean that he was "very familiar with
current ideas in the ünited States on post war policy".17 Wrong himself was also appointed to the
delegation, representing the Department of External Affairs. Rounding out the team was Louis
Rasminsky, who would represent the Bank of Canada'"

On September 5", Canada notified the UK of its readiness to participate in Commonwealth talks,

with one important caveat:
It would be most unfortunate if any impression were to be created that an attempt was being
made to establish a cornmon Commonwealth front before your talks with the United States
begin. There have already been prolonged discussions between officiais of Canada and the
United States on this general question, conducted mainly through the medium of the Joint
Economic Committees. The proposed Commonwealth discussions in London must, h m

15. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40,
NomienRobertsontoHume Wmng, September I Y, 1942.

16.NAC,RGl9/359IL-1
1a, CHCUK to SSEA, No.2176, ~ugust
2gm,1942.King appears
to have approved despatching officids h m Ottawa before Massey's telegram arxived. After it
arrivecl, Robertson and Clark maintainecl that it would still be wise to send top people h m their
departments. See NAC,RG25/3259/600QD-40,Norman Robertson to Hume Wmng, September
1*, 1942 and Hume Wrong to the Prime Minister, Septernber 3*, 1942.

17.NAC,RG25/3259/6000-D-40,
Hume Wrong to the Rime Minister, September3d, 1942.
Sir Fredenck PhilHps, an influential UK Treasury official, was very sorry that Clark would not be
going to London: "With al1 respect to Mackintosh, 1fc+l that a discussion with Dominion hancial
representatives without yourself would be rather Wre Hamlet with the Rince left out." See NAC,
RGW3981/M-1-7-1, F. Phillips to W. C. Clark, September 4', 1942.
18. NAC,RG25/3259/6000-D-40,
N. A Robertson to Ian Mackenzie, ûctober 14&,1942.
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our point of view, be comp1ementa.yto our direct taIks with United States ~fficids.'~
In its reply, the UK government noted its appreciation of this point.20 But this was not an issue

towards which the Canadians could assume a relaxed attitude. A month later, they again indicated
to the UK their concem about the impression the proposed talks were creathg in Washington,
suggesting that "direct Canadian participation in the subsequent conversations with United States"
might quel1 US fears of a Commonwealth fiont." How the addition of another Commonwealth

nation to Anglo-American discussions would have eased US apprehensions is unclear, what is clear
is the continued desire of the Cauadian government to invoive itself in talks that it recognized would
lay the basis of the poshKar international economy.

Ottawa also took more direct action, instructing its Mipister in Washington on October 8" to be on

the lookout for signs that US officials were interpreting the upcoming discussions as "an attempt

to create a common Commonwealth &ontb e f o the
~ discussions begin between the United States
and United Kingdom". Ifanyone appeared to be getthg this impression, the Minister was to explah

the innocuous nature of the talks, using the two Canadian telegrams to the UK on the subject as a
guide? That sarne day, word arrived h m London that the UK govenunent "quite agree[d] that it

wil1 be very important to avoid any impression in Washington that the taks are designed to conhnt

19. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40, SSEA to SSDA, No. 189, September 5", 1942. Clark
s a m s to have been the nrst to suggest the possibility that the talks might cause the Americans to
fear the creation of a Commonwealth h n t . See NAC,RG25/3259/6000-D-40, Hume Wrong to the
Prime Minister, September 3$ 1942.
20. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40, SSDA to SSEA, No. 194, September 19', 1942.

2 1. NAC,RG19/3989/r-2-9-2Nolume 1, SSEA to SSDA,No.207, October 3", 1942.
22. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40, SSEA to the Canadian Minister in the United States
[CMUS], No. 1181, ûctober 8'. 1942.
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the United States representatives with a common Commonwealth h o t . We are drawing attention

of Sir F. Phillips [the senior UK Treasury representative in Washington] to your comments on this
point with a view to his removing any possibility of rnis~nderstanding."~

Even this was not enough. So intense was the Canadian concern that the Americans might
misunderstand the nature of the Commonwealth discussions that, d e r the talks began, Rasminsky
and Wrong drew the attention of John Winant, the American Ambassacior to the United Kingdom,
to the fact that the talks were not intended to lay the foundation for a united Commonwealth h n t
against the United States. Finally do the Canadiansappear to have been satisfied: Rasminsky wrote
after the interview that "I believe tht Americans understand this position fuily"."

On October 1', the UK forwarded more information on the talks. It confirmed that its Treasury had
prepared a plan for an international clearuig union and that it had received the blessing of the
Cabinet as a basis for informa1 discussions with the Americans. The plan had been discussed
infomally with a few US officials, making early discussion with Dominion officials al1 the more

23. NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-ZNolurne
1. SSDA to SSEA, No.203. October 8.' 1942.
24. NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, L. Rasminsky to G. F. Towers, November 4h,
1942. The Americans seem to have gonm the point. E. F. Penrose, an officiai at the US Embassy
in London,wrote that al1 of his taiks with UK and Dominion officiais had suggested that no anti-US
h n t was intended. Leo Pasvolsky lata reported to Hull that he did not believe that the tall<s had
been a move towards the creation of an anti-US h n t , but did see in hem, as well as various other
episodes, a sign of "a growing tendency on the part of the British to go forward on their own
initiative". See FDR, Sumner Weiles Paperd191/8/Postwar: G a d , "Some Coddential Notes
on Questions Relating to Article W of the Munial Aid Agreement", by E. F. Penrose, December
19', 1942 and Leo Pasvolsky to the Secretary, January 20', 1943. The Canadians also womed
about creating the impression cf a Commonwealth h n t in other fields. See, for example, their
oppositionto Commonwealthdiscussionsof postwar civil aviation in Lester B. Pearson, M i k The
Memoirs of the Right Honournble Lester B. Pemson, Volume 1: 1897-1948 (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1972), pp. 231-232.
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desirable. Aithough there were a few other rnaffers th& m i be discussed at the upcoming taiks,
such as the stabilization of pnmary product prices, the clearing union proposals would likely be the
focus as they "are al1 of a fa. reaching character and are being discussed at an early stage of
consideration of post war policy because if adopted they will provide a pivot around which much
else could turn"?

In reply, the Canadians asked if they might have a copy of the planz6;

interestingly, the UK govemment refused, claiming that "a full understandingof its contents would

hardly be possible without oral explanation and presentation of the general backgro~nd".~'No
matter: Clark had been given a copy by Sir Fredenck Phillips at the beginning of Se~ternbe9~
and
Canadian officiais set about dissecting it with great zest.

Keynes's plan worked on the overdraft principle. 'The idea underlying [the plan] is simple," he
wrote, "namely to generalise the essentiai principle of banking as it is exhibiteci within any closed
system. This principle is the necessary equaiity of credits and debits." He proposed the mation
of an international cumncy union in which al1nations would have an account. Each union member
would be assigned an account balance, or quota, of a new international currency called bancor. The
value of bancor would be set in tems of gold and, in tum, the value of memba cumncies would
be set in terms ofbancor. Changes in these values would be possible under certain circumstances.
Al1 union members would agree to accept transfers of bancor h m each other as a means of

25. NAC, RG19/3591/L-1la, SSDA to SSEA,No.198, October l*, 1942.
26. NAC, RG19/3989îï-2-9-2Nolume 1, SSEA to SSDA,No.207, October 3d, 1942.

27. NAC, RG1913989lT-2-9-2Nolume 1, SSDA to SSEA, No.203, October grn,1942.
28. NAC, RG19/3981/M-1-74. F. PhiUips to W. C. Clark, September 9, 1942. In
transmittingthe plan, Phillips observed that the only otherpeoplein North America who had copies
were Berle and White, and he asked that Clark keep it to himseifand Mackintosh.

international settlement; bancor wouId be, essmtially, as good as gold. There wouId be no bancor
notes or coins: the currency would exist only on paper, in the intra-organization tally of mernber
credits and debits. The result would be that "[c]ountries having a favourable balance of payments
with the rest of the world as a whole would find themselves in possession of a credit account with
the Clearing Union, and those having an unfavourable balance would have a debit account".

Complicated provisions were included to ensure that members did not accumulate excessive debit
or credit balances within the union,2g

One of the fint to give his thoughts on the plan in Ottawa was R. B. Bryce. An official with the
Department of Finance, Bob Bryce was a Cambridge-trained economist anci among the first

-

Keynesians in North ~merica.'~He had some concenis with Keynes's newest creation some

-

technica13', others more substantive" but proclaimed the proposed international clearing union "a

29. This summary is based on the version of the Keynes plan that Phillips sent to White on
August 28" (see previous footnote) as reproduced in Donald Moggridge, Editor, The Cdected
Writings of John Muynnrd Keynes. Volume XXV: Activities 1940-1944, Shaping the Post-War
World: The CIearzng Union (London: Macmillan, 1980)[hereinafterJMK,Volume XXV],pp. 168196. Quotations are h m p. 17 1.

30. D.E Moggridge, MOY>IOT~
Keynes: An ecomnrist's biogruphy (London: Routledge,
1992), pp. 593-594. For Bryce's reflections on his time in Cambridge, see Don Patinkin and J.
Clark Leith, Editoa, Keynes, Cambridge and Tne GeneraI Theoty: nie process of m'ticism and
disnrrîon connected with the devdopment of nie G e n d Tneory(Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1978).

31. For example, he had questions about the role of exchange control in the new
organization, the publication of data on union balances and its relation to exchange stability,
relations between members and non-members, the calculation of the amount of international
liquidity to be created by the new organization, and the possibility for speculation afforded by the
plan.
32. For example, he womed that Keynes had assigned the clearing union too many duties,
that the plan was not sufficientiy expamionist and provideci too few incentives to creditor nations
to liquidate their bancor surpluses in ways conducive to hcreased internationalcommerce, and that
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useful and practicai mechanism which might welI serve as the foundation for building up specific

propos al^".'^ Bill Mackintosh also had some concems, some of which echoed ~ r y c e ' s as
~ ~well
, as
suggestions for improvement. These he set down in a memorandum that he discussed with
Robertson, Towers, Rasrninsky, Wilgress, and Clark before he and the rest of the Canadian
delegation le£€for London. None of Mackintosh's criticisms or suggestions irnply any fundamental
dissatisfaction with Keynes's proposal, only a desire to make it better."

Thus, by the time the

Canadian delegation left for London to attend the first substantive multilateral discussions of
postwar economic policy, Canadian officiais had had an opportunity to examine and discuss
Keynes's proposal for an international clearing union. They seem to have been largely in agreement

in their attitudes towards it: it could use snme wcrk, but it npresented a promising start. As Towers
noted, Y.. Canada's position will be so unsatisfactory, if the sterling area and the U. S. dollar area

are separated by a Stone wail, we are aimost bound to give support to the Clearing Union idea"36

Keynes was 'hot a Iittle optimistic to consider that an institutionof this kind can be "non-political".
33. NAC, RG 19/3447/IntemationalClearing Union, 'Wotes on Memorandum Roposing an
International Credit Union", by RB.B., Oetobe~10,
1942.

34. For example, Like Bryce, Mackintosh insisted that the clearing union not be treated as
a panacea, but that it "ought to be one of a number of coliaborating international institutions and not
the Econornic Authonty". He also opposed a large role for the union in postwar relief and
rehabilitation, though it could perhaps play a marginal one. Unlike Bryce, he thought that the union
might be given responsibilities in the areas of primary product price stabilization, enforcement of
the proposeci international security organization's sanctions, and international investment.
35. NAC, RG 19/398 1/M-1-7-1, "Lntemationai Clearing Union", Unsigneci and undated (a
note on the final page reads, 'Merno by WAM discussed by cornmittee (NAR, GFT,LJR, LDW +
WCC) before delegates left for England").

36. BoC, GFT75-10, GFT to Noman A. Robertson, May 2gm, 1942 and Memorandum,
Unsigned, May 28", 1942 (quotaîion is h m latter documait).
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The first meeting ofthe London postwar economic t a k took place on ûctober 23&, f 942. Stormy

weather delayed the arriva1of the Canadians"; in their absence Sir Richard Hopkins, the Permanent
Secretary of the UK Treasury, outlined the topics to be discussed: Keynes's clearing union paper,
the regulation of primary product prices, postwar relief, and the computation of national income and
expenditure statistics." Dominion and Indian representatives were invited to raise any other issues
they believed to be of relevance. UK officials did not c l a h to have al1 of the answen to the
problems they proposed to discuss and encouraged their Commonwealth colleagues to give fieely
of their views now, while UK ideas were still in their formative stage.'9

Not surprisingly, given that British planning on the issue was the most advanced, the meetings were
dominated by discussion of Keynes's clearing union plan. Keynes stressed its importance both in
facilitating a high volume of international trade, which he obsened was of great importance to al1
assembled, and in regulating the international economic cycle. He suggested that the clearing union
could also participate in the financing of postwar relief and the regulation of primary commodity
prices. Wrong. stressing that his views should not be taken as representing those of the Canadian
goveniment, gave the preliminary Canadian reaction to Keynes's presentation. Many in Ottawa,
he said, were inmasingly embracing the multilateralist philosophy that underlay Keynes's
proposais. He noted that the JEC experiencehad contributed to this trend; his remarks in this regard

37. See NAC, MG30/'101/4/23
''London 1942". Typescript of Hume Wrong's Diary of
Lundon Trip, pp. 1.3.
38. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40,
CHCUK to SSEA,No.2606.0ctober Mh,1942. See also
PRO, DO3YlO M/7. Minutes of the First Meeting of the Post-War Econornic T a k . October 23*.
1942.
39. PRO, DOW10 W7, Minutes of the Fîrst Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 23d,1942.

aiso highlighted the importance of the United States to Canada:
Canada's position was such that it was of the utmost importance to her to keep in step with
the United States and post-war economic problems had corne up for discussion at the Joint
Economic Committees of Canada and the United States. At these meetings the conclusions
had soon been reached that most pst-war problems called for action in the international
sphere, and that failure to tackie them by means of agreed action betwem the Govemments
concemed would lead to disastrous results.
Mackintosh expressed agreement with Wrong's comments, observing that he and his JEC
colleagues had concluded "that solutions to these [postwd problems m u t be sought through
multilateral arrangements"."(' The Canadians having had their Say, the other Commonwealth
representatives made general statements. The Canadian post-taiks report noted that "[t] he most
interesting aspect of this preliminary general discussion was not so much what was said as what was
not said. No one attacked the principle of the Clearing Union and there seemed to be general
agreement that the idea was sound and should be given a trial.'*'

Generai agreement on principles does not mean agreement on details. Canadian cnticisms of the
Keynes plan may be grouped into three broad categories: technical questions and concerns; desire
not to overload the new organizaîion with too rnany responsibilities; and desire to make the plan

more palatabie to the United States.

Canadian representatives suggested a nurnber of technicd changes to make the clearing union work
better and close various loopholes that could allow members to evade their responsibilities.

40. PRO,D035/1014/7,
Minutes of the Second Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 26q 1942.
4 1. NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, 'Draft Report of the Canadian Representatives

at the "Post-War Economic Talks" Held in London ~etween
~ctober
23" and ~ovember9% 1942."
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Sometimes these were readily embraced, as when Mackùitosh aadRasminskyobserved that the plan
would allow a member to engage in repeated afltlual depreciations of its currency to the tune of 5%
as long as it maintained a bancor deficit of more than one quarter of its quota. As a result of theu
comments, the rules regarding member country currency depreciation were tightened up

~onsiderably.~'

Other times they were less well received. Rasminsky pointed out that the plan's allowance for the
continued existence of currency areas such as the sterling bloc" created a loophole through which
members could evade the consequences of a too high or too low bancor balance by maoipulating
their foreign reserves and their bancor balances? Although Keynes admitteclthat such abuses were
possible, he argued that it would be unwise to Iay d o m too many rules that would restrict the liberty
of the union h m the very start. He made the same argument when Rasminsky expressed doubts

42. PRO, D035/1014/7,Minutes of the Third Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 27", 1942.
43. Paragraph 2 1 of the August 1942 version of the clearing union plan said that there was
no need to dismantle such cmency areas either then in existence (such as the sterling area) or that
might corne into existence (perhaps in North or South Amenca, or in Eastern Europe or the
Baikans). The central banks of nations involved in such areas couid '"be allowed a double position,
both as members of the Clearing Union in their own right with their proper quota, and also as
making use of another financial centre almg traditional lines, as, for example, Australia and India
with London, or certain Arnerican countries with New York. In this case, their accounts with the
Clearing Union would be in exactly the same position as the independent gold reserves which they
now maintain, and they would have no occasion to modify in any way their present practices in the
conduct of daily business." See JMK, XXV,p. 182.

44. Rasminsky later wmte of his pmentation of this issue: ''1 put the question in this way
as a means of drawing the British on the Sterling area, and the m e r 1got was that while my point
was theoreticdly accurate, the whole proposal was pretty revolubionary and it was better not to
disturb existing practices any more than was necessary." See NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-Wolume
1, L. Rasminsky to G. F. Towers, November 4,' 1942.
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about the wisdom of aIIowing the borrowhg ofbancor. IronicaiIy, the Canadians had one of their

own arguments thmwn back at them at this point, as Su Wilfnd Eady, the Joint Second Secretary
of the Treasury, recalled that Mackintosh had earlia argueci "that it would be wiser to place reliance
upon the influence and advice of an able permanent staff of the Clearing Union rather than to lay

down specific sanctions against al1 conceivable courses of couduct. in many cases the threat of
publicity, or of the institution of an enquiry might, by itself, accornplish the desired resultd*'
Nevertheless, some changes were made to address these concerns. The union Goveming Board was
empowered to require information on a mernber's external hancial position, and it was suggested
that memben consult the Board before they did anything that might fundarnentally alter their union
balances or their relationships with other members. in addition, if a mernber wanted to hold foreign
currency reserves in excess of normal working balances in the central bank of another country, it
could only do so if it got the permission of the recipient country."

The Canadians argued strongly agaimt delegating too many responsibilities to the clearing union.
Mackintosh opposed providing h d s for postwar relief through it; Wrong seconded his objections,
observing that the Americans would likely oppose having the origin of their relief contributions
obscured through being channelled through the clearing union." The Canadians also suggested that
it would be unwise to pretend that relief bills would ever be repaid by recipient countries, as would

45.PRO,D035/1014/7,
Minuta of the Fourth Meeting of the Post-War Economic T a ,
October 28", 1942.
46. NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1,"Draft Report of the Canadian Representatives

d London ~etween
0ctoba Zd
and ~ o v e m b,'e9r 1942."
at the "Post-War Economic Talks"~ e l in

47.PRO,D O W 1014/7, Minutes of the Forirth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 28&,1942.

be the impiication if the cIearing union provided some of the h d s . Relief expenditures s6ouId be
recognized for what they would be: gih? Rasmiasky contended that relief financing channelled
through the clearing union would create "a dilemma. If the cost of relief was moderate it would not
be necessary to have resource to the C l h n g Union; if it was too large no other sources might be

adequate, but in that case the Clearuig Union would be over-~trained"."~

Keynes was initially reluctant to dispense with the idea of using the clearing union to finance
postwar relief, both on its merits and because of the desirability of seeing what the Americans
thought of the idea before it was ~iropped.'~By the end of the talks, the Canadians thought that they
had convinced him and Phillips of theu case5', noting that "[tlhe relevant sections of the Clearing

48. NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, "DraA Report of the Canadian Representatives
at the "Post-War Economic Talks" Held in London Between October 23" and Novernber 9.1942."
in the same file, see also L. Rasminsky to G. F. Towers, November 4h, 1942. Rasminsky wrote that
he was even more sure now than he had been when he was in ûttawa that the clearing union should
not be loaded down with too many responsibilities, and so too many bancor deficits, less its chances
for success be Iessened.

49. PRO, D035/1014/7, Minutes of the Ninth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
November 6,1942.

50. PRO, DO3W 0 14/7, Minutes of the Fourth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 2gm,1942 and Minutes of the Nhth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,November
4', 1942. At the ninth meeting Keynes suggested three methods of postwarrelief financing and did
not seem committed to the idea of the clearing union being the ody source of relief financing.
5 1. In their final report, the Canadiansobserved that not everyonewas rnoved by the strength

oftheir arguments. In particular, SirFrederick Leith-Ross of the Board ofTrade seerned determinecl
to give the clearing union as many responsibiiities as possible because of "the value of anonymity
in the sources of h d s for such purposes as b u f k stock pools and international relief". The
Canadians "felt it incumbent on us to point out that "the anonymous source of fûnds" might be a
poüte paraphrase of"the credit balance of the U.S.A.'"'. Set NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume
1, "Draff Report of the Canadian Representatives at the Tost-War Economic Talks" Held in
London Between October 23" and November gh, 1942." Rasninsky later commenteci that "there
was some tendency to feel that the Clearing U n h could do everything; and of course on the
assumption that the creditor does not c m huw much money he puts up in this way the Clearing
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Union document [which had suggested various duties that the union might undertalie1had not been
drafted very positively and did not have to be changed" and that the wording in the section on the
relationship between the clearing union and postwar relief had bem diluted.*

The Canadian sensitivity as to how the plan would be received by the Arnericans was apparent
throughout the U s . This sensitivityofien manifesteci itself a s a concem for the position of creditor
nations in the clearing union. Indeed, in their post-talks report, the Canadians noted that "[oln
several occasions we found ourselves in the somewhat curious position of expressing views which
might have corne fiom representativesof a creditor country"." In endeavouring to see the proposals
through the eyes of a creditor nation the Canadian experts were not trying to secure the interests of
their own nation. as they did not think of Canada as a major postwar creditor. The final point
Mackintosh raised in his pre-talks rnemorandum on the Keynes plan was that "[iln effect, there will
be only one surplus country as a mature debtor such as Canada can tramfer her surplus by extemal

Union could have done everything". See A. L. K. Acheson, J. F. Chant,and M. F. J. Prachowny,
Editors, Bretton Woods Revisited: Evoluationr of the International Monetary Fund and the
International Bank for Reconstnrction and Devdopment (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1972), p. 35. Ironically, Bob Bryce had approved of the fact that the Ciearing Union would obviate
the need for countries to go "hat in hand, to the United States to borrow, nor to any other specific
country". See NAC, RG19/3447/InteRlSlfional ClearingUnion,"Notes onMemorandum Proposing
an International Credit Union", by RBB.,Octobs 10% 1942.

52. NAC, RG 19/3989T-2-9-2Nolume 1, 'Ptaft Report of the Canadian Representativesat
the b'Post-War Economic Talks" Held in London Between October 23" and November :9 1942."

53. NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-9-Wolume 1, "Ddt Report of the Canadian Representatives
at the "Post-War Economic T W ' Held in London ~etween
~ c t o b e23"
r and ~ovember
9.1942."
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debt reduction"." That "one surplus country" couid onIy be the United Stat*,

and so when the

Canadians tried to make the plan more palatable to creditornations, they were, at least in part, hying
to make the plan more palatable to the United States.

The Canadian concem with the potentiai acceptability of Keynes's plan to creditor nations can be
seen in Rasminsiq's cornments about the penalty charges to be levied on excessive credit balances.
Rasminsky questioned the efficacy of the provision to levy a 1% penalty on bancor credit balances
that exceeded a member's quota by one quarter or more. Such a provision might be hard to get by
the US Congress; monover, the penalty "would be large enough to be irritating without perhaps
being big enough to act as an effective detenent to the accumulation of d i t balan~es*'.'~He
suggested that if the penalty were mesnt to be a source of revenue, a better way to secure funds for
union expenses would be to tax transfers of bancor. Keynes opted to retain the penalty for the

54. NAC, RG19/39811M-1-7-1, "International Clearing Union", Undated and unsigned.
55. See also Rasminsky's subsequent comment that the Canadian team was Womed even
before we went to London about the acceptability of the plan to the American Congress because the
US was the only substantial creditor Ui sight". See Acheson et al., p. 35. Towers also recognized
the need to make any international monetary organization acceptable to the US, aven that it would
likely be the primary postwar creditor nation. See NAC, RG19/3593/L-104 Memorandum of
conversations with Prof. Hansen and Mr. Gardner, Federal Reserve Board, September 21*, 1942,
dated October 2"$ 1942. Not every Canadian officia1 was sensitive to the needs of the US as the
largest creditor nation. Bob Bryce saw that one problem with Keynes's scherne was that countries
with large credit balances would bear the cost of ninningit. However, he concluded that "~]ardly
any countries are likely to regard this as a substantial price to pay for belonging to the Union,
particularly when they take into account the indirect benefits of the existence of the Union itself.
A favourable balance of payments under any monetary system must mult in some accumulation
of foreign assets, and countries have always in the past welcomed this favourable balance rather
than regarded it as a real loss." See NAC,RG19/3447/InternationaI Clearing Union, 'Notes on
Memorandum Proposing an international Ctedit Union'', by RBB., October 1oh, 1942.
56. PRO, D035/1014/7,
Minutes of the Third Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 27', 1942.

moment, again not Ieast because the Americam had nof yef given their opinion on it. He conceded
that if the Americans had a fundamental objection to it, it would have to be droppcd, but he
Observed

9

that the Americans were increasingly accepting the undesirability of crediton amassing

large balances. Moreover, Keynes argued, the penalty would serve as a reminder that policy
adjustments to deal with international economic dislocations had to be undertaken by debtor and
creditor nations alike: besides, if a member really wanted to avoid the excessive credit balance
penalty, al1 it had to do was buy more h m or lend more to other nations.''

Ultimately, the

Canadians failed to get the penalty provision removed from Keynes's plan, though Rasminsky's
suggestion of a tax on bancor tramfers for revenue purposes was adopted."

The other Dominions were far less concerned with making Keynes's plan more palatable to the
United States and far more disposed to brand as a sinner any union member that built up excessive
bancor credits. In their post-talks report, the Canadian representatives observed that although the
more extreme suggestions on how to deai with nations that amassed excessive credit balances had
not been adoptedS9,a new section was added to the plan entitled "What Liabilities Ought the Plan

57. PRO,D035/1014/7,
Minutes of the Third Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 27&,1942.

58. NAC,RG l9/398Wï-2-9-UVolume 1, "Draf€ Report of the Canadian Representatives
at the "Post-War Economic Taiks" Held UiLondon Between October 23" and November,'9 1942.''
59. The draft report describes the zenith of debtor self-nghteousnessbest: "The attitude of
blame reached its highest development in the proposal of Dr. Wilson (Australia) that if any country
acquired a bancor balance in excess of its quota, it should be expelled h m the Union! To which
Su Frederick Leith-Ross added that if debit balances exceeded the quota, they should be
automaticdly cancelled." SeeNAC, RGl9/3989lT-Z-9-2Nolume 1, '?)raft Report of the Canadian
Representatives at the "Pest-War Economic Talks" Held in London Between October 23" and
November,'9 1942.'' Rasminsky laterrecalleci that these suggestions had increased the Canadians'
"concem about the Wtually unlimited extent of the cornmitment on creditors". See Acheson et ai..
p. 35. (Note that in this later account, Rasrninsky said that a seniorTreasury official had made the
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to Place on Creditor Co~nnies?~.
Before the Commonweatthtatks began, the AmAmencm hadmade
it clear that if they were to join the clearing union, they would not accept an unlimited amount of

bancor. The new section advised against creditor nations restricting the arnount of bancor they
would be willing to accumulate "as this would impair the general acceptability of bancor without
confemng any real benefit on the creditor country. For if it refûsed to accept additional bancor once
the limit had been reached it would have to restrict its exports or €al1 back on bilateral currency
arrangements which would give it a l e s desirable asset than bancor." It also suggested that creditor
nations could avoid becoming the perpetual bankers of the world through accumulating an unlimited
arnount of bancor balances sirnply by using them."

The Canadians shared their Commonwealth colleagues' dislike of the idea of creditor nations
imposing limits on the amount of bancor they would be willing to hold6' and proposed various
concessions to persuade creditor nations not to do this." For example, Rasminsky suggested that
creditor nations be given increased voting power in order to forestall debtor nations voting en masse
to increase either individual quotas or the overall volume ofquotas to the creditors' detriment. This
suggestion was incorporatecl into the revised version of the clearing union proposal." So was a

expulsion proposal, while an Australian had made the cancellation proposal.)
60. NAC, RG 19/3989/r-2-9-î/Volume 1, 'Praft Report of the Canadian Representatives
,'9 1942."
at the "Post-War Economic Talks" Held in London Between October 23" and November

6 1. in part because they felt that a pre-set k t rnight corne to s e a n like an international loan
to a creditor member's general public.

62. NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolurne 1, 'Praft Report of the C d a n Representatives
at the 'Tost-War Economic Talks" Held in London Between 0ctoba 2Y' and November 9', 1942."
63. PRO, DOW1 0W7, Minutes of the Fifth Meeting of the Post-War Economic T a b ,
October 2 9 5 1942. Apparently there had beai a discussion of just such a provision among
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Canadian-inspireci provision for quota changes to meet changeci internationai or national
conditions." And when Keynes proposed that amemberneed not accept more bancor than it agreed
to accept above its quota, thus limiting the arnount that a member would be obliged to lend,

Rasminsky suggested a hyiher innovation: "if the c r d t balance of a country exceeded its quota,
the Clearing Union rnight be empowered at the request of that creditor to pay off the excess balance
in gold or in the c u m c i e s of debtors, in proportion to the debtors' debit balances". Keynes agreed

to consider this suggestion."

The Canadians also argued for changes in the plan to meet specific US political needs. Wrong
proposed that in lieu of Keynes's suggestion that the Goveming Board alternate its meetings
between London and Washington, it might be better for the Board always to meet in the United
States. 'This would a h s t certainly make the United States Congress look more favourably upon
the plan," Wrong asserted, "and the advantages to be secured fkom making such a concession and

thereby securing the goodwill of Congms might greatly outweigh the disadvantages nom the point
of view of European mernbers". Keynes replied that if the Arnericans wanted it, this rnight possibly
be d ~ n e . ~ ~

Canadian officiais before the Canadian delegation left for London. See NAC, RG19/3989iT-2-9ZNolurne 1, L. Rasminsky to G. F. Towers, November 4h, 1942.
64. NAC, RG19/3989/'L2-9-uVolume 1, 'MReport of the Canadian Representatives
at the "Post-War Ecowrnic Taiks"He1d in London Between Octobcr 23" and November 9&,1942.''

65.PRO,D035/1014/7,Minutes of the Fifth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 29'. 1942.
66. PRO, D035/1014/7,Minutes of the Third Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 27&, 1942.
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This concem for position and apptarance did not extend to Canada's position in the union.
Interestingly, given the perennial Canadian concem with issues of representation, the Canadian
delegation did not lead the way in making the clearing union more srnall nation friendly. Wrong
did suggest the convening of an annual assembly to mske memben not represented on the

Goveming Board feel more in touch with the organization." His suggestion was adopted." He also
suggested that decisions as to which nations should be represented on the Governing Board be
Iinked to "decisions reached on the question of admission to other post-war boards"." But on the
larger issues of the privileged position of the "founding nations" and the notion that the US and U K
would alone substantively participate in the creation of the union, the Canadians did not take the
initiative, Save in one instance. On the issue of the contribution of other nations besides the US and

UK to the creation of the new organization, Keynes noted that "[elven if an international conference
was not convened so as to give al1 the Govemmmts who so wished an oppomuiity to suggest

amendments, the Empire Govemments nevertheless had an admirable opportunity to do so in the
course of the present con~ersations".'~Wrong observed "that many Governrnents other than that
of the United Kingdom had subsequentlysigned agreements similarto the United Kingdom-United

67. PRO, D035/1014/7, Minutes of the Fi&
October 2gh, 1942.

Meeting of the Post-War Economic T a k ,

68.NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, 'W Report of the Canadian Representatives
at the "Post-War Economic T W Held in London Between October 23" and ~ovember9', 1942."
69. PRO, D035/1014/7, Minutes of the Third Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 271h, 1942.

70. PRO, D0351101417, Minutes of the Third Meeting of the Post-War Economic T a k ,
October 2Tb, 1942.
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States Mutual Aid ~greernent?' Among these were Austdia and New Zedancî, as Wrong had
ascertained earlier that meeting*; it is possible that he might also have been refemng to Canada and
its proposed exchange of notes on postwar economic policy with the United States.

The Canadians were otherwise largely silent on this issue. Their post-talks report noted that the
South Afncans and Indians were particularly vocal on the need for better matment of smaller
nations, and the plan was amended to address their concems. The idea o f according speciai
privileges to the "founding nations*'was scrapped and "[ilt is now provided ... that a draft plan of
the Clearing Union should be prepared by ths U.S.A.and the U.K. "af€er such discussions with

other parties as may be thought expedient" and submitted for approval or amendment to the other
United Nations who shall be invited to join as Founder States." A new procedure for detennining
rnembership on the Goveming Board was devised so that rnembership would be based on the size

of a member's quota, with seats set aside for group representation of the smaller nations?

7 1. PRO,DO3W 0 1417, Minutes of the Third Meeting of the Post-War Economic Taiks,
October 27', 1942. Contrast this with the pre-conference position taken by Bryce and Mackintosh,
neither of whorn had any trouble with the idea that the Amerkaas and the British would play a
special role in the founding of the union, though neither thought that they should hold a privileged
position in the union thereafter. See NAC. RG19/3447/Intetaational Clearing Unioo, 'Notes on
Memorandum Proposing an international Credit Union", by RB.B., October 1Oh, 1942; NAC,
RG 19/398 1M-1-7- 1, "International Clearing Union", Undateci and unsigned (although a note on
the final page of this copy of the mernorandum reads, "Memo by WAM discussed by cornmittee
(NA& GFT,LTR, LDW + WCC)before delegates left for England".
72. PRO, D035/1014/7, Minutes of the Thini Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 27", 1942.
73. NAC, RG I9/3989/T-2-9-ZNolume 1, "Draft Report of the Canadian Representatives
at the 'Post-War Economic Taiks" Held in ond don ~etween
October 23" and ~ovember
9", 1942."
Before the conference, Mackintosh wrote: T h e question of Canadian representation does not seem
to be a pressing one. The important thhg is that some rational formula for representation be
Clearing Union", Undated and unsiped.
accepted." SeeNAC, RG19/3981/M- 1-7-1. b?nternati~nal
On the lack of Canadian activity on this issue, see also NAC, RGL9/3989TT-2-9-ZNolumel,
L.

The Canadians were satisfied with the taIks on the crearing union pian:
The Canadian representatives participated actively in this discussion and our views - which
we made clear on several occasions were mtirely personal - were iistened to with attention
by the British representatives and clearly influenced them at several points in their revision
of the document. Indeed, they were so anxious to meet o u views that we were at pains to
make it clear to them that we had no way ofknowing that by doing so they would be coming
any closer to the views which the Canadian Govemment would ultimately take (and that we
ounelves might change our minds on certain points after more mature reflstion) - and that
the revised draft, like the original,must remain a U.K. document. Keynes, Phillips and Su
Wilfked [sic] Eady, as well as other British representatives, al1 told us pnvately thai Our
contributions had been particularly helpful.

They thought that the t a k had strengthened the British d e t e d a t i o n to secure the agreement of
the US and other nations to the type of international organization envisioned in the clearing union
plan: while there had been ~riticismof some of its details, there was general approval of its basic
intention and agreement on the superiority of ik approach to either bilateral currency agreements
or the old international monetary system."

Commonwealth officiais did not c o n h e themselves to discussing Keynes's clearing union plan at

the 1942 London talks. He also distributed another proposal for them to consider, this one to
address dificulties in the area of primary commodities. The pnces of pnmary products had
fluctuateci wildly throughout the interwar period, resulhg in much insecurity and misery for
comrnodityproducers. Keynes had devised a plan to secure more stable primary product pnces, and
so a more stable livelihood, for primary product producers."

Rasminsky to G. F. Towers, November 4", 1942. The Canadians would not always take so relaxed
a view of this issue.
74. NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-Wolurne 1, '"Dd Report of the C d i m Representatives
at the 'Tost-War Economic TalW Held in ond don ~etween
October 23" and ~ovember
9*, 1942."

75. PRO, D035/1014/7, Minutes of the Fifth Meeting of the Post-War Economic T h ,
October 2gh, 1942.

Mackintosh, on behalf of the Canadians, proclaimed Keynes's basic idea a good one. He cautioned
that there were tricky issues that had to be addressed, such as the means of determinhg the

appropriate price for a given commodity and the relation ofKeynes's scheme to the various nationai
and international commodity control schemes &ady

in existence. The Canadians were also

concemed about the link between this xheme and the clearing union plan: Mackintosh speculated
that the regulation of some cornmodity prices might prove more difficult than the regulation of
others, "and that there rnight be some advaotage in adopting a piecemeai approach and in not

associating this scheme too closely with the Clearing Union plan".76

Canadian officials had not received a copy of Keynes's primary product plan before their arriva1 in
London. Their post-taks report obsewed that as the plan was highiy tentative, discussion tended
to involve questions of interpretation rather than arguments over details or p~ciples." Some
details were discussed. For example, Mackintosh and Rasminskywomed that the failure of the plan
to provide for comprehensive regulation of al1 products in al1 spheres of production might lead to
dislocations; Rasminsky wondered whether price regulation might provide fertile ground for
speculative activity." The Canadians also involved themselves in discussions on the staff needed

76. PRO, D035/1014/7, Minutes of the Fifth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 2gh, 1942.

77. NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, 'MReport of the Canadian Representatives
at the "Post- War Economic Talks" Held in London Betweai October 23" and ~ o v e m b 9
n'".1942."

78.PRO,DOW10l4/7,Minutes of the Sixth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
Octoba 3om, 1942. In the end, the Canadians' nrst point was met (the general body that would
oversee and coordinate the whole price regdatory process was given greater powers to ensure that
such dislocations did not arise), but their second point was dismissed (Keynes said that the n m w
space between the price margins under the new scheme wodd actuaUy work against speculation,
but Rasminsky was not happy with this response). See NAC, RG19/3989/r-2-9-ZNolurne 1, L.
Rasminsky to G. F. Towers, Novemba 6,1942.
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forthe new arganizationy the place ofbulfc purciiases in the scheme, the desïrdjdity of a flexibb
approach to deal with the peculiar chamteristics of each commodity", and the relation between the
provisions for the regulation of prices and the provisions for the regulation of output. They tried
to anticipate Amencan objections in at least one instance, effecting a modification of the plan to
accommodate US domestic agriculturai support policies. Despite his delegation's many questions,
Wrong associated hirnself with an Ausaalian exhortation to British officiais that they not be
discouraged by al1 of the comrnents and criticisms, as the plan was on the whole a good idea."

The issue on which the Canadians were most vocal was the proposed link between the clearing

union and primary product price tephtion. While the Canadians had opposed fiom the start using
the clearing union to finance postwar relief, they did not initidly oppose Keynes's suggestion that
it be involved in the stabilization of primary product prices. As the talks progressed, they came to
oppose this idea as well. This happened for two reasons. First, they discovered that the commodity

scheme was fat fiom complete. What detail there was pointed towards a plan so complicated that
the Canadians doubted its potential for success or even acceptability. Second, they came to believe
"that there was in fact some disposition to load many functions on to the Clearing Union as a

-

method - as we thought of disguishg the extent of the Amerïcan contribution". As a result, the
Canadians argued strongiy against treating the clearing union as though it could cure al1 the

79. PRO, D035/1014/7, Minutes of the Sixth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 30&,1942.
80. PRO,DOW1014/7, Minutes of the Seventh Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,

November 2*, 1942.
81. PRO, D035/1014/7, Minutes of the Eighth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
November 3d, 1942.

economic iIIs of the worId, urging that it not been aven more responsibilities than it could handle.
It was essential"that the post-war international economic institutions should be so devised that one
part could break down without irnperilling the whole structure; the international financial machinery
was a pivota1 and sensitive piece, and too close a tie-up with the more experimental pieces, e.g. the
buffer stock controls, would be dangerous".*

As

Rasminsky noted, the clearing union

was

potentially too important a body for its success to be tied to the potentially less successful primary
products regulation scheme.''

As when the Canadians had expressed doubts about involving the clearing union in the financing

of postwar relief, UK officiais were initially reluctant to dispense with the idea of using the clearing
union to finance buffer stocks. Keynes, Phillips, Lionel Robbins, Director of the Economic Section
of the War Cabinet Offices, and Sir Frederick Leith-Ross of the Board of Trade al1 stood firm,
Keynes contending that the clearing union was the most viable and sensible source of funding of
which he could conceive. OnlyJames Meade, also of the Economic Section, was willing to concede
that to meet the concems expressed by Commonwealth delegates, it rnigbt be wise to limit the
amount of financing a given commodity regulatory body could receive h m the clearing union.
Despite his belief that the clearing union was the best source of financing, Keynes agreed to redrafl
the section of the proposals that dealt with the issue." By the end of the talks, Rasminsky believed

82. NAC, RG l9/3989/T-2-9-îNolume 1, 'Praft Report of the Canadian Representatives
at the Tost-War Economic Talks"Held in London ~etween
October23" and November 9", 1942."
83. PRO, DO35110 14/7, Minutes of the Sixth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 30', 1942.
84. PRO, D035/1014/7, Minutes of the Sixth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
October 3 6 , 1942.
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"that the British have corne round to this way of thinking, though we have been careful not to press
the point too hard".8s

Overall, the Canadian representativeswere pleased with the work done at the 1942 London postwar
economic talks. The atmosphere had been "fnendly and constructive". There had been no troubles
with the main spokesman for the üK position, John Maynard Keynes, who had "showed himself
to be glad to consider cnticism and to meet objection^".^^ Rasminsky was more blunt: "Keynes is
at his best and has been rude only once"?

Rasminsb thought the t a k interesting and usehil,

taking from hem two important impressions: that the British Treasury was increasingly prone to
see the world through the eyes of a debtor nation and that there was generai agreement on the need
for a bold approach to postwar ~robiems."

The Canadian representatives retumed from London to action on the postwar planning fiont on the
Amencan side. Within weeks of their retum, Canadian officials finally received a copy of the US
proposal for a stabilization fùnd. On November 20', White gave a copy of his plan to Plumptre on
a personal basis, telling him that he had discussed it with UK officials on a recent trip to the United

85. NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolurne 1, L. Rasminsky to G. F. Towen, November 4h,

1942.
86. NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-9-2NoIume 1, "Draft Report of the Canadian Representatives
at the "Post-War Economic Talks" Held in London~ e t w e e nOctober 23" and ~ovember
9", 1942."
See also Acheson et ai., p. 34.
87. Keynes's rudeness was legendary: Lionel Robbins Iater recalled that, "When roused
Feynes] could be more devastatingiy rude than any man 1have known." See Robbins, p. 193.

88. NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-Wolume 1, L. Rasminslry to G. F. Towers, November 4&,
1942. Decades Iater, Rasminsky wodd rernernber these talks as "the high spot intellectuallyin the
discussions that preceded Bretton Woods". See Acheson et al., p. 34.
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Kingdom and had found them agreeabie to the idea in generaî as well as some of its particulars.
While White did not know how Canadian participation wouid be brought about, Plumptre "got the
definite impression that the way would be open for you [ClarkJ or some other Canadian official to
discuss with him the matter of Canada's possible parti~ipation.''~~

Where Keynes's plan worked on the banking principle, White's plan worked on the subscription
principIe. White proposed the creation of an international stabiiization fiind. Nations would be
required to contribute a set amount of gold, national currencies, and national securities as the pnce
of admission. The amount of a nation's contribution would determine the extent to which it could
draw upon the resources of the f h d . The value of member currencies would be fixed in relation
to one another, and changes in these exchange rates would only be possible under certain well
defined circumstances. The fund would use member contributions to maintain this system of fixed
exchange rates, providing short-term liquidity to memben in temporary balance of payments
difficulties. This short-term liquidity would enable members to eschew the currency devaluations
that had so troubled the world in the 1930s. Provisions were made to ensure that no member made
excessive use of the h d ' s resources. There were also provisions to ensure that the huid did not

run out of any member currencies; if a currency was so much in demand that ît became "scarce",
measures could be taken to ensure that the fùnd's remaining ho!%@ of the currency were fairly
distrîbuted among members through a system of rationkg. Like the Keynes plan, a new
international unit of account was to be created, which White dubbed the unitas. The vdue of unitas

89. NAC, RG19/398l/M-1-7-2, A. F. W. Plumptre to W.C. Clark, November 20m,1942.

would be set in ternis of gold and it wouid serve as the intra-fûnd means of accomitPO

Plumptre was the fint Canadian to get a good look at White's plan?' His initial impressions were
on the whole favourable, proclaiming it "economically and financial ingenious", though not without
problems?2 While economically sound, Plumptre womed that the plan rnight not be politically
sound, expressing doubts about its political palatability to the American p e ~ p l e ?In
~ January,
Mackintosh exarnined a slightly newer version of the proposai, and was surprised to find that it did
not fundamentallyc o d i c t with Keynes's plan. The o d y important differences were that under the
White plan, mernbers would make subscriptions to the fund and scarce currencies would be
rationed: the first différence could be settled through compromise, while the second was an attempt
to improve upon a flaw in Keynes's plan? By late February 1943, Rasminsky had reached a similar

90. This summary of the White plan is based on NAC, RG19/3447/Intemational Clearing
Union, "Preliminary Draff of Proposal for a United and Associated Nations Stabilization Fund", U.
S. Treasury Department, Decernber 24, 1942.
91. NAC, RG19/3981/M-1-7-2, A. F. W. Plumptre to W. C. Clark,November 20'". 1942.
1 assume that this was the first tune any Canadian got bis han& on a copy of White's proposal
because Clark, in his reply to Plmptre, wrote. '9 h e w that his [White's] memorandum had been
in existence for aome monthsand 1have heard an oral uunmary of itsmajor pmposak 1have been
expecting for some tirne that he would let us have a copy of it ...". See NAC, RG19/398 1/M-1-7-2,
W. C. Clark to A. F. W. Plumptre, November 27', 1942. Given Clark's position, it seems
reasonable to conclude that if he did not have a copy of the plan, nobody in Canada did.
92. NAC, RG19/398 1M-1-7-2, A. F. W. Plumptreto W. C. Clark, December 8h,1W .
One
problem was the provision of two times the numbm of votes to the Latin Amencan nations as to
the Commonwealth nations on the fund's Board of Directors: he assumed that White would protest
that these numbers were only preliminary, but Plumptre codd not 'lielp feeling that there is a bit
of absurdity here".
93. NAC, RG19/3981/M-1-7-2, A. F. W. Plumptre to W. C. Clark, December 8h, 1942.
94. NAC, RG19/3447/][aternational Clearing Union, W.A.M. to Dr. W. C. Clark, January
Eh,1943.
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conclusion about the similady ofthe two pians. He thought the most important differencebetween
the plans was the size of the hind: Keynes's was too large, White's too small. Assuming that the
United States would want to limit its obligations to any international financial organization, "the
real differences between the two plans relate to form and method of operation rather than to
substance". The overdrafl principle was simpler, but the subscription principle was more farniliar
and thus, potentially, "a political advantage"?'

On balance, Canadian Officials preferred the approach of the Keynes plan?6 Early analyses of the
White plan contained cnticisms of its provisions combined with musings on the need to find a
middle way between the two approaches?'

These analyses contained themes that had characterized,

or soon would characterize,Canadian thinkingabout postwar monetary reconstruction: the need for
two financial organizations, one for short-term credits and one for longer-terni lending8;the need

for an organization with plenty of fuiancial resources at its disposal, large creditor quotas, effective
sanctions similar to those in the Keynes plan, and a governing board with the ability to apply
sanctions according to the circumstances of a given case99; the tension between the need to accede

96. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40 Part 1, H.H. Wrong to L. B. Pearson, December 11"
1942; BoC, LR76-212-1, LR to Lord Keynes, June 3", 1943; Acheson et al., pp. 34-35; Plumptre,
p. 39.

97. NAC, RG1913447htemational Clearing Union,'Wotes on Keynes' Plan and Whyte's
[sic] Plan for Exchange Stabilization", Unsigneci, February 12', 1943; NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D40 Part 1, JJD to the Under-Secretary, March 3d, 1943.
98. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40 Part 1, H.H.Wrong to L. B. Pearson, Decernber 11:

1942.
99. NAC, RG 19/3447/Internationai Clearing Union,'Wotes on Keynes' Plan and Whyte's
[sic] Plan for Exchange Stabilization", Unsiped, Febniary t 2 ~1943.
,
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to the US desire to Iimit its contniution to any scheme and the need for a Iarger fünd than that
suggested by white.'"('

By the first week of March,Canadian officials had prepared a few questions for White about his

plan. These questionsconcemed the determinationofmember quotas (particularly creditor member
quotas and the US quota), the proposed size of the fund (which, at $5 billion, seemed too srnaIl:

specifically, the Canadians wondered whether this figure reflected an amount thought politically

acceptable in the United States), and the character of a special reserve that would be established
when the fund held too much of one member's c m n c y . Mackintosh forwarded the questions to
Plumptre on March 6h, requesting that he infiormally sound out White."'

Plurnptre talked with E. M. Bernstein, who, as the Assistant Director of Monetary Research at the

US Treasury, worked closely with White, and cabled the responses back to Ottawa six days later.
Technicd answers about the speciai reserve were offéred; o f fediate interest are the answers to
the other two quenes. When calculatingthe quotas, Bernstein told Plumptre, US officials had takm

two factors into account, a member's potential need for help bom the fund and a member's ability
to contribute to the fûnd. The latter was necessary to meet an anticipated "hard-headed attitude in

Congressional and business circleswhich might demand that what each countrycould get out of the
fund (indicated by its quota) should in some sense be proportioned [sic] to what it put in, and what

it put in should be proportion [sic] to what it was capable of putthg in". Plumptre sensed that US

Part 1, JJD to the Under-Secretary, M d ch, 1943.
lOO.NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40
101. NAC, RG19/3446/Postwar Plamiing-Current, SSEA to CMUS, EX-799, March,'6
1943.
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officids rnight provewiflingto weigh the formerc&d&~~~more heavilyhnttre fatter, birtthcy
felt that they had at lest to give a nod to the "more business-like" pnnciple of ability to
contribute.'O2

On the proposal for a $5 billion fund to which the United States would contribute approximately
$2 billion, Plumptre reported that the Arnericans did not think this figure too small given that the

fund was intended only to provide huids for members in balance ofpayments difficulties, not h d s
for postwar relief and rehabilitation. Given the Americau faith in the $5 billion figure on theoretical

grounds, Plurnptre concluded, the arnount could not be seen as the product of political
considerations (though he did note the happy coincidence that the anticipated US contribution of

$2 billion was qua1 to the size of the present US exchange stabilization huid). Bernstein assured
Plurnptre that US officiais would be willing to petition Congress for a larger contribution if it
appeared necessary. 'O3

Later that month, Louis Rasminslqcirculated two memoranda on the White plan that would provide
the foundation for the Canadian approach ta the proposal over the next several months. The

memoranda are d s o significant because they reveai an interesthg interplay between the desire to
fulfill specific Canadian interests and the need to meet the more general interest of achieving a
workable plan.

102. NAC, RG19/3446/Post-War Planning-Current, CMUS to SSEA,WA-1159, March
12", 1943.
103. NAC, RGl913446/Post-WarPIanning-Cufient,
CMUS to SSEA,WA-1159, March 12&,
1943.
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The fint memorandum was a Iist o f twenty questions about White's p h . The questions covered
a broad range of issues: the size of the fund the detennination of quotas, member contributions to
the fund, the place of gold in the funci, the fund's ability to m a t e liquidity, the fixing of exchange
rates, the place of exchange control, the character ofthe speciai reserve, the fund's powen and sta&
the rationing of scarce currencies, the use of the fund's resources to liquidate blocked balances
arising fkom the war, and the implicit veto granted to the United States. Many of the questions were
technical, requesting clarification on various points or pointing towards ways in which the plan
rnight be made to work more srnoothiy. Others raised more fiindamental concems. The fund was
too srnall, both to provide sufficient breathing room during the postwar transitional period and to

deal with the problem of the blocked balances accumulated during the war. The fûnd might be
given more flexibility in the decisions it could make and the actions it could take. Steps should be
taken to ensure the rnultilateral transferability of currencies. The plan's politicai implications
should be carefblly considered, particularly the provisions concerningthe detennination of exchange

rates and subsequmt changes to them, as well as the implicit US veto.IDL

Rasminsky's questions reveal the duai nature of Canadian interests: Canada had an interest in a fund
that would work in the generai interest, but it also had an intexest in a fund that would serve more
specific Canadian interests. At tirnes these interests might dovetail nicely, at other cimes they could

be in conflict. The former was the case in this instance. Concem with the size of the h d showed
a concern for the h d ' s overall chances of success, but a s it related to the blocked balances issue,
it revealed a desire that Canada not be penalized for its decision not to accumulate sterling balances

104.NAC, RG19/3447/Intemational ClearingUnion,"US. Treasury Plan for International
Stabilisation Fund,Questions to be raised in preliminarydiscussions with U.S.officiais", Unsigneci
and undated.
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during the war. A simfiarly happy coincidence of interests can be discerned in the concem with
rnultilateral transferability: a good thing in itself, it also suited Canada's particular balance of
payments needs. Rasminsky's concem for the general working of the plan resulted in suggestions
that more discretion be given to the hind and its staff to deal with international disruptions, and
questions about the plan's political acceptability. But concern for the general working of the plan
was not motivated by alûuism: a working international monetary system that was as nearly as

possible universal in its membership was the ultimate Canadian interest.loS

A similar desire to fulfill both the generai interest and specific Canadian interests is evident in

Rasminsky's second memorandum, which suggested changes Canadian ofiicials might propose to
the White plan. Once again, the size of the h d , and particularly the proposai $2 billion US
contribution, was criticized as too mal1 to fiII the postwar transitional gap not covered by relief or
loans; rnoreover, it was too difficult for the fund to acquire additional US dollars. Rasminsky
suggested that the fùnd be essmtially doubled in size: each member would pay up its full quota to
the tune of $5 billion as called for by White, but each member would also pledge to provide the full
amount of its quota again in national cumncy if called upon to do so by the fund. Rasrninsky also
thought that the fund should be givm more discretionary power to deal with disruptions in the
international economy, the aûility to assas each problern as it arose and to deal with it according
to its own peculiarities and not on the basis of ngid des. These suggestions again showed the
Canadian concern that the f h d be a success, that it not be thwarted in its task because of too few
resources. It also hinted at a Canadian desire to have the concerns of British Officials, who shared
105. NAC, RG 19/3447/IntemationalClearing Union, 'W.S. TreasuryPlan for International
Stabilisation Fund, Questions to be raised in preliminary discussions with U.S.officiais", Unsigned

and undateci.
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the befief in the need for a Iarger iùnd, met. A s b l a r mixture of interests was apparent in
Rasminsky's comrnents about the proposed role for the fund in the liquidation ofblocked balances.
His assertion that the proposed resources of the fund were insufficient to deal with this problem
indicated a concern with the fund's success. But his dissatisfaction also stemmed from the fact that
Canada would reap nothing nom the proposal, simply because it had eschewed piling up large
sterling balances. Nohvithstanding the delicacy of the issue h m the Canadian point of view,
Rasminsky asserted the superionty of settling the apportionhg of the costs of the war outside the
fiuid. 'O6

Specific Canadian interests were more in evidence when it came to the inter-convertibility of
cunencies. Rasrninsky understood the White plan to ailow for fiee convertibility ofcurrenciesonly
for current account purposes. This was not satisfactory h m the Canadian point of view as Canada
would not be able to convert sterling that it earned in its trade with the UK into US dollars for use
in repatriating its debts in the US. Rasminsky argued in favour of the fund providing currency for
the liquidation of maturing obligations, as well as the participation of the fund in the creation of

capital repatriation programs for members with a current account surplus. Rasminsky's comments
concerning the place of goid in the fund were aIso motivated by specific Canadian interests. He
suggested that the fund be obligated to buy gold in exchange for unitas and that memben be
obligated to provide national c u m c y in exchange for tramfas of unitas. This would ensure the
place of gold in the scheme and give Canadian gold miners a guaranteed market for their output,

106. NAC, RG19/3447/IntemationalClearingUnion, 'VUTreasuryPlan for International
Stabilisation Fund, Changes which we might propose", Unsigned and undated.

decreasing their dependence on the poîicies of the US ~reasliry.''~

Rasrninslq presented his memoranda to a March 26mmeeting of a sub-cornmittee on international
monetary arrangements struck under the aegis of the Sub-Cornmittee of the Economic Advisory
Cornmittee on Postwar ~econstmction.'~~
Present at the meeting were Ramiinsky, Mackintosh,
Sidney Turk of the Foreign Exchange Control Board, J. J. Deutsch, an economist with the
Department of Extemal Affairs, Professor Frank Knox of Fiance, Jean Chapdelaine of the Privy
Council Office, and Bryce. Rasminsky's twenty questions about the White plan received the most
attention, as the meeting discussed technical issues such as how White's fùnd would fit in with
existing exchange markets and potential problems associated with the provisions for rationing
scarce cmencies. Rasminsky agreed to revise the list ofquestions, which would then fom the basis
of any talks the Canadian might have with the Americans. Rasminsky's memorandum suggesting
changes to the White plan was aiso briefly considemi.'" The Canadians were now ready to tak to
the Americans about the White plan. Al1 they needed was an invitation.

Until the beginning of March 1943, US officiais had been mgaged in what was apparently one of

their favowite pastimes: inter-departmmtaI squabbIing about the best way to proceed with

107. NAC, RG19/3447/IntemationalClearingUnion, 'W.S.Treasury Plan for International
Stabilisation Fund, Changes which we might propose", Unsigneci and undated.
108. NAC, RGl9/3447/Intmatioaal ClearingUnion, L.J. Rasninsb to W. A. Mackintosh,
March 24&, 1943 and "Note for record re meeting on Friday evening, March 26,1943 re Exchange
Stabilization Fund", by RBB, March 27&, 1943. Rasminsky had prepared his mernoranda
specifically for this meeting.

109.NAC, RGl9/3447/InternationalClearingUnion, ''Note for record re meeting on Friday
evening, March 26, 1943 re Exchange Stabilization Fund'', by RBB, March 276,1943.

international consideration of the White p h . FmaITy, on March 6h,White tord Pimpfre thai üie
Treasury Department had sent a letter of invitation and a copy of the White plan to Canada the

previous day.

'

Io

Around the same time Berle, on behalf of the State Department, handed a copy of

the plan to Pearson with a request for comments."l

Invitation in hand, the Canadians travelled to Washington for talks with the Americans in Apnl
1943. Their team was strong, consisting of Mackintosh, Rasminsky, Plumptre, and Deutsch.
Mackintosh and Rasminsky had been involved in the consideration of this issue fkom the start.
Plurnptre had good relations with White and

the fht Canadian to have had the opportunity to

examine his plan. Deutsch had come to the issue a little later, but was a member of the core group
of officiais considering the issue in Ottawaand had authored analyses ofboth the Keynes and White
plans for his department. In addition to their personal abilities, the Canadians had one other
possible advantage: their promptness in responding to Morgenthau's cal1for United and Associated
Nations experts to come to Washington to discuss the plan. Lester Pearson, who had taken over

h m Wrong a s the leading officer at the Washington legation in mid-1942,thought that they should
"exploit the importance of the fact that the United States is having its fint official talks on this

110. NARA, RGS6/Records of the Officeof the Assistant Secretary for International Affairs
(OASIA) 1934-1970/Geographic FileiCountry Files 1934-1952/41/Canada: Bretton Woods,
Memorandurn for the Files of a Telephone Conversation between White and Plumptre on March
6m,1943.

111. NAC, RG1913981M-1-7-2, CMUS to SSEA, No.519, March 10: 1943. The
Canadians were eager to begin discussions with the Americans and appear to have suggested that
they be included in a discussion of postwar monetary issues to take place in New York in the middle
of March at which White wouid be present. White rejected the idea of Canadian participation, but
assured Plumptre "that of course he expected to discuss the Stabilization Plan with us at a high
level directiy, rather than obliquely at a meeting called by some third part^?, noting that he would
ody be discussing postwar monetary plans in general, and not his plan in paxticular, at the meetingSee NAC, RG1913981/M-1-7-2, A. F. W. Plumptre to W. C. Clark, March 6&, 1943.

subject with canada."'"

The taks began on Apnl2 1'. The Canadians were w a d y received by Morgenthaul" and appear
to have received wtitten replies to the questions that Mackintosh had asked Plumptre to ask White

in the first week of March.'14 Given that the questions had been largely factual in nature and
apparently geared towards clarification, the anmers were large1y factuai and explanatory. However,
one response must have been worisome to the Canadians. The answer to the query concerning the
sufficiency of a $5 billion f h d to meet the demands that would be made of it was a firm yes. The
Americans based their answer prirnarily on economic, rather than political, grounds. The Md was
not meant to finance postwar relief and reconsmiction, development, or current account deficits
arising h m long-run structural changes; moreover, analysis revealed that a $5 billion fund would
have met the need for liquidity in the period 193601938. Only after t h e pages of economic
argument did the Amaicans mention that "[a] secondary consideration in the suggestion of

1 12. NAC, RG19/3981/M-1-7-2, CMüS to SSEA, WA-1822, April 16', 1943. See also
NAC, MG26M8/2/4,
Diary for April2 14 1943 in which Pearson suggested that Morgmthau had
suggested the press conference because he was ''auxious to give the irnpress about his currency
discussions that everything is open and above-board, in contrast to Mr. Roosevelt and the Food
Conference".

113. NARA, RGS6/General Records of the Department of the Treasury/Records of the
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury re: Monetary and International Affairs//ChronologicaI File of
Harry Dexter White Nov. 1943-Apr. 19461Chronological43-49/9/Chronolo~cal#46,
Memorandum
of a Conversation in Morgenthau's Office, Apri121: 1943.
114. The record of the meeting with Treasuryofficiais makes no mention of the Americans
giving written replies to the Canadian questions, but a copy of the replies in the Treasury files at
NARA is marked "4/21/43 - Used at meeting with Canadian delegation (2:30) Mr. Bernstein
conducted in HDW's absence". See FDR, Adolf Berle Diaryl691Stabilization Fund (April-July
1943), Memorandum of a Meeting with Canadian Technical Experts, ApriIZl: 1943; NARA,
RGS6/Records of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for International Mâirs (OASIA) 19341970/Geographic FileslCountry Files 1934-1952/41/Canada: Bretton Woods, 'Tteplies to the
Canadian Questions on the International Stabilization Fund",Unsigned and undated.
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aggregate quotas of $5 binion was the view that such quotas wouId involve a feasibIe contniution
fiom al1 prospective members of the Fund, including the United

tat tes"."'

Substantive discussions began on April 22ndand lasted until the 26". There was no set agenda:
generally it was left to the Canadians to pose the questions and the Americans to answer. As in
London, the Canadian comments covered a wide field: they asked for clarification of points here,
suggested technical or cirafting improvements there, they tackled big issues and smail. AIso as in
London, several ovemding concems can be discemeci in the comments of the Canadian officials.

These were the size of the fund, the United States veto, problems arising £tom the scarce currency
provisions, and the use of the fùnd to address the blocked balances problem.

The issue that received the most attention was the US proposal for a $5 billion fund. Sometimes
Canadian scepticism about the size of the fund rnanifested itself in concem about its overall size,
sometimes in concem about the size of the proposed US contribution of $2 billion, sometimes in
concem about the ability of members to gain access to the fund's resources. For example,
Mackintosh argued that if the purpose of the fùnd were to stop the spread of deflationary forces

115. There were a few indications that the Americans might be willing to reconsider this
figure: they noted that if this size of fund were clearly inadequate it should be increased; they
conceded that the postwar dernands on the fund were likely to exceed their estimates of prewar
demands on the fund, concluding that "a Fund of at least $5 billion will probably be required to
meet the needs arising in the post-war period"; and they outlined the provisions made to increase
the size and resources of the h d dNevertheless, the overail tone of their response is confidence in
the $5 billion figure. See NARA, RGS6/Records of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
international Affairs (OASIA) 1934-1970lGeographic Files/Comtry Files 1934- 1952/4 l/Canada:
Bretton Woods, ''Replies to the Canadian Questions on the International Stabilization Fund",
Unsigned and mdated.
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fiom one nation to another, $5 baion wouîd be insufficient fo &ET1such a fask. "'
When Bemsf e h
suggested that there was no cause for concern about a mernber's ability to acquire the resources it
needed because it was permitted to borrow in excess of its quota, Rasminsky replied that this
provision would be useless if there were too many debtors at the same t h e (too many nations
borrowing more than they had contributeci to the fûnd could easily lead to the exhaustion of the
fund's resources). An attempt by Bernstein to soothe Canadian concems by observing that the fund
could acquire more resources either by issuing its own securities or by borrowing abroad was
dismissed by Rasminsky, who remat-ked that it would be most unfortunate if the fund were forced
to borrow early on in its existence, making it seem as though it had very quickly gone bankrupt.
This would be both embarrassing and potentiaily discrediting. Why not start offwith a larger fund

in the first place?"' Rasminsky inquired whether it would be possible to provide for automatic
loans to the fund under certain condition^."^ At fïrst White agreed to consider practical suggestions
for such a provision, but later said that the United States would be unable to agree to thi~.''~

116. NAC, RG19/398 1/M-1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Proposals, United States Treasury, April21-26, 1943", pp. 2-3.
117. NAC, RG 19/398 1/M-1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Proposals, United States Treasury, April 21-26, 1943", pp.4-5. Rasminsky later repeated his
concem about the ability of members to borrow in excess of their quotas: "Tuming to III(3b) under
which a country may obtain exchange h m the fùnd up to 200% of its quota, is it not possible that
this right cannot be exercised if the fûnd is short of creditor countrycwencies?" White replied that
while such a development was possible, reliame shouid be placed on the h d management's ability
to avoid it. See NAC, RG19/398lM1-7-2, Tanada-United States Discussion of Stabilization
Fund Proposals, United States Treasury, April21-26,1943", p. 27.
118. NAC, RG 19/3981/M- 1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
hposals, United States Treasury,April21-26, 1943". pp. 8-9.
119. NAC, RG 1M g 8 1/M- 1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Proposais, United States T r e a s q , April21-26, 1943". pp. 9, 16.
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Similarly, Canadian comments about the quota c d up provisions suggest a concern for ensuring
access to the fund's resources. The White plan provided that membm would contribute only 50%
of their quotas to the fund at the time of their admission; the other half of the contribution would
not have to be paid in until such time a s the fund rquested it. Canadian officials argued against

calling up al1currencies on a pro rata basis in time of neeâ, suggesting that the fùnd should only call
up those cumncies actually needed; also undesirable was the provision for a US veto over the

calling up of its own remaining quota.I2O In addition, the Canadians womed that restrictions on the
sale of contributed securities to acquire cmencies, the absence of obligation for members to buy
gold, and the US veto over quota call ups would ail "leave far too little in the way of completely
reliable assets". '*'

The Canadians were ready to put their money where their mouths were where the size of the fund
was concemed. Rasminsky said that Canada would actually prefer a larger quota so that other
nations would have assured access to more Canadian dollars (and so be able to buy more Canadian
products). Mackintosh, in response to a query nom White as to how much Canada would be willing
to contribute, asserted, "The question as to whether the Canadian contribution should be $200 mm,
$300mm or $500 mm is not likely to be a deciding issue if Canada thought that the plan was sound

and was of such a character as to appear likely to achieve the desirable objectives which have been

120. NAC, RG 1Y398 1/M- 1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Proposais, United States Treasury, Apnl 21-26, 1943", p. 10; FDR, Adolf Berle
Diary/69/Stabilization Fund (Apri1-July 1943), Memorandum of a Meeting on the International
Stabilization Fund in Mr. White's Office, Apnl 2zd, 1943,3:25 PM..
121. FDR, Adolf Berle Diary/69/StabilizationFund (April-July 1943), Memorandum of a
Meeting on the International Stabilization Fund in Mr. White's Ofnce, Apn122"6, 1943,3:25 P.M..

set out."tn

Occasionally the Americans argued against a larger fund on the b a i s of ecanomics. Bernstein
revived the argument that a $5 billion Fund would have been sufficient in 1936-1938.IU White
suggested that too much in the way of easily available resources might prevent some countries with
current account deficits fiom making the structural changes they needed to adapt to changed
circ~rnstances.'~~
Far more often, American arguments were based on politics, revolving around
the attitudesof the US public and Congress. White contendecl that since the US contribution, unlike
the contributions of most other nations, would be seen in the US as being "equivalent to gold", it

would be difficult to increase it beyond $2 biMon.'''

HSalso said that the American people would

need to be assured "that the fund is not a grab bag" and thus, "[iln order to ensure Congressional
approval it is bener not to try to put the United States contribution too high at the beginning",

though he did hold out hope that once the fund had proved itself a larger US contribution might be
possible.'26 Political considerations were also implicit in the importance the Americans placed on

the fund's ability to borrow as a way of increasing its resources. To White, the fund's power to

122. NAC, RGI Y398 1/M-1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Pmposals, United States Treasury, April21-26, 1943". pp. 5-6.
123. NAC, RG19/3981/M4-7-2, "CanadadaUnitedStates Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Pmposals, United States Treasury,April21-26,1943", p. 3.
124. NAC, RG1SV3981/M-1-7-2, bbCanada-UnitedStates Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Proposais, United States Treasury,April21-26, 1943'1 p. 7.
125. NAC, RG19/398 1/M-1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Pmposals, United States Treasury,April21-26,1943", p. 7.
126. NAC, RG l9/398 1 M - 1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Roposals, United States Treasury, April21-26,1943'; pp. 16-17.

borrow was "[vlery hporfanf. This power gives the pian an important elexnent of fiexibiïity. One
could visualize the United States lending 2, 3, or even $10 billion dollars to the Fund. The
significant point about this rnethod of flexibility is that it gives the lending country some control
over the use of the fûnds" because "PJefore making the loan the lending country might want to be

assured that certain conditions are met."'"

Despite the political difficulties involved, White did

promise on at least one occasion to consider a larger fund.12'

Another issue of great concem to the Canadians was that the White plan implicitly accorded the
United States a veto over many Fund actions. Rasminsky argued that a veto for any member would

make it appear as though the fûnd were controlled by a single nation and 'Would therefore lose the
advantage of an international institution". Furthemore, a nation with a veto would lose ''the
important advantage of being subject to recommendations and certain pressures h m an
international institution with regard to a course of action which is in its own best intetests but in
respect of which, for one reason or another, it could not act on its own initiative*'.'" Even though
the veto would confer upon the US o d y negative power to ensure that things were not done, as

127. NAC, RG1
l/M-1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Proposais, United States Treasury, April21-26, 1943", p. 8.
128. NAC, RGlgI398 1/M- 1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Pmposals, United States Treasury, April 21-26, 1943", p. 6. The Ammcans also appeared to
promise to consider a larger fund on April23*, when "it was agreed to coosider the suggestion that
the resources of the Fund be increased without increasing proportionately the capacity of member
countria to purchase foreign exchange under provision JII-3-b".
See FDR, Adolf Berle
Diary/69/Stabilization Fund (April-July 1943), Memorandum of a Meeting on the Xnternationai
Stabilization Fund in Room 218, Treasury, A p d 23,1943,3:30 P.M. No mention was made of
this agreement in the verbatirn minutes of the meetings prepared by the Canadians.
129. NAC, RGI 9/398 1/M-1-7-2, bbCamda-United
States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Proposais, United States Treaniry, April2 1-26,1943", pp. 38-39.
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opposed to positive power to ensure üiat things were done, the popular consensus wouId be that the
United States was running the show. A US veto would be particularly problematic for Canada
because 'ho alteration in the Canadian exchange rate would be possible without the approval of the
United States". 'O

Echoing Rasminsky, Mackintosh observed that the very considerations that made the veto politically
attractive to the United States would make it unattractive to other nations."' He also suggested a
consideration similar to one noted by Rasminsky: "if the United States alone has the veto power
under al1 circumstances, the United States representative on the h d would be in a very difficult
position. He may have to vote against a recommendation or course of action which he may think
wise and would like to see applied. Yet, [sic] his vote would kill any opportunity there may be for
acceptance of the wise policy." What was needed was not a single country veto, but a way to
protect the interests of creditor nations. Why not provide for a collective creditor country veto

through weighing the votes ofcreditoa more heavily than those ofdebton in certain circumstances?
Surely "[tlhis would be more rational and very much more palatable".13*

As with the size of the fùnd, the Canadians were willing to Iive by their principles. In response to

an inquiry about the cases in which Canada would accept majority voting, Rasminsky replied:

130.NAC, RG 191398 l m - 1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Proposais, United States Treasury, April2 1-26,1943", p. 40.

131. FDR, Adolf Berle Diaryl69lStabihtion Fund (April-Juiy 1943), Memorandwn of a
Meeting on the International Stabilization Fund in Rwm 2 18,Treasury, April26,1943,9:30 A.M..

132. NAC, RGISV3981/M-1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
hposals, United States Treasury, Apnl21-26,1943", pp. 39-40.
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"Speaking personally, we would have f i c i e n t confidence in the management to be content with
a simple majority vote in ail cases, including the depreciation of the exchange rate.""'

The American response was encouraging. White said that a US veto was necessary to keep both

Congress and the Amencan public happy, and revealed that the d e of thumb during the drafting
of the plan had been when in doubt, throw in a veto. NevertheIess, he added, "The matters in
respect of which this veto power would have to be retained are open to discu~sion."'~~
There were
some things over which the United States would need a veto, such as the value of the Arnerican
dollar in terms of g0ld.l'' But the Arnericans showed themselves quite willing to reconsider the use

of the veto in a number of instances, including the cal1 up provision and changes to exchange rates.
They also promised to give serious consideration to Mackintosh's suggestions for a more
generalized creditor veto.

'"

133. NAC, RG 19/398 lm-1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Proposals, United States Treasury, April21-26, 1943", p. 40.
134. NAC, RG l9/398 1/M- 1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
hopsals, United States Treesury, Apnl 2 1-26, 1943", p. 11. See also page 2 1 in the srune
document. And see FDR,AdolfBerle Diary/69/StabilizationFund (April-July 1943),Memorandum
of a Meeting on the International Stabilization Fund in Room 2 18, Treasury,April26, 1943,9:30
A.M., in which White repeated that the United States was w i m g to reconsider the use of the veto
"in each specific instance".
135. NAC, RG19/398 IN-1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Proposals, United States Treasury, Apnl 21-26, 1943", p. 39; FDR, Adolf Berle
Diary/69/Stabilization Fund (April-July 1943), b'Memorandumof a Meeting on the International
Stabilization Fund in Room 2 18, Treasury, Apnl26, 1943,9:30 A.M.".
136. NAC, RG1W398 1/M- 1-7-2, "Cauada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Proposals, United States Treasury, April 2 1-26, 1943': pp. 11, 2 1, 40-4 1; FDR, Adolf Berie
Diary/69/Stabilization Fund (Apnl-July 1943), Memorandum of a Meeting on the International
Stabilization Fund in Room 2 18, Treasury, Apn126,1943,9:30 AM..
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The scarce cumncy provisions occasioned a good deaI of discussion. The Canadians were
concemed about how the rationingof scarce currencies would work in practice. The Amencans told
them not to worry. Rationing was simply the fund's policy of 1 s t mort to deal with excessive
demand for a given currency, there were many things the fund could do to increase its holdings of
a scarce currency before it would be forced to institute rationing. n i e Canadians were not
convinced. if a country's cunency was so much in demand that the fund could no longer do
anything to protect it from pressures to appreciate,what would happen? The Amencans replied that
it would not be up to the nation with the scarce currency to keep its currency from appreciating, but
up to al1of the Other nations to keep their currencies Eom depreciating. The scarce currency country
would be under no obligation to supply more of its currency. If its currency did appreciate on the
fiee market, other nations would not have the right to devalue their currencies h m their official
fund-set values but would have to keep them steady. Only the huid could allow changes to
exchange rates and only the fund could decide what should happen next.I3'

The Canadians had more success in getting the Americans to change their thinking on two issues
that sprang fiom the link between rnemba contributions and the scarce currency provisions. As
noted, each member's contribution to the fùnd would include a mixture of resources: part of it
would be in national currency. part would be in gold, part would be in securities. The Canadians
were concemed about the possibility that a member could be penalized because its currency was
scarce, despite the fact that the scarcity had corne about through no fault of their own. For example,
country A might be penalized for having a scarce currencybecausethe fund had run out of resources

137. NAC, RG19/398 1M-1-7-2, "Canaria-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Pmposals, United States Treasury, April21-26, 1943", pp. 30-35.
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to buy country A 3 cumncy as a result ofhaving previously usedup country A's goId contribution

to purchase additional supplies of country B's currency. Country A's cwency would thus have
become scarce through no fault of its own. The Americans readily agreed to provide a solution to
this pr~blern."~

The other case followed f?om the inclusion of securities in rnember contributions. The Canadian
representatives were very sceptical about including securi-tiesin rnember contributions and argued
that they should be dropped out of the mix a1t0gether.I'~ One of the problems the Canadians
identified was this. Country A would contribute securities as a part of its initial contribution. The
funci could sel1 these securities in the market of country B. acquiring in rem B's currency. The

fund might then sel1 B's currency to country C, which would in turn use the proceeds to settle up
its bills with country B. The use of country A's securities contribution would have gone to help,
in effect, country B, leaving the fund with less resources to acquire the currency of country A in
time of need. The reason the Canadians regarded this as a particularly pertinent problem was that
not al1 securities are created equal. Some securities are generallyregarded as diable enough to be
saleable in third country markets, othm are not. Canadian s e c d e s fell into the former category,
meaning that the Canadian contribution wouId be more ciueiÙi"than the contributions of other
nations. As White had noted of the US contribution, the Canadian contribution would be the
equivalent of gold. The Canadians seemed to fear that this would not be the case for other nations,

meaning that the Canadian contribution rnight be used to help third members, with Canada 1eR

138. NAC, RGl9/398i hl-1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Pmposals, United States Treasury, Aprîl21-26, 1943", pp. 11-12.
139. NAC, RG1W3981/M-1-7-2, "CanadaUnited States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Pmposals, United States Treasury, April2 1-26, 1943", pp. 13, 19.

paying the tab.

'"

The Americans were not initially sympathetic and refused to remove securities h m the contribution

mix. They tried to reassure the Canadiansthat a member would not be penalized for having a scarce
currency through no fault of its own, and expressed their readiness to consider suggestionsas to how
the h d ' s books rnight be kept so as to make it clear how and why a currency had become scarce.14'

They also used the sort of argument of which the Canadians were usually so fond: bey noted that
even if a member's securities were sold to benefit another member, this would be a good thing as
it went to the general interest. Che must make sacrifices for the cornmon g00d.l~~
Nevertheless,
the Americans ultirnately agreed to consider suggestions to meet the Canadian concems.'"

140. NAC, RG19/3981M-1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Proposals, United States Treasury, April2 1-26, 1943", pp. 12-14, 18,29.
141. NAC, RG191398 104- 1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund
Proposals, United States Treasury, April 21-26, 1943", pp. 18-19; FDR, Adolf Berle
Diary/69/Stabilization Fund (April-July L 943), Memorandum of a Meeting on the International
Stabilization Fund in Room 216, Treasury, Apn123, 1943, 10:OO A.M..
142. Arnusingly, White made this comment just after Rasmimky had finished a Little good
old Canadian moralizing. Rasminsky had this to Say about the US contribution to the b d : "In
considering the appropriate size of the quotas, member countrycontributions to the fund should not
be regarded as something they are giving away but as a means for establishing a fûnctioning world
economy which is in the interests of every country." nien Bernstein spoke and White said: "..A
should be pointed out that the use of these securities as a general pool of resources would be in the
eventud interest of every country. It is conceded that aii the gold in the fund should be available
for use generally. Why not securities? AU the resomes of the hmdshould be available to maintain
world trade and every country should be willing to make sacrifices in the common interest. NAC,
RGW39811M- 1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund Proposals, United
States Treasury,April21-26, 1943", p. 18.
143. See especially NAC, RG l9/3981/M-1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of
Stabilization Fund Proposais,United States Trrasury, A p d 21-26,1943". p. 29.

A similarly self-interested attitude is evident in the Canadian position on ushg the h d to deaï with

blocked balances. White assured the Canadians that while it was theoretically possible that the
resources of the fund would not be sufficient to handle the blocked balances in the way laid out in
his plan, the fact that proceeds h m unblocked balances could only be used to make current account
purchases, combined with likely shortages of goods in the immediate postwar period, would
probably mean that everything would be al1 right. Nevertheless, the Canadians argued strongly for
settlingissues ofwartime indebtednessoutside the fûnd. To guarantee that the fund would purchase
al1 of the blocked balances would make the holders of these balances far less likely to adopt an
accommodating attitude: better to settle the issue outside the fund where the uncertainty would

make the holders more pliant. White doubted that this would make holders such as india any more
accornmodating, and said that the only chance of an Amexican contribution to the solution of the
problem would be through the fund. The Canadians protestecl that the procedure left Canada at a
distinct disadvantage. Canada, concemed about the potential trouble such balances might pose &a
the war, had opted to tum its accumulated balances into a $700 million loan to the W. Canada
would be penalized for its generosity were the White scheme adopted and its "decision would look,
to Say the least, like a bad choice". Would the$700 million loan to the United Kingdom be regarded

as a blocked balance? White said that would depend on the judgment of the fund. The Canadians
tried again: maybe the fund could repurchase the blocked balances a little at a tirne? White again
broadsided the Canadians with their own best interests:
There is an advantage in the hmd t a h g over the whole mount and making it available at
a certain rate in that it would enable the countries in which the balances are blocked to relax
exchange control earlier than they otherwise could. It should also be pointed out that the
suggested matment of blocked balances would provide more means of payrnent for hade

and possibly enabte a higher tever ofworrd tracte."

The Canadians had many reasons to be satisfied with the discussions. They had made no headway
on the exclusion of securities fkom member contributions or the blocked balances issue. They had
seen evidence of a disheartening Amencan attitude that in times of international disequilibrium it
was ultimately up to debtor nations to make the adjustments necessary to restore equilibriurn, and

they had not convinced the Americans of the neeâ for a larger fund or a larger US contribution.
Ominously, the need to appease Congress and public opinion was noted on many occasions. But
the Americans had also shown themselves ready to consider Canadian arguments and suggestions
on rnost issues, including the US veto. They had also made a number of changes to meet Canadian
concerns.

A US Treasury memorandum indicated that the Canadian officials had given their American

colleagues much to think about. The Amencans now thought it best to abandon the US veto over
changes in exchange rates during the postwar transitional period and over fund sales of foreign
exchange for payments on capital account to members of whose cmency the fund did not hold an
excessive amount (Le. an amount equal to their quota). They a g m d to fiord more discretion to
the fund in the reports it could make when a currency became scarce. They would also "give serious
consideration" to various other Canadian points, including abandoning the US veto in favour of
weighted d t o r voting; providing "[tlhat reports to creditors be called for in circumstances
parallel to those applying to debtors"; providing for mandatory member loans of fbced amounts to

144. NAC, RG19/3981/M-1-7-2, "Canada-United States Discussion of Stabilization Fund

Pmposals, United States Treasury, April21-26,1943", pp. 36-38.
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the £Ùndt4';increasing the size of the fundckithoutp r o p ~ ~ o n aincrease
te
in the drawing power of
memben"; allowing the initiai member exchange rates to be set by mutual agreement rather than

fund fiat; and setting a limit to some of the "sweeping powers" given the fund. niey even seemed
ready to countenance excluding securities h m member contributions. The memorandum also
made it clear that the Canadian-American dialogue on postwar monetary issues was not over: the
Americans prornised to forward three follow-up memoranda, a statement by Morgenthau on the
significance of the United and Associated Nation talks on the White plan, and any revisions of the
plan to Ottawa. Each side agreed to keep the other apprised of press reaction to the White plan in
their respective nations.

'&

The Canadians also had reason to be encouraged by the American follow-up to the talks. Within
a forhiight, the Americans had prepared d t t e n responses to two supplementary Canadian
questions. The answen must have pleased the Canadians, painting as they did to a fund that allowed
for multilateral transferabilityofcurrencies and was endowed with enough flexibility in its decision
making abilities, as in the particdar case posited by the Canadians, "so that the resources of the

145. The chances for Amerkm acceptance of this idea couid not have been great. As noted
above, White told the Canadians that the US wouid not be able to accept a provision for mandatory
loans; similarly, a Canadian report on the taks given to UK representatives in Washington noted
that the Americans did not seem enthusiastic about their proposal for a slightly higher Arnerican
initial contribution cornbineci with mandatory loans for up to 50% of a member's quota See BoE,
ADM14/7,80U3,
Viscount Halifax to FO, No. 11 Remac, May 17h, 1943.
146. NARA, RGS6/Recordsof the Ofnce ofthe Assistant Secretary for International Affairs
(OASIA) 1 934- 1970lGeographicFiledCountry Files 1934- 1952/41/Canada:Bretton Woods, 'The
Commitments Undertaken Conceming the Intemational Stabiîization Fund Plan in the Course of
Conversations with Canadian Experts*April22-26,1943". by EBH, May 5&, 1943.
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Fund c m be used for meeting a capital export where it is deemed to be gmeraiTy desirable".

By the end of April 1943, Canadians had participated in talks on the Keynes plan and the White

plan, and had secured changes in both pmposals in keeping with their specific and their general

interests. Their colleagues on either side of the Atlantic were apparentlyeager to consider Canadian
suggestionsand willing to adopt them. But there was a problem. While the Canadians were talking
to both the British and the Americans, the British and the Americans were not talking to each other,
and there could be no real progress until these two nations came to terms.

147.NARA, RG56/Recordsof the Officeof the Assistant Secretaryfor International Affairs
(OASIA) 1934- 1970/Geographic Files/Country Files 1934- 195U41/Canada: Bretton Woods,
"Supplementary Canadian Questions", by EMB,May sh, 1943. It is possible that the Canadians
did not receive these answers at this tirne. In a teletype to Mackintosh on May 29', Plumptre wrote
that White had just told him "that he is sending you today replies to the questions which were Ieft
open during our ment discussions with the Treasury and on which they promiseci to supply further
material". I am uncertain whether these are the replies in question or whether White was referring
to the three other matters on which the Americanshad promised to forward information. See NAC,
RGl9/3981/M-1-7-2, C M ü S to SSEA, WA-2587,May Z9&, 1943.

Cbapter 3: The Canadian Clearing Fund (or is it StabiliPtion Union?)'

Success in the field of postwar intemationa1 monetary stab~Eationdepended criticaliy upon
agreement between the United States and the United Kingdom. But during the first half of 1943,
the prospects for Anglo-Amencan accord did not appear promising to the Canadians. At first they
did what they could behind the scenes to bring the two sides together. Then. in June. Canadian
officiais undertook a bold initiative. They presented for international consideration their own plan

for monetary stabilization, one p e ~ e din the main by Louis Rasminsky. It was meant to be a
distinct1y Canadian approach that could stand dongside the Keynes and White proposals and
perhaps bridge the differences between them. The Canadians hoped that it would break the AngloAmerican impasse and serve as a catalyst to progress on postwar international monetary policy.

Wynne Plumptre appears to have been the first to suggest that the Canadians corne up with their
own plan for monetary stabili~ation.~
interestlngiy, in light of the use to which the Canadian plan
would eventually be put, his suggestion was motivated by considerations of tactics, not by the
notion that the Canadians could necessarily draft a better plan. In mid-January 1943 Plumptre sent
Clark an in-depth analysis of two memoranda by White on the stabilization fund. These
memoranda, in particular the one that gave details of the pmposed stabilization fund had left
Plumptre "very troubled":
I feel strongly, as 1believe you feel, that we are a very long way h m the time when we

1.Taken h m a letter h m Plmptre to Clark: "Having handed over al1 my surplus copies
of the Canadian Clearing Fund (or is it StabilizationUnion?)proposal, I am not in a position to meet
any M e r demands for copies which may arise." See NAC, RG19/3982/M-1-7-4,
A. F. W.
Plurnptre to W. C. Clark, June 24&, 1943.
2. J. L. Granatstein reaches the same conclusion in The Ottawa Men: The Civil Service
Mandarins, 1935-1957 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press Incorporated, 1W8), p. 145.

onghtto be dncnssmgsnctr detaifsasttrisrnemmdcrm covers. Itseems essemiat m reach
a bmad agreement amongst the more important couutries concemeci regarding the gmeral

approach to postwar currency stabilization. in this early stage international discussions
ought to relate to whether it is prefmble to establish a highly developed international
organization endowed with considerable powers, such as Dr. White's memorandum
outlines; or whether it is preferable to approach the whole matter through some sort of
international clearing agreement with much less centralized machinery.

They should h d a way to avoid meeting with the Americans solely to discuss White's plan.
Perhaps Canadian officials could begin work on their own plan, which, wben finished, could be
discussed with US officials, dong with White's plan, and possibly also with UK officials, dong
with Keynes's plan. Plumptre continued:

I think this would be more tactfil than for us to corne out at this tirne with a flat statement
that we preferred the British rather than the Arnerican plan. As you know, the Treasury, and
particularly one Uimate of if likes to think that we, in Canada, are highly independent of the
British. 1would expect, of course, that our plan would resemble the British rather than the
Arnerican, but for the reason mentioned above 1 would like to see it differing h m the
Bt-itish on as many points as seemed reasonably possible.
Three plans would encourage discussion of broad p ~ c i p l erather
s
than troublesome details. The

Canadian plan would have to be detailed enough so as not to be seen for the diversionary tactic that
it was, but "[wlhether these details were fûily thought out and completely defensible would not
matter a very great deal". What was essentiai was speed. IfClark thought this a good idea, it should

be set in motion as quickly as possible, as US Treaniry officials were eager to hear Canadian views
on their proposais. If Clark did not think this a good idea, Plumptre 'kould feel rather inclined to
tell Hany White, quite nankly, why 1am troubled by the U.S.plan, but 1would not want to do so

unless you approve".'

Clark did not appmve. He shareù Plumptre's concem about the amount of detail in White's plan,
3. NAC, RG19/3447/Internatioaal C1ea.g Union, A. F. W. Plumptre to W. C. Clark,
January l 6h, 1943.
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having been ted to believe that it wouid be of a very generai nature. He dso thought that %ere is
something in your suggestion for a Canadian plan, but it may be difficult to keep far away h m at
least one of the others". He asked Plumptre not to approach White with his concems just yet,
promising that they would give some thought to the cirafting of a Canadian plan in Ottawa.'

White's plan did not leave everyone uneasy. Mackintosh was not bothered by the amount of detail
it contained, as a certain amount of detail was necessary to show how a theoreticai concept would

work out in practice. Aithough he may not have shared Plumptre's concems, Mackintosh did like
his suggestion: '9 think it would be desirable if we had out own proposals, though 1 would not be
optimistic about dissociating them clarly h m those of the Urited Kingdom and the United
States.'" Towen also wondered how diffkrent an alternative plan could be, musing that there could
be "a combination of the two plans and/or certain modifications, but that is about all". An
alternative plan would have to adopt either the overdrafi principle or the subscription pnnciple, or

a combination of the two; perhaps there might be room for modifications in the provisions on
excessive creditoa or debtors, changes in exchange rates, or even the organization of the h d , "if
one is striving for varietyY6

The Canadianswere not the only ones who thought that they should perhaps corne up with their own
plan for international rnonetary stabilization. They also received encouragement fiom British

4. NAC, RG191398 1/M-1-7-2, W. C. Clark to A. F. W. Plumptre, January 23*. 1943.

5. NAC, RG1913447/InternatiodClearllig Union,W.A.M.
to Dr. W. C. Clark, January ZS',
1943.

6. BoC, LR76-206-4,"Notes on the White Plan", by GET, January 25% 1943.
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oficials. On February 9*, Wrong, Mackintosh, and H.F. Angus, of the Department of Extemal

Affain,met with Redvers Opie, an influential staffrnernberat the UK Embassy in Washington, and

Gordon Munro of the UK High Commission in Ottawa ûpie reported that a revised version of
White's plan had been given, dong with a request for comments, to the UK, Chinese, and Soviet
governments.' The UK was not happy that the US was shopping its plan around while the two
nations were still discussing the Keynes proposals: while the plans might be similar in intent, they
were very different in execution. British officids in Washington wanted to try their hand at
concocting a synthesis of the Keynes and White approaches, "which would show how closely they
resemble each other in purpose and what were the substantial differences of method". Opie
wondered whether the Canadians might "prepare a complete plan of [their] own which would take
account of the British and American proposals. Mackintosh said that this was already being
considered by an informal group consisting of Rasminsky, Bryce, Turk and himself'. He was not
yet sure what the result would be."'

The Canadians learned more about the deteriorating situation Iater that month. Washington was
h a l l y ready to begin discussing international monetary policies, but the way in which it proposed
to proceed did not sit well with London. The American program implied that US officids wodd
engage in bilateral talks about the White plan with experts h m allied nations in Washington, while
the UK would separately engage in similar talks about the Keynes plan? This plan was not at al1

well received by the üK. First, as noted above, it was amoyed that the US was passing around the

7. Clark had also received a copy, with a request for comments.
8. NAC, RGU44/W-î23/1941-1943,
HW to Arnold Heeney, February 9', 1943.
9. NAC, RGlW398 lm-1-7-2,R Gordon Mumo to W. C. Clark, February lgm, 1943.

White pIan before they had fisheddiscussîng the Keynes p h ; indeed, the Amerîcans had not even
adequately explained their objections to Keynes's approach. Moreover, the UK preferred not to
involve other nations in their talks with the US before Anglo-American agreement on principles had
been reached. as this would lead to c~nfusion.'~Recognizing that protests to the US against the
proposed procedure would only delay its Unplementation", the UK suggested this compromise to
the Dominions on February 24h:
Question anses whether United States draft could not be conveniently collated with clearing
union draft into a single agreed document, but preliminary examination suggests that this
possibility could only be considered after several obscure points have been cleared up and
several issues of substantial importance have been settled. Out view is that it is not
desirable to attempt this collation at present stage before differences of substance have been
thoroughly debateâ and that best course would be for experts fiom United Nations
concemed to be invited to Washington as soon as possible to discuss main points of
difference between the two drafts. We have asked Phillips to put this suggestion to United
States authorities in discussing with them their ideas as to future procedure and will
telegraph m e r as soon as their reactioas are known.12
Some Canadian officiais were not keen on this proposal. Wrong was "rather dubious about a
meeting of "experts fiom the United Nations concemed" unless it is understood that the countries
invited to send experts are limited to those with the greatest interest in the subject."" Clark was
also unconvinced. "[Slorry to see the situation developingas it appears to be developing", Clark had

10. NAC, RG191398 UM-1-7-2, A. F. W. Plumptre to W. C. Clark, February 12', 1943 and
R. Gordon M m to W. C. Clark, Febniary 191 1943. BruceMuirhead notes that Anglo-Amencan
relations had become generally strained by February 1943, even apart h m the rnonetary policy
issue. See Bruce Muirhead, Againît the Oddsr The Public Lfe and Times of Louis Rasmimky
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press Incorporated, 1999), p. 90.
1 1. NAC, RG1913981M-1-7-2, R Gordon Munro ta W. C. Clark, February lgh, 1943.

12. NAC, RG2/44/W-22-3. SSDA to SSE& D. 109, February 24&, 1943.
13. NAC, RG25/3259/600@D-40, H. H. Wmng to L. B. Pearson,February 26m,1943.

that 1did not like to see the U.S.and the U.K. each subrnitting a draft of its own to each of
the other United Nations, that this put the two drafts into competition with each other and
would embarrass a good many Govemments which might prefer the British draft but would
be very reluctant to state their views nankly lest they offend the United States Govemment
whose cosperation was essential if we were going to have any kind of international
monetary cooperation, that 1myself would prefer not to submit a summary of my views of
the essential differences between the two plans [as Phillips had asked him to do], and that
1 thought it would be far wiser under the circurnstances for the British to allow the United
States to circulate its own document and to r e m for the present fkom circulating the
British document. in underlying hdamentais the two proposals were, generally speaking,
very similar. When the proposed conference was held, it would be possible for the British
to argue for the amendments which they considered essential to their own interest or for the
successfil working of the scheme.
Towers had told M u m essentially the same t h g and had concluded that UK offïcials would likely
accept their advice. The February 24' telegram suggestzd ntherwise. Clark continued:
1am somewhat fearfùl of the results that will flow h m the competition between the two
drafts, although 1have much sympathy for the British in their irritation at the United States
officiais circulating their draft without giving the British their cnticism of the clearing union
proposals.

In the circumstances 1think that the next step is to arrange for a discussion of the two plans
at a meeting of experts from the United Nations in Washington. 1would, however, suggest
that the best approach would be not to have the experts debate the differences bebveen the
two plans, but rather to have them use the United States draft as the basis of discussion
which should afford oppoxtunity for debate on any amendment which any nation may wish
to propose. As you see, 1 am anxious that the approach should be such as not to bring
differences between the U.K. and U.S. out into bold relief?
The suggestion to use the White plan as the sole basis for discussions was adopted by the
h Canadawomed that separatediscussions
govemment and put to the UK in a telegram o n ~ a r c 9%
of the Keynes and White plans wouid mate confbion and the iiiusion of cornpetition between the

two plans, and supported multilateral discussion of both plans in Washington h m which a single
proposal would hopefully emerge. ûttawa was ready "to take either plan as a basis for discussion.
14. NAC, RG19/3981/Mœ1-7-2,
W. C. Clark to N.A. Robertson, March 6h, 1943.
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But, in order to avoid the appearance o f cornpetition and o f differences in principles we Feer that the
best method of approach would be not to debate the differences between the two plans but to take
the United States plan as the basis for discu~sion."'~

Predictably, the Canadian suggestion was received coolly by London. The United Kingdom shared
Canada's hope that a single proposal could be worked out with the United States, but it still had
important questions about White's plan that had not yet been answered, and "[ulntil that is done we
would regard it as premature to decide that Stabilization Fund should be only b a i s for discussions".
It would not be necessary to base expert discussions on only one of the two plans: "On the point
where the two plans differ there could be a discussion as to which was preferable in substance; on
the points where they agree it could be discovered whether others concemed are also in agreement.

in the light of the views which are expressed as to what we are aiming at in substance, we could
thm decide at a later stage in what institutionai form they can be best embodied."

l6

Meanwhile, work on a distinctly Canadian approach to the problems of postwar monetary
reconstruction had been progressing. By early March Rasminsky had started work on his plan,
which Deutsch descnied as "a Canadian synthesis" of the Keynes and White pIans. Of the use to

11'4-7-2, SSEA to SSDA,No.43, March 9'' 1943. Rasminsky raised
15. NAC, RG1
many of the same points made by Clark and made in the telegram to the UK towards the end of
February. See BoC, GFT75-20,Untitled memorandum, by L.Rasminsky, February 20h, 1943.
16.NAC, RG19/3981/M-1-7-2, SSDA to SSEA,No.58, March 15", 1943. TheUK was not
alone in opposing the Canadian suggestion to use the White plan as the basis for expert discussion
in Washington: Australia ako expressed its opposition, noting b . t the White plan was "seriously
hadequate £tom the Austraiîan point of view", and agreed that the plans should be discussed at the
The Prime Minister of Australia to the Prime
same time. See NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40,
Minister of Canada, N d , March 18: 1943.
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which the plan might be put, Deutsch wrofe: "Ttmïghf no€,in the k t instance at Ieast, be desirable
to put it fonvard as still another plan. However, it would be useful in helping to crystallize the
Canadian views and might also be usefùl to have in reserve."" Rasminsky made the same point

when,on March 1 1', he informed his colleagues on the Sub-Committee of the Economic Advisory
Committee o n Postwar Reconstruction that he had put together "aplan which would not necessarily
be presented as such to the United Kingdom and the United States, but which could serve as a basis

of discussion in Canada and fiom which suggestions may be evolved for the amendment of the
United Kingdom or United States plans if one of these was accepted as the basis of discussions
between our three co~ntries".'~

If it was to be of any use at dl, the plan had to be practicai. This meant that it would have to be
acceptable in the United Kingdom and the United States. Rasminsky tned to incorporate elements
into his proposal that would satisQ both nations, thbugh he appears to have given more weight to
meeting American concems than British.19 As previouslyshown, Canadian officiais had been alive

h m the start to the need to make any plan politically as well as economically viable: of particular
importance was ensuring its political acceptability in the United States. This had been a major
concem during the 1942 London t&;

it was one of the fïrst things Plumptre pointed out after his

17.NAC,RG2W 25916000-D-40Part 1, JJD to the Under-Semtary, March chd, 1943.

1 8.NAC,RG1913446/PostwarPlaiming-Current, Minutes ofSub-Cornmittee of Econornic
Advisory Committee on Postwar Reconstruction Meeting heid March 1lh, 1943.
19. Keynes would lateropine that Ramiinnky had been mon inspired by White than himself,
dubbing Rasminsky's plan, "off White9*.See Moggridge, p. 722. According to Muirhead, it was
the other way around: Canadian "planning centmi on combining some of the features of the two
plans, basically changing certain aspects of the Keynes document to meet the views of the
Americans." See Muirhead, p. 91.

il1

initial pemsd o f White's plan; Clark exptîcitly stated it in a Ietter fo Robertson in March 1943.~
And if there were ever any doubt in Canadian mincis about the need for a proposa1 that would find
acceptance both in Congress and among the general American public, the frequent American

reminders of this fact would have erased it."

In his plan, Rasminsky deliberately set out '70 combine some of the essential features of the Keynes

plan and the White plan". He adopted Keynes's overdraft principle, but sought to make it more
acceptable to the Americans by limiting the amount of international currency a member had to

accepp and providing for an initial contribution of gold by each mernber. "The gold contributions,"
asserted Rasminsky, would "lessen the stake of the creditor countries in the plan as they will be at
the disposa1 of those countries in the event of liquidation", as opposed, presumably, to creditor
nations getting stuck holding large balances of an internationai currencyof dubious value if the fund
experiment failed. Combining Keynes's overdrafts with White's contributions was no easy task,
and Rasminsky knew that his plan was not without its own problems: for one, "[wlith the limitation

on the creciitorcountries' liability to accept internationalcurrency fixed at the amount oftheirquota,

20. NAC, RG19i3981M-1-7-2, W. C. Clark to N.A. Robertson, March 6&, 1943.

2 1. For example, in December 1942 Berle told Wrong that the US would soon propose to
the UK some changes to the Keynes plan, "partly on theoretical grounds, but perhaps mainly to
make the plan more acceptable to Congress and public opinion in the United States". See NAC,
RGl9/339 1/4747-P13, Memorandum by HW, December 21: 1942. In a discussion the previous
&y, Berle had also reveaied his concerns about Congressional opinion to Towers, but Towers did
not sense any defeatism in Berle. See NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40
Part 1, *'Memorandumof
conversation with Adolf Berle, Jr., Assistant Secretary of State for the United States, on December
2omW,
by G.F.T, December 23"', 1942.
22. The American insistence on the need to limit the obligationsofcreditor nations had been
made clear to the Canadians in London in the autumnof 1942 and was again brought home to them
by US officiais on subsequent occasions. See, for example, NAC, RG lgI339l/4747P- 13,
Memorandum by HW,December 2 1 1942.
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a situation might arise where they were Ioaned up €0the hiit without the debtor countrk' overdraRs
reaching their quota", while "[tlhe introduction of the gold deposit limits the stake of the creditors
by reducing the lending potential of the Fund"."

The very title of Rasminsky's proposed organization, the "United Nations Currency Stabilisation

and Clearing Fund", attested to its dual heritage. So did its features, which borrowed h m both

plans. Quota calculations would be based on a combination of the factors proposed by Keynes and

White. As in both plans, a new internationalcurrency unit would be created, but it would be called
the uni ta^"*^, as in White's plan. Each member would make an initial contribution to the fund as
in the White plan (though it would equal ody 20% of a country's quota, not 50% as proposd by
White); however, as in the Keynes plan, a member would be able to borrow more than it had
contributed to the h d , up to the arnount of its quota As in both plans, members that made
excessive use of the fund's resources would be penalized by means of interest charges on their
excess balances. Also as in both plans, action could be taken to address the problem of members
that were excessive creditors or excessive debtors?

On the crucial question of the size of the h d , Rasmuisky sought a compromise, proposing a fund
larger than White' s, but smallerthan Keynes's. Rasminsky' s fûnd would be composed of aggregate

23. NAC, RG 19/3447/InternationalClearing Union, "UnitedNations CurrencyStabilisation
and Clearing Fund", Unsigned and undated.
24. Its name would later be changed to 'Monaâ", which Rasminsky told Keynes ' k a s no
worse than the Bancor or the Unitas". See BoC, LR76-212-1, LR to Lord Keynes,June 3: 1943.

25. NAC,RGI 9134475tefnationalClearing Union, 'United Nations Currency Stabilisation
and C l h g Fund'', Unsigned and undated.
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quotas in the amount of $IO binin, twice the mlnùnum proposed by White. Rasminsky had

criticized the White plan for assignhg too srnall a contribution to the United States; in his own plan,
he increased the US quota to $5 billion or 50% of the h d . This was 2%times the Arnerican
contribution envisioned by White.26

The Rasminsky plan was not only an attempt to meld the approaches of Keynes and White; it aiso
included many of the changes that Canadian officiais had suggested be made in the other two plans.
For example, the fund was afforded a good degree of flexibility in its ability to deal with the
problems of excessive debtor and creditor nations: Rasminsky gave the fund many rights but few
duties in this regard. When members accrued excessively high credit balances, the fund was
empowered to take corrective action earlier than under White's scheme. Rasminsky adopted the
idea he had proposed at the 1942 London talks of pexmitting the fund to impose a small charge on
transfers of unitas; similarly, the fund would be allowed to seIl gold in excess of the initiai arnounts
put up by members to creditor nations in exchange for unitas, a provision that resembled another
suggestion he had made in London in 1942. The interests of Canadian gold miners were also looked

d e r by an explicit obligation for the fund to purchase gold h m members."

Rasminsky began circulating his plan in late March, presenting it to the same sub-committee

26. NAC, RGl9/3447/IntemationalClCaring Union, "UnitedNations Currency Stabilisation
and Clearing Fund", Unsigneci and imdated.
27. NAC,RG 19/3447/IntemationalClearing Union, "United Nations CurrencyStabilisation
and Clearing Fmd'', Unsignecl and undateci.

meeting io which he presenfed his two memoranda on the White plan, but it was not discusse~?.~
Nor had any definite decision on what to do with it been reached. Meanwhile, the prospects for
Anglo-Amencan agreement appeared to be deteriorathg M e r . At the end of March, Massey
reported from London:
Unsatisfactory situation appears to be developing. United Kingdom proposes to consider
Clearing Union Plan with Allied Finance Ministem in London without any reference to
United States Plan. At the same time United States Treasury officials will be holding bilateral discussions in Washington with representatives of United Nations on Stabilisation
Fund Plan without any reference to Clearing Union. Mer the bi-lateral discussions in
Washington are completed, it is expected that the United States will, if it thinks there is a
prospect of success, cal1 a conference to consider its Plan revised in the light of these
discussions.29
The next day, the UK government cabled to the Dominions its dissatisfaction with the US proposai
for parallel bilateral discussions, noting kat it was particularly important "to avoid long delay

during which both Clearing Union and Stabilisation Fund Plans would be before various
Governments concemed and during which opinion might harden in favour of one or the othei'. Not
ready to suggest an alternativeprocedudo,the UK govemment had concluded that the "only course

open is to proceed as rapidly as possible with preliminary stages of examination of both
docurnents".

'

The Canadians were womed about the impücations ofthe procedure proposed by the Arnerkans,
and shared their concern with Anthony Eden, the British Foreign Secretary, who happened to be in

28. NAC. RG19/3447/Intemational Clearing Union, 'Note for record re meeting on Friday
evening, March 26,1943 re Exchange Stabilizaîion Fund",by RBB, March 2p,1943.
29. NAC, RG2/44/W-22-31194 1- 1943, CHCUK to SSEA, No.679, March 30". 1943.

30. This unreadiness was attri'buted to the absence h m London of the Foreign Secretary,
Anthony Eden, who was then in North Amerka.
3 1. NAC, RG2/44/W-22-3/1941-1943,
SSDA to SSEA, D.183, March 3 la, 1943.
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Nordr America at that tirne. Phifiips reported this to London in early Apnl; he dso noted that CTark
was expected in Washington shortly, where he would likely raise the issue with White. This

possibility caused Phillips some concem: "You will appreciate that the result may be very
embamissing particularly if he [Clark] talks freely with the Americans." Phillips requested a copy
of the üK reply to Canada's suggestion in early March that the White plan be adopted as the bais
for the proposed multilateral discussions in Washington.'*

This suggests that Phillips was

concerned that Clark might revive this proposal in his taik with White, to the detriment of a
thorough consideration of Keynes's proposais. Phillips promised to tell Clark
that we should have been most willing and indeed have prefemd to carry hirther discussions
with the Americans with a view to bringuig the two plans closer before others were brought
on. However the Americans took the decision to summon experts to Washington h m the
United Nations and later on America and expressed a clear preference for parallel
discussions with individual countries. This in tum led to the necessity for publishing the
British plan after a leakage had o c c ~ r r e d ? ~

In London the possibility that Clark might discuss future procedure with White was received more
cahly. Sir Wilfkid Eady, Treasury Joint Second Secntary, told Phillips that the "Canadians are
anxious to be helpful and as they took close intemt in both schemes their help might be usefbl in
restoring more satisfactory procedure for discussions with Americans". Noting that Treasury
officiais had not decided whether a synthesis o f the Keynes and White plans was possible, Eady
contended that such a projet should not be undertaken until reactions to the publication of the two
plans had been ascertained. ''But,"

Eady continueci,

when opportunity offm we should be v e q glad to consuit with Canadians about possibility

32. Bank of England Archives [BoE], ADM 14/7,802/3, Viscount Halifax to Foreign Office
PO], No. 1593, April3", 1943.
33. BoE, ADM14/7,802i3, Viscount Halifiix to FO, No.1593, Apnl 3d, 1943. Both the
White and Keynes plans were published in April1943.

of quiet conversationswith Americans to see whether agreement on objectives and methods
could be drawn up which might quickly lead to preparation of composite scheme. If Clark
c m make any suggestions to you about possible procedure for this no doubt they would be
welcomed. But for the present we should deprecate premanire expression of view that two
schemes as they exist could really be welded into one. Like the Canadians we do not want
to indulge in competitive advocacy which might lead to formation of blocs but publication
will certainly pmduce questions about cornparisons which must be handled carehilly."
Phillips need not have womed about the approach Clark would take in his talk with White. Clark
simply discussed with him the invitation that had been extended to the Canadians to corne to
Washington to discuss White's plan. Clark seems to have no more than hinted at Canadian concem
with the way in which the Americans proposed to proceed: "Also in answer to my question, he
[White] expressed belief that the present pian ofbilaterai discussions would work out satisfactorily
and not take an undue length of tirne." Clxk had considered suggesting that US, UK, and Canadian
officials get together for an informai chat, but thought it more prudent to hold off for the time

being.)' White recounted to Clark how the Americam had been compelled to publish their plan and
discussed the US desire to consult experts h m counûies beyond the UK, telling him "that they had
been reiuctant to accept the British suggestion for U.K. and U.S.to get together and agree upon a

plan, believing that al1 the brains were not concentrated in two great powers and that many of the
smaller countries might have an important contribution to a discussion of this type". Moreover,
White 'kould welcome a Canadian plan, or indeed four or five plans, and professed that there was

34.BoE, ADM14/7,802/3,
FO to Lord Halifm, No.2261, Aprilg, 1943.
Memorandum re: Stabilization Fund Plan, by WCC,Apnl
35.NAC,RG19/3981/M-1-7-2,
9', 1943.Clark waited al1 of two days before Offering this suggestion to the Americans. See below,
NARA, R G 5 6 k o r d s of the Office of the Assistant Secre!t.a~~
for International Anairs (OASIA)
1934-1970/GeographicFiles/Country Files 1934-19SW41/Canada: Bretton Woods, J. L. Ilsley to

H. Morgenthau, Apnl8" 1943.

nothing or at ieast very littîe in their own plan to which they were absoluteiy wedded." Cfark musf
have been pleased by the reference to a possible role for Canada; at the same time he might well
have been concemed at the apparent inability of the Americans to see that progress could only be
had through Anglo-American cooperation.

Shortly thereafter Clark met with Phillips and Henry Clay, an advisor to the Board of Trade. They
discussed the parts of the Keynes plan regardeci a s essential by the United Kingdom and also the
parts of the White plan it could not accept, such as the US veto, the srnallness of the lùnd, and the
handling of scarce currencies. In response to a comment by Phillips about Anglo-Amencan talks
on the two plans, Clark opined that such talks "were not Iikely to get anywhere". The possibility

of Canadian intervention to bring the two sides together was discussed, Phillips relaying Eady's
request that Clark suggest a way to proceed. As it turned out, Clark did have a suggestion. His
minister, J. L. nsley, would write to Henry Morgenthau, the US Treasury Secretary, and suggest an

informal meeting of experts, prefmbly in Ottawa. Phillips approved, noting that the proposa1 had
two advantages:
(1) the letter to Mr. Morgenthau would get the issue above the heads of the experts
concemed and probably would get to the President himself; and (2) a confemce in Ottawa
in the week of Apn7 19& wouId give time to study de public reactions to the plans which
were being published in the Press. It would also mean that the conference could have the
undivided t h e and attention of Messrs. White and Berle, which would not be possible if
the conference were held in Washington. He discussed the unwisdom of his Govemment
sending Keynes or anyone else out h m England because this would undoubtedly attract
public attention."

36. NAC, RG19/3981/M-1-7-2, Memorandum re: Stabilization Fund Plan, by WCC,April
9", 1943.

37. NAC, RGW398 1/M-1-7-2, Memorandum re: Stabilization Fund Plan, by WCC,April
gm,1943.

Ciark carried out his plan h o s t immediafeiy upon his r e m €0Ottawa. IIsfey wrote Morgenthau
on Apnl s", 1943 confiming that Canadian officiais were ready to begin discussions the following
week. But he aiso expressed his concem that the recently published Keynes and White plans might
be seen by the public as competing with one another, damaging the chances for agreement."

Stressing Canada's interest in postwar international monetary cooperation and the basic similarity
of the goals of the two plans, Ilsley suggested the alternative agreed by Clark and Phillips: instead
of informal bilateral Canadian-American taiks on the White plan, why not hold informa1 trilateral

Canadian-American-British t a k s on both the White and Keynes plans? Canadian officials believed
that it would be possible to draft a new plait that contained the best of both plans, but such a plan
would not be the end of the proposed meeting, which would instead be geared towards "an
exploration of the contributions which certain features of each plan might make to the solution of
the essential problems and of the lines of discussion which might be followed most usefûlly with
other countries if the desired result of final agreement is to be achieved"." In another letter the
sarne day, ilsley suggested that the proposed meeting be kept as informal and as secret as possible.
Phillips or other UK representatives in North Arnerica should be asked to participate so that no
comment would be aroused by the despatch of officials h m London. Similarly, the meeting might
be held in Ottawa or some other low profile city?

If Morgenthau did not approve of this

suggestion, Canadian officials would of course be ready to participate in bilateral talks in

38. On the post-publication "rivairy"of the Keynes and White plans, see Gardner, pp. 95-97.

39. NARA, RG56Records of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for International Affairs
(OASIA) 1934- 1 970/Geographic FileslCountryFiles 1934-1952/41/Canada: Bretton Woods, J. L.
Iîsley to H. Morgenthau, Aprilg, 1943.
40. NARA, RGS6/Records of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for internationalAnairs
(OASIA) 19341970/Geographic FiledCountry Files 1934- 195U41/Canada: Bretton Woods,
Personal letta fimm J. L. Ilstey to H.Morgenthau, April8&?1943.

Washington the c&g

week?

Morgenthau did not take up the Canadian suggestion. Indeai, he did not even directly refer to it in
his reply to Ilsley on Apnl 1S", though he did note that "[a]t this early stage. we feel that progress
c m be made more rapidly in developing common views through a series of informal discussions
with the representatives of each of the interested govemments. After these wholly preliminary
discussions have been held M e r discussions with larger groups will be more h i t f W 4 Nothing
more could be done, and so the Canadians had gone to Washington.

After the bilateral talks with the Arnericans the idea of an independent Canadian plan returned to
the fore in Ottawa's thoughts. An April30' memorandum, composed by Towers and ~asminsSiJ',

4 1. NARA, RGS6Records of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for International Affairs
(OASIA) 1934- 1970/GeographicFileslCountry Files 1934- 1952/41/Canada: Bretton Woods, J. L.
Ilsley to H. Morgenthau, April8&, 1943. Robertson told King that the proposa1was "a sensible one,
but there is no telling how Mr. Morgenthau will respond to it." See NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40
Pari 1, NAR to the Rime Minister, A p d 10'. 1943. On Apnl12"', Towers, in Washington to snoop
out information on the rnonetary plans, told Pearson that he doubted that Morgenthau would take
up the proposal; by the following day, it was clear that he was correct. See NAC, MG26MWU4,
Diary for April 1 2 and
~ April 13", 1943.
42. NARA, RG56lRecords of the Office of the Assistant Secretary br International Affairs
(OASIA) 1934- 1970/Geographic Files/Country Files l934-l9SU4 LICanada: Bretton Woods, H.
Morgenthau to J. L. Ilsley, Apnl 15,' 1943.

43. n i e copies of the mernorandum I found in the Bank of Canada Archives were unsigned.
in the Towers files fuiding aid, the rnemorandum is listed as having been composed by Towen, and
a copy in the Rasminskyfiles featured a number ofhandwritten comments by Towers. Furthemore,
in a ~ a 2 y4 memorandum
~
on the Canadianplan, Towm referredto having written a memorandurn
on Apnl 3 p . However, Douglas Fullerton, Towm's biographer, asserts that Rasmuisky wrote
most of the April30' memorandum. See BoC, GFï75-2, Index to Memoranda; BoC, GFT75-345 1, "International Financial Arrangements Post-Wai', Uasigned, Apri130h, 1943; BoC, LR762 1 1-4, "International Financial Arrangements Post-War", Unsigned, Apri130h, 1943; BoC,LR7621 1-5, "Comments on Om Roposals for an Internafional Cumncy Stabilization and Clearing
Union", by GFT, May 24'' 1943; Douglas Fuilerton, Graham Towets and His Times,(Toronto:

argued that Canadian officials should draft their own proposal, either for presentation "as a
Canadian project, or (Dr. Clark's suggestion) treated as a revised plan which we had worked up with
the United States", and they should do it soon. The proposal should include an interpretativesection
that demonstrated ''the weaknesses in the U. S. approach without specifically criticizing White's
proposals" (even though this did "not fit in very well with the suggestion that the plan should,
practically speaking, be contributed to the U. S. Treasusr") and was suitable for public use?

By the third week of May, Canadian officials had decided to preseni the Rasminsky plan as a
distinctly Canadian contribution to the corsideration of postwar monetary stabilization." The plan
undenvent extensive revisions during the final week of May and the f h t wcek and a half of June.
Rasminsky was the principal draughtsrnan, but at l e m Towers and Mackintosh also contributed to
the process." Although changes were made, the plan retained its fundamental character as "a plan

McClelland and Stewart, 1986), pp. 190,333 (endnote 7).
44. BoC, LR76-2 11-4, "International Financial Arrangements Post-War", Unsigned, Apnl
306, 1943.
45. On May 20' Rasminsky sent Clark his plan and a memorandum entitled "Plans for PostWar Monetary Organisation", which he describecl as "a general statement of policy which might
serve as a preamble if the Government should decide to put forward a Canadian plan publicly". See
NAC, RG l9/398uM- 1-7-4, Louis Ramiinsky to W. C. Clark, ~ a 20'y, 1943. Rasminsky sent the
same material on the same day to Robertson. See NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40 Part 2.

46. See, for example, BoC, LR76-211-5, "Comments on Our Proposais for an International
Currency Stabilization and Clearing Union') by GFT, May 24&, 1943; BoC, LR76-21 1-7. ''Draft
Canadian proposals for an International Currency Stabiiization and Cleariug Fund", by LR, May
3 1: 1943; BoC, LR76-211-9-6, "DraA Canadian Raposals for a Foreign Exchange Stabilization
Union", by LR, June 1st, 1943, BoC, LR76-2 11-9(a)-6, '?XaA Canadian Proposals for a Foreign
Exchange Stabilization Union". by LR,June 1: 1943; BoC, LR76-211- 10, "Changes to be made
in our proposals for an International Currency Stabilisation and Clearing Union", Unsigned and
undated and W. A. M. to L. Rasminslry? June 8: 1943 ; BoC, LR76-211-11. "'Draft Canadian
Pmposals for a Foreign Exchange StabilizationUnion", by LR,Jute 1\ 1943; BoC,LR76-2 11- 12,
"Dr& Canadian Proposals for an International Exchange Union", Unsigned, June 9q 1943; BoC,

which in generd fonows the fhme-work o f the US. Treasury pian but into which has been
incorporated such changes and additions as have seemed to me essential to make the plan acceptable
to us"." In meetings held among officials h m Finance, External Affairs, and the Bank of Canada
during the week of May 24". the fuial decision was made: they would seek permission fiorn the
government to present the plan as a way to rnove beyond the Anglo-Amencan impasse."

The officials went right to the top. In a memorandum to Ring on May 2gm, Robertson argued for
a Canadian plan in terms that were both a tme representation of the feelings of Canadian officials

and guaranteed to appeal to the Prime Minister: ' n i e diplornatic and technical difficulties in the
way of reaching general agreement on either the British or Amencan scheme are great. The only
countrywhich might conceivablyput forward a third scheme with some hope of the othen accepting
it is Canada." Noting that the high Ievel of expertise of Canadian officials had led to their
suggestions being taken seriously in London and in Washington, Robertson counselled, "1 think
there is a good deal to be said for them now trying to work out a new and synthetic scheme which

LR76-211-14, "General Observations of Canadian Experts on Plans for Post-War Monetary
Organization", Unsigned, June 9'. 1943; Bac, W6-2LL-14(ab "Plans for Post-WarMonetary
Organization", Unsigned, June 9", 1943; BoC, LR76-2 11 14@), "Plans for Post-War Monetary
Organization", by Louis Rasminsky, Undateci.

-

47. NAC, RG19/3982/M-1-74, Louis Rasminsky to W. C. Clark, May 20*, 1943.

48. Rasminsky, Mackintosh, Bryce, Knox, and Deutsch were scheduled to rneet to go over
Rasminsky's plan on Tuesday, May 2sm and Rasminsky hoped to meet with Clark, Towers,
Robertson, Mackintosh, and Deutsch the following Thursday or Friday. See NAC, RG l9/3982/M1 - 7 4 Louis Rasmuisky to W. C. Clark, ~ a 20'-y 1943. 1have oot found any other record of these
meetings, but in a memorandum to KUig on May 29'. Robertson noted that "[w]e have been
working with the Finance Department and the Bank of Canada on plans for an international
stabiluation and clearing fund which wouid combine and moncile the best features of the United
Kingdom and United States plans" and argued in favour of putthg forward a Canadian plan. See
NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40
Part 2, NAR to the Prime Minister, May 29&, 1943.
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m@t, if the Govenunent approved o f 3, be put forward for contidential consideration by other
Governrnents as a distinctly Canadian contribution to the solution of this difficult and very
important question.'*9

On June 2*, Mackintosh set to work on his minister, writing a memorandum to ilsley surnmarizing
the progms in the monetas, talks to date. He noted the possibility of multilateral talks in

Washington in the middle of June and discussed the basic similarities and differences between the
Keynes and White plans. It would be, Mackintosh suggested, "tactically wise, and more effective
in presenting our own point of view" were Canadian officials to offer their own plan for
consideration. First, it was "essential at an early stage to b ~ thegtwo plans together, since separate
discussions put us in the position of taking sides in an Anglo-Amencan argument if we advance
suggestions for the modification ofeach plan singly". A synthesis of the hvo proposais would focus
Anglo-American attention on large p ~ c i p l e rather
s
than on competing details; were such a plan
a Canadian plan it would have the added benefit of making it "clear that we are neither pro-London
nor pro-Washington. It would contain approval and criticism of some features of both plans and
might resolve the present dilemma." Second, a Canadian plan would allow mialler nations to give
their opinions on the general issue of postwar monetary stabilization without having to criticize
either the Keynes or White plan directly. Third, a Canadian plan rnight help the US government in
its fight io win over C o n p s s and the Amencanpubüc. According to Mackintosh, Canada enjoyed

"an almost embarrassingly high position in bimking and financial circles in the United States and
is not without reputation in Congress where we at least have no taint of the New Deal about us.

...

A Canadian plan would probably attract more support in the United States than a Treasury plan.

49. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D40
Part 2, NAR to the Prime Minister, May 29', 1943.
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It wodd give nse to no instinctive opposition such as a British plan." Mackintosh concluded with
a broad outline of a Canadian plan, suggesting that it be offered on the same basis as the Keynes and
White plans had been offered: without government approval and merely as a catalyst for

disc~ssion.~~

That day the Cabinet War Committee considered whether Canadian officials should present their
plan at the talks that the Americans had suggested take place in Washington later that month. nsley
argued that it might help break the Anglo-Arnerican impasse. King charactensticallysaid that it was
fine with him, so long as the government was not cornmitteci in any way. ilsley assured him that
this was not the intention and the proposal was approved."

Meanwhile, the Americans had continued their discussions with officials h m other United and
Associated Nations. By the end of May they were ready to convoke a Iarger meeting of experts.
White asked Plumptre if Canadian experts could r e m to Washington about the middle of June to
continue their talles, this time in a multilateral setting with representatives possibly fiom Mexico,
Brazil, Australia, and the United Kingdom.* Plumptre said "that a Canadian group would probably
be giad to participate" and asked if these taiks would be a good tirne for Canadian officiais to offer

hirther suggestions they had been contemplating. White agreed that it would, adding that "@~]e

50. NAC, RG 1913447/Intematioaal C l e a ~ gUnion, 'bMemorandum for the Minister:
Proposeci Steps in the Future Discussion of the Clearing Union and Stabilization Fund Proposais",
by WAM, June 2"$1943.
5 1. NAC, RGU7CK487515679,Minutes ofcabinet War Committee Meeting held June 2"$
1943 (Exhibit 241).
52. The timing was uIflumceà by the timing of the conference on international food issues
in Hot Springs, Virginia in May-June 1943.
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thought that it might be helpfuI ifany <=anadianproposds couIdbe submitted in wrïting in advance
of the proposed discussions so that they rnight be considered and analysed beforehand"."

On instructions h m Ottawa, Plumptre told White that Canadian experts would attend the talks and

that, for the sake of clarity, their suggestionswould be submitted to him a few days before the talks
in the fom of a complete plan. White responded "that the f o m in which we put our suggestions

fonvard was entirely up to us". He seemed to take a similarly relaxed attitude towards the taiks
themselves. When Plurnptre inquired what plans he had for thern, White "implied that he had not
formulated any specific plans, but anticipated generai discussion "with the British present'"'.
Plurnptre also reported that the Canadians were not alone in their desire for movement on the
postwar monetary planning fiont: Crena De Iongh of the Netherlands and Baron Boel of Belgiurn,
both well regarded monetary experts, also hoped for significant progress towards the drafting of a
single proposai at the coming talks." The time must have seemed ripe for detemined Canadian
intervention directed towards encouraghg Anglo-Amencan cooperation.

When the Canadians decided to put forward the Rasminsky plan as a catalyst to closer AngloAmerican cooperation, their decision was very much in keeping with long standing Canadian
perceptions and policies. Canada's history, geographic location, and size had long impelled its
policy makers to identify Anglo-American cooperation as a fimdamental Canadian interest. Tied
by history and geography to both the Uniteù Kingdom and the United States, Canada was afEected

y 1943.
53. NAC, RGW398 1M-1-7-2, CMUS to SSEA, WA-2587,~ a 2gh,

54. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40
Part 2, SSEA to CMUS, EX-2089,June 3"', 1943; NAC,
RG25/3259/6000-D-40 Part 1, CMUS to SSEA,WA-2714, June 4h, 1943.
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by everytwist and tum in the Anglo-American relationship, whiIe its rdatively srnall size afforded

it scant power to affect that relationship to its own advantage. What power it had it usually directeà
towards efforts at bringing the two nations cioser together, often through attempts at explainhg and
mediating their diffenng interests. Many Canadians fancied that they had a unique abil i ty, by virtue
of the very factors that made the Anglo-American relationship so important to them. to interpret the
Amencans to the British and the British to the Amencans. This approach to Anglo-American
relations was known as the "linchpin" approach: Canada could and should be the Linchpin in the
Anglo-Amencan relationship, the keystone in the arch of Anglo-American cooperation.

The idea that Canadians should take it upon themselvesto play this nile was established well before
the start of the Second World War. A number of Canadian leaders had tried their hand at it. Sir
Robert Borden attempted to fulfill this role during the First World War; Arthur Meighen tried at the
1921 imperid Conference. Mackenzie King sought closer Angio-Amencan relations in the years

leading up to the wa?* and did not abandon his efforts once the war began. Of particular note were

King's very reluctant attempts to facilitate communication between Roosevelt and Churchill in the
dark days surrounding the evacuation h m ~unkirk.~'

King was not alone in his efforts to play the Uiterpteter during the war: Canadian officials also
strove to bring about closer Anglo-American cooperation and better Anglo-Arnerican

55. See S. L. Granaistein and Robert Bothwell, "'A Self-Evident National Duty": Canadian
Foreign Policy, 1935-1 939" as reprinted in J. L. Granabtein, editor, Canadian Foreign P o k y :
Historical Readings, Revised Edition (Mississauga: Copp Clark Pitman Ltd., 1993), pp. 162, 175.
56. See J. L. Gmatstein, Canada 's Wm,pp.114-124;JohnLukacs, Five Days in London:
Moy 1940 (New Haven: Yale University Ress, 1999),pp. 75-76.
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understanding. In August 1942, for example, Towers succeeded in persuading L. P. ThompsonMcCausland, an influential official at the Bank of England, that there was a very good chance of
real Anglo-Arnerican cooperation in the postwar world.''

Rasrninsky also tried to convince

Montagu Norman, the Govemor of the Bank of England, to have more faith in the Amencans,
though with less suc ces^.^^ In December 1942 Wrong took it upon himself to reassure Berle that
many influential United Kingdom officials truly believed in the necessity of a multilateralist

approach to postwar problems.

''

Nor were the Canadians alone in believing that they could play a useful intennediary role between
the US and UK,particularly on the issue of postwar monetary stabilization. At the Commonwealth
talks in London in the auiumn of 1942, Phillips appeared to agree with a suggestion fiom the

Canadian representativesthat they, particularly Clark and Towers,might be able to contribute to "a
meeting of rninds between the British and the ~mericans"onpostwar monetary stabilization." That

the British might welcome the Canadians playhg such a d e was also implied in Opie's suggestion

57. See BoE, OV58/20,2054/4, L. P. Thompson-McCausland to C. F. Cobbold, August 1I',
1942;BoE, ADM14/3,801/5, *bReportof Some Conclusions Formed on Post-War Policy as a Result
of My Visit tv Canada aml Washington", by t.P.Thompson-McCawland, Septaber 15\ 1942.
See also John Fforde, nie Bank of England and Public Poiicy, 19414958 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1992), pp. 5 1-52. The message Towers tried to get across to ThompsonMcCausland was of great importance, given the reluctance of the Bank to embrace the bold
multilateralist approach to postwar economic issues advocated by UK policy makers such as
Keynes. See Fforde, pp. 33-3 5 , 3 9 4 1. See also Pressnell, pp. 96-99.

-

58. BoC, LR76-188-18, ''Report on Visit to London, October November, 1942", by L.R.,
November 28&,1942; BoC, LR76-188-24, Wotes on Conversations at the Bank of England", by
L.R., November 1V", 1942.
59. NAC, RG19/3391/4747-P-13, Memorandum by HW,December 21*, 1942.
60. NAC, RG19/3989/'-2-9-2Nolume 1, *'DE&Report of the Canadian Representatives
at the "Post-War Economic Talks" Held in London Between Oaober 23dand ~ovember
9", 1942".

in February 1943that the Canadians prepare their own proposds for postwar monetary stabilization.

The decision to use the Rasminsky plan to bridge the Anglo-American divide, therefore, fit in with

an existing theme in Canadian extemal policy. Permission having been secured fkom the
government, the way was now clear for Canadian officials to try to use their plan to Save the day.

Canadian officials had previously intimated to theu UK colleagues that they might put forward their
own plan. Throughout the spring of 1943, they had been in close contact with UK offcials about
developments in this field, keeping them well informed about theù taiks with the ~mericans~'
and
evincing a willingness to consult with them on how best to proceed. In the course of one such
conversation in the middle of May, Clark hinted to UK representatives in Washington that Canadian
officials rnight have their own plan to present:
He [Clark] realised there are objections to proceeding simply on basis of their suggesting
detailed arnendments to S.F. and is considering if it would not be better to produce a
Canadian draft ernbodying their views and not necessarily following S.F. or C.U.closely.
We had no doubt there will be full oppoxtunity for getting al1 drafts considered in due
course. 1 am inclined to encourage him on this but would be glad to know at once if you
disagree.62
London's tepid response revealed British perceptions of the role that Canada could play in the
search for consensus on postwar monetary stabilization:
We a p e that it may be useful at a later stage for Canada to pmduce a Canadian draft
embodying their views and not necessarily following S.F. or C.U. closely. We hope we

61. See BoE, ADM1417, 802/3, Viscount Halifax to FO, No.2009, April 30', 1943 and
Viscount Halifax to FO, No.11 Remac, May 17<b, 1943.
62. BoE, ADM l4/7,802/3, Viscount Halifax to FO, No. 1 1 Remac, May 17h, 1943.

shaîi have fÙIi opportunity ofseehg it befôrehand and c o n s i d d g it carefdiy. Keynes has
it in mind to prepare a version of S.F. which seems to hlln to be reasonably satisfactory. h
so far as his ideas commend thernselves to the Canadiaus it rnay we11 be better that new draft
should be put forward by them rather than by us. Clearly it would be most embanassing if
the Canadians were to put forward a draft in which we did not agree, or if we were to put
foward a fiesh draft in which they do not agree. We should like therefore to collaborate
closely with them and at this stage we feel that a certain delay rnay be usehl rather than the
reverse.63
Keynes sent a similar message to Wrong, though he put it rather more gently. A synthesis of the
two plans was possible, and ''very possibly you in Canada might use your good offices to put

forward something on these lines at the right time". The questions was, when was the right time?
Keynes was considering coming up with his own version of the White plan, but he was "sure it
would be a mistake to produce anythg of the sort until the compulsion of public opinion from al1
parts ofthe world has convinced Washington that some considerable measure ofcompromise ought
to be attempted"." Wrong later wrote Clark that he had suspected h m Keynes's letter that Keynes
did not know about the talks Canadian officials had had with Phillips about a possible Canadian
synthesi~.~Whether this was the case (and it is not very likely that it w d 6 ) is not tembly
important. What is important was Keynes's gmtle message: there might be a role for Canada, at
the right time.

63.BoE, ADM14/7,802/3,
FO to Viscount Halifax, No.28 Camer, May 2lSL,1943.
64. NAC, RG 19/398 1/M- 1-7- 1, J. M. Keynes to H. H. Wrong, May 1gh, 1943.

65. NAC, RG19/3981/M-1-7-1, H. H.Wrong to W. C. Clark, May 31:

1943.

66. The May 17&telegram h m Viscount Halifax to the Foreign Office in which there is the
first hint that the Canadians might put forward their own plan was received in London on May 18*,
the day before Keynes wrote his letter to Wrong: thus it is possible that Keynes did not know of this.
Nonetheless, it seems sensible to conclude that he would have been informed of such a
development, given its potential implications and the high esteem in which Canadian Officials were
held in London.

ïhis phrase, "ai the right the", showed up again in a Ietter h m PhiIIips to Clark dated June 5".
Like Keynes, Phillips thought there was merit in the idea of a distinct Canadian plan and remindeci
Clark that when last they met he, Phillips, had expressed a preference for Canadian officiais
producing their own plan over their continuhg to offer piecemeal criticisms of White's plan.
Phillips proposed:
1think that the Canadian version would serve a very useful purpose if it is produced at the
nght time. 1 think it would be more usehil if we did not make any attempt at present to
agreement of details. Nevertheless 1 feel that we must and ought to know the main and
essential features of any scheme you propose to put forward. Do you think this would be
possible? Ifso 1will work towards pushing Keynes to producing his own ideas of how S.F.
faute de mieux could be made serviceable. If the two sets of ideas showed, and 1think they
would, a substantial measure of agreement, it rnight be practicable for us to put forward a
scheme to the Amencans which would stand as a bas& for final senlement, assumingwe are
going to get one at dl. This wili take a little time but 1 think it will be time well spent.
What do you ~ a y ? ~ '

The Canadian answer was an irnplicit no.

British officials in Washington appear to have been the first to learn of the Canadian decision to
reveal theu plan at the Washington taiks. Dennis Robertson, a professor of economics on wartime
service with the Treasury, reporteci to London on June

that Clark had told him the previous

evening of Canadian intentions. Robertson ûied to persuade him to hold off until Canadian and UK
officials had had a chance for M e r discussions and possible agreement. Clark replied that it was
"his considerd opinion that our common objectives, viz. ultirnate acceptance by the Americans of

a plan satisfactory in substance, is much more likely to be furthered if the Canadian plan is
manifestly not (repeat not) the nsult of consultation with us"."

Clark was prepared for UK

67.NAC,RG19/39811'-1-7-2,
F. Phillips to W. C. Clark, June 5', 1943.
68. Clark also suggested that a Canadianplan could have salutary effects within US banking
circles: "Clark expressed the hope îhat fairly earlypublication of Canadian plan wouid heIp to break
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coohess or even opposition to the plan duhg the tai[<s the coming week6' Robertson noted that
Canadian officials had not decided whether they would present their plan the day the talks began
or circulate copies in advance to the experts of various nations, including the US and UK:even in
the latter case, Robertson observed, there would not be suflicient time for officials in London to
examine it thoroughly before the talh began.''

British officials in London were also a i m e d by the Canadia. initiative, prefemng the Canadians
not to present their plan until after the talks, when it had become ciear how much support there was
for üK criticisms of the White plan, as well as the likelihood of Arnencan compromise. Their
cursory examination of the plan, which Pasniinsky had sent to Keynes on June 3", had revealed
various problems, but their real cause for concern was that "[tlhe Americans will inevitably take the

Canadian plan as a maximum demand and see how fa.they can bring it back to onginal S.F. ideas.
They will surely be likely to assume that in the last mort we should accept Canadian plan, however

d o m present anti-everything attitude of New York bankers, whom he descnbed with al1 modesty
as being favourably impressed by Canadian financial strength and cornpetence and consequentIy
iikely to pay heed to Canadian view." See BoE, ADM14/7,802/3,Viscount Halifav to FO, Nad L
Remac, June 8h, 1943.
69. The Canadians may have been prepared for an unfavourable UK reaction, but they did
not have to like it. Lionel Robbins reported that Rasminsky '%vas somewhat sore and bewildered
at the reception which his scheme had encountered in London." Robbins, who thought very highly
of Rasminsb, tried to convince himWxït ~ ~ e n tgood
a lfeeling persisted" because "[ilt would
be a pity if he were to corne to doubt our fkiendliness and goodwill." See Susan Howson and
Donald Moggridge, Editors, The Wartime Diaries of Lionel Robbins & James Mende. 194345,
(New York: St. Martin's Press,1991), p. 72.

70. BoE, ADM14/7,802/3,
Viscount Halifax to FO, No.61 Remac, June 8) 1943. Lionel
Robbins summed up the effect of Clark's amouncement on the UK Embassy well: "Gloomy and
despondent moments considering impact of this information in London." See Howsoa and
Moggridge, The Wartime Diaries of Lionel Rob& & James Meade, p. 58.

much we cnticise it in course of discus~ion."~~

So strong were its feelings against the proposeci Canadian initiative that the UK launched a
concerted effort to kill it. In Ottawa, Malcolm MacDonald and Gordon Munro talked to Clark and
Robertson. Clark agreed to tell Plumptre, whom he had insûucted to hand the plan to White,
Phillips, and experts fiom various other nations, to hold off for the present. He and Robertson also
agreed to proceed no m e r until they had spokm to the British again the following moming. But
the Canadians appeared convinced that their pmposed course was the right one. They had decided
on this course "Mercarefùl consideration, and in the light of their experience of Arnencan actions
and reactions conceming the whole question". A point-by-point cornparison of the Keynes and
White plans would degenerate into pouitless argument and would result in a strongerUS attachment
to the White plan that would Iead the South Americans and the representatives of other srnall
nations to stick more firmly to the Americans. Given these circurnstances,
Canadians feel that only chance ofboth avoiding much barren argument. and securing some
substantial concessions h m Americans, is to put forward now a series of compromise
proposals which are coherent and cm be considered as a whole. They are convinced that
any such compromise plan will have to be based on the American scheme in form,
embodying as many of the United Kingdom proposals as we can hope, by this means, to get
the Americans to agree to. That is what they have sought to achieve in their proposais
which, they Say, wiii be presented as tentative and informd suggestions.
MacDonald doubted that the Canadians could be swayed h m their course?

Robertson's report of this meeting to King catainly gives that impression. He told King of the UK
71. BoE, ADM14/7, 802/3,Dominions Office WO] to Washington and Ottawa, No.93
Camer (Washington), No. 1419 (Ottawa), June 1 1\ 1943.

72. BoE, ADM14/7, 802/3, UKHCC to DO, Washington No.1390 @O) and No.182
(Washington), June 11\ 1943.

preliminary draft of our scheme and felt that if it were submitted for consideration the United States
would refuse to examine the British scheme. The United Kingdom objected in particular to a
nurnber of points in our proposals and felt that if they were comrnunicated to the Americans the
latter might accept them and reject the United Kingdom alternatives." Robertson was undeterred:
We feel that if we hold up o u . plan, the discussions in Washington will be centred
exclusively on the American proposals and probably degenerate into a not very profitable
debate between the United States and the United Kingdom experts. The latter appear to be
hopeful that they can persuade the United States to abandon certain essential features of the
American plan. Our feeling is that this is most unlikely and that, while there is some chance
of the United States accepting our proposais there is none of their accepting the United
Kingdom proposals. We also fiel that the chances of their accepting our proposals would
be greater if our scheme were put fonvard for consideration at an early stage rather than held
over as the United Kingdom experts wish?

The üK was not finished. MacDonald sent Clark o mernorandum that clearly laid out the L X
position (and once again mentioned the importance of timing):
The United Kingdom Govemment have been hoping that at the right moment Canada might
be able to play a decisive part in taking the initiative to bring about a synthesis between the
two sets of proposals. On the basis, however, of the sumrnary which Dr. Clark gave to Mr.
Robertson in Washington the United Kingdom Government feel bound to state that there
would be no possibility of their accepting the Canadian draft or regarding it as a satisfactory
compromise between C.U.and S.F.
It would be prefcrabie wcre the Canadians not to prrsent th&

plan at the taks but confine

themselves to offering oral criticisms of the White plan in line with their plan. This would forestail
the Amencans concluding that acceptance of the Canadian suggestions would be enough to satisfy
the Canadian or any other delegation. The mernomdum concluded that "[ilt is the appearance of

hdity of the redrait as it stands which seems to the United Kingdom Govemment premature and
injurious to the prospects of proper detailed discussion of the two schernes together which has still

73.NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40
Part 2, NAR to the Rime Minister, June 1 lh, 1943.

to take pIa~e".'~

MacDonald and M u m kept up the pressure on Canadian officials through more interviews and
more memoranda that made the UK concem clear." On June 12', MacDonald reported that the
Canadians appeared readier to consider changing their course. As MacDonald understood it, the
Canadians would now give their plan to White and Phillips alone. niey would ask White to have
an informal chat with them about it before the talks began, and then decide how to proceed based
on that discussion. They might still circulate their plan to the other national experts at the start of
the talks or they might just make their suggestions orally, leaving open the option to circulate some
f o m of their p Ian thereafter."

74. NAC, RG19/3982/M-1-7-4, Note to W. C. Clark with the Compliments of the üK High
Cornrnissioner, June 1 1', 1943.
75. See, for example, BoE, ADM14/7,802/3, UKHCC to DO and Washington, No.1399
@O) and No.185 (Washington), June 12', 1943. See also the telegrarn and the extract of a
telegrarn, both h m the Dominions Office, sent "With the compliments of the High Commissioner
for U.K.(reference telephone conversation this afternoon, at 1p.m.)" by Gordon Munro to W. C.
Clark on June 12" in NAC. RG191398UM-1-7-4. The telegarn extract resembles a telegram in the
Bank of England Archives that containeci four criticisrns of the Canadian plan: it did not include a
true international currency; it did not ensure free member exchange convertibiiity; the US would
see it as "the maximum demand"; the UK govefnment would not approve the Canadian plan as is
and had not even made a decision on the larger issue of whether and to what extent the UK could
give up control over its exchange rate. See BoE, ADM14/7,802/3, DO to Washington and Ottawa,
No.93 Camer(Washin@on)andNo.l419(0ttawa), June 1l", 1943. Keynes lateridentifiedanothet
change desired by WK officials, one that concerned "[tlhe restriction on the change of a currency's
relation to gold. He thought this would have to be modified in the light of parliamentary discussion
here and he thought he could devise a formula which would be satisfactory." See NAC,
RG 1913447Postwar - "International Exchange Union"1S tabilization of Currency &C.,
"Memorandum on Meeting at Treasiiry, June 235 1943", Unsigneci.

76. BoE, ADM14/7,802/3, UKHCC to DO and Washington, No. 1399 (DO) and No. 185
(Washington), June 12', 1943.
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Two days tater Mackintosh, in London for Commoaweahh taiRs on commercialpolicy, cabledback
to Ottawa that he had met with Sir David Waley of the T~easuryand A. W. Snelling of the
Dominions Office. On the basis of that discussion he had concluded that the Canadian experts in
Washington should do nothing more than informally pass their plan to White and Phillips.
Decisions conceming a wider or more formal circulation should be put off until it was seen how the
talks evolved, though the Canadians would retain the right to circulate their plan at any point if they
fe1t it wise to do so."

United Kingdom officiais must have concluded that they had succeeded in convincing the
Canadians not to offer the Rasminsky plan for consideration at the Washington talks. But when the
talks began on June 15*, there it was on the agenda What bad happened?

According to John Deutsch, there had been a mix-up. Canadian oficials in Washington had
decided to heed Mackintosh's counsel to keep the plan under wraps for the moment. Copies were
given to Phillips and to White but to no one else. The former continued to counsel against wider
and more formal distribution, but the latter ' k a s evidently pleased that we had gone to the trouble

ofputting our ideas into the f o m o f a p 1 d . So pkased, in fact, that he put the Canadian plan on
the agenda for the talks, a fact the Canadians discovered when White telephoned them the evening
before the talks began to request sixty more copies for distribution. Deutsch contended that

-

77. NAC, RG19/3447/Postwar 'International Exchange Union9'/Stabilization of Currency

&C., CHCUK to SSEA,No.1324, June 14', 1943. For a üK report of the meeting, see BoE,
ADM14/7,802/3, DO to Ottawa and Washington, No. 1446(ûttawa) and No. 104(Washington)and
No. 1O6 Camer (Wa~hiogt~n),
June 14', 1943. nie UK report noted one very interesthg advantage
of the Canadians not circulating their plan at this time: "This would make it possible at stage of
circulating draf? to take into account points which we regard as essential as well as points in
Canadian ciraft."
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"[uJnder the circumsfanca it woufd have been awkward fo delay and inadvisable to refiise his
req~est".'~

So the Canadian plan was on the table at the beginning of the talks on June 15'. A hi&-powered
Canadian team was in attendance: Clark, Towers, Rasminsky, Plumptre, and Deutsch. in addition
to experts Erom the United Kingdom and United States, there were representatives fiom fifteen other
nations: Australia, Belgium, BraziI, China, Czechoslovakia, Ecuador, Egypt, France, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands, Norway, Paraguay, Phillippines, Poland, and Venezuela. The talks lasted three
days. Deutsch, in a post-talks report to Mackintosh, said that the Canadian plan had been discussed
alongside the other two plans: what he did not Say was that it was discussed far less than the other
woplans. It was refmed to on occasion, mostly by the Canadians, sometimes by the Americans

or the British, and once by a Nonvegian? The lack of impression made by the Canadian plan might
also be gauged kom a comment made during a meeting of European officiais afier the talks, when
a Polish delegate, Leon Baranski, inquired whether ''thm was now any basis for a compromise
between the two plans". Later, d e r "[flurther discussion on the possibility of combining the two
Plans by k i n g a subscription element with an overdraft element", Baranski made a suggestion for

78. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40 Part 1,J. I.Deutsch to W. A. Mackintosh, June 23", 1943.
Clark made the same point on the first day of the talks: 'We did not intend to distribute our
proposals at this stage but we have done so in order to fit into the agenda which had been drawn
up ." See NAC, RG 1913447lPostwar "International Exchange UnionW tabilization of Currency
&C., "hternationd Stabilization of Currencies, Informa1 Expert Discussions, US Treasury, June
15- 17,1943", p. 6.

-

-

79. See NAC, RG19/3447/Postwar '%ternational Exchange Union'Wabilization of
Currency &C., bbInternationaiStabilization of Currencies, Informal Expert Discussions, US
Treasury, June 15- 17, 1943".
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SirniIariy,Keynes subsequenflyencouraged the Norwegian expert, Wiihelm
a possible synthesi~.~

KeiIhau, to prepare a compromise proposal." Apparently the Canadian plan had not fit the bill.

Several other reasons might be identified why the Rasminsky plan was not taken up as a basis for
compromise during the Washington ialks. Fust, the majority of delegates had only seen the plan
for the fint time on the f i n t day of the talks and had not had time to digest it: even US and UK
experts had had only a few days in which to analyse it. Second, some of the national experts had
not yet had a chance for extensive talks with the Americans about the White plan: conspicuous
among these were the experts h m the United Kingdom. UK officiais had engaged in sporadic
discussions with their U S colleagues, but there had been nothing as extensive as the CanadianAmencan talks in April, hence their entirely reasonable reluctance to abandon their own plan in
favour of the Canadian plan. Deutsch put it well in his post-talks report to Mackintosh:
Soon after our arriva1 in Washington we were confirmeci in our belief that the British have
not yet had their bilateral discussions with the Treasury. This, we believe was an important
element in their attitude toward the meeting and in their opposition toward the circulation
of our plan. Naturaily the British wished to fomtall any mystailization of the matter until
they have had their day in court and have had an adequate chance to explain their point of
view?

The rnanner in which the Washington tallrs had corne about also contributed to British uneasiness
and affected their attitude towards the Rasminstry plan. Before the taks. Robbins had been "really

80. PRO,T230/39,"Meeting of European Experts at British Ernbassy, June 21g, 1943."
8 1. PRO,T230/40,Keilhau to L. C. Robbins, September 4m,1943.

82. NAC,RG25/3259/6000-D-40
Part 1, J. J. Deutsch to W. A. Mackintosh, June 23', 1943.
Robbins also noted that the Canadians "[a]pparentiy ...had imagineci a much fuller exchange of
opinion between the US and the UK,than had in fact taken place." See Howson and Moggidge,
nie Wartime Diaries of Lionel Roobbinr dt James Meade, p. 73. Given that the UK had kept Canada
very weil informed about its relations with the US in this rnatter, how the Canadians could have
missed this fact is a rnystery.
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somewhat concemed at the deveIopment of the monetary impasse. The US Treasury is really quite
incredible. Suddedy, out of the blue, without any pnor consultation with us, they cal1 ihis meeting
which, although at first to be confined to representatives of three or four countries, now appears

likely to embrace at l e s t a do~en."~'
A Iinle over a week later, Canadian officials told Robbins that
"[tlhey had just learnt ...of the rather casual way in which we had been treated by the US Treasury;
and 1 think this enabled them to understand better than before why London had been rather upset
at their desire to produce their own plan at this stage'?

The Canadians made their mistake in deciding to go ahead with presenting their plan despite
wamings that the UK would not support them. hi doing this they were blind to an axiom that they
usually understood so well: to achieve anyihing in the international realm, Anglo-Arnerican
agreement was essential. This was what the Canadians w e n trying to bring about with their plan.
Ironically, it was also what they ignored in not making an effort to concert their actions with the

British, because in so doing they guaranteed British opposition to and the failure of their initiative.
Even if, ultimately, the distribution of the Rasminsky plan was the result of a mix-up, the nature of

the rnix-up is telling. First, Canadian officials dismissed UK advice and instnicted Plumptre to give
the plan to White. Then, when they Iearned that White had put the plan on the agenda, the

Canadians decided to present it so as not to inconvmience or annoy the Amencans: surely if they

83. Howson and Moggridge, Tle WartimeDiaries of Lionel Robbim &James Meade, p. 58.
84. Howson and Moggridge, The VartirneDiaries of Lionel Robbins & James Meade, p. 73.
British uneasiness about the talks might also be gleaned in Robbins's comments after he learned
h m Jacob Viner %at the monetary talks this week were not to be regardeci as having a hi& status
in the eyes of the administration. Mer what he said, i have no doubt ai aii that, as the Canadians
urged, it was 'just Hamy White's idea' and that it must not be inferred that it was even hown to
higher authonties. The evidence was quite conclusive - and, 1thllik, very reassuring." See Howson
and Moggridge, The Wartime Diaries of Lionel Robbim & Jmner Meade, p. 75.
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were detennined to rneet UR protests they couId have persuaded White to take the p h offthe
agenda. That they did not implies something about whose wrath they feared more.

It should not be inferred h m the failure of the Rasminsky plan to fulfill the purpose hoped for it
that the talks were a disaster for the Canadians. As Deutsch put it, the meeting had no other end

than the exchange of views among national experts. No concrete decisions were taken on either
procedure or any of the plans; the gathering was simply "a convenient occasion for letting the
representatives of the various countries get off their chests what they have to ~ a y " . ~The
' meeting
also saw the distribution of a revised White plan, modified in the light of the bilateral discussions
in which the Anmicans had engaged with various nations during the spring.

The Canadians restated their views on a nwnber of issues: the need to establish initial member
exchange rates through member agreement with the fund rather than fünd fiat; the need for a larger

h d ; the need for further consideration of the fom of contributions called for in the revised White
plan; the possibility that some members might be penalized by an iniquitous use of fund resources;
the use of fùnd resources for capital account purposes; and the blocked balances proposa^.'^ On

some issues they received the support of British officials, who preferred the less strict approach to
member exchange rate changes of the Rasminsky plan to that of the White plan and supported

85.NAC,RG25/3259/6000-D-40
Part 1, J. J. Deutsch to W. A. Mackintosh, une Ud,1943.
Rabbins's assessment was less cheery "'ïoday we finished the monetary discussions, having
accomplished precisely nothing beyond ailowing for the release of a Babel of individual opinions."
See Howson and Moggridge, The Wartime Diaries of Lionel Robbins &James Meade, p. 74.
86.NAC,RG19/3447/Postwar- 'International Exchange Union"/Stabilization of Curency
&C., "International Stabiiization of Currencies, Informal Expert Discussions, US Treasury, June
15-1 7,1943", pp. 6-8 23-24,43-44,51-53.
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Canadian arguments in favour of as much simple majority v o h g as possible." There was even
evidence that some experts beyond the British and the Americans had read the Rasminsky plan: the
Norwegian expert liked its preamble and suggested that such a section be included in White's plan?

Moreover, the revised White plan contained some important improvements. Memben were no
longer obligated to include securities in their contribution: 50% of their quota could be provided in
either national currency or sec~rities.~~
There would now be a 100% ca11-up of quotas at the fund's
inauguration, removing the possibility that the US could veto the cdling up of additional resources
in time of need? As for the US veto in general, its use was substantiallycurtailed. The Canadians
proclairned themselves satisfied with the new voting procedures, despite the fact that they favoured

-

87. NAC, RGI 9/3447/Postwar "International Exchange Uniod'IS tabilization of Cmency
&C., "International Stabilization of Cumncies, Informa1 Expert Discussions, US Treasury, June
15-17, 1943", pp. 10,40. At least one UK official in Washington later advocated support for the
Canadian approach to setting initial exchange rates by means of agreement with the fûnd. See PRO,
T230/39,"Rates of Exchange", Unsigned, June 2 1'<,
1943.
88. NAC,RG19/3447/Postwar - "International Exchange Union"/StabiIization of Currency
&C., "International Stabilization of Currencies, Informal Expert Discussions, US Treasury, June
15-17,1943': p. 58. The Norwegians subsequentlyproposecl a preamble of their own drafting: see
BoC, LR76-207-12, WiIhelm Keilhau to the Monetary Delegations at Washington, D. C., June 23d,
1943,

89. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40 Part 1, J. J. Deutsch to W. A. Mackintosh, June 23d, 1943.

-

90. NAC, RG1913447Postwar "International Exchange Union"1Stabilization of Currency
&C.,"International Stabilization of Currencies, Informa1 Expert Discussions, US Treasury, June
15-17,1943", p. 12. This must have made the Canadans happy as it would rnean one less obstacle
in the way of accessibility to the fund's resomes. The Arnerican change of heart seems to have
corne as a result of theu talks with the Canadians. A memorandum on discussions between
Austdian and Arnerican officialsabout the White plan in May noted: "Suggestions have been made
by Canada that the whole of the quota should be c d e d up at once. With this the United States is
inclineci to agree as they believe that calls might be interpreted as weakness and have an adverse
effect at the t h e the cal1 was made." Sec NAC, RG19/3447/Postwar - "International Exchange
Union"1S tabilization of Curraicy &C, 'Xeport on Discussions with US Treasury about Stabilization
Fmd hposals", May 15% 1943.
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the wide use of a simple majority vote?' Also encouraging was that white the revised White plan

still provided for an aggregate fund of $5 billion, White told the Canadians in private that he now
believed a larger fund to be necessary, perhaps in the range of $1O billion?

There were some disappointments. The new White plan called for each nation to contribute 50%
of its quota in g0ld.9~White remained unconvinceci of the wisdom of mandatory lending to the fund
as in the Canadian proposal." He also spoke in very strong terms about the need to satisQ public
and Congressional opinion. Cornparhg the Keynes and White plans and stressing the importance

of Amencan contributionsto any plan for monetary stabilization, White came as close to saying that

9 1. NAC, RG 19/3447/Postwar- ''international Exchange Union"/Stabilization of Currency

&C., ''International Stabilization of Cumncies, Informal Expert Discussions, US Treasury, June
15-17, 1943", p. 39.

92. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40 Part 1,J. J. Deutsch to W. A. Mackintosh, June 23". 1943.
LJK officials learned this too: see NAC, RG19/3447/Postwar - "International Exchange
Union"1Stabilization of Currency BC., 'Memorandum on Meeting at Treaswy, June 23", 1943",
Unsigned.
93. In the minutes of the talks, Rasminsky appears not to like this provision, though he does
not Say why. See NAC, RG19/3447/Postwar "International Exchange Union"1Stabilization of
Currency &C., "International Stabilization of Currencies, Infornial Expert Discussions, US
Treasury, June 15-17, 1943", p. 24. The Canadians were not alone in their dislike of this new
feature. See NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40 Part 1, J. J. Deutsch to W. A. Mackintosh, June 23".
1943.

-

94. White's opposition seerns to have been based on the best of intentions. He stressed the
importance which the Americans attacheci to the fund's ability to bomw, which they believed to
be "a flexible and effective method of providing needed resources." White continued: 'The
Canadian plan provides for mandatory loans. 1 think that this mandatory provision would be
regardeci as an outside limit to the commiments that would be undertaken vis a vis the fund. Under
the S.F. there is no limit on the bomwing power of the fùnd or on what member countries may lend
to the fund except reasonable neeb" See NAC, RG19/3447/Postwar - '?nternational Exchange
Union"1Stabilization of Currency &Ce,''Inte~1sitionaiStabilizationof Currencies, Inforniai Expert
Discussions, US Treasury, June 15-17. 1943", p. 54.
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if was the American way or the highway as he courd withouf acfualIy saying if."

The Canadians seemed to have learned an important Iesson. Mer the talks were over, Deutsch told
Mackintosh that given that US and UK officials had not yet sat down together on a bilateral basis
io thrash out the relative merits of their two proposais, "in considering future procedure we felt
strongly that the U.S.-U.K. bilateral discussions should be held at the earliest opportunity. Before
any M e r progress can be made it is absolutely essentiai for the British and Amencans to corne
to some understanding on the main features of the proposah and that the British should learn for
themselves the limits imposed by practical and political considerations in the United States." There

was no more thought of third party involvement, at least for now. The Canadians opposed a Dutch
and Belgian proposa1 to strike an internztiond drafting cornmittee to start work on a single
compromise draft, instead exhorting their UK and US colleagues to start their talks and urging that

US talks with USSR experts begin posthaste. The Canadian experts must have been delighted to
leam that the UK-UStaiks would begin on June 22*. They m u t have also been delighted to heu
that there might still be a role for them in the fûture: White pnvately suggested that aAer the talks
with the UK and the USSR had concluded, a small cûafüng comrnittee might be stmck on which

Canada would have a place aIong with the US, the UR. and one or two other nations. Their
response was not surprising: "We agmd that this would be the best course?

95. NAC, RG 19/3447/Postwar- 'Internationai Exchange Union"1Stabilization of Currency
&C., '%temational Stabilization of Currencies, Informal Expert Discussions, US Treasury, June
15-17, 1943': pp. 26-27. See aiso NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40 Part 1, J. J. Deutsch to W. A.
Mackintosh, June 23d, 1943; FDR, Adolf B a l e Diary/69/Stabilization Fund (April-June 1943),
Memorandum of a Meeting on the Intemational Stabilization Fund in M . .White's Office, June 18,
1943.

96. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40
Part 1,J. J. Deutsch to W. A. Mackintosh,

une 23d,1943.

Despite the pre-tak tension, the UK appearedto continue to envisage an important roie for Canada.
Over lunch on June 2Zd at the House of lords, Keynes discussed the UK position with Mackintosh:
He explaineci their view here as being that a Canadian plan should ultimately be the plan
accepted but that they thought the time was not yet ripe for it. There should be a conference
in September with perhaps a prior agreement on inah points between United States. United
Kingdom and Canada. He could not understand our view that our plan could be more usefûl
if the United Kingdom found some of its points novel and unexpected and both United
States and United Kingdom proposed some modifications. He thought it essential that we
should ascertain in advance whether our proposd covered the essential points as far as the
United Kingdom was concerned.

Once banking circles in the US had stopped their vociferous opposition to the Keynes and White
plans, '%e could then bring out the real plan thus by-passing the initial opposition which would
have expended itself against two paper plans".97 At a larger gathering the following day, Keynes
went even M e r . He said that UK officials "favoured in addition to bilateral talks a secret meeting
of United States, United Kingdom and Canada to agree on major and essential points followed by

a wider conference of officials to consider a single scheme subject to modification in detail but not

The Canadian attempt to use the Rasminsky plan to bring the United States and the United Kingdom

-

97. NAC, RGl913447/Postwar b4hternational
Exchange Union"1S tabilization of Currency

W., WAM to R. B. Bryce, "Some notes on conversations with Keynes", Undated.
98. NAC, RG19/3447/Postwar- "International Exchange Union"1Stabilization of Cumncy
K.,"Memorandum on Meeting at Treasuy, June 23*, 1943", Unsigneci. Mackintosh did not pass
up the chance to tout Canada as the ided Linchpin, while Eady reminded him of something which
the Canadians had apparently recently forgotten: 'W.Mackintosh felt that t h e should not be too
much delay or financial opinion would harden against both C.U. and S.F. Reconciliation between
U.S.and U.K. points of view should be pressed forward but a third party should help in the
negotiation. The Arnerican banks were critical of the U.S.Tnasury, but had a high regard for
Canadian hances. Sir WilfEd Eady said that it was ceaainly necessary to find something
acceptable to Congress opinion, but it must also be acceptable to public opinion here and in other
countries." See BoE, ADM14/7, "SI. and C.U.", by S. D. Waley, June 24h, 1943.

together dmmg the hine 1943 faiks had fa7ededBut Canadh officials did not give up hope that

their plan might gain wider acceptance. The plan was made public in Iuly and copies were
requested by andlor sent to a nurnber of nations; copies were also sent to Canadian offices abroad
for distribution?'

A publicity campaign was organizecil* and the reaction of the foreign press

monitored.'"' Canadian officials argued the ments of the plan in correspondence with E.J. Phelan,
the Acting Director of the International Labour Office,Alexander Loveday, the noted economist and

Director of the Economic, Financial and Transit Department of the League of ~ations'~*,
and John
Williams, the leading proponent of the "key currency" idea, the most important rival approach to
the issue of postwar monetary stabili~ation.'~~
There was even some consideration of how the

99. Copies of the plan were sent to the Cuban Consul General, the Norwegian Minister to
Canada, and the government of Switzerland. A South Anican official asked Mackintosh for one;
officiais h m the Netherlands made the same request of PLurnptre. Copies were despatched io
Canadian offices in the UK, the US, the USSR, China, Austraiia, ireland, New Zealand, South
Afnca, Argentina, Brazil, and Chile. See NAC, RG251325916000-D-40 Parts 2 and 3; see also
NAC, RG19/3447/Postwar - %temational Exchange UnionT*/Stabilizationof Currency
&C.,"Memorandum on Meeting at Treasury.June 23"! 1943". Unsigned; NAC RG 19/3982/M-1-74, CMUS to SSEA, WA-3 140, June 2gh, 1943.
100. NAC, RG1913982M-1-74, Brooke Claxton to W. C. Clark, luly 7&, 1943 and W. C.
Clark to Brooke Claxton, July,'7 1943; see also NAC, RG1913448E2 (g)/Canadian - Currency
Proposals, "Unofficial Notes Cornparhg British, American and Canadian Proposals"
(''notes..prepared for the Wvtime Wonaation Board by s mowtery expert for the assistance of
correspondents").
101. See, for example, NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40 Part 2, CHCUK to SSEA, No. 1612,
July 14', 1943; BoC, LR76-212-9, SidneyFreifeld to David Dunton and Arthur McKenna, NY 973,
July 13', 1943; BoC, LR76-212-10, J. H. Campbell to A. D.Dunton, INF 1627, July 13', 1943.

Part 2, AVR to the Acting Under Secretary, August 12',
102. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40
1943;NAC, RG19/398UM-1-7-4, H. H. Wrong to W.C. Clark,August 16m,1943 and W. C. Clark
to H. H. Wrong, August 18&, 1943; NAC, RG19/3447/Postwar - "International Exchange
Union"1Stabilization of Currency &C., A. Loveday to N. A. Robertson, September 1 3 ~1943.
,
103. NAC, RGl9/398uM- 1-7-P(volume 2), J. H. Williams to L. Rasminsky, August 12h,
1943; J. Williams tu W. C. Clark, August 13', 1943; L. Rasminslcy to W. C. Clark, August 17",
1943 (encloshg letter h m L. Rasminsky to J. H. Williams, iuly 15% 1943); W. C. Clark to 3.
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proposais rnight be i m p r ~ v e d . 'Ultimately
~
nothing came of the plan, at least not in the way that

the Canadians had hoped.lo5 None of the Canadian attempts to bnng the US and the UK together
in the fint half of 1943 had worked: Anglo-Amencan cooperation would have to be secured by

some other means.

Williams, August 2 la, 1943.
104. BoC, LR76-207-15,
GFT to W.C. Clark. ~ u l y 2 21943
~ , (final paragraph); BoC, LR76212-11-2, "Comments on the Draf€Reposaisre Mernational Exchange Union", Unsigneci, 28-7-43.
105. Bruce Muirhead, the biographer of Louis Rasminsky, also concludes that the
Rasminsky plan was a dead letter after the June 1943 multilateral tala, "a victim of superpower
politics'l See Muirhead, p. 98.

Chapter 4: A Good Beginningl
Their plan was down, but the Canadians were not out. From the summer of 1943 to the surnmer of
1944,they continued their efforts to encouragea monetarycompromise that would satisQ a majority

of nations, particularly the United States and the United Kingdom, and would meet specific
Canadian interests. The publication of the Keynes and White plans in the spring of 1943, and the
Rasminsky plan a few months later, impelled Caaadian officials into the public arena They made
speeches, wrote articles, and exchanged letten with iduential thinkers, al1 to do their bit in
fostering a receptive public audience for postwar rnonetary cooperation, particularly in the United
States. in the summer of 1944, at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, a compromise was finally
reached. It was not perfect, but it was a good beginning.

The Canadians were happy when US and UK officials h a l l y sat down to their fint substantive

bilateral discussions after the June 1943 multilateral meeting. Despite the failwe of their recent
initiative, they were not through with urging their potential to be of use in finding a compromise.
Mackintosh, still in London for commercial policy discussions, urged Keynes and Eady that
"[r]econciliation between U.S.and U.K. points of view should be pressed forward", noting that "a
third party should help in the negotiation". Canada would be the ideal third party, Mackintosh
asserted, stressing the usual notion that US bankers were more impressed with the abilities of

Canadian govemment officials than with those of their own government. Eady observed that any
plan had to satisfjmot oniy US public opinion, but also ClK public opinion, as well as public opinion

1. From a speech made by Louis Rasminsky at the Bretton Woods conference. See NAC,
RGlgI339 1104747P-13, "United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference, CVRP 1, Report of
Commission 1(InternationalMonetary Fmd) to the Executive Plenary Session, July 20,1944, Louis
Rasminsky (Canada), Reporthg Delegate".

Back in North Amerka, the Canadians were pleased with the progress US and UK officials seemed
to have made during their discussions. Clark learned h m Phillips that the latter had "now got a
good idea of what their [the Americans'] essentiai views are on the subject of what the scheme must
contain and must not contain if it is to get through Congress. When 1have a similar statement of
essential requirements fiom London we can compare them, and if they are compatible we shall have

a fim basis for preparing a draft for a conference.'" White contirmed to Plumpâre that US officials
had identified for their UK colleagues the feahires they considered essential in any plan for
rnonetary cooperation and made it clear that they 'kould have to see some chance of success before
[they] decided to press for the proposal'?

2. BoE, ADM14/7, "S.F. and C.U.", by S. D. Waley, June 24'"' 1943.
3. NAC, RG 19/398 1/M- 1-7-2, Letter h m F. Phillips (signed by D. H. Robertson) to W. C.
Clark, June 29m,1943. Note the reference to the potmtial to achieve "a fum basis for preparing a
draft for a Conference". This is one example of a number of references that imply that the Canadian
plan had not served this purpose.

4. NARA, RG56/Records of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for international Affairs
(OASIA) 1934-1970/Geographic FileslCountry Files 1934-195U41Kanada: Bretton Woods,
Memorandum ofMeethg held in Mr. White's Office, ~ u l y 61943.
~ , See also NAC, RG1W398 1/M1-7-2, CMUS to SSEA,WA-3322, Juiy Tb, 1943, which contaios a characteristicallymore detailed
account of the interview. White told Plumptre the four points on which the Americans would insist:
that the fùnd be composed of contributions, that it be limited (with an initiai US stake of no more
than $2 billion or $3 billion), that votes be Iinked to quotas, and that "[a]greement should be reached
on initial exchange rates behveen the important countries" (this last point must have made the
Canadians happy, given that they had been arguing for it since April). He also said that US officials
had told the WK officiais flat out that they could accept neither an overdrafi system or an dirnited
cornmitment, because Congress would never agee to them. Clark later wrote Plumptre that White
had told Canadians officials the same thing shortly afterthe conclusion of the multilateral talks. See
NAC, RGlW398 1M-1-7-2, W. C. Clark to A F. W. Plumptre, July 8'. 1943.
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Keplying to Phiips's letter, CIark courd not resist a littIe dig about the recent UK-Canadian nissle:
It is, I think, helpfil that you can take to London very definite information as to the
Treasury's view of what the scheme must contain and must not contain if it is to get through
Congress. As you know, we had corne to rather specific views on this subject d e r our own
discussions in Washington and it was this that had determined our coune during the last
conférence, a course with which apparently you were not fblly in agreement.

He "hope[d] that there will be a suficient area of agreement to make possible a conference of
experts in September or October, and that everything will be done to expedite early agreement in
this basic field in which international agreement should be easier to reach than in many other fields
of international relations".'

The prospects for Angio-American agreement on postwar monetary cooperation were brighter now,
with both sides musing about the possibility of a compromise plan and a multilateral conference
after further bilateral con~ultation.~
Meanwhile, Ottawa continued its own analysis of the issue.

When White sent Clark a new version of his plan, revised in light of the June multilateral talks, as
well as the later talks with the Canadians and the British, with a request for comments7,Canadian
officials busied themselves with preparing a reply. In their reply, sent under Clark's name on July
2gh, they agreed that 'most of the changes you have made represent definite improvements", but
also suggested a few more.'

5. NAC, RGlgI398 1/M-1-7-2, W. C. Clark to F. Phillips, July S', 1943.
6. Both US and UK officials mentioned this possibility to the Canadians. See NAC,
RG191398lm-1-7-2,Letter h m F.Phillips (signeci by D. H. Robertson) to W. C. Clark, June 29:
1943 and CMUS to SSEA,WA-3322, July Tb, 1943.

7. NARA, RG56/Records of the Office of the Assistant Secreîary for International Affalls
(OASIA) 1934- 1970/GeographicFileslCountryFiles 1934- 1952/41/Canada: Bretton Woods, H. D.
White to W. C. Clark, July 1: 1943 (incorrectly dated 'Jdy la, 1942').
8. NAC, RG19/3981/M-1-7-2, W. C. Clark to & D. White, M y 295 1943.
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The Canadians offered suggestions on three major issues. Thek desùe for a plan acceptaMe to as

many nations as possible, even if such a plan confiicted with specific Canadian interests, was
revealed in their fint suggestion, which concerneci the position of gold in the hnd. Canadian
officials believed that the new White plan called for too burdensome a gold contribution £tom its
membea. While the idea that gold should be given a prominent place in the iünd was attractive to
Canada, as a gold producing nation and a nation interested in the creation of the strongest possible
fund, other factors needed to be considered. Many nations rnight not be willing to hand over large
portions of their gold and foreign exchange reserves to a new, untested organization. There was also
the possibility that a nation's gold contribution rnight not be employed to its own benefit, leaving
it with "neither gold nor goods". FinalIy, too large a place for gold might lead some to think that
the White plan was merely a spniced up and revived gold standard, "an impression which, in many
countnes, would not add to the popularity of the Plan or its chances of adoption". Canadian
officials advised a smaller gold contribution, and suggested an alternative contributory formula to
this end9

The Canadians approved of the changed procedures for establishing initial exchange rates and

making subsequent changes to those rates, though they felt that here too a few modifications might

9. NAC, RG19I3981/M-1-7-2, W. C. Clark to H. D. White, July tg", 1943. in arguing for
a smailer gold contribution, the Canadians might also have been arguing for a plan more in keeping
with UK desires. Mackintosh, in a memorandum on an earlier draft of this letter, said about the
section on the gold contribution, in part, '1think this could be made ever stronger. The proposal
for 30 to 50% contribution in gold [contained in the revised White plan] detracts h m the
expansionkt feature of the Fund to which the United Kingdom attaches such importance. This is
particularly true when taken in conjunction with V a a which is new to me and which requires any
country with gold and fke foreign exchange in excess of 50% of its quota to put up gold for haif
its purchases." See NAC, RG19/3981/M-1-7-2, 'Wotes on Draft Reply to Harry White", by WAM,
Undated.

be advisable. They suggested that the new provision for d a t e r a 1 exchange rate changes of less

than 10%with fùnd consultation (as opposed to fund permission) be extended beyond the three year
transitional period. Ifthis right were rescinded after the first three years of the fund's existence, it
might lead to a rash of devaluations just before the three years were up as memben rushed to
devalue while they still could do so easily. At the same tirne as they argued for the relaxation of the
rules in this area, the Canadians argued for a tightening of the d e s elsewhere: "Perhaps under any
circurnstances, and certainly if the authority extended beyond the three-year period, we think that
there should be some objective evidence of disequilibrium before this unilateral right can be
exercised." Referring the Amencans to the disequilibrium tests in their own plan, they noted that
while not wedded to a particular formula, they were "rather keen on the principle involved".1°

There was also the question of voting and the American veto. Canadian oficials were "glad to see
that you have adopted our suggestion for varying the voting strength of members in accordance with

their creditor-debtor status in the Fund on proposais to authorise the sale of foreign exchange".
They were aiso ''greatly impressed with the extent to which you have gone in giving up the veto
powen proposed in your earlier drafts. Your attitude in this matter encourages us to raise the
question whether you cannot go the whole way and agree to majority voting in most, at any rate, of
the cases where you still provide for a 75-85 pcr cent majority", the sole exception being the gold

value of unitas. in the three other cases where the veto remained, the Canadians argued that the
10. NAC, RG19/3981/M-1-7-2, W. C. Clark to H. D. White, Juiy 2gh, 1943. Mackintosh

was al1 for making it difficult for mernbers to change theu exchange rates, commentingon an earlier
draR of the letter: '4 think the objection to a milateral change in exchange rates by 10% shodd be
stronger. A modified clearing union provision would be better. What is the purpose of having a
rate a@ between the mernber and the Fund if the member by merely informing the fund can
immediately change it by 10 per cent?" See NAC, RGlW3981îM-1-7-2, 'Wotes on Draft Reply to
Harry White", by WAM, Undateci.
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Arnericans were being too cautious or triat considerations of politics and the need for flexibility
made such a provision unwise.

'

l

White's reply in the beginning of Septemba was not encouraging. He noted that the US had just
published a further revised version of his plan that differed only in wording from the version the
Canadians already had. The Canadian suggestions had not been adopted", a fact made apparent in
the responses to each of the main Canadian suggestions, al1 of which had been rejected. Solace
could perhaps be found in White's comment that the US Treasury did 'hot at this time contemplate
further revisions of the cl&?.

This seems to us a task for a speciai drafting cornmittee of experts

from various countries."" Moreover, by the t h e White's letter arrived in Ottawa, Department of
Finance officiais had long been wrestling with an issue that disturbed them more than the rejection
of their suggestions could have. On that same day back in July that the Canadians had sent their
comments to White, they had also leamed that the discussion of monetary issues might move on to

a whole other plane, one from which they feared they would be excluded.

On July 2gn, 1943, the UK govemment sent a cimilar telegram to the Dominions. The recent
Commonwealth discussions on commercial p01icy'~had caused it to consider how best to approach
the United States on this issue. It had decided to broach the issue of commercial policy with the US

-

-

---

-

-

..

11. NAC, RGlW398 1/M-1-7-2, W. C. Clark to H.D. White, July 29". 1943.
12. One minor Canadian suggestion conceming the clarification of the wording in one
section was adopted.
13. NAC, RG19/398 1/M-1-7-2, H. D. White to W. C. Clark, Septernber 1", 1943.

in the context of a larger approach, one that encompassed the whole field of postwar economic
policy as outlined in Article W of the Mutuai Aid Agreement. The telegram continued:
Recent indications fiam Washington suggest that the time is now ripe for such a move. This
would have many advantages h m our standpoint and we have reason to believe that the
United States Government would welcome an initiative on our part which would assist them
to dari& their ideas on the whole field of international econornic relations and to draw up
an orderly programme of discussion covering al1 the topics arising under Articie 7, instead
of leavhg thcm to be dealt with piecemeal as hitherto. Further, by making such approach
now, we should be able to take advantage of the favourable atmosphere created by the
successfiil outcome of the Food C~nference.'~

The telegram included the text of the message the UK intended to send the US, inviting the latter
to engage in bilateral discussionson al1 topics covered by Amcle W. Seeing "great advantages in
handling the essentiaily inter-related matters covered by Article 7 as a coherent whole", the Ln<
government proposed to send to Washington in early September a delegation to discuss "ail these
subjects, including monetary policy, international investment, the regulation of primary products
and commercial policy". The goal of these discussions "should be to obtain broad United States-

United Kingdom agreement on an orderly agenda for the discussion of Article 7. We continue, as

in the past, to regard with the greatest importance the anainment of prior agreement on such matters
between ou.two Govemments before they are discussed in a wide international field."I6

This telegram caused much consternation in Ottawa. Clark fired off a note to Mackintosh asking
if Canada was 'how supposed to be in the bag" and whether it was "the purpose of Commonwealth

discussions, or their inevitable result, that bilateral discussions between the two great powers can

15. NAC, RGl9/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, SSDA to SSEA,D. 467, July 29", 1943.

16. NAC. RGl9/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, SSDA to SSEA, D. 467, July 29', 1943.
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then take place??

'' Mackintosh repüedthat Gan&

was "'in the bag only to the extent that we have

encouraged the U.K. to make an approach to the U.S.dong these lines", though there had been no
hint during the recent Commonwealth talks that the British approach would encompass al1 of the
topics covered by Article W. He did not object to this. but suggested that they might request
clarification on the inclusion of monetary policy, as this "would seem to cut across other discussions
which have been forecast". Mackintosh continued:
1do not think we c m validly object to U.K.-US. explorations of the other subjects with the
object of preparing an agenda as it were for broader international discussions. 1 think we

should object to theù reaching an agreement to which they would then ask other countries
to adhere. We should insist on haWig a share in the formulation of any international
agreement on these matters. But 1do not think we can object to any two or more countries
getting together to prepare a practical agenda for a conference. The alternative of initiating
every conference as the Food Confaence wgs star%dl' is much too big a garnble.
I think it is worth considering whether we should make our views known, first, as to
rnonetary discussions, and second, as to the product of the discussions on other subjects.19

Canadian officials had good reason to be taken aback. M e r their June discussions, both British and
Amerkan officials had discussed with the Canadians the possibility of fùrther multilateral action
on monetary policy in the autumn of 1943 (though they both also indicated the need for M e r US-

UK consultation before any such action could occur). The most recent news seemed to jibe with
this impression. On July

White had written Clark that the US would soon send a revised

version of his plan to United Nations Finance Ministers and thereafter, if international agreement

seemed a red possibility, a committee of exp-

drawn h m six or seven nations might be struck

17. NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-9-UVolume 1, WCC to Mackintosh, Undated.
18. The Hot Springs conference had been caiied together at very short notice, alrnost
seemingly at the whim of President Roosevelt.

19. NAC, RGl9/3989rT-2-9-2Nolume 1, "For Dr Clark", Unsigned and undated.

to prepare a draft for presentation to a ministerial c~nference.'~

The British proposal to engage in bilaterd discussions with the Americans on al1 of the issues
covered by Article VII, including international monetary policy, seemed to keaten the procedure
laid out by White. White's procedure allowed for Canadian participation in the policy making

process; the new UK proposal did note2' Clark m t e Robertson on August 2ndthat he had read the

20. NARA, RG56IRecords of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for International Affain
1/Canada: Bretton Woods, H. D.
(OASIA) 1934- 1970/GeographicFiles/CountryFiles 1934- 1
White to W. C. Clark, July 24', 1943. Clark agreed with the wisdom of striking "a drafting
committee of limited rnembership" with the goal of achieving "agreement on a draft which would
then represent a composite product rather than a product of any one nation". He was less
enthusiastic about holding a rninisterial conference, rather than another conference of experts, but
suggested that the way forward might be clearer once the drafüng cornmittee had accomplished its
task. See NARA, RGS6/Records of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for international Affairs
(OASLA) 1934- 1970fGeographic FileslCountiy Files l934-l9Sî/4 1/Canada: Bretton Woods, W.
C. Clark to H. D. White, July 29', 1943. Contrast the Canadian willingness to see the setting up
of a drafting committee at this time with the Canadian rejection of a similar proposa1 just a few
weeks earlier, immediately after the June multilateral discussions. The difference in attitude is
perhaps explained by the fact that in the latter circumstancethe US and UK had not yet engaged in
intensive bilateral discussions about the two plans, while in the former they had.
21. Neither White nor Clark mentioned the inclusion of Canadian experts on the drafting
cornmittee in the correspondence cited earlier in this chapter. However, Clark referred to this idea
as though it were settled fact in a letter he wrote Robertson on August 2nd, 1943: "it was Dr. White's
idea that after subrnission of his finally revised plan to the Finance Ministers of the various United
and Associated Nations, a draftuig c o d t t e e representing six or seven nations (including Canada)
would be set up to prepare a final draft and agenda for a conference this fa11 of Finance Ministers
or of experts." See NAC, RGl93989T-2-9-2Nolume 1, W. C. Clark to N. A. Robertson, August
2: 1943. The idea that Cenadian experts should be included also found favour in London. Minutes
of a meeting ofUK officials on futureprocedure on the rnonetary issue referred to White's proposai
for a cirafting conunittee that would include the US, UK,USSR China, and Mexico and noted that
"It would be desirable to add Canada in view of the contniution the Canadians had aiready made
2. See BoE, OV3815, "Discussion at the Treasury on the 28' July, 1943 on two notes by Lord
Keynes, dated 19" and 2 4 Jdy, 1943." U K officiais carried through on this thought, urging
Canadian inclusion on White, who agreed that this was a good idea. See BoE, 0V38/5,FO to the
United Kingdom Embassy in Washington, No.263 Camer, ~ u g u s6&,
t 1943; BoE, ADM 14/7, Som,
United Kingdom Embassy in Washington to FO, No. 196 Remac, August 12", 1943.

UK proposal "with interest and much concern":
Al1 through his monetary discussions the United States Treasurer [sic] was most anxious to
avoid the appearance that the plan had been worked out by hvo or three of the great powers
and most careful to give every small country an opporhmity to participate in parliamentary
discussions. Furthemore, while perhaps we cannot validly object to United KingdomUnited States explorations of the other subjects listed with the object of preparing an
agenda, as it were, for broder international discussions, 1 think we should object to their
undertaking bilateral discussionswith a view to reaching an agreement, to which they would
then ask other countries to adhere. We should insist on having a share, at least in the
formulation of any international agreement on these economic matten which are of such
high importance to Canada.
The Canadians should ascertain what the UK govemment had in mind when it spoke of the need
to achieve "prior agreement" with the US on the issues at hand before they were broached in a wider
international context. They should aiso decide whether to "make our views hown in regard to the
monetary discussions and as to the object or product of the discussions on other ~ubjccts".~~

Clark's letter does not seem to have prompted any immediate action or an official protest to the LJK
government. Unofficially, Canadian officiais signalled their displeasure to UK ofticials afler the
Anglo-American t a k were o ~ e r Why
. ~ Clark's appeal did not prompt a stronger protest is, in a
sense, a moot question. No matter how sensitive the British were to Canadian needs (and there is
good evidence to suggest that they were quite sensitive2*),it is extremely unlikely that they would

22. NAC, RGl9/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, W. C. Clark to N. A. Robertson, August 2*, 1943.
23. McKenzie, p. 192. McKenzie notes that Robertson and Wrong argued for Canadian
participation in hhue US-UK commercial policy discussions, but Liesching yielded no ground.
24. UK support for Canadian inclusion on the cirafüng cornmittee, noted above, is one
example; another cornes in a mernorandum to C. F. Cobbold, of the Bank of England, on August
4&,1943. The rnemorandum outlined various points on which the U K and US would have to corne
to t m s in order to lay a hfoundation for international economic cooperation; included among
them was "the position of Canada and the methods by which Canada can become a partner in an
Anglo-Amencan agreement without submerging her identity" (the irony of two nations agreeing on
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have significantlymodified a major approach to the Americans in response to Canadian concems.
Nevertheless, the concern occasioned by the UK initiative is of interest because it points to certain
difficulties and tensions in the Canadian position vis-à-vis the postwar planning process. The
Canadians wanted the British and the Americans to meet, but too many bilateral meetings would
deprive Canadians of the chance to make their voices heard. The Canadians wanted the British and
the Americans to agree, but too much agreement of the wrong kind couid jeopardize Canadian
interests. Anglo-American agreement was essentid, but it could not corne in the form of proposals
that the smaller nations would be forcd either ?O take or to leave.*'

The third week of August brought the news that the Amtricans had accepted the British pr~posal.'~
The talks began in the middle of September and lasted a month. The UK was represented by a
strong delegation that included Keynes, Robbins, Meade, and Liesching. A junior minister, Richard
Law, the Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Foreign A f f ' , headed the delegation; hence,

the trip is sometimes referred to as the 'Law Mission'. The taiks covered a wide ground: monetary
policy, commercial policy, commodity policy, international investment, international cartels, and
postwar employment.

The Canadians were kept well informed of the progress of the discussions, receiving information

means to avoid the submersion of a third nation's identity was not noted). See BoE, OV386,
''Memoraudum to Cobbold", August 4&, 1943 (possibly writien by Bolton).

25. Franche McKeazie miches similar conclusions: see McKenzie, p. 143.
26. NAC, RG1913989îï-2-9-2Nolurne 1, SSDA to SSEA,D.579, August 215 1943.

through a variety of c h a n ~ e l s .Mernbers
~~
of the UK team held periodic briefings for Dominion

representatives in Washington, who were invited to discuss any particular questions they had with
the UK officials concerned with that issue. These meetings were not for the purposes of

consultation, but merely to keep the Dominions inf~rmed.~'The Canadians received fiirther
infomation when several UK delegates stopped over in Ottawa on their way back to London "to
whisper results in the Canadians' ear" after the conclusion of the taks in mid-~ctober." Canadian
officials also obtained infomation from the American side, working out an arrangement whereby
they were briefed by the US Iegation in ûttawa" The Canadian legation in Washington pitched in,

27. One channel that had been of great value to the Canadians in the past was lost in August
1943 with the passing of Su Fredenck Phillips, the UK Treasury representative in Washington.
Phillips was widely respected and very well informeci, having, as Keynes noted in his obituary of
him, "gained the confidence of Mr Morgenthau and of the officials of the Amencan Treasury"
through "his blunt honesty and knowledge Ofhisjob". See The Collected Waings ofJohn Maynard
Keynes, Volume X: Essays in Biography (London: The Macmillan Press Ltd, 1972), pp. 3 30-33 1.

28. BoE, ADM14/15,802/11, Minutes of Meeting with Representatives of the Dominions
and India held in Ambassador's Room, Embassy, on September 22", 1943, A.D.(B.C.)(43) Ist
Meeting; BoE, ADM14113, 802/9,Minutes of Meeting held in Council Room, Willard Hotel,
Washington, on September 2 1*, 1943 re: Discussions on Agenda Under Article W,A.D.(43) 8'
Meeting.
29. BoE, 0V3815,L. P. Thompson-McCausland to C. F. Cobbold, October 1oh, 1943. See
also NAC, RG25/3258/6000-40, Untitled memorandum by JSM,October 22', 1943; Howson and
Moggridge, nie WurtimeDiaries ofLionel RobbNls &JamesMeade, pp. 143-148; Pressnell, p. 125.

'
7
2 1943 note to Robertson argueci "that there is a good deal to be said
30. A September,
for our indicating to the Americans that we would like to receive through them information of the
progress of the discussions. Unless we take some such initiative it is probably that we shall only
get information h m the United Kingdom side. While the informationwe receive h m the United
Kingdom is likely to be Mler than any we could get h m the Americans, I think that tactically a
request h m us through Atherton would be a good move." Robertson had the Canadian legation
in Washington act as a Liaison with the UK delegation and asked Atherton to relay s o m a t i o n to
the Department of External M a i n in Ottawa. See NAC, RG25/3258/6000-40, HM to N. A.
Robertson, September 27". 1943. The thiuking behind this request was explained by Robertson
thus: ''Bearing in mind the rather cinious US. request that they should be represented by an
observer at the Commonwealthcommercialtalks in London earlier this year, we thought it advisable

sending home a few tidbits on the talks.)'

The efforts of Lester Pearson were particulariy

noteworthy: he may have had no instinct for economics3', but he knew an important meeting when
he saw one, and he managed to secure information h m both the Americans and the British.

Canadian officiais gained indepth information about the progms of the rnonetary talks in particular
through Louis Rasrninsky. At a meeting of the UK delegation on September 17'". shortly after the
amival of al1 its members in Washington, S. L. Holmes inquired "whether anything could be done
to ensure that the Canadian authorities were kept particularly well informed of the progress of the
financial discussions, in view of their special interest in this matter". Keynes promised to invite
Rasrninsky d o m for a full briefing and consultation." Rasrninsky accepted and was in Washington
to intimate that we would welcome information h m the United States Legation ..." See NAC,
RG25/3258/6000-40, Norman Robertson to Lester Pearson, October 13', 1943. See NARA,
RG59îLot Files Pertaining to Europe/Records of the Office of European AffairsMatthewsHickerson Files 1935-1947M1244Refeience Subject Filedl l/British Commonwealth- Art. 7 talks
Canada (Lend-Lease), Memorandum of Conversation at the Arnencan Legation in Ottawa, October
21*, 1943, for a briefing given by Lewis Clark to Robertson and Wrong on the talks.

-

31. See, for exarnple, NAC, RG19/3989fL2-9-2Nolume 1, CMUS to SSEA, WA-4645,
September 20', 1943; NAC, RG25/3258/6000-40, CMUS to SSEA, WA-4667, September 2 1:
1943 and L B. Pearson to N. A Robertson, October 20"'~1943.

32. Pearson's oft noted avmion to economics came through clearly in a despatch on the
April1943 US-Canada talks, writing that White seemed to favour limiting these meeting to experts
in the realm of cumncy issues, '%hich fortunately excludes me". See NAC, RGl9/398 l lM- 1-7-2,
CMüS to SSEA, WA-1822, April16,1943. Similady, Pearson's diw for March 8: 1943noted
that when Berle handeâ him a copy of the White plan, Pearson had troubles bbmaintain[ing]a
discussion on the highest levels of international banking and currency", and "Wiedto switch perle]
over to talk about a United Nations c o n f i c e ..." See NAC, MG26/N8/2/4, Diary for March 8,'
1943. On Pearson's distaste for economics, see, for example, John English, Shadow of Heaven, The
Life of Lester Pearson. Volume Oner 1897-1948 (Toronto: Lester & Orpen Dennys Limited, 1Mg),
p. 60.
33. BoE, ADM14/13,802/9, Minutes of Meeting held in British Embassy, Washington, on
September 17\ 1943re: Discussions on Agenda Under Article W, A.D.(43) 4Meeting. Keynes
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for taks on September 28" and 29". He did not, not surprisingly, attend any of the US-üK
discussions, but did receive "a M l accomt" of the monetary taiks to date. Keynes reportai to a
Rasminsky was in general sympathy with the United
meeting of the UK delegation that 'W.
Kingdom point of view on the substance of the proposais, though he appeared to have some doubts

Rasminsky also consulted with Meade and Thompson-McCausland. The
on the tactics ad~pted".'~
latter had dined with Rasminsky and they had ''ttalked very fieely". Thompson-McCausland
concluded f?om this conversation that Rasminsky, "like al1 Canadians, is anxious above all for
Washington and London to agree. Keynes, who had asked hirn d o m to keep him in touch, had him
to lunch the next day and got the same i~npression."~'

The news the Canadians received was good. Both UK and US officials reported themselves pleased

with the results of the discussions, feeling that real progress had been

On monetary policy,

invited hirn the next day: see BoC, LR76-212-2, Keynes to L. Rasminsky, September 1ath, 1943.
34. BoE, ADM14/13, 802/9, Minutes of Meeting held in Council Room, Willard Hotel,
Washington, on September 29', 1943 n:Discussions on Agenda Under Article W, A.D.(43) 13"
Meeting. Rasminsky also had doubts about at least one of the points upon which the UK delegation
was insisting. UK officials, Keynes in particuiar, argued for the creation of a true international
currency through the monetkation ofWhite's unitas. Some UK officials were increasingly scepticai
about whether such a currency was reaily necessary; Rasminsky apparently shared their doubts.
James Meade wrote aer a meeting with Rasminsky that "[ble is in exactly the same sense of
perplexity as myselt Why must the British fight so on a point which is of so linle substance as the
monetisation of Unitas?". See Howson and Moggridge, The Wartime Diaries of Lionel Robbinr dt
James Meade?p. 1 19.

35. BoE, OV3815, L. P. Thompson-McCausIand to C. F. Cobbold, October 3d, 1943.
36. See, for example, NAC, RG25/3258/6000-40, CMUS to SSEA, WA-5 156, Octoba 16~,
1943 and L. B. Pearson to N. A. Robertson, October 20&, 1943;NARA, RG59Lot Files Pertaining
to Eumpe/Records of the Office of European AnairsIMatihews-Hickerson Files 19351947M1244Reference Subject Filedl llBntish Commonwealth Art. 7 talks - Canada (LendLease), Memorandum of Conversation at the American Legation in Ottawa,October 21': 1943.
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they had ironed out most of their differences. Some points of disagreement remained, but Canadian
O fficials "did

not think that any of these should really prove serious obstacles to agreement"." The

result of the talks in the monetary field was an agreement to work on a "Statement of finciples".
Once the US and UK had agreed on a muhially acceptable statement, it would then be released for
the consideration of other nation^.'^

Despite the optimism that s m u n d e d the conclusion of their talks, it took US and UK officials four
months to resolve their differences in the field of monetary policy. D u h g this penod, the üK
govemment kept the Dominions informeci of the progress of its discussions with the US
govemment, but Dominion views were not sought and the Canadians did not offer them. This did
not, of C O W S ~ ,mean that the Canadians did not have any views on the developing situation. in
response to a series of UK telegrams in early January 1944)~,Rasminsky and other officials
exarnined the current state of US-UK negotiations and offered suggestions as to the approach

Pearson noted in his letter to Robertson that US officiais were ''very much impressed by the calibre
of the United Khgdom representatives. The only reservation they made to this was in the case of
Lord Keynes, whom they think more brilliant than sound. Jack mickeaon] said he has never heard
anyone expound a case so cleverly or so dluringiy - no matter how weak the case may be. 1 think
they are a little afraid of Keynes."

37. Howson and Moggridge, The Wartime Diat+es of Lionel Robbins & James Meade, p.
145.
38. BoE, ADM14/15, MinutesofMeethg with Representativesof the Dominions and India,
held in Washington on October 13% 1943. See ais0 Rcssnell, pp. 120- 122,138.

-

39. NAC,RG19/3447/Postwar "Mernational Exchange Uniod'/Stabilization of Currency
&C.,Telegrams h m SSDA to SSEA, D.7, D.8, D.9, D.10, D.11, January 3*, 1944.

Canada might adopt to the outstanding points of disagreement.1° The exercise was of little
immediate importance as there does not seem to have been any correspondence between the
Canadians and US or UK officiais on the monetary proposais during this penod.

in late February 1944Canadian of'ficials did have an opportunity to have their Say on developments
in the field of postwar monetary poücy. The opportunity came as something of a surprise to them.

In December 1943 the Canadian government had accepted an invitation to another round of
Commonwealth taiks in London, this one to follow up on the results of the Anglo-American
Washington conversations, to be held in February 1944:'

When the talks began on February 23".

the Canadian representatives leamed that the US and üK had resolved enough of their differences
to agree on a "Joint Statement of P~inciples"on monetary policy."

They were surprised by the

inclusion of monetary issues on the talks agendau, but while they might not have been as well

40. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40 Part 3, Louis Rasminsky to N. A. Robertson, January 1Sh,
1944; NAC, RG 19/3447/Postwar "International Exchange Union"/S tabilization of Currency &Ce,
Louis Rasminsky to R. B. Bryce, January 15', 1944. A meeting was scheduled for January 2 1
1944 to discuss the situation. See NAC, RGU131W-22-3/1944-Iuly 1945, Louis Rasminsky to
,
1have been unable to fïnd any record of the meeting.
Arnold Heeney, January 1 7 ~ 1944.

-

41. PRO, CAB 65/36, Cabinet l73(43)l, December 2 131943; NAC, RG19/3989/r-2-9-2,
SSDA to SSEA,No. 190, December 31*, 1943.

42. NAC, RG19/359 1/L-1 la, Article W. Discussions with Representatives of the
Dominions and India A.S.D.(44) 1%Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on February 23", 1944.
43. NAC, RG19/359 1/L- 11a, Article VII, Discussions with Representatives of the
Dominions and India. A.S.D.(44) 1' Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on February 23", 1944;
NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, CHCUK to SSEA,No.466, Febmary 24', 1944. Perhaps
they should not have been nally al1 that surprised: a UK telegram in eariy January 1944 forwarded
the latest information on the status of the monetary discussions dong with the comment that "we
are anxious that d l Dominion Govemments should be in possession o f up to date information on
monetary plans when considering mgements for London discussions suggested in my telegram
CircularD. 1168". See NAC, RG19/3447/Postwar - "International Exchange Union"/Stabilization
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prepared to discuss these issues as perhaps they would have liked, they were not at a loss in the
discussions that followed. The Canadian delegation included Mackintosh and Deutsch, both
veterans of the issue, and it kept in touch with oEcials back in Ottawa, who offered advice on
points as they arose. Moreover, Canadian officiais were generally pleased with the joint statement,

meaning that when the time came for them to offer their views, they did not have to Say very much.

The joint statement represented a tme Anglo-Arnerican compromise. The monetary organization
to be set up, now called the International Monetary Fund, the title itself an Anglo-American
compromiseJ4,was to be opcrated on the contributory principle of the White plan, rather than the
overdraft pnnciple of the Keynes plan. The sire of the fund would be larger than that suggested in
White's proposal, though not as large as provided for in Keynes's: between f 8 billion and $8.5
billion for the United and Associated Nations, $10 billion for the whole world (Le. including the exenemy and neutral states)."

Contributions would be made in gold and national currency, but the

amount of gold each membs was obliged to provide had been scaled down considerably.'

There

would be no new international cumncy, and while the UK asserted that the fact that the statement

of Currency &C., SSDA to SSEA, D.7,January 3", 1944.
44. NAC, RG 19135935- 11, Puticle W. Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions
and india A.S.D.(MONEY) (44) 1' Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on February 24h, 1944.

45. The joint statement foresaw a fund of "about eight billion dollars", while Keynes
suggested the $8.5 billion figure. See NAC, RGZ/13/W-22-3/1944-July 1945, SSDA to SSEA,
D.289, ~ebruary25: 1944(repfoducestext ofjoint statement); NAC,RG19/3593/L-11, Article W.

Discussions with Representativesof the Dominions and India A.SD.(MONEY) (44) lY Meeting.
Minutes of a Meeting held on Febniary 24', 1944.
46. NAC,RG19/3593/L-11, Article VIL Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions
and India A.S.D.(MONEY) (44) 1' Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on February 2@', 1944.

did not provide for an international currency did not mean that the UK agreed that this was the best
way to proceed4', it had almost entirely given up the fight. The implicit US veto had been
eliminated in favour of majority voting, Save in two cases: "a change in basis of detexminhg
quotas'', which would require a majority of four-fifths and the consent of memben whose quotas
would be changed, and6'anagreed uniforni change in gold value of currencies", which "shall require
approval of al1 member countries with majority ofaggregate quotas".'

Initial exchange rates would

be agreed between the member and the fund4', while a middle approach was adopted for subsequent
changes, one that sought to satisfy both the US desire for stabilityand the UK desire for flexibility?'

One feature particularly agreeable to the UK was a revised scarce currency provision that put more
pressure on creditor nations?

A new feaîure, added at the request of the LJK, was permission for

countries to adopt practices contraryto hind rules during an initial postwar transitional penod. This
would allow those countries in need of massive postwar relief and reconstmction to get their
* a related issue, US and üK
economies back on track while remaining memben of the h ~ d . ~On

47. NAC, RG2/13/W-22-3/1944-July 1945, SSDA to SSEA, D.288, February 24', 1944.
48. NAC, RG2/13/W-22-311944-July 1945, SSDA to SSEA, D.289, February 25"' 1944
(reproduces text ofjoint statement).
49. NAC, RG2/13iW-22-3/1944-Juiy 1945, SSDA to SSEA, D.289, February 25', 1944
(reproduces text of j oint statement).

50. NAC, RG1913593L-11, Article W.Discussionswith Representativesof the Dominions
and India. A.S.D.(MONEY) (44) 1* Meeting* Minutes of a Meeting held on February 24&,1944.
5 1.NAC, RG 1913593L- 11,Article W. Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions
and India A.S.D.(MONEY) (44) T" Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on March 13', 1944.

52. NAC, RG19/3391/04747-P-13 Part 3, "The Proposal for an International Monetary
Fund",Unsigneci and undated (extract of a letter h m J. M. Keynes to H. D. White, December 19',
1943, distributed to Dominion and Indian representatives as a 'Note by the Joint Secretary",
A-S.D.(MONEY)(44) 1).

officials now agreed that the fund should not be used to finance relief and reconstmction or to
liquidate blocked balances."

The joint statement was largely welcomed by the Canadians as it "accorded very closely with their

own conclusions"." They preferred the simplicity O fKeynes's overdraft approach, but had long ago
accepted that the US wanted contributions of some sort: the Rasminsky plan, afler all, provided for
contributions. They would have liked the fund to be larger, but recognized "the apparent
irnpossibilityof increasing the size of the fimi".." Members would no longer provide securities as

a part of their contribution to the b d , a revision for which the Canadians had battled long and hard,
and the gold portion of the contribution had been scaled down, something else favoured by
Canadian officials who, despite being representatives of a gold mining nation, believed that too
large a place for gold in the new institution rnight prove h m f u l to the institution's chances of
success. They preferred the creation of a new internationalcurrency, but understood the difficulties
in such a proposal. Besides, the clifferences between a plan with a new international currency and
one without one were 'hot fùndamental; and unless the Fund is grossly mismanaged they need not
even be important"." The reduction in the use of the US veto could not have been anything but

53. NAC, RG2113/W-22-3/1944-July 1945, SSDA to SSEA, D.289, February 25", 1944
(reproduces text of joint statement).
54. NAC,RGl9I3593lL-11, Article MI. Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions
and Indiê A.S.D.(MONEY) (44) 1' Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on February 2C, 1944.

55. NAC, RGl9/3391/04747P-13, SSEA to CHCUK, No.400,March 2d, 1944.
56. NAC, RG1913593L 11, Article W. Discussionswith Representativesof the Dominions
and India ASD.(MONEY) (44) 1' Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on February 24h,1944;
NAC,RG251325916000-D-40 Part 3, Louis Rasminsky to N. A. Rasminsky, January 15: 1944
(quotation is h m the latter document).
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pleasing to Canadian rninds, as was the scarce currencyprovision that put more pressure on creditor
nations. Mackintosh agreed with Keynes's assessrnent in this regard: "In his [Keynes's] considered
view, this Arnerican olive branch in the interests of international CO-operationwas worth everything
else in the scheme put together."" The Canadians accepted the need for a transitional phase of fund
operations, seeing it as "the inevitableresult of the restricted size of the Fund", though they did have

sorne questions as to how it might work? According to Mackintosh, "[ilt was necessary to steer
a middle course which would present countries with irnrnediate advantages in joining the Fund
without, at the sarne time, spoiling the capacity of the Fund to render long terni services" and "[ilt
was ais0 important, frorn the point of view of Arnerican public opinion, that the presentation of the
scheme should not give rise to any rnisunderstandings, and that the Arnericans should redise that
there were separate war problems to be tackled for which this Fund was un~uitable'?~

Canadian satisfaction often manifested itself in silence during the discussion of monetary issues.
Canadian representatives did of course speak up, expressing satisfaction with a section hen,

offering a possible interpretation or asking for clarification of a point there. Both their cornments
and their silences irnplied a general sense of contentment with the joint statement of principles.

57. NAC, RG 19/3593/G11,Article W. Discussions with Representativesof the Dominions
and hdia A.S.D.(MONEY) (44)'7 Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on March 13', 1944.
58. NAC, RG19/339l/OWVP-13, SSEA to CHCUK, No.400, March 2** 1944. See also
NAC, RG 19/35 9 3 L 11, Article W. Discussions with Representativesof the Dominionsand India
A.S.D.(MONEY)(44) 8' Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on March 15', 1944.
59. NAC, RGl9/3593/L- 11,Article W. Discussions withRepresentatives of the Dominions
and India A.S.D.(MONEY) (44) 8" Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on March 15\ 1944.

This contentment was not always shared by the other Dominions. The Canadians found themselves
butting heads with their Commonwealth brethren, primarily the Australians, on various points. For
example, Mackintosh questioned a formula for increasing the quotas of small countries, an issue
dear to the Australian heart, for Australia was very dissatisfied with its quota.60 He was concemed
that the inflation of the quotas in the manner suggested might have unfortunate side-effects when
certain member currencies were in short supply, leading perhaps to a greater demand for them.
Keynes attemptedto soothe his concerns, but Mackintosh remained uncornfortable with the formula,
though not with the need to increase the quotas of the smaller nations or the need to do it by means
of a set formula. In the same meeting, in response tc an Australian argument in favour of members
being permitted to draw upon mon of their quotas in a given year than provided for in the statement
of principles, Mackintosh asserted that he preferred the provision as it stood." Similarly, a few
meetings Iater, Mackintosh argued against an Australian proposal that would have allowed for
greater fieedom to undertake unilateral exchange rate changeson the p u n d that the proposa1would
have no practical effect."

60. This issue was not of direct interest to Canada, as the proposed formula would not have
increased the Canadianquota. M&tn_ch
expressecisatisfaction with the Canadian quota (which,
at $300 million, was the traditionai 1/10 the size of the US quota of $3 billion), considenng it
"about reasonable, given the g e n d hmework". See NAC, RG 19/3593&- 1 1, Article W.
Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions and India A.S.D.(MONEY) (44) 2* Meeting.
Minutes of a Meeting held on Febmary 285 1944 (quotation is nom this document); NAC,
RGlgI339 l/O4747P-13, CHCUK to SSEA,No.498, Febniary 29&, 1944.
6 1. NAC, RGl9/3S93/L-ll, Article W. Discwions with Representatives of the Dominions
and India A.S.D.(MONEY) (44) 3" Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on February 2gh, 1944;
NAC, RG19f339lf04747P-13, CHCUK ta SSEA,No.498, ~ebniarylg', 1944. Officials in Ottawa
agreed with the h e taken by Mackintosh on the formula to increase the quotas of the smaller
countries. See NAC, RG19/3391/04747P-13, SSEA to CHCUK, No.400, March 2&, 1944.

62.NAC, RGl9/3593/L-ll, Article W.Discussionswith Representativesof the Dominions
and India. A.S.D.(MONEY) (44) 6h Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on March 9', 1944.

The most serious disagreement with the Australians came at the end of the examination of the
statement of principles. A telegram sent by the Canadian delegation back to Ottawa d e r the
meeting well sufnmarizes the nature of this disagreement:
Australia in commenthg upon whole plan expressed fear that its adoption would weaken
Sterling Area and stated preference for continuing of sterling cmency bloc. instead of
international plan they suggested key currency approach based upon United States - United
Kingdom credit arrangement. Keynes and Edie [sic] made a powefil statement in favour
of multilateral approach which we strongly ~upported.~~
As the minutes of the meeting attest, Canadian support was strong indeed:

MR.MACKINTOSH said that Canada, though not a member of the sterling area, had great
and obvious interests in the strength and convertibilityof sterling, and he was convinced that
in the long nui the scheme represented the onlyapproach which would improve that strength
and convertibility. He wanted to emphasise his fum belief that to bring the United States
wholeheartedly into a full acceptance of its responsibilities it was essential to proceed on an
international pattern. The conclusion of spexiai deais, bilateral arrangements, etc., seemed
to bring out the most criticai reactions of Arnencan public opinion, whereas a wider scheme
elicited the best. The stabilisation of the f [sic] and the dollar, while attractive in the short
run, would have advantages which were much less dependable than the wider scheme.
Canada also thought it undesirable to have exclusive arrangements between the large powers
h m which the srnaller powm were shut out. He accordingly supported the Statement of
Principles and would commend it for adoptien?
The 1944 Commonwealth economic policy discussions were important because they provided the
forum in which Canadian officials nrst sipallecl theu acceptance of the joint statement of
pnnciples, a document for which they had worked and waited a long thne. The talks were also
important because they presented the first opportunity for Canadians officials to discuss with their
Commonwealth colleagues another brainchild of Harry White's: a proposal for the establishment

63. NAC, RG25/57057-J(s) Part 116000-A-40C, CHCUK to SSEA, No.627, March 16&,
1944.

64. NAC, RG l9/3593/L-ll, Article W. Discussionswith Representativesof the Dominions
and Indiâ A.S.D.(MONEY) (44) 8'" Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on March 15", 1944.

of an international bank.

Amencan, British, and Canadian officials al1 recognized early on in the postwar planning process
the need for an organization devoted to facilitating international investment. Both the White and

Keynes plans had initially emphasized the importance of this issue65,as had the Decernber 1941
Joint Economic Committees resolution that called for the establishment of an International
Stabilization and Development Board." However, UK and Canadian officials had subsequently

agreed that it should be lefl to the US, as the most important source of postwar credit, to formulate
and put forth proposals in this area In the March 1943 letter that accompanied the circulation of

the White plan to the United and Associated Nations, note had been taken of "the need for an

international bank to provide international credit for reconstruction and deve~oprnent'"~,but a US
proposal was not ready until late summer 1943, when a copy had been s h o w unofficially to LJK
officials. It was discussed brieflyduring the Washington conversationsin September-October 1943,
but no agreement had been reached. Indeed, the conversations revealed important differences in

65. Pressnell, p. 123.
66. Pressnell asserts that in Alvin Hansen's and L. H. GuIick's “proposais for an
international (or Uÿtially an Anglo-American) investment board to operate anti-cyclicdly", as
adapted by an eariy version of Keynes's plan, there ' k a s the germ, developed by Mt R F Hanod,
of the evmtual International Bank for Reconstruction and Development". Alvin Hansen, as
discussed in the £ h tchapter, was a member of the Joint Economic Committees, and it was d e r his
eloquent appeai for action on the postwar planning fiont that the resolution for an international
investrnent board was adopted.
67. NARA, RG56/General Records of the Department of the Treasury/Records of the

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury re: Monetary and International Affairs/ChronologicaI File of
Harry Dexter White Nov. 1934 - Apr. 1946/Cbronological49 (July 1943)/9, Mr. White to Secretary
Morgenthau, July 6&, 1943.

American and British thoughts on the priaciples of long-tem lending.'

In September 1943, Canadian officials had received a copy of the proposa1 unoficially fiom White,

who indicated that while there was no point in their offering comments on the details of the plan
so early in its evolution, "if we approve of his general thesis that an international organization is
preferable to a purely Amencan one, and if we have any helpfbl suggestions to offer along these
lines, he will be very glad to receive them"?

The plan's release to the press had brought a later

version to Ottawa in early O~tober'~;a revision had followed, with a letter From Morgenthau
inviting comrnents and alternative proposais, in November, as did supplementarymaterial courtesy
of the Canadian Embaçsy."

Thus, Canadian officials were kept up-to-date on the proposa1 as it evolved throughout the autumn
of 1943. They do not appear to have done much with this information. Clark proposed a meeting

68. PressneIl, p. 124; PRO,Fl8OO3/O33, S. D. Waley to E. W. Playfair, October 12", 1943
and Washington to FO, No.4618, October 14', 1943.
69. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-F-40 Part 1, W. C. Clark to N. A. Robertson, September 25",

1943.
70. NAC, RGW36 11M-6, C M U S to SSEk No.2306, October 9h, 1943.
7 1. NARA, RG56/Records of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for International M '
(OASiA) 1934-1970/Geographic FileslCountryFiles 1934- 1952/41/Canada: Bretton Woods, A. F.
W. Piumptre to H.D. White, ~ o v e m b e9%
r 1943and H. Morgenthau to J. L. Ilsley, ~ovember22y
1943; NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40 Part 3, SSEA to CMüS [sic], EX-4624, November 24Lh,1943
and CMUS [sic] to SSWA-5886, November 2 ~1943.
~ ,The statu of the Canadian Legation
in Washington was elevated to that of an Embassy in November 1943.
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on the September version? T. W. Avison, a Department of Finance official who had written a
memorandum on the general topic of postwar international investment earlier that year", criticized
White's proposal, while Bob Bryce criticized Avison's critique as "somewhat too nmow and
cntical ... even slightly academic"."

A generai round table on "international Investment and

Canada's Part in It" was held in early D e ~ c m b e r .Louis
~ ~ Raminsky compared two versions of the
plan." No clear picture emerges h m these efforts of what the Canadian attitude toward the plan
might be, apart perhaps nom a general senseof benevolence towards the principle involved. in this
light, the comments of the Canadian delegation at the 1944 London discussions become even more
important.

The single meeting on the international bank proposal was enough to lay bare a sense of general

72. NAC, RG2513259/6000-F-40 Part 1, W. C. Clark to N. A. Robertson, September 25',
1943.

73. NAC, RG19136 11IM-6, Ted Avison to W. A. Mackintosh, May 25', 1943 and Untitled,
unsigned, and undated memorandum on intemationai investment in the postwar period.
74. NAC, RG1906111Ma,''Draft Proposai for a United Nations' Bank for Reconstruction
and Development", Unsigned, November 8', 1943; "Memorandurn to Dr. Mackintosh, Re:
Roposed UN Bank for Reconstruction and Development", by T. L. Avison, January 13th, 1944;
"Some Comments on the Proposai for a United Nations Bank for Reconstruction and
Development", Unsigneci and undated; "Memorandm for Mr. T.W. Avison", by W B ,November
18,1943.

75. NAC, RG19/3447/Intemationai Lending Bank, "Round Table Agenda, Monday,
December 6,1943, at 10.00 am.,INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT AM) CANADA'S PART
W IT";Unsigneci and undated handwritten draft of speech (likely by R.B. Bryce); Unsigned and
undated handwritten minutes of meeting on international investment.
76. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-D-40 Part 3, G. F. Towers to N. A. Robertson, February 26',
1944 and ''Cornparison of First and Seçond hafts 0fU.S. Treasury Plan for a United Nations Bank
for Reconstruction and Development", Unsigned and undated.
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dissatisfaction with it. Keynes kicked off in a customarily forthnght way, proclaiming "that the
American proposais constituted one of the oddest documents he had ever set eyes on. In his opinion
it begun [sic] at the extreme of wrong thinking and then laboured back in search of some degree of
sanity." Despite his initial scepticism, "on M e r thought and in face of the immense needs for
capital in the post-war world", he had decided to suggest an alternative to White. White proposed
the creation of an institution that could both lend and guarantee loans; Keynes suggested instead
''that the guarantee fùnctions of the bank should form the basis of its activities". Keynes reasoned
that "while debtor countries were clearly unable to put up capital to any substantial extent, they
couid reasonably be asked to share the nsks of the provision of capital by creditor countries, and to
take part in the international organisation of the flow of such capital"."

Direct lending would

require an institution with large resources derived prirnariiy from member subscriptions.
Guarantees would require fewer resources, to be utilued only in the event of borrower default.

Keynes identified another problem with White's proposal. In theory, loans secured through the new
institution could be spent in any nation without restriction: that is, the loans were not to be "tied".
But in fact, Keynes asserted, the provisions of the proposal would lead to tied loans, which he
deplored: "While there might wei1 be tied loans after the war he was certain that any international
institution must be fke of that taint. Tied loans were indeed con-

to the whole conception of

an international institution helping to counteract tendencies to fiindamental disequilibrium."

77.NAC,RG19/3593/L-11, Article W.Discussions with Representativesof the Dominions
and India. A.S.D.(Bank) (44) 1' Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on March 14', 1944.
78. NAC,RG19/3593/L.1 1, Article VII. Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions
and India A.S.D.(Bank) (44) 1' Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on March 14", 1944.
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Mackintosh spoke next. He had not been at al1 impressed by the proposa1 and seconded al1 that

Keynes had said. Thus, he "would welcome any changes to modiS the proposals so that they
conformed to the multilateral conceptions ofother international schemes". A "sound" international
investment organization would be attractive to Canada, which would likely be able to engage in a
small amount of international investment in the postwar penod but did not have extensive
experience in this field outside the United States?

The Other Commonwealth representatives expressed similar concems about White's p 1an, as well

as the conviction that some sort of international lending organization was needed. Keynes stressed
that UK officials had to tell White what they thought of his plan soon: the last time they had spoken
to him about it had been during the Washington conversations, "when the views expressed were
decidedly critical". Redvers Opie, a senior economic adviser usually posted to the Embassy in
Washington, noted that the Americans had circulated the proposa1 to various United and Associated
Nation Finance Ministen and engaged in discussions with some national experts. He thought that
"it should be suggested to the Americans that in the light of experience of monetary problems the
only effective way to make progress was to enunciate a Statement of Principles. We should be glad
to get down to the cirafting of such a statement in purely general terms but we wanted to avoid

setting up alternative detailed venions, and the more detached from the American proposals the
statement could be the faster the progress that would be made." Al1 agreed that this was the best
way to proceed. UK officials also produced a note to White that outlined theu criticisms and
suggestions. It was agreed that the note shouid be sent in the name of the üK only, though it rnight
79. NAC, RG19/3593/'L11, Article W. Discussionswith Representatives of the Dominions
and India. A.S.D.(Bank) (44) 1* Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on March 14&,1944.

mention that the views contained therein "were expressed d e r consultation with the experts from

the ~orninions".~~

Further progress on both the bank and huid proposals came several weeks after the conclusion of
the Commonwealth talks. In April came word that the Arnencans were eager to hold a conference
to finalize the monetary proposals later in the spnng. To this end, they had decided that the tirne
had corne to publish the Joint Statement of Rinciples on the creation of an international monetary
huid." They proposed that it be published simultaneously in a number of United Nations capitals.
At the invitation of the United Statu, Canada participated in the joint publicati~n.~'Mackenzie

King tabled the Joint Statement in the House of Commons on April2 1', 1944. Having stressed that
no govemmmt was cornmitted to the plan outlined in the statement, and that its publication was
intendeci to demonstrate the progress that had bem made on the issue and to allow for its public

80. NAC, RG 19/3593/L-11, Article W. Discussionswith Representatives of the Dominions
and india A.S.D.(Bank) (44) 1' Meeting. Minutes of a Meeting held on March 1 4 ~1944.
,
81. NAC, MG26/Jl/C7056/371, SSDA to SSEA, D.579,April19<",1944. Joint publication
would also nipply Morgenthau with tangible evidence of progress on the issue of postwar monetary
cooperation that he could use in an imminent appearance before Congress.
82. The circumstances surroundhg the issuance of the invitation are of some interest. White
womed that if Washington extended an invitation to ûttawa, it might cause trouble in the CanadaUK relationship or offend the UK. He discussed his concems with Canadian and UK officials,
evidently concluding that there was no need for worry on either score (in fact, Plumptre told him
u
that Canada would iike a formal invitation, prefmbly h m the United States). See N
RG56/Records of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for International Affairs (OASIA) 19341970/Geogmphic FileslCountry Files 1934-195Z4l/Canada: Bretton Woods, Meeting in Mr.
White's Office held April 17\ 1944; NAC, RG19/3448/Post-war Agreed Monetary Fund, The
Canadian Ambassacior to the United States (CAUS)to SSEA, WA-2334, Apnl 17', 1944; NAC,
RGl9/3391/04747P-13, SSEA to CMUS [sic]. EX-163 1, April 18&, 1944 and CAUS to SSEA,
WA-2387,April 1 9 5 1944. The episode is of interest for what it implies about the ambiguity as
to Canada's status as a fully sovereign natioa

discussion before govemments took M e r action, King proclaimed:

This statement of principles on international monetary relationships is conceived as part of
a general plan of international economic cooperation, which a s a whoie will have for its
objects the progressive expansion of international trade, hi& levels of employment,
irnpmved standards of living, reasonable stability of prices and rnachinery for orderly
exchange arrangements. The Canadian Govemment is thoroughly aware of the importance
of establishinginternational monetaryanangements favourable to the expansion of trade and
employrnent, and is keenly sympathetic with the particular objects to which this staternent
of principles is directed. It is equaily anxious that common views should be reached on
0 t h parts aiso of a general plan of international economic cooperation, particutarly on a
reduction in the barriers to trade expansion, a reduction vital to Canada's welfare and
necessary if conditions favourableto stable monetaxy arrangements are to be achieved. The
view which will ultimately be taken bythe Canadian Govemment of any proposed monetary
arrangements will be greatly, perhaps decisively, influenced by the progress which it is
possible to make in achieving agreement on other aspects of international economic policy
with which monetary arrangements are inseparably linl~ed.*~
The United States had also prepared a juint statement on an international bank, which White
charactenzed as a non-controveaial document to which "very few govemments, if any" could
object. On August 17", White told Plumptre that he hoped that this statement could also be
published soon and that he was eager for Canadian participation." But the Canadians and the
British continued to harbour resewations about the proposal and decided against participating in its

83. FDR,Henry Morgenthau DiaryI7271210,J. E. Homer to the Secretary of State, April22,
1944 (quotation is taken h m the ' 2 x m c t h m the House of Commons Debates, April2 1,1944").

84. NARA, RGS6/Records of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for International A f f !
(OASIA) 1934-1970/Geographic FilesKountry Files 1934-1 95U41/Canada: Bretton Woods,
Meeting in Mr. White's Office held April17", 1944;NAC, RG 1913448iPost-warAgreed Monetary
Fund, CAUS to SSEA,WA-2334, April 17&,1944 (quotation is h m first document).
85. NAC, RG19/3391/04747P-13, SSEA to CMUS [sic], EX-163 1, April18: 1944; NAC,
RG25/325916000-D-40 Part 4, CAUS to SSEA, WA-2506, Apri125", 1944. The Canadians may
have decided to follow the UK lead on the issue of publication. Plumptre infonned White %at we
are rmlikely to publish and associate omelves with the document which he handed us in view of
the relatively Little thought which we have givm to the matter and the shortness of the tirne available

The way was now clear to prepare for the international monetary conference, at the Mount
Washington Hotel in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire. Before discussing the conference, a slight
detour is in order. Thus far, the technical and diplornatic efforts of Canadians to encourage
international monetary cooperation have taken centre stage. Canadian officials also participated in
more public activities in support of such cooperation. During the period covered by this chapter,
they mounted a vigorous public relations carnpaign geared towards wirtning public opinion over to
their cause. Through speeches, articles, and letten they sought to convince important sectors of
Canadian and Amencan opinion, particularly die financial sector, that international cooperation
along the lines of the Keynes, White, and Rasminsky plans represented ihe best hope for postwar

prosperity and stability. In August 1 943, Towers and Rasminsky spoke at a symposium in Chicago
on monetary stabilization: other speakers included Harry White, Dennis Robertson, Redvers Opie,
and Jacob Viner? In October, Bryce addressed the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
in ~ o n t r e a l . 'In
~ Novernber, Rasminsky gave a speech to the Life insurance Institute of Canada that
was subsequently published in The Canadian Banker?8 In December Clark addressed the New

York University uistitute on Post-War Reconstruction: a shorter version of his speech appeared in

for consideration. However, 1said that the matter was not yet settled. (Opie has promised to keep
me informeci of developments on the British side)." (Note the position of the comment about the
UK attitude.) See NAC, RG19/3391/04747P-13,
CAUS to SSEA, WA-2387, Apnl 19', 1944.
86. BoC, LR76-204-1-3, "International Monetary Stabilization, A Symposium".

87.NAC,RG19/3447/Postwar-'%temationai Exchange Union"1Stabilization ofCurrency
K.,"Moneeal Talk - Canadian uistitute of Mining and Metallurgy - October 20,1943",by R. B.
Bryce, October 2 6 , 1943.
88. h u i s Rasminsky, "Plans for Post-War Currency Stabilization", n e Canadian Banker,
Volume 51,1944, pp. 31-47.

Public ~ f f a i r s . During
~~
the summer of 1943, Rasminsky and Clark corresponded with John H.
Williams, the Ieading proponent of the 'key currency' approach, and tried to convince him of the
merits of the approach taken by the Keynes, White, and Rasminsky plans as compared to his own
scheme? Rasminsky wrote a much-noted article for the July 1944 edition of Foreign ~ m i r s . ~ '
Some of these efforts caught the eye ofLlS officials: Clark's December speech was circulated within

the US Treasury and State ~epartments~~,
while one US official, Oscar Cox, was so irnpressed with
Rasminsky's Foreign Affairs article that copies of it were distributed to the US Bretton Woods
delegation, officials in the Foreign Economic Administration, "Lippmann, Swing, the Post people,
'
effect of
Lindley, etc.,", and Eugene Meyer, editor and publisher of The Washington ~ o s r . ~The

these efforts is hard to rneasure. But they do offer a good way at getting into the thoughts of
Canadian officiais on the eve of the Bretton Woods conference.

89. NAC, RGl9/3391/04747P-13, "Address by W. C. Clark given before the Institute of
Post-War Reconstruction, New York University, on December 15', 1943"; W. C. Clark, "Post-War
Currencies", Public Affairs, Volume 7,1944, No.2.. pp. 88-93.
90. NAC, RG19/398uM-1-7-P (Volume 2), L. J. Rasminsky to J. H.Williams, July 15&,
1943;5. H. Williams to L. J. Rasminsky, August 12", 1943; J. Williams to W. C. Clark,August 12',
1943; W. C. Clark to L. f. Rasmllisky, August 19"'. t943; W. C.Clark to J . H.Witliams, August
2 la, 1943. For a short discussion of the 'key currency' approach, see Gardner, pp. 132- 133.

9 1. Louis Rasminsky,"International Credit and Cumncy Plans", Foreign Affuirs, Volume
22, No.4. July 1944, pp. 589-603.
92. NARA, RG56/Records of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for International e r s
(OASA) 1934- 1970lGeographic Files/CountryFiles 1934-19Sî/4 1Kanada: Bretton Woods, H. D.
White to John Hickerson, March 1*, 1944; John Hickenon to H. D. White, February 24h, 1944; Mr.
Bittemiam to Mr. White, ~ebruary28\ 1944, Lewis Clark tu the Secretary of State, February 15'.
1944.
93. FDR, Oscar Cox Paperdl30Bretton Woods Conférence, Oscar Cox to Harry White,
July 5&, 1944; Oscar S. Cox to Alned E. Davidson, July 7&, 1944; Unsigned letter to Eugene Meyer,
August 1Sh, 1944. See also the discussion of the effect of Rasminsl#s article in Muirhead, p. 106.
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The issues addressed and arguments advanced through these various media were consistent with
what Canadian officials had been saying for years. We must not repeat the mistakes ofthe past.
A return to the gold standard was neither economically nor politically possible; the key currency

approach was neither economicallynor politicallyviable. Canadian experts had produced their own

plan, but they were not wedded to it: the general approach was more important than the specific
details. It was the responsibility of creditor and debtor nations alike to take corrective rneasures
when the international economy was out of whack. Creditor nations should participate in the

proposed international monetary organization not out of altniism, but out of self-interest: to continue
to sel1 their wares abroad they would have to extend credits, and this was better done on a
multilateral than a bilateral basis. (The Canadians often remarked to their Amencan audiences that
they felt cornfortable speaking of the responsibilities and interests of creditor nations to them
because they too came from a creditor nation.) Quick action was needed: the fund had to be
established before the end of the war or the chance would be lost. The fund would not be a panacea.
It should be one part of a larger scheme of postwar international economic cooperation, a scheme
that included action on commercial policy, international investment, pnmary products, and
ernployrnent policy. The b d was not without its risks, but they were risks worth taking. It might
not be perfect, but it was a good beginning.

It was perhaps a miracle that the Bretton Woods conférence occurred, let alone established the
foundations for postwar international monetary cooperation. First there was conhion over the
timing. The Amerkm had pushed for publication of the Joint Statement in the third week of April
with an eye towards holding the confêrence in late May. They proposed to convene an agenda
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committee, compnsed of experts &om a select few nations, hvo to three weeks before the full
conference." The timing was tight. It was even tighter when, in early May, the United States still
had not issued any invitations; nevertheless, US oficials continued to believe that it would be
possible both to stick to their plan and hold a conference at the end of the month? Eventually they
were forced to postpone the confemce to early ~uly.~'This meant that the work of the agenda
committee, which would be done in Atlantic City, had to begin by the middle of June 1944.

Historyprimarily rememben June 1944not as the month when allied economistsdiscussed postwar
plans by the beaches of Atlantic City, but as the month when allied soldiers landed on the beaches
O fNormandy.

When planning for the conference, American officials had presumablynot taken into

account the possibitity that the opening of the second front would make the transportation ofUnited

94. NARA, RGS6/General Records of the Department of the Treasury/Records of the
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury re: Monetary and International Affairs/ChronoIogicaI File of
Hany Dexter White Nov.1934 - Apr.l946/Chronologicd 56-62 (February 1944 - August
1944)/ 1l/ChronoIogical#59 (May 1944),"Meeting in the Secretary's Office, Thursday, May 4,
1944". The agenda committee seems to have succeeded the hand-picked drafting cornmittee
discussed above. US and UK officials had long accepted the idea of Canadian membenhip on the
latter committee.
95. See, for example, American commmts during a meeting of Morgenthau, White, Opie,
and Lord Halifax on May 4', 1944. The Arnericans had suggested that the full conference begin
on May 26', but White still spoke of convening the agenda committee "hW0 or three weeks pnor
to the opening of the conference". NARA, RG56lGeneral Records of the Department of the
Treasury/Records of the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury re: Monetary and International

Affairs/Chronological File of Hamy Dexter White Nov. 1934 - Apr. 1946/ChronoIogical 56-62
(February 1944 August 1944)/1l/Chronological#59 (May 1944), "Meeting in the Secretary's
Office, Thursday,May 4,1944".

-

96. NAC, RG2Y325916000-D-40 Part 4, CAUS to SSEA,WA-2979,May 15q 1944;NAC.
RG25/3259/6000-F-40 Part 1, CAUS to SSEA, WA-3224,May 25: 1944.

Kingdom and European economists to the United States a very tricky business."

The British

governrnent lodged a vigorous protest against the American tirnetable, arguing that its officiais
would be unable to reach the US in time for the agenda committee to begin work in mid-June; nor
could it accept the Arnerican proposal that the committee begin its work with UK experts in
Washington in attendance, while the UK and European experts coming From London did their own
preparatory work onboard ship, the two p u p s to combine their work once the latter had reached
the US.'' The UK govemment asked the Canadian and Austraiian govemments to join in its request

that the agenda committee begin its work d e r the arrival of the UJS and European experts and that
the start date of the full conference be pushed back a week?

The Canadian and Australian

govemments agreed to lend their supportlm,but their offer becarne moot when the US and UK

agreed that the agenda c o d t t e e would convene on June 19", before the arriva1 of the delegates

h m London, for initial discussions of an "educative" character and that the fidl conference would

97. Given the secrecy of the invasionplans, ignorance was likely the problem. For exarnple,
in early May Lord Halifax argueci that a conference in late May would be impossible because "the
military restrictions on the departure and arrival ofpersons from England was [sic] extremely strict"
and "the chief difficulty would probably be the granting of permission to members of the exiled
govemments to leave the United Kingdom for the conference". White replied that "[tlhe British
Govemmentcould adequatelyscreendepwtwes ofthefew rnembersof the exil& govements who
would be asked to corne", noting that some who would likely represent the European govermnents
were already in North America See NAM, RG56/General Records of the Department of the
TreasurylRecords of the Assistant Semetary of the Treasucy re: Monetary and International
~ ~ C h r o n o l o g i c File
a l of Harry Dexter White Nov. 1934 - Apr. 1946/ChronologicaI 56-62
(Febmary 1944 - August lgU)/ 1l/Chronologicd #59 (May 1944, "Meeting in the Secretary's
Office, Thursday, May 4, 1944".

98. NAC, MG26/Jl/C7057/372, SSDA to SSEA, No.84, June 4', 1944.
99. NAC, MG26/Jl/C7057/372, SSDA to SSEA,No.84, June 4h, 1944.
100. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-F-40
Part 1, SSEA to CMüS [sic], EX-2355, June 5', 1944;
NAC, MG26/Jl/C70571372, SSEA to SSDA, No.100, June 6&, 1944; BoE, 0V38/8, FO to
Washington, No.488 Carrier* June 8', 1944.

still begin on July

In Atlantic City, Canada was represented by Rasminsky, Deutsch. and Plumptre fkom the start'02,
Mackintosh arriving about the same tirne British and European O fficials did.'03 Nothing conceming
the fund or the bank was absolutely settled by the cornmittee.'" Nevertheless, the talks were useful

101. BoE, OV38/8 Washington to FO, No.3048, June,'6 1944; NAC, RG 1913391/04747P,'7 1944;NAC, MG26/J1/C7057/372,SSDA to SSEA, No.88,
13, CAUS to SSEk WA-3494, June
June 9", 1944.
102. White did not think it imperative ihat the Canadians attend the Atlantic City tutorials:
presumably they did not need to be "educated". See BoE, OV38/8,Washington to FO, No.3048,
June 6&, 1944. Pearson was initially uncertain whether Canada would send anyone, though he
suggested that Canada might send an observer if the UK sent one. See BoE, OV38/8,Washington
to FO, No.435 Remac, June 7"', 1944. Canadian experts did participate, perhaps because the talks
offered them "an opportunity of doing some educating as well as being educated. See NAC,
RG25/3259/6000-F-40 Part 1, CAUS to SSEA, WA-3628, June 14", 1944. Their presence might
have pmved of use from the üK perspective: at a meeting ofUK, Australian, and Canadian officials
after the arriva1 of the London experts, Rasminsky "generally descnbed the previous week's
discussions at Atlantic City as exploratory, he having stonewalled when any matten of principle had
arisen". See BoE, 0V3818, "Report h m Ship on way to North Amenca to go to Atlantic City and
Bretton Woods covering period of June 2lSt- 22d, 1944 [sic]", by G. L. F. Bolton (document is
unsigned, but Bolton accornpanied the UK delegation to Bretton Woods: see Fforde, p. 61). See
also Muirhead, p. 103.
103. NAC, RG19/339V04747Pœ
13. N. k Robertson to Lewis Clark, June 13~.1944.
Plumptre discussed Canadian representation on the cornmittee with E. M. Bernstein on June 3":
"Mr. Bernstein expressed the hope that Canada might send six, or perhaps ten, experts to this
Committee. (I
explained that there wen ody about six experts in Ottawa to run the war effort, and
that it would be very unlikely that ten would attend the Agenda Committee.)" See NAC,
RG25/3259/6000-F-40 Part 1, "World Monetary Conference at Bretton Woods, July 1944". by A.
F. W. Plumptre, June 3d, 1944.
104. Before the Atlantic City conference, the UK and US had agreed 'that it is undesirable
to stress the drafting funciions of the Agenda Committee lest the suscephibilities of countries not
invited should be hurt. For this reason, it is not intendeci to present at the outset of the Bretton
Woods Conference a complete re-ciraft of the fund as handed down by the Agenda Committee.
mead the work o f the Agenda Committee wiU be intmduced piecemeal into the deliberations at
Bretton Woods." As for the bank, the absence of US-UK agreement rneant that it was "extremely
doubtful' that the issue would '%e thrown into generaidiscussion". See NAC, RG25/3259/6000-F-

as a means of exchangingideas and disceming points ofdisagreement and as an oppomuiity for US

and UK officials to discuss their differences and come to tems on some of them. 'O5 On June 3oth,
the representatives packed up theu bags and trooped on to the ovemight train that would take them

to Bretton Woods.

They arrived to pandemoniurn. The hotel had been closed down for two years and the process of
getting it into shape for the delegates of 44 nations was still undenvay. Over 700 representatives,

many with the barest command of the English language, had to be accommodated, and not only
were many of the roorns still being cleaned and painted, but there were not enough of them. It had

proved necessary to cal1 in the military to help finish thejob, and the stress of it ail had led the hotel
manager to lock himself in his room with a crate of whiskey.Io6 Eventually rooms were found for
al1 (through much doubling up and the despatch of delegates to neighbouring hoteis) and meetings
anangeci, but the pressure remained: the delegates had only two and a half weeks to get the job

done, since the hotel was booked for other purposes h m July 19'.'07

40 Part 1, CAUS to SSEA, WA-3628, June 14', 1944. See also Howson and Moggridge, The
WartimeDiaries ofLionel Robbirts &James Meade, p. 166; Van Dormaei, pp. 159, 162.
105. Canadian representatives were satisfied with the educational portion of the talks. See
NAC, RG25/3259/6000-F-40
Part 1, CAUS to SSEA,WA-3842, June 26&,1944. Set also Howson
and Moggridge, The WartimeDiaries ofLionelRobbins &James Meade, p. 166; Van Dormael, pp.
160-167; PRO,D0391216, WR254/1/40,'Wotes of the United Nations Monetary and Financial
Conference, Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, U.S.A., 1' - 22"6July, 1914". by A. W. Snelling, July
31: 1944.
106. Howson and Moggridge,The Wartime Diaries of Lionel Robbins & James Meade, pp.
166-167; Van Dormael, pp. 168-169; Pressneil, p. 158.
107. NAC, MG2601/C7057/372, SSDA to SSEA, No.88, June 9&, 1944; Pressnell, p. 158.
Muirhead notes, "hnicaily, speed was necessary because the Mount Washington Hotel ... was
booked in late July by the swom enemy ofthe Fund initiative the American Bankers' Association,

-
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The work of the conference pmceeded in tbree streams. One commission was set up to consider
the establishment of an international monetary fund: it would be chaired by White. Another
commission would consider the establishment of an international bank: Keynes would be its
chairman. A third commission would consider "other rneans of international financial cooperation", dealing with issues not considered by the other two commissions. Work on the fund
would proceed on the bais of the Joint Statement published in April, as well as proposals and
arnendrnents submitted by delegates. As discussed above, there was no jointly agreed statement of
pnnciples on the bank. Since April, however, Keynes had been drafting a proposa1 for a bank along
the lines suggested by UK oficials at the March Commonwealth discussions in London, a bank that
would only guarantee loans, not make them. M e r their amival in the United States in June, UK
experts had presented their US colleagues with a revised proposal for an international bank (cailed
'the Boat Draft') that "grafted the principal British concems on to the Arnerican proposals". The
document was briefly considered at Atlantic City, "the British and Amencan delegates being in

broad agreement", and lata %came the basis for discussions, and of the articles of agreement, at
Bretton Woods". 'O8

Canada sent a strong delegation consisting of both ministem and hi&-level offïcials. Minister of

Finance nsley was the head of the delegation; when he had to leave, Mackintosh was left in
charge?" Louis St. Laurent,the Minister of Justice and the Rime Minister's Quebec lieutenant and

for its annuai convention." See Muirheaâ, p. 106.
108. The discussion of the evolution of the bank issue is h m Pressneil, pp. 151- 152.
109. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-F-40
Part 1, 'Record of Instructions given to Canadian

Delegation, Bretton Woods, J d y 1,1944".

right-hand man, was there for part of the conference, as were Douglas Abbott, Parliamentary
Assistant to the Minister of Finance, and Lionel Chevrier, Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister
of Munitions and Supply. Clark and Towen were there part of the time, while Mackintosh,
Rasminsky, Plumptre, and Deutsch were present throughout."* Although no country would be
committed by any of the decisions of the conference, as al1agreements were subject to govenunental
ratification, the significance of the presence of important Cabinet mernbers on the Canadian
delegation was noted by at least one observer:
n i e Canadian Delegation were happy in the knowledge that their Goverment were likely,
barring political accidents, tc accept thc Fmd with enthusiasrn, a probability which the
attendance at one stage of Mr. nsley tended to confirm. They were therefore free from the
pre-occupations with domestic politicai considerations which compelled most other
Delegations to propose arnendments which they fully realized did not improve the technical
structure of the Fund, but which none-the-less had to be put forward in order to make the
scheme more attractive to some powemil group of interest at home."'
At a delegation meeting on July ln, Canadian representatives received detailed instructionson three
issues: fund quotas, exchange rates, and fÙnd management. The delegates also discussed, but were

given no instructions on, five other issues: the location of the hnd, the UK desire to lengthen the
transitional period, the relation between the proposed scarce currency and non-discrimination

110. NAC, RGW3 597/DO3c, "The United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference",
Unsigned, September 18", 1944. A. W. Snelling of the Dominions Office had this to Say of the
work of Mackintosh, Rasminsky,Plumptre, and Deutsch: "From t h e to tirne, they were visited by
Canadian Ministem, Members of Parliament and senior officials but these took a h s t no part in
the work." See PRO, DOW12 16, WR254/1/40, "Notes of the United Nations Monetary and
Financial Conference, Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, U.S.A., lSt- 22" July, 1944", by A. W.
Snelling, July 31 1944.
111. PRO, DO35/1216, WR254/1/40,'Notes of the United Nations Monetary and Financial
Conf'ce, Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, U.S.A., l* - 22" July, 1944"' by A. W. Snelling, July
31: 1944.
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clauses, an increase in the size of the fund, and the whole issue of an international bank."'

One of the most contentious issues at Bretton Woods was that of £Ùnd quotas. A country's quota,

it will be remembered, determined not ody the amount of money it would contribute, but also the
amount of credit it could receive. The vast majority of nations were unhappy with their quotas and
wanted to have them, and thus their access to the resources of the h d , increased."'

The idea,

present in both the Keynes and White plans, that national quotas should be detennined on the basis
of an agreed formula was abandon4 as *e United States engaged in a complex series of
negotiations to determine quotas that would satisfy both the economic and political needs of the
majority of nations.Il4

Canada was one of the few countries that did not want a change in its quota:$300 million in an $8

112. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-F-40
Part 1, "Record of Instructions given to Canadian
Delegation, Bretton Woods, July 1, 1944".
113. Snelling reported that about 40 of the 44 nations wanted larger quotas. See PRO,
D035I1216, WR254/1/40, 'Wotes of the United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference,
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, U.S.A., 1* - 22* July, 1944", by A. W. Snelling, July 31: 1944.
114. A memorandum for the guidance of US delegates discussed the need for quotas based
on a formula, and then outhed "[tlhe principal interests of the United States in quotas": these
included that the US quota be between $2.5 billion and $2.75 billion; that the UK and Crown
Colonies quota be a maximum of S 1.3 billion and the aggregate of al1 British Empire quotas be l e s
than that of the US; that the Soviet quota be the third largest, and the Chinese the fourth. See
NARA, RGS6/General Records of the Department of the TreasuryKentral Files of the Office of the
Secretary of the Treasury 1917-1956/Centrd Files of the Office of the Secretary of the Treasury
1933-1956/68/IMF, Charles S. Bell to Secretary Morgenthau, "Questions at issue on the Fund",
June 23d, 1944.

billion to $8.5 billion fund was about right."'

Canadian delegates were instructed '30 oppose any

flagrant manipulation of quotas for political reasons, such as the increase which the United States
is proposing in the Chinese quota"; they were 'hot to support any upward adjustment of quotas on
the basis of special pleading, such as that of Australia, who is insisting on a substantial upward
revision of their quota"; and they were '70 use [their] influence to prevent an undignified scramble
for quotas nom occurring at formal meetings of the C~nference"."~One tussle should play itself
out without Canadian interference, that being the Indian demand that its quota be equivalent to that
of China. Canadian delegates should leav3 this issue to be decided by the Indians, Chinese, British,
and Amencan representatives; if they reached a mutua!!y satisfactory solution "which involves a
scaling down of the Chinese quota and a scaling up of the Indian quota, the Canadian group is not
to oppose, even though this results in India having a quota larger than that of Canada"."?

This was al1easier said than done. The Canadians could oppose the political manipulation ofquotas
al1 they wanted, but with both the Americans and the British aware that changes would have to be

115. Snelhg noted that a larger quota would not have been in Canada's interest, given that
it would likely be a postwar creditor nation. See PRO, DOW12 16, WR254/1140,"Notes of the
United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference, Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, U.S.A., 1' 22" July, 1944", by A. W. SneIling, July 3la, 1944.
116. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-F40 Part 1, "Record of Instructions given to Canadian
Delegation, Bretton Woods, July 1,1944". See also NAC, RG19/3448/Post-warAgreed Monetary
Fund, "International Monetary Fund", by W. C. Clark, July,'7 1944: "We also felt the Canadian
delegates should fight against any "cooking" of the quotas."
117. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-F-40 Part 1, "Record of instructions given to Canadian
Delegation, Bretton Woods, July 1,1944"; PRO, DOW12 16, W R 2 W 1/4O, 'Wotes of the United
Nations Monetary and Financial Conference, Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, U.S.A., 1' - 22"
July, 1944". by A. W. Snelling, Juiy 31
: 1944.

made, many quotas were inmased on purely political grounds.

'

l8

Moreover, the Canadian delegates

ignored theu instructions on the issue of the uidian quota. A. W. Snelling, an official with the
Dominions Office, reported that a stniggle took place between the Canadians and the Indians, "the
Canadians maintainhg that it would be highly inequitable for India to have a quota big enough to
give her an automatic seat on the Directorate and for Canada not to obtain such a ~eat"."~

The Canadians believed that they deserved a seat on the directorate, or Executive Committee, of the

fûnd. Their instructions were to oppose an Executive Cornmittee of more than three permanent
membea that did not include a permanent seat for Canada; if there were to be any more than three
permanent members, Canada deserved one of the seats because of its likely postwar creditor
position.'" When the conférence began, the Canadians found that there was an aimost universal
preference for a five permanent rnember Executive Committee, on which Canada would not have

t
,
Rasminsky proposed, and officials in Ottawasubsequentlyapproved,
a permanent seat. As a d

a formula that would give Canada a de facto permanent seat in the foreseeable future:
after the Fund had got started, the permanent members of the Executive Cornmittee should
at a11 times include delegates h m the two countries which are in the largest creditor
position vis a vis the Fund. In other words, you would start with fiue permanent members,

118. See the description of the quota determination process in Van Domael, pp. 179-183.
119. PRO, DOW12 16, WR254/1/40,
"Notes of the United Nations Monetary and Financial
Conference, Bretton Woods,New Hampshire. U.S.A., 1' - 22& July, 1944",by A. W. Snelling, July
31':1944. Bolton wrote this of Canada's position on quotas: "Austraüa and hdia are both pressing

for a larger quota. hdia, in particuiar, demandhg a permanent seat on the Fund Directorate, while
Canada is tom between a desire to be regarded as leader of the Dominions in the international field
and her knowledge that she will never use the Fund." See BoE, OV3819, Letter fimm G.L.FB*,July

znd,1944.

120. NAC, RG25/3259/6000-F-40
Part 1, 'Ttecord of Instructions given to Canadian
Delegation, Bretton Woods, July 1. 1944".

being representatives of the five countries with the largest quotas. However, at the second
election and later, if it were f o n d that the above five did not include the two largest creditor
countries, then any such creditor country not so included would automatically be elected
until the next election.'*'
The Canadians tried to lirnit the cornmittee to three permanent memben: they failed. niey tried to
have the five permanent seats (for the US, üK, USSR, China, and France) increased to six to make
room for Canada: again they failed. They pressed for the adoption of Rasminsky's suggestion "on
grounds of principle rather than as a means of "fobbing off' Canada".lL2 in this they succeeded.
The Americans were particularly enthusiastic about this idealu, and it was ad0~ted.l'~The point
had been won, but not without cost. Snelling observed:

On only one question did the Canadian Delegation adopt an attitude which some people
regarded as doing them less than fui1 credit. That was on the question...of seats on the two
Executive Directorates. Their insistence that they had as much right as india to automatic
seats was probably justified although India has a larger quota, but the Americans, even if
prepared to tolerate two seats being occupied automatically by British Commonwealth
countries, could not acquiesce in three, and so the Canadian attitude probably contributed
to the defeat of india on the point. This may adversely affect the chances of securing
acceptance of the scheme in 1ndialU

121. NAC, RG 1913448Post-war Agreed Monetary Fund b'Intemational Monetary Fund",
by W. C. Clark, July 7&, 1944.

122. NAC, RG19/3448/Post-warAgreed Monetary Fund,"Bretton Woods Conference Re:
Telephone Conversation with Dr. Mackintosh", by W. C. Clark, July 1O*, 1944.
123. NAC,RG 1913448Post-warA g m d Monetary Fund, "International Monetary Fund",

by W. C. Clark, July p, 1944 and ''Bretton Woods Conference Re: Telephone Conversation with
Dr. Mackintosh", by W. C. Clark, July,'OI 1944.
124.See Article XII, Section 3(c)ofthe Articles ofAgreement ofthe InternationalMonetary
Fund (July 22, 1944) as reprinted in J. Keith Horsefield, nie International Monetuty Fund. 19451965: Twenty Yearsof Intemationai Monetary Cooperation, VolumeIII: Documenîs (Washington,
D.C.;International Monetary Fund, 1969).
125. PRO,DOXA 2 16, WR254/1/40, Wotes of the United Nations Monetaryand Financial
Conference, Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, U.S.A., 1' - 22' ~uly,1944", by A. W. Snelhg, July

The Canadians also succeeded in changing the rules to suit their own interest when it came to using
the fund's resources for capital account purposes, securing a provision whereby "if the Fund's

holdings of a currency of a member had rmained below 75 per cent of its quota for not less than
six months, the member might draw h m the Fund for any purpose, including capital transfen",
subject to a few provisions. Iz6

On other occasions, the Canadians put their own short-tem interests aside in order to encourage
general agreement, such as in the dispute over subscriptions to the bank. The Arnericans had
decided that a country's contribution to the bank should be the same as its quota in the fund."' This
did not sit well with the Soviet representatives. The USSR fund quota was $1.2 billion, but the
Soviet delegates were authorized to offer a bank subscription of $900 million and no more. This
posed a grave problern, as a reduction in the Soviet subscnption by $300 million would mean a
reduction in the overall resources of the bank by $300 million, and American O fficials wanted a
bank with aggregate resources of $8.8 billion. Nevertheless, the Soviets would not budge.

31"' 1944.
126. J. Keith Horsefield, rite International Monetary Fund. 1945-196.5: Twenty Years of
International Monetary Coopemlorz, Volume 1: Chronicle (Washington, D.C.; International
Monetary Fund, 1969)' p. 104.

127. PRO, DOW1 2 16,WR254/1/40,
"Notes ofthe United Nations Monetary and Financial
Conference, Bretton Woods, New Hampshire,U.S.A., 1" - 22" July, 1944", by A. W. Snelling, July
3 lu, 1944. The Canadians h a .also proposed this idea, but they had done so in jest: "We are going
to have some funwith other delegates bypohting out that we do not know why subscriptions to the
Bank should be any different h m the quotas @en to various countries in the Monetary Fund."
See NAC, RG19/3448/Post-war Agreed Monetary Fun& 'Bretton Woods Conference Re:
Telephone Conversation with Dr. Mackintosh", by W. C. Clark, July lom, 1944.

A heads of delegations meeting was held on July 21*, the penultimate day of the conference.'"

Keynes pleaded with the Soviet delegate to reconsider, but without permission 60m Moscow, he
could not. The United States would increase its subscription, but it could not make up the entirety

of the shortfall, and it was Ieft to Fred Vinson, the Director of the US OfTice of Economic
Stabilization, to solicit the assistance of the representatives of the other nations. The discussions
that took place that day are reminiscent of a PBS pledge drive, each meagre national offering
greeted with effisive thanks. Mackintosh, filling in for Dsley, did his part. securing permission for

an increase in the Canadian subscription h m $300 million to $325 million.'" Poland, China, and
the Latin American nations also offered increases, but more than one observer identified the

Canadian increase as the most helpful, given Canada's superior credit rating.130 The deadlock had
been broken, thanks in part to Canada; the issue became moot the following day when the Soviets
announced that they would subscribe the full $1.2 billion after all.I3'

128. On July 16' it had bem decided to extend the conference to July 2 2 M notwithstanding
the earlierproblems with hotel availabilityafterthe 19'. See Howson and Moggridge, nie Wunime
Diaries of Lionel Robbins & James Meade, p. 188.
129. FDR, Henry Morgenthau Diaries/756/217, "Meeting of Delegation Heads: Quotas",
July 2 1', 1944.
130. PRO,DOW 12 16, WR254/1/40, Wotes of the United Nations Monetary and Financial
Conference, Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, U.S.A., 1* - 22""~ u l y1944",
,
by A. W. Snelling, July
3la, 1944; BoE,OV60/2, UK Delegation at Bretton Woods to FO, No. 107 Remac, July 2 lS', 1944.

131. Lionel Robbins descnied the scene when the announcement of the Soviet decision was
made: "the relief at the feeling that behind al1 the barriers of language and discipline, [the Soviets]
were after dl, just a Little susceptible to the intemational atmosphere, was so great that the
Conference jumped to its feet and cheereù to the echo. Dennis [Robertson] leaned over and
reminded me that there is joy in the Kingdom of Heaven over one simer that repenteth more than
over ninety and nine just person who need no repentance!". See Howson and Moggridge, ne
Wortme Diaries of Lionel Robbins & James Meade, p. 193.
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The Canadians found themselves at odds with a much more familiar crew over the issue of changes
in exchange rates. UK ofkials had anived at Atlantic City with instructions to secure more
flexibility in the provisions for exchange rate changes under the fund. Specifically, they sought to
have inserted into the fund plan a new clause, 'the Catto clause', that affirmed the right of each
country to change the extemal value of its currency at its own discretion. If a member country did
not succeed in obtaining the fùnd's approval of such achange, it could be suspended from the fund,
not expelled as presently provided.13*

Keynes had discussed the Catto clause with Commonwealth experts shortly aAer the arriva1 of the

WK experts in Atlantic City. He had already discussed it with White: the latter had not liked it one
bit, arguing that the f i t sentence in the clause, "which stressed the sovereignty of Govements in
monetary matters", would cause the Roosevelt administrationgreat political difficulties. RasminSb
shared White's ~oncenis"~
and thought that the clause would prove "difficult or impossible for the
Americans in its present f~rm".'~~

Specific instructions were given to Canadian representatives on how to handle this question. F b t ,
Towen would try to gauge fiom White the Arnerican reaction to the proposal: "[ilf it appears

132. Ressnell, pp. 148-150. The clause was narned for one of its proponents, the new
Govemor of the Bank of Engiand, Lord Catto.
133. NAC, RGl9/35W/DO3c, international Monetary Conference, I.M.C. (44) COM. 2"6
Meeting. Minutes of second informal meeting with Dominion and Indian representatives, held in
Atlantic City,June 25', 1944.
134. BoE, 0V38/8,J. M. Keynes to Richard Hopkins, June 25", 1944. See also Howson
and Moggridge, The WnrtimeDiaries of Lionel Robbins & James Meade, p. 158.
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favourable, he is to express to White our preference for a form of words cioser to the original and
which contains a definite undertaking on the part of member countries not to Vary their exchange
rates without the approval of the Fund except under defined conditions". If, despite Towers's

remarks, the Amencan position remained unchanged, the Canadians would propose to revise the
clause such that "suspension nom the privileges of the Fund [would bel automatic if a country
changes its exchange rate in spite of the opposition of the Fund". Such a change would "remove

From the Fund the onus of positive action with respect to suspension of privileges which it might
find embarrassing, and [would] put counûies which act against the Fund's wishes in a position
where undesirable consequences flow automatically fiom such action". Finally, the Canadian

delegates should try to bring the US and UK delegates together on "'the incorporation of a clause
in the document under which countries commit themselves not to change their exchange rates
beyond specified amounts without the pnor approval of the Fund,but if there is open disagreement
between these two Delegations, the Canadian Delegation is to support the incorporation of such a
clause". '35

During the first week of the conference. Rasninsky got the impression that Keynes p e n o d y
agreed with the Canadian position and had tried to convert his govemment, but had been overruled:
the Chancellor of the Exchequer had cabled that he wanted '20 have a definite statement in the
Agreement reached at Bretton Woods that a member countrycould change its exchange rate without
the consent of the Fund". The latest British version of the clause left it to the fund to suspend or
expel a member that changed its exchange rate without f h d approval: "[iln other words, no
135. NAC, RG251325916000-F-40 Part 1, "Record of Instructions given to Canadian
Delegation, Bretton Woods, July 1,1944".

automaticsuspensionwas provided fd'. k.y9

leaming that the US might accept this version,

telephoned Ottawa for instructions. Clark discussed the matter with Towers, Robertson, Bryce, and
Ilsley. They
agreed to tell Mr. Rasminsky that if only one or two countries disagreed Canada should
probably not engage in a "knockout, drag-out fight" on the point but should Iimit itself to
"viewing with alarm." Mr. Ilsley nevertheless felt that it might mean that Canada would
have to remain out of the Fund and we ail agreed that there would be very M e , if any,
chance of the United States accepting the Fund if the British view in regard to exchange
rates prevailed. The Conference might merely prove to be an academic exercise. We also
thought it advisable to have our delegates try to get the British delegates to impress their
Govemment with the virtue of taking a reasonable gamble because of the facts already
mentioned.

'''

Three days later, word came h m New Hampshire that a compromise had been reached. The UK
proposal would be adopted, but "if a country depreciates against the wishes of the Fund it is
suspended nom the use of the Fund's facilities unless the Fund actively intervenes, and will be
thrown out by the end of the year unless the country reaches a satisfactory agreement with the

136. NAC, RG 19/3448/Post-war Agreed M o n e t q Fund, "International Monetary Fund",
by W. C. Clark, M y 7", 1944. One UK official noticed the same sense of disillusionment among
the Canadians at the conference: "a number of Delegations are becoming more and more sceptical
about the value of the Fund. India, Australia, Belgium, Holland and even Canada are considering
whether they shouldjoin the Fund. Canada's reasons are different h m the othen, whose feelings
generally are that they cm get nothing out of the Fund except a mass of rather unpleasant
obligations. Canada, on the othcr han& feels that the whole object of the Fund has been destroyed,
due to the success of the U.K.in tuming the Fund away nom the original objectives of stability of
exchanges combineci with convertibility." See BoE, 0V38/9,Unsigned letter h m Bretton Woods
(most likely h m Bolton), July 14', 1944. Similarly, Robbins noted that one US official had argued
to hirn, ''1 thought very rightiy, that we were giadually transforming the Fund into an instrument
which would have no power whatever to contml the anti-social practices of its more irresponsible
members". Though Robbins replied "inthe spirit of our instructions", he "felt that there was much
substance in what [the US official] said. Demis Robertson tells me that he had a similar
conversation with Rasminsky, whose fnendliness and understanding are, of course, beyond
question." See Howson and Moggridge, The Warîirne Diaries ofLionel Robbins & James Meade,
p. 176.

Fund". The Canadians could accept this.'"

Keynes reporteci to London that the Canadians

acquiesced gracefblly:
in this connection the Minutes of one of the Cornmittees of the Conferencewhich discussed
this clause may be helpful and should be put on record before we forget it. You will see that
the Canadian Delegate is recorded as stating in forthright ternis %at these sections as
approved allow a member country to change its rate without the approval of the Fund and
yet remain a member in good standing." He added that he thought the provisions in this
respect "had provided a happy compromisebetween rigidity and exchange flexibility." This
was very handsome of h i . , because the Canadian point of view has been closely lined up
with the Arnerican on this particular matter. Indeed, that has been one of our obstacles in
reaching a satisfactory ciraft."'
Canada and Britain also clashed over the fimd's provisions for currency convertibility. Pnor to the
conference, the C X Treasury and Bank of England had concluded that certain clauses of the Joint
Statement, when read together, could imply a United Kingdom obligation to provide gold or foreign
exchange for accurnulated sterling balances. As a result, UK delegates were '20 secure the
necessary harmonisation of the clauses 'so that the obligation of convertibility is defined as applying
to sterling required

for curent international transaction^"'.'^^

The Canadians did not like the way in which the British proposed to deal with this problem, fearing
that it "would k

t what we believed was the over-riding obligation of a member country to

137. NAC, RG19/3448/Post-war Ag& Monetary Fund, "Bretton Woods Conference Re:
Telephone Conversation with Dr. Mackintosh", by W. C. Clark, July 1o', 1944.
138. BoE, OV38/9,J. M. Keynes to Waley, Hopkins, and Padmore, July 14&,1944. The
Canadians were not al1 smiles: Robbins reportai that Rasmùisky "made a speech in which he
reproached us with departing h m the excellent compromisereached at Washington last October."
Rabbins's reply was received well enough &'andthe Canadians did not press their point. But I
confess that privately 1 do not feel particularly happy about it." See Howson and Moggridge, The
Wartime Diaries of Lionel Rabbins & James Meade, pp. 175- 176.
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maintain convertibility of its cumncy". The üK proposal would mean ''that the obligation to
maintain convertibility would o d y apply a s long as a country could buy foreign exchange fkom the

Fund": irresponsible countries would be able to exhaust their quotas and then renege on their
promise to maintain convertibility.

Keynes proved unwilling to listen to Rasminsky's

representations on the issue. He said that if the proposa1 were not accepted, the UK could not accept
the b d because it would be a gold standard in al1 but name.'"

Rasminsky proposed a compromise to give the British what they wanted but prevent memben fiom
abusing the fùnd: a member's obligation to maintain convertibility would not be extinguished by
the exhaustion of its quota if it still had gold and monetary reserves outside the fund greater than

its quota.14' The British seerned content with this suggestion. Meanwhile, the Canadians had
decided to follow the Amencan lead: if the US accepted the UK position, so would Canada; but if
the US insisted on a stronger cornmitment to convertibility, so would Canada.14* The dispute grew
sharp, threatening at one point to wreck the negotiations."' Ultimately a compromise was reached
Shortly after the end
that seemed to satisQ al1 three nations, but was in fact highly arnbig~ous.'~
of the conference, a debate arose among the British delegates as to the nature of the convertibiiity

140. NAC, RG1913448Post-war Agreed Monetary Fund, "International Monetary Fund",
by W.C.Clark,July 7'. 1944.
141. NAC, RG 1913448fPost-warAgreed Monetary Fund, "International Monetary F

d ,

by W.C.Clark, Juiy 7m,1944.
142. NAC, RGl9/3448/Post-war Agreed Monetary Fund, 'Bretton Woods Coderence Re:
Telephone Conversation with Dr. Mackintosh", by W. C. Clark, July 1O", 1944.
143. Moggridge, p. 75 1; PressneIl, pp. 172-173.
144. Pressneil, p. 173.
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obligations they had accepted. It would take months to sort the issue out with the Americans.'"

But that lay in the future. Back in New Hampshire the spirit of compromise ultimately triumphed.
The conference held its final session on July 22* having agreed upon proposals for both a fund and
a bank. The work of the Canadian delegates had not gone unnoticed: nurnerous people commenteci
favourably upon their skills, particularly in the technicai realrn.

'"

But, in a sense, Bretton Woods

had been an anti-climax for Canadian oficials: though they had secured changes in the final

agreements in keeping with Canadian interests, they had not wielded the influence they had enjoyed
in previous discussionsof international rnonetary issues. This was not surprising, given the number
of countries represented at Bretton Woods, t!ie spectrum of national interests to be acc~rnmodated~
and the politics of the negotiations. Nor was it troubling. Wielding influence had never been the
point: gaining Anglo-American agreement on the right approach was.

At Bretton Woods, the US and UK had finally corne to terms. The compromise they reached,
though not perfect, looked towards the multilateral convertibility of currencies so essential to
Canada. There had been disappointments,but a September 1944 report nevertheless concludeci that
"[tlhe Bretton Woods Conference may be rated as a highly successful conference. It produced
concrete and workmanlike results. There was Little that was vague or equivocal in the documents

145. See, for example, Ressnell, pp. 169-182 and Moggridge, pp. 748-753.

146.PRO,DO3YlZ 16,WR254/1/40,cNotesof the United Nations Monetary and Financial
Conference, Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, U.S.A., 1* - 22' ~uly,1944", by A. W. Sneiiing, July
3:1 1944, NAC, RG19/3391/04747P-13, W. C. Clark to L. J. Rasminsky,August 15.1944 and
A. J. Pick (Canadian High Commission in Australia) to N. A. Robertson, August 28', 1944;
Howson and Moggridge, n e WuriinteDiaries of Lionel Robbins & James Meade, p. 181.

resultiog h m it. It achieved working compromises on many difficult point^."'^' Canadian
satisfaction with the final agreements might also be gleaned nom the relative ease with which they
were ratified by the government: their passage through the Canadian Parliament was far gentler than
through the US Congress and UK Parliament.

But Canada could not be complacent. There were other problems still to be addressed.'"
Rasminsky put it best when, in his capacity as the Reporting Delegate, he reported to the full
Bretton Woods conference on the work of Commission 1:
1 should like to Say one final word. No one in Commission 1 tiiinks that if the International
Monetary Fund is established, the world's economic problems will have been solved. We
have made o d y a beginning towards accomplishing the objectives set out in the Atlantic
Charter and in Article W of the Mutual Aid Agreements between the United States and
many of the countries here represmted. But we feel that we have made a good beginning
and that what we have done here should clear the way for similar progress in other related
fields. Let us hope that the action in these other fields will be as realistic and constructive
as the action we have taken at this C~nference.'~~

It remained to be seen whether this hope would be hilfilled.

147. NAC, RG 19/3597/DO3csT h e United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference",
Unsigned, September 18', 1944.
148. NAC, RG19/3597/D03c, 'The United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference",
Unsigned, September 18', 1944.
149. NAC, RG l9/339l/O4747P-l3, "United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference,
CVRP 1, Report of Commission 1(International Monetary Fund) to the Executive Plenary Session,

July 20, 1944, Louis Rasminsky (Canada), Reporting Delegate". See also St. Laurent's speech in
support of a Commission III ("other means of international financial CO-operation")resolution that
called for progress in the fields of commercial policy, primary product price stabilization, the
problems of reconversion, and the international coordination of national full empioyment policies
in NAC, RG25/3259/6000-F-40Part 1, "United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference
Bretton Woods, 'Statement by the Honourable L. S. St. Laurent on behalf of the Canadian
Delegation at Meeting of Commission m", Juiy 20: 1944.

Chnpter 5: The Trickiness of Trade

If the path to postwar monetary cooperation was strewn with obstacles, these were pebbles in
cornparison to the boulders blocking the way to a liberalized postwar trading environment.
Monetary stabilization was a highiy technical topic, one with which only a handful of people felt
at ease: work on the subject, as has been seen, was predominantly done by specialized government

experts. While they kept political considerations such as the national interest and the need for
popular acceptance of their plans in mind, the fact that they alone had the technical expertise meant
that they were usually afforded a large amount of leeway in their work.' Moreover, the two leading
United Nations, the United Kingdom and the United States, were in broad agreement on the main

issues: currencies should be convertible for current account purposes, exchange rates should be
stabilized and provision made for their orderly adjustment.

Postwar commercial policy was différent. It was less technical and more farniliar to a wider
audience. Canadian importes and exporters closely measured its effects, which might, after dl, be

a matter of financial life and death. The tariff had been the bread and butter of electorai politics in

nations such as Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States for generations. This meant
that more people would be involved in the policy making process, officials and ministen alike.

There was broad international agreement that trade after the war should be fieer than it had been

1. John Hilliker, in his history of the Department of Extemal Affairs, says of the interaction
between the Department of Finance and its US and UK counterparts on the issue of monetary
stabilization: "Robertson, who bnefed the prime minister h m tirne to tirne on developments and
who participated or was represented in interdepartmental discussions in Ottawa, did not question
this nlationship. Rather, he recognized the expertise of Finance and the Bank of Canada and
commended the d t s to King. Thus the Iead remained wiâh the economic branches of
govemment...". John Hilliker, Canada 's Department of Exrernal Affairs. Volume 1: The Early
Years, 1909-1946, (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1990), p. 297.
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before the war, but this was more easily desired than done. Freer trade involved dismantlingtariffs,
non-tariffbaniers (quotas, customs procedures, domestic standards, etc.), and subsidies, and dealing
with instability in primary product prices, the deleterious influence of international cartels, the

effects of low incorne levels in one nation on the commerce ofothers, difficulties arising From state
trading, and so on. Many of these issues presented tricky technical problems. There were also
fundamental disagreements over how best to pmceed and even over what "fieer trade" meant: the
rnost obvious was between the United States and the United Kingdom over the Ottawa system of
imperial preferences. Success in this field would not corne easily.

The issue o f postwar commercial policy arose early in the war, at least as early as 1941. First it
came up during the negotiations for the 'consideration' to be given by the United Kingdom to the
United States in exchange for lend-lease: this episode was discussed in the fint chapter. It came

up again during negotiatiow for a US-UK trade deal under the auspices of the Reciprocal Trade

Agreements Act.

The Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act (hereinafier referred to as the R T U ) had been passed by
the US Congress in 1934. Previously, Congress had had to approve every tariff modification in
every trade treaty concluded by the United States. The act dispensed with the need for clause-byclause Congressional approvai of trade deals, authorking the president to cut tariffs by up to 50%
of their original value in exchange for tariff concessions fiom other nations. The Roosevelt
administration had used this act to conclude wide-ranging hade agreements with Canada in 1935

and with Canada and the United Kingdom in 1938. In the earliest years of the war, it sou& another
such deai with the United Kingdom, as well as with Australia, New Zealand, and South Anica
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in June 1941, the UK Aigh Commissioner in Canada, M d c o h MacDonald, wrote King that his
country's need for US dollars had prompteci it to seek greater access to the US market through a new

trade agreement with the United States. In exchange for cuts in some of i ts tari ffs, the United States
wanted reductions in various UK preferentiai tariffs that favoured Commonwealth nations. The
United Kingdom had told the United States that it could not negoiiate away such preferences
unilaterally: this would not be fair to the Dominions whose UK market position would be damaged

thereby. The US was prepared to discw compensation for the affected Commonwealth countrks,
proposing to open negotiations with Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa. MacDonald
stressed the importance of concluding a deai with the Americans, "both fiom the immediate dollar
aspect and also as a contribution to the development of economic CO-operationbetween the United
Statesof Arnenca and the British Commonwealth, as the alternativeto self-sufficiencyon both sides

and post-war econornic rivalry". His government hoped for Dominion support.'

The initial Canadian reaction was favourable. In January 1941, Robertson had lent his support to
the possibility of a US-UK trade deaI3and he was equally sympathetic now.' The Canadian attitude
was far Iess favourable a few months Iater. in November, A. M. Wiseman, the UK Senior Trade

2. NAC, RGl9/3989/T-2-2, Malcolm MacDonald to W. L. MackenzieKing, 9 l5A/Il8, June
3*, 1941.
3. NAC, RGîYïl793/777/368, J. A. Stirling to A. M. Wiseman, January 8&,1941;JAS to
Sir Frederick Phillips, January 8&, 1941; DraA telegram h m Stirling to Shackle, Undated.
4. Robertson ais0 wondered whether the RTAA would permit of another Canada-US ded,
though he thought this ''might better be approached in the iight of whatever recommendations the
Joint Economic Enquiry ... may submit rather than as an adjunct to new negotiations being
undertaken by the United States and other parts of the Commonwealth". NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-2,
N. A. Robertson to W. C. Clark, June 6*, 1941.
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Codssioner, tord Robertson that the US was seeking fiee entry of appIes and pears into the u K . ~
Robertson admitted to Pierrepont Moffat, the US Minister to Canada, that the Canadians "were
surprised and rather embarrasseci by the United States request for fiee entry of apples", as they had
thought that the US would not ask for changes in preferences important to Canadasb Robertson
"hoped that the United States would not press us too hard to consent to the abolition of our apple
preference as part of a senes of Agreements with other parts of the Commonwealth, which Canada
welcomed in principle but h m which we could not hope to receive direct tariff advantages
comparable to those secured in the 1938 negotiations".'

The several reasons for Canada's displeasure with the US request present a nice illustration of the
peculiar considerations involved in trade policy. First was the issue of economic benefit. The apple
preference had long been a source of tension: Robertson reminded Moffat "how difficult and
contentious the reduction ofour apple preference had been in the 1938 negotiations, although at that
time Canada was expecting to benefit directly from numerous and important compensatory
concessions h m the United States".' Now the US was requesting this concession again, at a time

5. NAC, RGl9/3989/T-2-2, A. M. Wiseman to N. A. Robertson, November 14h, 1941 and
N. A. Robertson to W. C. Clark, November 17', 1941 (quotations are from the former letter).

6.NAC, RGl9/3989fl-2-2, N. A. Roberison ta L. D. Wilgress, November l7", 1941. Board
of Trade officials had shared this belief. Wiseman assured Robertson that they would not ask
Canada to consider any such requests, "at least until they have had an opportunity of trying to
persuade the Arnericans to withdraw thern"; of course, "'there could be no question of thei.
entertaining these requests without pnor consultation with the Canadian Government". NAC,
RG1913989lT-2-2, A. M. Wiseman to N.A. Robertson, November 14', 1941 and N. A. Robertson
to W. C. Clark, November 17<b, 1941 (quotations are h m the former letter).
7. NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-2, N. A. Robertson to L.D.Wilgress, November 27", 1941.
8. NAC, RG19/3989/T-î-2, N.A. Robertson to L. D. Wilgress, November 27&, 1941.
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when, as Mackintosh rater observe& UK appIe ciemand was aIready much reduced and Canada
would receive little compensation for its acq~iescence.~Second was the matter of tactics.
Mackintosh counselled refushg the request, "[uJnless it can be s h o w that there are very great
advantages in achieving a U.K.-U.S. agreement now and that the apple preference is an unavoidable
stumbting block": preferences would be very valuable bargaining chips in postwar trade
negotiati~ns.'~
FinaIly, there was domestic politics to consider. The üK market was very important
to Canadian apple producers, taking the vast rnajonty of their experts.' ' In tuni, apples were very
important to Nova Scotia, which produced a substantial portion of the Canadian apple crop. And
Nova Scotia was very important to the Liberal government: in the 1940 eiection, the province had
given ten of its twelve seats to the Liberals, including that of the Minister of Finance, I. L. nsley.

Happily, the Amencans backed off of the apple issue for the time being, though negotiations with
the British continued, as they did with the Australians, New Zealanders, and South Aficans.

[n the

months that followed, Canadian officids did not devote the sort of time to postwar commercial
policy that they did to postwar monetary policy, if for no other reason than that no commercial
policy equivalent to the Keynes or White plans was presented for their consideration. The next clear
indication of their approach to the issue came a year &er the apple episode, at the November 1942
Commonwealth economic policy talks in London.

9. NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-2, W. A. Mackintosh to W. C. Clark, December 3", 1941.
10. NAC, RG19/3989fl-2-2, W. A. Mackintosh to W. C. Clark, December 3d, 1941.

11. In the year 193801939, the UK took 86% of total Canadian green or ripe apple exports
and 99.8% of its canned apples, m e a d by dollar value. It also took 98% of Canadian canned
pears. See NAC, RG19/359l/L- 1lc,"Statistical Statement Indicating the Value of Empire Tariff
Preferences to Canada", Unsigned, July 6m, 1943.

One meeting was devoted to ainng CommonweaIth views on postwar commercial poticy. The
discussion, though general, laid bare many of the tensions that would plague commercial policy
deliberations throughout the postwar planning process. Two issues are particularly worthy of note:
imperial preferences, particularlytheway in which they were affected by the cornmitments accepted
under Article VI1 of the Mutual Aid Agreement, and the best approach to postwar commercial
policy.

The cntical section of Article W for preferences was the pledge to action geared "to the elirnination
of al1 foms of discriminatory treatment in international commerce, and to the reduction of tariffs
and other trade barriers". S u Arnold Overton, the Permanent Secretary of the Board of Trade,

identified a major sticking point when he noted that "dismirnination, in Arnerican eyes, meant above
al1 Imperial preference, and that excessive trade bamers, in British eyes meant chiefly the United
States tariff '. But understanding the Amencan aversion to preferences did not mean accepting it.
A remark by R. M. Campbell of New Zealand that Article W "seemed to irnply that the whole of

Imperia1preference would be bargained against a partial reduction ofUnited States tariffs" touched
off a storm of protest:
There was some discussion on Mr. Campbell's h t point whether al1 preferences should
MR.
necessarily be regarded as discriminatory [and so covered by Article
LJESCHING explained that the United Kingdom Government had never accepted the view
that al1 preferences were discriminatory and THE CHAIRMAN [Sir Arnold Overton]
mentioned that, although some Imperia1 preferences had been in force, for many years,
controversy about them had ody become acute d e r the Ottawa agreements had been
concluded in reply to the Hawley-Smoot tariff. LORD KEYNES said that there was one
legalistic answer to the United States to the effect that preferences were o d y discriminatory
if they were contrary to the most- favoured-nation clause; Imperial preferences were not.
M R WRONG mentioned that the United States made a specific mervation in her trade
agreements in respect of Cuba,and it was possible that she wodd want to do the same after
the war in respect of the Phillippines.

m.

Leith-Ross summed up the potentid for Anglo-American conflict al1 too accurately: "Most
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Americans regarded Arti*ck W as confainllig a predge that Imperia1 preference would be
eliminated, but not as containing a pledge that the United States tariffwould be drasticdly reduced:
there was. therefore, danger of a grave difference of opinion arising.""

nie Canadian position was consistent with its stand in 1941. On the matter of tactics, Mackintosh
asserted that "[tlhe language of Article W made it possible to insist on the reduction of high tariffs
by single-tariff couniries as a quid pro quo for the reduction or elimination of preferences. These
must not be treated separately."" Moreover, if the Arnericans w anted reductions in the preferences

the British accorded their Commonwealth brethren, these could only be secured with the consent
of these Cornmonwedth nations. Any negotiations had to be multilaterd negotiations: appearances
to the contrary, negotiations on prefmnces were never really bilateral negotiations. Finally, cuts

in preferential margins (that is, the ciifference between the preferential t k f f rate and the nonpreferential tariff rate) should liberalize trade, not restrict it M e r . Canada supported the reduction
of the discriminatory effect of preferences vis-à-vis non-Commonwealth nations through lowering
non-preferential tariffs, not raising p r e f m t i d ones.14

On the best approach to trade Iiberalization, Canadian and UK Officials were in broad agreement.

12. PRO, D035/1014/7, Minutes of the Twelfth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
November,'6 1942.

13. On the link between reductions in preferences and reductions in tariffs, see also
Robertson's remarks to Moffat in October 1941 during the US-UK Article W negotiations:
b6Discrimlliationswere one side of a picture, of which the other side was the absolute height of
tariffs. He pobertson] did not feel that we could solve the problem unless we faced both phases
sirnultaneously." Robertson, as quoted by Gfanatstein in A Man of Influence, p. 1 17.
14. PRO,DOW10 W î ,Minutes of the Twelfth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
Novembet 6&,1942.
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Ovefion emphasized that the United Kingdom wodd be in a very difficult position after the war:
stripped of much of its income h m invisible exports, it would have to undertake a massive drive
to expand its visible exports to a o r d the irnports upon which it would continue to depend. The

~ n t i s hneedêd a world in which tarin protection for manufacturing industries was kept to a

minimum. Moreover, they hoped that the Americans, who had favoured a bilateral approach to

tariff reduction, might be persuaded to adopt a bolder, multilateral approach. l 5

Keyies supporteci the bold approach. Asserting that Britons needed liberalized trade more than any
other people, he suggested that they rnighi be well advised to propose a sweeping and arnbitious
approach to commercial policy reform, "as for instance that there should be no preferences, no
export subsidies, and no irnport duties higher than twenty-five per cent ad valorem". But Keynes,

no drearny idedist, recognized that "[tlhe question whether a proposal on these lines should be put
forward was a political rather than an economic one". Leith-Ross wondered how the Dominions

might feel about a proposai dong the lines of that recently suggested by the Amencan media
magate, Henry Luce, that al1 tariffs between the United States and the United Kingdom, and also
perhaps beween thern and the Commonwealth, be eliminated.l6

The fact that the British were thinking big must have pleased the Canadians, but their customary
sensitivity to the politics of the issue made them cautious. Mackintosh agreed with the desirability
of a bold a~proach,but emphasized that it wouid be silly for the UK to suggest a policy to which

15. PRO, DOW10 14/7, Minutes of the Twelfth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Talks,
November 6', 1942.

16.PRO, DO3YlO lW, Minutes ofthe Twelfth Meeting of the Post-War Economic Taiks,
November,'6 1942.
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it was not absoîuteiy committed. SpecificaIiy, he wondered whether the Dominions would be
willing to elirninateail of their tariffs vis-à-vis the United States and the United Kingdom; however,
if the UK were really ready to do this, it should do it. He favoured an approach more like the one
suggested by Keynes. drawing attention to a proposa1 by Professor Jacob Viner. the respected
University of Chicago econornist, that combineci a tariff ceiling with across-the-board tariff cuts."
Rasminsky supported both this approachand action on multilateral lines: "[hle refened to Professor
Viner's proposa1 and suggested that, as a matter of procedure, it would be wise to work towards an
internationalTariffConvention of the United Nations, whose share of world trade was so great that
no other countnes would be able to stand out."" The Canadian post-talks report noted that "riln
general, we supported the suggestion of a bold positive approach to commercial policy while
emphasizing that there must be no element of bluff in the proposals made"; it also noted the
disturbing fact "that some U. K. representatives were inclined to be defeatist conceming any real
action h m the United States". l 9

Over the next few months, UK officiais fleshed out their ideas on postwar commercial policy. In
April 1943, a proposal for an international commercial policy organization was submitted for

17. The Canadians did not indicate the source of Viner's proposal. Viner had given a talk
to a Canadian Institute on Public Anairs conference in August 1942: the published proceedings of
the conference do not reproduce his address verbatim and the summary of his remarks do not refer
to the proposal mentioned above. The summary does note that Viner called for the creation of an
international tariff authority and "a marked reduction of tariffs". See Jacob Viner,"International
Economic Reconstruction", in A. R M. Lower and J. F. Parkinson, Editors, War & Reconstruction:
Some Canadiun Issues (Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 1942), pp. 39-43 (quotation is fiom p. 42).

18. PRO,D035/1014/7, Minutes of the Tweif€h Meeting of the Post-War Economic T a s ,
November 6", 1942.
19. NAC, RGl9/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, "Draft Report of the Canadian Representatives
9", 1942".
at the 'Tost-War Economic T W 7Held in London Between October 23" and ~ovember
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mimsterial approvaL2' On April n"Z, the War Cabinet decided in favour of fiII consuItations with

the Dominions on the proposal before discussing it with the US." That day, telegrams were sent
to the Dominions giving details of the approach to be made to the Amencans and asking hem to

send experts to London for discussions as soon as po~sible.~

The approach was in the fonn of an aide-memoire that the UK Ambassador to the US, Lord Halifax,
would give to the US Secretary of State, Corde11 Hull. The aide-memoire suggested action on a
number of fronts: a tariff ceiling; reductions in preferences; the adoption of the pnnciple of mutual
non-discriminationu; restrictions on the use of quotas; prohibition of export subsidies; rules for the
conduct of state trading; and the creation of a "general commercial code to which al1 counûies
would be invited to subscribe". It stressed the desirability of the multilateral over the bilateral
approach, the need to include as many countnes as possible in the new international commercial
order, and the need for complementary measures to provide for international clearing and "an

20. Pressnell, pp. 99-107; Gardner, p. 103.
2 1. If, however, the US pressed the IIK for its views on postwar commercial policy before
talks with the Dominions were complete, the UK would not refuse to discuss the issue. See PRO,
CAB6934,Cabinet 58(43) 1, Apnl22) 1943. An carlier meeting had revealed two schaols of
thought about the wisdom of pior consultations with the Dominions. Some rninistes womed
about the lengthy delay that might remit if the LJK tned to secure Commonwealthconsensusbefore
opening discussions with the US. The Secretary of State for Dominion LUT",C. R. Attlee, argued
that Commonwealth talks would put the UK "Ui a stronger position in our approach to the United
States ifwe could speak on behalfof the British Commonwealth as a whole". See PRO, CAB65/34.
Cabinet 50(43)1, April 8h, 1943.

22. NAC, RG2/44/W-22-3/1941-1943,
SSDA to SSEA, D.234,D.235,and D.236, April
22", 1943.
23. The aide-memoire suggested that not aIi preferences would be covered by the principle
of non-discrimination, since there were "[plreferences which we do not regard as discriminatoryin
a strict sense of the word". Set NAC, RGUWW-22-3/l94LI 943, SSDA to SSEA, D.235,April
225 1943.

expansive workî economy". 'Ihere were a fêw caveats: the UR wouTd reserve the right to maintain
controls in the immediate postwarperiod; the UK thought that "[qluite apart from our own position
a general plan should leave room for special arrangementswithin political and geographic groups";
and it suggested that quotas be permitted to redress balance of payments difficulties. to give effect
to international commodity schemes, "and on security g~ounds".'~

In Ottawa, a systematic evaluation ofcanada's postwar commercial policy interests had been slowly
getting under way. A skeletal memorandum by Mackintosh on postwar domestic and international
economic problems had been circulating ammg officiais since the beginning of 1943" and a subcornmittee of the Economic Advisory Committee (hereinafter referred to as the EAC) had recently
been struck under his chairmanship to consider postwar reconstructi~n.~~
The focus was on the
process by which policies would be developed, with rnost of the discussion devoted to the studies

to be done and the people to do them. Two memoranda, both likely by I. Scott ~acdonald", a

24. NAC, RG2/44Mr-22-3/1941-1943, SSDA to SSEA, D.235, April 22"6, 1943.
25. See, for example, QU, John Deutsch Paped106/1228, W.A.M. to Deutsch, February
11",1943; "Post-War Economic Problems (Rev. l)",Unsigued and undate& "Post-War Economic
Problerns (Rev. 2)", Unsigned and undateci; NAC, RG19/3446/Post-War Planning-Cumnt,
"Memorandurn for Dr. Mackintosh Re Your list of Post-War Economic hoblems", by RBB,
January 2T", 1943.
26. The Economic Advisory Committee was created early in the war. At first it focussed
on the immediate needs of the war effort: only in 1942-1943 did it tum its attention to the postwar
period. See Doug Owram, The Govemrnent Generation: C d i a n Intellectuuk and the State.
1900-1945, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, l986), pp. 282-287.
27. The later memorandum, dated March 25', 1943, is signed "JSM". The earlier one, of
March 12', 1943, is unsigned, but is in the same format, is dated in the same handwriting, and
appears to have been composeci on the same typewriter as the later one. See NAC,
RG25/2869/1843-A-40c Part 1,Memorandum for Dr. Mackintosh, Unsigned, March 12", 1943and
JSM to Dr.Mackintosh, March 25', 1943.
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specialist in economic issues who had been with the Department ofExtemal Affairs since the 1920s,
are noteworthy for the insight they provide into the Canadian position in the postwar planning

process and the sense Canadians had of this position. They also reveal the determination of the
Department of External Affairs to be involved in the commercial policy process.''

The first memorandum, dated March 12", stressed the need for approachingpostwar reconstruction

fiom an international, rather than a domestic, perspective, from the point of view of both politics
and economics, and with the full inclusion of the Department of Extemal Aff'airs. It argued:

The necessity of thinking about problems of reconstruction does not arise fiom any
revolutionary upsurge with Canada cailing for a re-casting of our economic system, with
some incidental repercussions on the ouiside world. It aises rather fiom the necessity of
titting Canada into a radically changed international order. We have to plan not only to fit
Canada into this new international order, the main outlines of which are determined by
factors completely beyond our control, but, at the same time, to make use of such influence
as Canada c m exert on the international level to m a t e that general fiame-work or set of
conditions that is most advantageous to Canada."
This argument must have made an impression on Mackintosh, for he discussed the matter m e r
with Macdonald on March 24". The following day Macdonald outlined various preparatory studies
to help determine the Canadian approach to discussions on the postwar international economy,
wisely noting, "While we cannot set ourselves up in opposition to the "Great Powers", we can try
to influence their programmes, while they are still in the formative stage, in a sense favourable to

28. Hilliker notes that until early 1943, the Department of Extemai A f E h had been illequipped to handle economic questions:Robertson and T. A. Stone were the only officials able to
do thejob. in February o f that year a new economic division was established, whose responsibilities
includingcommercial relations and postwarplannùig. lt was led by Scott Macdonald. See Hilliker,
pp. 272-273. In this context, the strength of Macdonald's memoranda demanding a larger role for
his department in the postwar planning process is understandable.
29. NAC, RG25/2869/1843-A-40c P a . 1, Memorandum for Dr. Mackintosh, Unsigned,
March 12&,1943.

ourse1ves. This condition makes carefi1preparation not Tess but more ne~essary."~' The mival,
less than a month later, of the invitation to London expedited this bbcarefulpreparation". The job
of preparing the Canadian position would be undertaken by the new Mackintosh-led EAC subcornmittee? '

Reaction to the L K proposa1 was favourable. Robertson argued to the Prime Minister that the
initiative "appears to be one which it is strongly in Canada's interest to encourage and s u p p ~ a " . ~
The proposa1 stressed the desirability of a broad multilateral approach to the problem of

international commercial relations", which was ''the oniy really sound and comprehensive method
of securing satisfactoryconditionsoîtrade and perhapr, in the long run, of political security". It was
consistent with the Atlantic Charter and the Novernber 1942 exchange of notes with the United
States, and was of particular interest to Canada, which had gained aimost dl it could by way ofUS
tariff reductions through negotiations under the RTAA. As Robertson observed, "We would have
very M e , therefore, to gain by M e r negotiations on a bilateral basis and must look to a

30. NAC, RG25/2869/1843-A-40c Part 1, JSM to Dr. Mackintosh, March 25", 1943.
3 1. One official noted that the invitation would provide the perféct kick-start for the EAC's
work. See NAC, RG2/44/W-22-3/1941-1943,
J. R. Baldwin to A. D. P. Heeney, Apn1 27<h,1943.
Hector Mackenzie observes that although the Cabinet War Cornmittee referred the matter to the
InterdepartmentalCommittee on Postwar Trade, it was a c W y the Mackintosh cornmittee that took
up the job. See Hector Murdoch Mackenzie, Mutual Assistance: The finance of British
requirements in Canada during the Second World War,(Unpubiished D .Phil. thesis, University of
Oxford, 198 1), p. 436. See also NAC, RGU7C/C4875/5678, Minutes of Cabinet War Cornmittee
Meeting held A p d 28". 1943 (Exhibit 201).
32. NAC, RG2/44/W-22-3/194 1-1943, Externat Affairs mernorandum for the Prime
Minister, April 26", 1943. This copy of the memorandum is unsigneà, but Jack Granatstein
identifies the memorandum as being by Robertson in A Man of Influence, pp. 123-124.
33. NAC, RGU44Mr-22-3/1941-1943, SSDA to SSEA,D.235,Apnl 22d, 1943.

muftitateral convention, on the broad

ofthe British proposal, if we are to secure ready access

to the United States and to world markets. We should, therefore, 1think, throw our whole weight
behind the British proposal."" The Deputy Minister o f f inance also lent his support, writing Wrong
that it was "fortunate that the aide-mernoire ... is as constructive and enlightened as it appears to
be" .35 Robertson even cornmended the aide-memoire to the UK High Commissioner and assured
him of Canada's support.''

The proposal was not without its problems. Clarification was needed on a number of points.37 J.

R. Baldwin, an official with the Privy Council Office and member of the EAC sub-cornmittee,
thought the proposal "so abbreviated that it would be open to mi~understanding".~~
Robertson
observed that the aide-memoire spoke in generaiities about a problern that was highly cornplex,
making ~ornmonwealth
consultatione~sential.'~
Another problem, raised by both Clark and Oliver
Master, the Acting Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce, was the old concern that

34. NAC, RG2/44/W-22-3/ 1941- 1943, External Affairs memorandum for the Prime
Minister, Apri126', 1943. Robertson used similar arguments in his pmentation to the Cabinet War
Committee on the UK initiative. See NAC, RG2/7C/C4875/5678, Minutes of Cabinet War
Committee Meeting held April28', 1943 (Exhibit 201).
35. NAC, RG19/3989/T-T-2-9-2Nolume 1, W. C. Clark to H. Wrong, May 8', 1943. Clark
qualified his approval: "(although 1 note that room is asked for "special arrangements within

political and geographical groups" and there is no intimation as to how much elbow-roorn is wanted
in this connection)."
36. PRO, BT1112 193, UKHCC to DO, No.997, Apri130h, 1943.

37. See, for example, NAC, RG2/44Mr-22-3/1941- 1943, "Dtaft", Unsigned, April 266:
1943; NAC, RG19/3592n- 11E, Untitled, unsigneci, and undatecl, memorandum.
38. NAC, RG2/44MT-22-3/1941-1943, J. R Baldwin to A. D. P. Heeney, April2p, 1943.
39. NAC, RGUWW-22-3/ 194 1- 1943, E x t a a l Mairs rnemorandum for the Prime
Minister, April26: 1943.
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Commonwealth talks might cause the Americans to fear the creation of a united Commonwealth
front. As Clark observed, however, this was a risk that had to be taken?

On Apnl28", the Cabinet War Committee indicated its implicit approval of the overall approach4';

on May 3", an interdepartmental meeting was held to consider the initiative m e r . Robertson
observed that its timing and form might be a little awkward, following as it did hot on the heels of
the renewal of the RTAA (with its implied preference for a bilateral approach to postwar trade

liberalization) and coming h m the British white there was still much tension over the Keynes and
White plans. Nevertheless, the meeting agreed with Robertson that ''trade is one question which
the U.S.may never raise if it is leR to them to do SO, and there is advantage in approaching them
before they make too many commitments in too many trade pacts". Robertson also wondered
whether some might gain the impression that the United Kingdom was empowered to speak for the
entire Commonwealth; Mackintosh assured him that Canadian officiais had stressed at the 1942
London talks that this could not be so. Mackintosh thought that commercial policy raised more
issues requiring Commonwealth considerationthan did monetary poücy and suggested that the UK
had learned Erom its mistakes: prier Commonwealth consultations and the high-level nature of the

approach to be made to the US indicated that it "want[ed] to avoid the difficulties which arose over

40. NAC, RG25/3258/6000-A-40, O. Master to N. A. Robertson, April27"', 1943; NAC,
RG19/3989/T-2-9-2NoI 1, W. C. Clark to H. Wrong, May 8", 1943.
41. NAC, RG2/7C/C4875/5678, Minutes of Cabinet War Committee Meeting held April
2sLh,1943 (Exhibit 201). See also Mackintosh's comment that the proposed instnictions to the

Canadian delegation (discussed below) had 'the object of assisting those going to London in
exploring the background and content of the United Kingdom proposal. Less attention has been
given to emphasizing the over-dl merits of the proposal to which 1undersfanci the War Cornmittee
has aiready given approval." See NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, W. A. Mackintosh to A.
D. P. Heeney, May 14h, 1943.
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the currency plan being widely known unofficially and rejected in the same way before it had a
chance at the official

Much the rest of the meeting was devoted to a detailed consideration of the aide-memoire.'" That

same day Canada accepted the British invitationU and work on the Canadian position continued
during the next week and a half. On May 1 6 , the "Report of the Advisory Comrnittee on Economic
Policy on Trade Policy (Dominions Office Telegram of April22, 1943)" was ready.

It began by asserting that a multilateral approach to postwar commercial relations was in the general

interest and in Canada's interest. Delegates should try to determine UK thinking on various points
and secure changes in the proposal in keeping with Canada's interests, "subject to the specific

resewation that, regardless of what Canadian offcials contribute to the final draft, it shall remain

a purely United Kingdom document to which the Canadian govemment will not be in any [way]
committed". Similarly, the Canadian govemment would not object to Anglo-American discussions
on preferences, but it would not be committed by them. Nevertheless, cornmitments to reduce
preferences should be linked to commitments to reduce tariffs. Preferences were important to
Canada and "substantial reductions could not be regarded lightly", but the Canadian govemment
would support the United Kingdom initiative "in the hope that the whole body of proposais

42. NAC, RG19/3WU'L-ll E, "Notes on Meeting of May 3" to discuss invitation h m
London for taks on Trade Policy".
43. NAC, RG19/35WL-ll E, "Notes on Meeting of May 3" to discuss invitation h m
London for talks on Trade Policy".
44. NAC, RGU44/W-22-3/1941- 1943, SSEA to SSDA, No.75, May 3", 1943.
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ultimately deveIoped wiTi prove beneficial to Canadian trade and that of other c o ~ n t r i e s . ' ~

The report then dealt with the details of the proposal. Clarification was needed on certain features.
What sort of measures did the UK intend to use during the postwar transitional penod? What was
the nature of the tariff ceiling proposal? Would subsidies to domestic production be subject to

regulation? What sort of security considerations would permit the use of quotas? Delegates were
also to bnng up the composition and Functions of the proposed international commercial
convention, restriction of discriminatory practices not mentioned in the proposal, standardkation
and simplification of commercial practices (including customs and anti-dumping procedures), and
wherher 'general bilateral agreements" would still be possible within the proposed multilateral
framework. On two issues Cmadian representatives should take a strong stand: the use of quotas
under certain circumstances and the relationship between tari ff and preference reductions.'

Under the UK proposal, a country could employ quotas "on security grounds". The vagueness of

45. NAC, RG I9/3989/T-2-9-î/Volurne 1, "Report ofthe Advisory Commineeon Economic
Policy on Trade Policy (Dominions Office telegram of Apnl 22, 1943), May 1 8 , 1943".
Preferences were very important to Canada One assessrnent concluded: "Spread throughout
practicaliy the entire range of Canadian industry, primary and secondary, there are a large number
of products exports on a substantial scale, chiefly, and in some cases almost exclusively, to Empire
markets in which they receive preferential tariff treatment. Lf, through the abolition of Empire
preferences, these markets were to be lost wholly, or to a considerable extent, it is not readily
apparent in rnost cases, where alternate export markets could be found. Moreover, in quite a
number of cases these Empire markets absorb such a large part, not only of total exports, but of total
Canadian production, the loss of them wodd be a most serious blow to the industries concerneci."
See NAC, RG191359 IL-1 1c, "Statisticd Statement Indicating the Value of Empire TarifY
Preferences to Canada", Unsigneci, July 6*, 1943.
46. NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1,'Xeport ofthe Advisory Cornmitteeon Economic
,
Policy on Trade Policy (Dominions Office telegram of A p d 22, 1943), May 1 4 ~ 1943".
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this phrase4' troubied Canadian officiak, as its interpretation could "be as narrow as the control of
irnports of munitions ofwar or broad enough to cover the protection of United Kingdom agriculture
and a new Safeguarding of Industries ACZ'.' Canadian representatives should ask the British to

explain their understanding of this provision. If the phrase were narrowly defined or was
bbconceivedas operating only under international authority", fine. If not, they were stmngly to
protest its inclusion on the grounds that it '%vould cast doubt on the effectiveness and dependibility
[sic] of the convention and could be so abused by some signatories as to defeat the purposes of the
c~nvention".~~

The instructions on the relationship between tariffs and preferences were even more forceful.'
Canada would accept modification of its privileged position in Commonwealthmarkets only ifother
nations "substantially reduced" theu high tariffs and reduced any tariff preferences they afforded

47. The use of quotas had been a hotly debated topic in the British government: see
Pressnell, pp. 100-108.
48. NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, "Report of the Advisory Cornmitteeon Economic
Policy on Trade Policy (Dominions Office telegram of April22, 1943), May 14", 1943".
49. NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, '%port of the Advkory Committeeon Economic
.
Happily,
Policy on Trade Policy (Dominions Office telegram of April22, 1943). May 1 4 ~1943".
this was one of those instances in which the Canadians could argue a case on the grounds that it
would not serve the generai interest, when in reality it also did not serve their specific interests: "It
should be borne in rnind that Canada would probably have less pouibility of using such a basis for
exception than any other country."
50. Before laying out the general instructions on this issue, the report ârew attention to the
way in which the UK proposal dealt with the issue of preferences: "It is to be noted that the
"elirnination" of preferences implied by Article W of the Mutual Aid Agreement has been
converted to a reduction." This modification was of no immediate consequence, but it was an
orninous portent of future US-UK conflict on the issue. See NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-Wolume 1,
"Report of the Advisory Committee on Economic Policy on Trade Policy (Dominions Office
telegram of Apri122,1943), May 14', 1943".
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third parties? Moreover. in the UK proposal, whose htent was to liberalize, not M e r restrict,
international trade, preferential margins were to be reduced through reductions in non-preferential
tari ffs, not increases in preferential tariffs towards the level of non-preferential ones. Some nations

might be unable to accept this principle (ironically, including Canada in few instances): Canadian
officiais should recommend 'Wat it would be better in such cases not to insist on more than

moderate narrowing ofpreferences if by doing more the only result achieved would be a substantial
increase in the rates effective against countries enjoying preferential treatment". They should also
keep an eye out for Canada's interests when it came to the incidence of the pain arising h m
reductions in preferences, a pain that should be shared by Commonwealth nations, as "[tlhere may
be a tendency for other Commonwealth countries to agree in conceding to the United States the
preferences which they grant to Canada while preserving those granted to othed"? The report
ended on a positive note, stressing that, notwithstanding its suggestions, the Zn< proposal was "a
most desirable approach which should be encouraged and supported"."

On May 1gh, the Cabinet War Cornmittee approved the report." On

une 2 5 Robertson wrote King

that he was "in a bit of a quandary" about who should go to London. The talks were important to

5 1. On this point see also NAC, RG25/3258/6000-A-40,
"Draft", Unsigneci, Apnl26&,1943;
NAC, RGî/44/W-22-3/194
1 1943, Extenial M a i n memorandum for the Prime Minister, Apnl
26", 1943; NAC, RG19/3592/L-lI E, 'Wotes on Meeting of May 3" to discuss invitation h m

-

London for talks on Trade Policy".
52. NAC, RGl9/3989/T-î-9-2NoIume 1, "Report of the Advisory Cornmitteeon Economic
Policy on Trade Policy (Dominions Office telegram of A p d 22,1943), May 14', 1943".
5 3. NAC, RG19/3989T-2-9-UVolume 1, ''Report of the Advisory Committee on Economic

Policy on Trade Policy (Dominions Office telegram of Apri122, 1943), May 14', 1943".
54. NAC, RG2/7C/C4875/5679,
Minutes of Cabinet War Committee Meetingheld May 19'1943 (Exhibit 237).

Canada and the UR proposai was "sensible and well conceived". Sîrong representation was needed.
Various people had suggested that Robertson lead the delegation", but there was too much to be
done in Ottawa. The officials Trade and Commerce proposed to send were not "particularlystrong
and certainly not of Wilgress' calibre"."

Hector McKinnon, the Chaiman of the Tariff Board,

could be spared. and Extemal Affairs could send Macdonald: both were good, but given the
importance to Canada of the issues to be discussed, the delegation had to be strengthened. Canada
had sent very strong delegations to London and Washington for the monetary t&s; "[olur interest

in and responsibility for efforts to res[tore] a keer international trade after the war are at least as
great in the field of stable exchanges". Perhaps Usley could make Mackintosh a~ailable?'~

He could and he did. nsley agreed that the delegation wanted strengthening, and pulled Mackintosh
from the delegation going down to Washington for the multilateral monetary taks. The delegation
to London would thus be McKinnon (who would lead it), Mackintosh, Macdonald, and Yves
Lamontagne, from the Department of Trade and C~mrnerce.'~

55. Clark believed "it absolutely necessary that Norman Robertson should head the
delegation to London. Of the old triumvirate of tariff negotiators [ h mthe 1930~1,he is the ody
one still in hamess in Ottawa and we need the continuity ofhis experience as well as the prestige
and power of his position." (Apparently Clark had forgotten that another member of "the old
triumvirate" was still in Ottawa, the Chairman of the Tariff Board, Hector McKinnon.) See NAC,
RG l9/3989/T-Z-9-UVolume 1, W. C. Clark to H. Wrong, May 8&,1943. Malcolm MacDonald also
pushed for Robertson to corne to London, not least so that he could help sort out the contentious
issue of Canadian membership on the Combined Food Board. See PRO, BT 11/2 193, UKHCC to
DO, No.997. April 3om, 1943; DO to the UKHCC, No.1156, May 12', 1943; UKHCC to DO,
No. 1110, May 13', 1943.
56. Dana Wilgress had been the Deputy MUUster ofTrade and Commerce until he was made
Canadian Minister to the Soviet Union in November 1942. See Hilliker, p. 265.
57. NAC, RG25/5705/7-J(s) Part 1/6000-A-4OC,
NAR to the Prime Minister, 2.6.43.
58. NAC, RG25/5705/7-J(s) Part 116000-A-40C, NAR to the Prime MUiister, 10.6.43.

The discussions began on June 156. Su Arnold Overton chaired the meetings, and he, together with
Percivale Liesching, Second Secretaryof the Board of Trade, laid out the UK position that h t day.
The talks were to be informal, non-committal, and confidentid, a general discussion of issues of
postwar commercial policy that would include the best way for the UK to approach the US on the
topic. The program outlined in Article W of the Mutual Aid Agreement had to be regarded as a
whole, but opinion in the United States was divided over how the commercial policy aspects of this
program should be worked out. The Arnericans might prove CO-operativewhen it came to the
liberalization of trade, but they might not. This situation led Liesching to conclude:
There were thus two possibilities. It was probably too soon to know which way United
States opinion would go, but there was no doubt which way the United Kingdom would like
it to go. Any proposals which might be made for post-war commercial policy might have
a significant effect in infiuencing which way the United States would decide. Leadership
of the right kind would be very helpful. The absence of any initiative, or an initiative of the
wrong kind, might have the most unhappy results. One of the main reasons for wishing to
consult other Empire Govemrnents on this subject was to consider the sort of proposals for
commercial policy which were best calculated to give a lead to the world in a way which
would be consonant with self-interest and which would be likely to prove most acceptable
in the United States.
Liesching then discussed some of the thinking behind the aide-memoire. In particular, UK experts
had reached three important conclusions. First, the United States apparently âid not understand
what would be required of it in the postwar world as a major creditor nation: this was evident in its
claim that the renewal of the RTAA was "a "major contribution" on the part of the United States
to the economic well-being of the post-war world", when in fact the limitations of the act meant that
~
a bilateral approach to trade Iiberalization would not do, leading to neither
it was n ~ t . ' Second,

59. By 1940, the Roosevelt administration had begcm touting the potential postwar utility
of the RTAA., persuading Congras during the renewal hearings that year that the act was "an
essential tool for acbieving world peace". See Susan Anel Aaronson, Trade and the American
Dream: A Social History ofPostwar T'de Policy, (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky,
1W6), p. 27. See also the discussion of how and why the Roosevelt administration iinked the
renewal of the RTAA to postwar peace and prosperity in 1940 and 1943 in Zeiler, pp. 15-19.
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quick nor equitable resuIts. Third, the Amencans wouId IikeIy insist on some modification of
imperial preferences, but this could oniy be accepted within the context of a larger multilateral
commercial convention.*

The Canadians said little in response, apart h m McKinnon agreeing that a Bntish Commonwealth
approach to the United States w u essential in light of the recent renewal of the R T M and the
"danger that the United States, in passing the Act, might feel that they had aiready taken sufficient
lead?'

But though they said M e , Canadian officials were pleased with the remarks of their Bntish

colleagues, which were so rnuch in line with Canadian thinking. Their comrnents the following day
brought this out: Article W had to be regarded as a whole, the cornmitments to "the expansion of
production, employrnent and the exchange and consumption of goods" and "the reduction of tariffs
and other trade bamers" were 'hot alternative but complementasr>'; only a multilaterd approach
could produce the desired results; reductions in tariffs and preferentid margins had to be negotiated
t~gether.'~

This coincidence of views between Canadian and Bntish officials was evident throughout the
discussions, which lasted until June 30~. As a report sent to Ottawa near the end of the talks put
it: "We have kept very closely to our brief, which goes rather M e r in support of United Kingdom

60. PRO,T230/129, Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 1' Meeting,
Minutes of Meeting held June 15', 1943.
6 1. PRO, T2301129, Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 1" Meeting,

Minutes of Meeting held June IS", 1943.
62. PRO,T2301129, Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 2d Meeting,
Minutes of Meeting held June 16", 1943.

proposal than the other delegations do, though none had ventured to question soundness of general
British approach or desirability of using present circumstances to get reduction in tariffs by a
multilateral convention.'"

Mackintosh clearly and eloquently laid out the Canadian essential

conditions for imperial preference modification^.^ McKinnon raised the issue of the use of quotas
on security grounds, and his fears were partly put to rest by indications that theu use would be
govemed by an international ~rganization.~'And they lent strong overall support to the UK
initiative: "In particular the Canadian delegation expressed its wholehearted support, both of the
principle of a multilateral convention on the lines of the Aide Memoire for the reduction of trade
barriers, and also of the suggestion that the United Kingdom should now take the initiative with the
United States on these l i n e ~ . ' ~

CHCUK to SSEA, No.1423, June 25*, 1943.
63. NAC, RG2/44/W-22-3/1941-1943,
64. PRO,T230/129, Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 4 Meeting,
Minutes of Meeting held June 18", 1943 and P.C.P.(43) 5' Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held June
2 1Y, 1943. The summary of the discussions reported that there was general agreement that the
Canadian position on the inseparability of the tariff and preference issues was the correct one; no
such consensus existed on the Canadian contention that preferential margins should be reduced by
reductions in non-preferentiai tariffs, not increases in preferentialtariffs. See PRO, TZ301129, PostWar Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43)5, Summary ofDiscussions between Officials of
the United Kingdom, the Dominions and India held in London in June 1943. See also McKenzie,
p. 125.
65. PRO,T230/129, Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 5' Meeting,
Minutes of Meeting held June 21n, 1943. The post-talks report noted that the Canadians
""questioned the exception, in respect of both of the tariff c e i h g and the quantitative Unport
restrictions, in favour of industries necessary to national security, though we were w i b g to accept
it if it were stn'ctly safeguarded". See NAC, RG19/3447/Post-War Roposals Miscellaneous,
"Report of the Canadian Representatives at the 'Tost-War Commercial Policy Discussions" held
in London between June 15" and June 30m,1943'.

66. PRO, T230/129, Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 5, Summary of
Discussions between Officials of the United Kingdom, the Dominions and India held in London in
June 1943.
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The Canadians did nof O ffer blhd support for the UR proposd. Kecognizing that many of its ideas
would present triclq technical problems, they argued that this was no reason not to pursue them.
For example, Mackintosh strongly favoureà the tariff ceiiing proposal, despite the technical hurdles
that would have to be cleared in order to implernent it. M e r dl. he observed, "war administration
had surmounted difficulties which would have appeared unsurmountable [sic] in pre-war years"?'
Similariy, he argued against inaction on export subsidies on the basis of the difficulty of defining
and regulating them."

They also offered suggestions for its improvement. When the Australians urged the UK not to lose

sight of the importance of full employment policies during its discussions with the US, McKinnon
proposed modi f j m g the aidemernoire so that it reflectcd the fact "that commercial policy was being
looked at in relation to the other problems of post-war recon~tniction".~~
The Canadians also
successfûlly suggested that adherents to the commercial convention be obliged to extend most
favoured nation statu to one another." And they offered tips on tactics. Conviction that the

67. PRO, T2301129, Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 4" Meeting,
Minutes of Meeting held June 18', 1943 and P.C.P.(43) 5, Summary of Discussions between
Officials of the United Kingdom, the Domniions and India held in London in Iune 1943.

68. PRO, T2301129, Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 6" Meeting,
Minutes of Meeting held June 22"d,1943.
69. PRO, T2301129, Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 3d Meeting,
,
Coombs was given the job of coming up with a revision
Minutes of Meeting held June 1 7 ~1943.
of the section in question.
70. PRO, TZO/ 129, Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 5, Summary of
Discussions between Officiais of the United Kingdom, the Dominions and India held in London in
June 1943. The omission of nich a provision appears to have been an oversight: Meade noted that
it should have been specified "that it was essential for members of the club to give m.f.n. treatrnent
to each other". PRO,T2301129, Post-War CommercialPolicy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 8& Meeting,
Minutes of Meeting held June 24', 1943.

rnurtilateral approach was the best approach mingIed with the knowledge of the essentiality of
Anglo-Amencan accord in McKinnon's suggestion that the UK cite the recent Hot Springs food
conference as a precedent justifjmg its approach to the US. "It could", McKinnon argued,
be contended with complete justification that a discussion of the best means of working out
the application of the principles you have accepted in Article 7 of the Mutual Aid
Agreement, follow naturally upon the deliberations of the Food Conference, and that its
importance is so great that, while ultimately the matter would have to be considered by a
Conference between al1 the nations afkted, some pnor discussions might well be
undertaken now,or in the very near fiiture, along the lines you have envisaged.

No internationalconfwence would succeed where there was no Anglo-American agreement, making
pnor consultation essential. There was much detailed preparatory work to be done, and if the war
continued to go as well as it seemed to be going, this work needed to be started as soon as possible:
"[tlhe important thing, after all, is to get discussions started on the broader basis and thus to head
off, without seeming to do so, a United States initiative on the narrow and, indeed, quite inadequate
b a i s of the Trade Agreements ~ c t . " ~ '

There was less accord between the other Commonwealth delegations and the British. Tensions
amse between the British and South Afican representatives over the purpose of the present

discussions. South Ahica had sent a high-powered delegationn, whose members were hstrated by
the absence of details and cirafting work during the talks. There was a sharp disagreement between
the British and the Australians over Australia's desire to continue its bilateral trade negotiations
71. PRO,T230/129,Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) zd Meeting,
Minutes ofMeeting held June 1 6 ~1943.
, For tactical advice h m Mackintosh, see PRO,T23O/l29,
Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.CR(43) '6 Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held June
22*, 1943; P.C.P.(43) 7&Meeting, Minutes ofMeethg held une 23*¶1943;P.C9.(43) 5, Summary
of Discussions between Officiais of the United Kingdom, the Dominions and India held in London
in June 1943.
72. NAC, RGU44fW-22-3/1941-1943. CHCUK to SSEA, No. 1423, June 25&, 1943.

under the RTAA and the United Kingdom's desire that aiI bilateral negotiations be suspended so

that Amencan attention could be redirected to the multilateral approach. The British received
support from the Canadians in these disagreements, as the latter joined the former in arguing for
keeping the talks general and against attempting to draft any kind of documentn,as well as against

the continuation of the bilateral negotiating pr~cess.'~The Canadians also agreed that much
preparatory work was needed before an international conference could be cdled, such as the one

on employment suggested by Dr. H. C. Coombs of ~ustralia" The only issue on which UK and
Canadian representativesdisagreed was on the question of relations between countries that adhered
to the commercial convention and those that did not: the Cmadians preferred that those outside the
convention not receive its benefits through most favoured nation agreements with countries that did
adhere to it, while the British feared that withdrawal of most favoured nation status h m nonadherents could lead to commercial ~arfare.'~

73. PRO, T230/129, Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 7' Meeting,
Minutes of Meeting held June 23", 1943. See also the third meeting at which R. M. Campbell of
New Zealand requested fiom the United Kingdom officials specifics about the Ievel of the tariff
ceiling they had in mind (the UK experts had only referred to it as "X%"). Mackintosh contended
"that it should be emphasised that the purpose of the present meetings was not to concert a demand
upon the United States. Many considerations would have to be taken into account in detemiining
an appropriate level for X." See PRO, TBOlt 29, bst-War CornefCid Poticy Discussions,
P.C.P.(43) 3" Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held June 17', 1943; see also PRO,T230/129,PostWar Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 4 Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held June 18",
1943.
74. PRO, T23O/l29,Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 10' Meeting,
Minutes of Meeting held June 28m, 1943 and P.C.P.(43) 5, Summary of Discussions between
Officiais of the United Kingdom, the Dominions and India held in London in June 1943. For a
discussion of the Australian side of the issue, see McKenzie, pp. 125- 126.

75. PRO, T230/129, Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 3* Meeting,
Minutes of Meeting held June 17", 1943.
76. PRO, T2301129, Post-War Commercial Poticy Discussions, P.C.P.(43) 3" Meeting,
Minutes ofMeethg held June 17*, 1943; P.C.P.(43)8m~eeting,
Minutes o f ~ e e t i n held
g une 24:
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One other source of tension arose outside the conference mom. As previously noted, various

Canadian officiais were concerned about the impression the talks might impart to the ~mericans."
Unlike in 1942, however, the Canadians said nothing of their concem to the British: this tirne it
was the Australians who raised the issue."

On May 27', the United Kingdom notified the

Dominions that it would inform the United States of the informal and exploratory character of the
talk~'~,
and on June 11" it did so.''

But the Canadians were taking no chances. In Washington,

Pearson tried to convince Acheson that the Americans need not be concemed about the t a l k ~ . ~ '
Although he was satisfied that Acheson had gotten the rne~sage,'~
Acheson's countrymen were
unconvinced of its veracity. On June 21", on instructions nom the State Department, US
Arnbassador J. G. Winant inquired at the Foreign OiTice about the talks, asking to be kept appnsed
of their progress and indicating that he was authorized to appoint an observer to them. Winant was

1943; P.C.P.(43) 5, Summary of Discussions between Officiais of the United Kingdom, the
Dominions and India held in London in June 1943.
77. See also NAC, RG230N-10- 11/1943-April1945,"Intra CommonwealthConsultations
and Related Questions", by HW/AH, August 7', 1943.
78. On Australia's concem, see McKenzie, pp. 121-122.
79. NAC, RGI 9/3989/T-2-9-2NoIume 1, SSDA to SSEA,D.3 17, ~ a 27'y, 1943. See also
NAC, RG25/3258/6000-A-40, SSDA to SSEA,D.353,June 12', 1943.
80. PRO,BTI 1/2193, FO to UKAUS, States, No.3645, June 1*, 1943 and UKAUS to FO,
No.2698, June 1 l", 1943.
8 1. Pearson told Acheson that Canadahad sent representatives'oecause they considered that
a revision of pnor commitments - by which ... he [Pearson] meant the Empire preference
arrangements - was indicated; and because of their comrnitments to Britain prirnarily, discussion
with Britain seerned necessary in advance of any generai discussion which he gather there would
eventually be." See FDR, Adolf Berle Paperd21S/Diary/Apnl-June 1943, Department of State
Mernorandm of Conversation, June 1p, 1943.

82. NAC, RG1913989îï-2-9-Wolurne 1,L. B. Pearson to N. A. Robertson, June 17&, 1943.
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referred to the Board o f Trade, under whose sponsorship the meetings were being held?

Canadian offcials in Ottawa had leamed of the possibility of such an approach fkom Lewis Clark,
the chargé d'affaires at the US legation. The Canadians had tried to reassure him by stressing that
the meetings were informal, simply a first step befcre bmader discussions. On June 19" they cabled
Vincent Massey, the Canadian High Cornmissioner in London. asking whether Winant had carried
out his instmctions. As for the proposa1 that the Americans send an observer to the talks:
we cannot see any serious objection to the presence of a United States observer. In fact the
presence of a United States representative at the present taks in London might, h m the
Canadian viewpoint, have advantagesover the procedure contemplated in earlier Dominions
Office telegrarns on the subject from which it appeared that the United Kingdom had in
mind initiating bi1ateraI discussions with the United States after the conclusion of
Commonwealth t a l k ~ , ~
Massey replied that Winant had discussed the matter with the Foreign Office but had not yet
followed up with the Board of Trade. When he did, the Board of Trade was ready with its response.
Apparently, the United States "had misunderstood the character of these t W 7 :
There are many questions of commercial policy, some arising out of Article 7, which affect
the relations between the d i f f m t parts of the British Commonwealth and require
discussions between thern as a preliminary to discussion on any wider basis. The informal
and exploratory t a k now proceeding are thus of a quasi dornestic character.''
Ottawa was "somewhat concemed" by the proposed response. No word on the pmgress of the talks

had yet been received, but it was understood that they were to have been general in nature and, "[iln

83. PRO,BT11/2193, Unsigned and undated memorandum for Massey. handeci to h i . on
23/6.
84. NAC, RGU44Mr-22-3/1941-1943, SSEA to CHCUK, No. 1059, June 19". 1943. The
Australians also supported a s h g an American observer to the talks. See McKemie, pp. 121- 122.

85. NAC, RG2/44Mr-22-3/1941- 1943, CH-

to SSEA,No. 1411, June 24&, 1943.
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any case we do not like the description of the talks as "of quasi domestic ~haracter'"'.~~
Moreover,
the Americans "should not feel that they are being kept in the dark". Canadian experts at the talks
were therefore authonzed to discuss the proceedings with US Embassy offcials." This suggestion
was not acted upong8,but

it does underscore the Canadian determinaîion not to alienate the US.

The day before the talks ended, E. F. Penrose, Winant's Special Assistant, discussed them with
Overton. The latter assured him that the meetings had been informal and exploratory and simply
a manifestation of the special nature ofintra-Commonwealth relations. The reference to their being

b4quasi-dornestic"appears to have been eliminated: whether this was due to a Canadian protest is
not known. More important, perhaps, was the fact that Amencan concems seem to have been
mollified by the explanation, Penrose simply requesting any information the British might see fit
to give him."

This episode notwithstanding, the Canadians must have been satisfied with the talks. They had had
the oppomuiity to state their views on a number of important issues, on which they usually found

themselves in agreement with the British, and to secure inf'ormation about and clarification of UK

86. NAC, RGU441W-22-3/1941-1943, SSEA to CHCUK, No.tlO1, June 25*, 1943.
87. NAC, RG25/3258/6000-A-40, SSEA to CHCUK, No. 1102, June 25&, 1943.

88. NAC, RG25/3258/6000-A-40, CHCUK to SSEA, No. 1342,~une26'. 1943. McKinnon
argued that the confidentiality of the talks meant that the Canadians wouid have to let the other
participants know what they were going to do; besides, given that the talks were taking place in
London and the US inquiry had been made of the UK, it was the UK's job to do the informing, aot
Canada's.
89. PRO,BT 11/3302, FO to Viscount Halifax, No.743, July -3"'
between Penrose and Overton, Unsigned, June 2gh, 1943.
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thinking. The aide-memoire had been changed only slightly as a result of the d i s c u s s i o ~ the
:
Canadians learned that the British had been disinclineci to change it at al1 as it had aheady been
approved by the War Cabinet. There had been some discomghg indications, particularly h m the
Australians, that the Commonwealth was not united in thinking the UK approach the best approach.
There were also some within the UK govemment itself who opposed the initiative, but the Treasury
and Board of Trade were behind it, and "there was a definite Government commitment to push it

Overton and Liesching indicated that they attached great importance to taking the initiative
and that, if the United States were willing, they were prepared to go ahead with their
proposal, even though some parts of the Empire such as Australia and South Aûica should
decide to stay out. They professed to consider Canada's attitude of decisive importance and
Liesching expressed the hope that, if the United States would agree to some exploration at
the expert level, the first discussions should include United Kingdom, United States and
canada?'
The Canadians had made no secret of their support for an approach along UK lines. On June 30h,
Jack Hickerson wrote Ray Atherton that
Noman Robertson has told me in private conversation that the Canadian Governent is
prepared to move out on a broad £?ont in association with the United Kingdom and the
United States in making post-war commercial arrangements under Article 7. He has

90. There were a few changes worthy of note: the idea that the issues arising out of Article
VIi should be regarded as a whole was further developed; explicit provision was made for the
conclusion of bilateral agreements under the multilateral Mework; the need to consider special
protection for infant industries was suggested (the Canadians, among others, had argueci in favour
of this); and reference to the WK not seeing preferences "as discruninatory in a strict sense of the
word" was eliminated. See NAC, RG19/3447/Post-War Proposals Miscellaneous, "Report of the
Canadian Representatives at the "Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions" held in London
between June 15" and June ,
'
0
3 1943". The version presented to the US also excluded explicit
refmnce to permitting the use of quotas for commodity agreements and on security grounds. See
NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, SSDA to SSEA, D.468, July 29'". 1943.
91. NAC, RG 19/3447/PoststWar Proposals Miscellaneous, ''Report of the Canadian
Representatives at the 'Post-War Commercial Policy Discussions" held in London between June
15" and June 36,1943".

indicated to me that Canada is prepared to go the whoIe distance as far as abolition of
preferences is concemed, provideci the United States and the United Kingdom are willing
to make compensatory tariff reductions. Robertson feels that this would involve in many
cases reductions on our part greater in extent than those authorized on the trade agreement
side. In this view 1 believe he is correct?*
A month Iater in another memorandum to Atherton, Hickerson made hvo additional pertinent points.

First, the Canadians were very worried about what would happen to them "should Britain be forced
to adopt narrow trading po licies". Second, Robertson was "thithinkllig in t e m of broad multilateral
agreements setting forth general principles followed by bilateral agreements making specific
arrangements consonant with the broad principles"?'

The British had discharged their duty to the Commonwealth. At a Cabinet meeting on July ,
'
7
2

a

ministerial cornmittee headed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer reported i'û conclusion that the

UK would "now be justified in opening discussions" with the US. The Cabinet approved the aidememoire, as well as an outline used during the Commonwealth meetings to illustrate how the aidememoire principles might be worked out in practice, as the basis for an approach to the United
States on the issues raised by Article W."

92. NARA, RGS9/Lot Files Pertaining to EuropdRecords of the Office of European
AEairdMatthews-Hickerson Files 1935-19471M1244/8/MisceIlaneous Files of John
HickersonlMemos to Mr. Atherton on Canada, JDHickerson to Atherton, June 3oh, 1943.

93. NARA, RG59Rot Files Pertaining to Europe/Records of the Ofnce of European
PLffairsMatthews-Hickerson Files 1935- 1947/M1244/8/MiscelIaneous Files of John
Hickerson/Memos to Mr.Atherton on Canada, IGParsons to Atherton, July 28'. 1943. See also
NAC, RG25/3258/6000-A-40,
NAR for the Prime Minister, 24.8.43 in which Robertson wrote that
he told Hull that Canada "welcomed" the UK initiative and reafnrmed his support for the
multilateral over the bilateral approach.
94. PRO, CAB65/35,Cabinet 1O6(43)4, July 27'. 1943.

Two days later, as recounted in the previous chapter, the üK notified the Dominions of its
intentions. It had "reviewed, in the light of [the ment Commonwealth] discussions, the whole
question of the best irnrnediate procedure for opening the matter with the United States" and had
decided to expand the approach beyond commercial policy to cover al1 issues arising out of Article
W. LJK representatives would share with US officiais their ideas on commercial policy only aAer

they had arrived in Washington,as "our proposais could thm be seen and studied in their proper
perspective as an essential feature in the general solution of the problems covered by Article 7, and
full weight would be given to essential inter-dependence of these proble~ns".~~

The results of the Anglo-American discussions in the autumn of 1943 for monetary policy had been

encouraging: so were the results in commercial policy. 'Ihr taiks revealed a substantial degree of
Anglo-Amencan accord. Quotas, subsidies, state trading, export restrictions, and the need for an
international organization to oversee commercial policy were al1issues on which the Arnericans and
the British could corne to t e ~ m s Tariffs
. ~ ~ and preferences were more contentious, though even here

there were encouraging signs. Some in the UK had feared that the US would not abandon the
bilateral approach to trade liberalization: it was assurned that Hull in particular would raist a

95. NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, SSDA to SSEA,D.467,July 29',

1943.

96. NARA, RG59iLot Files Pertaining to Eumpe/Records of the Office of European
Mairs/Matthews-Hickenon Files 1935-1947/M1244/l IlReference Subject FilesBritish
Commonwealth - Article VII talks - Canada (Lend-Lease), Memorandum of Conversation at the
American Legation in Ottawa, October 2 15 1943; NAC, RG25/3258/6000-40, Untitled
mernorandun, by JSM,October 22d, 1943; NAC, RG2/44/W-22-3/ 1941-1943, M. Mahoney to N.
A. Robertson, October 23*, 1943 and ''Momal discussions in Washington,September - October,
1943", Unsigned and undated.
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change in tactics? However, though not entirely convinced that it could work, US oficials agreed
that a multilateral approach should be attempted?' The original UK proposa1 for a tariff ceiling

(which US officials had characterized as "dl screwy") was modified to fixed percentage across-theboard tari ff cuts combined with universally generaiized bilateral trade deals? On preferences, the

97. BoE, ADM14/13, 802/9, Minutes of Meeting held on September 9", 1943 at sea re:
Discussions on Agenda Under Article W. A.D.(43) 4' Meeting; NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-92Nolume 1, "Second Meeting of United Kingdom Group with Representatives of the
0' September, 1943, at 5-15 p.m.".
Commonwealth and India, Held in Mr. Law's Room on 3

98. British fears were well founded, as before these discussions American Officials had al1
but decided that a multilateral approach could not work: apparently British arguments convinced
hem that it could. See NARA, RGS9/Lot Files Pertaining to Europe/Records of the Office of
European Anaixshfatthews-HickenonFiles 1935- 1947M 12 4 M l /Re ference Subject FileslBritish
Commonwealth Article W talks Canada (Lend-Lease), Memorandum of Conversation at the
American Legation in Ottawa, October 2 1*, 1943. See also NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1,
"Second Meeting ofUnited Kingdom Group with Representatives ofthe Commonwealthand India,
Held in Mr. Law's Room on 30" September, 1943, at 5.15 p.m.": "Although progress had been
encouraging, it should not be forgotten that there were ciifferences of opinion among the U.S.
officials participating whether the technical and political difficulties which would have to be
smounted in putting inio effect a multilateral convention on the lines suggested could in fact be
overcome. in particular, different views were taken as to the probable reactions of Congress. It
should not, therefore, be assurned that al1 was likely to be plain sailing."

-

-

99. The formula, in Lewis Clark's words, was ''that duties above, Say, 25% would be
reduced by X% and duties under 25% by, Say, X%-5% or some other graduated figurewhich would
be negotiable, and the possibility of still further reductions by means of bilateral agreements dong
the lines of our trade program, the benefit of which would be generaiized under the most-favorednation clause." According to Clark, Robertson said that this proposal accordeci with m e n t
Canadian thinking, and that he, Robertson, had believed the original tariff ceiling idea too
technicallytncky to implement anyway. See NARA, RG591Lot Files Pertainingto EuropeRecords
of the Office of European Anairs/Matthews-Hickmon Files 1935-1947/'1244/1 IlReference
Subject Files/British Commonwealth - Article VII talks Canada (Lend-Lease), Memorandum of
Conversation at the Arnerican Legation in Onawa, October 21'5 1943. On the other hand, James
Meade felt that "[tlhe Canadians clearly want us to continue to press for the principle of a tariff
ceiling"; he also got "the impression particularly fkom Rasminsky and Mackintosh that they
would be willing to see the virtuai abolition of prefmces in return for a really good convention
which also covered tariffs". See Howson and Moggridge, p. 144.

-

-

-
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British had stressed the inter-relation o f tarXf and preférence reductionsrmand the Arnericans had

finally conceded that "[a]bolition of preferences rnight have to be related in some way to tariff
reductions". 'O'

h Canada, concerns within the Department of Finance that the talks would result in an agreement
to which other nations would be forced to adhere were for naught, as the only result was a detailed
agenda of items for M e r study.lo2 American and British officiais had found themselves in

100. NAC, RG25/3258/6000-40, Untitled memoranüum, by JSM, October 22', 1943. It is
worth noting that Robertson emphasized the point in an interview with Lewis Clark shortly after
the Law Mission: "He also argued that if preferences were to be abolished, their abolition would
have to be related in some way to tariff reductions." See NARA, RG59Kot Files Pertaining to
EuropelRecords of the Office of European AffairslMatthews-Kickersan Files 19351947/M 1î44/ 11R eference Subject Files/British Commonweaith - Article W talks - Canada (LendLease), Mernorandun of Conversation at the Amerka. Legation in Ottawa, October 2 1*, 1943.
101. NAEU, RGS9/Lot Files Pertaining to EuropeRecords of the Office of European
Files 1935-1947/M l î M / l lmeference Subject FilesBritish
Commonwealth Article VII talks - Canada (Lend-Lease), Memorandurn of Conversation at the
American Legation in Ottawa, October 21', 1943. UK officials also believed that they had gotten
theu message across: "It was found that, on the whole, Amencan officials were less inclined than
they previously had been to insist on abolition of preferences as hannful and indefensible in
themselves and more inclined to view their ehnination as an integral part of the generai approach
to tariff reductions and the progressive lowering of tariffbarriers." See NAC, RG25/3258/6000-40,
Untitled memorandum, by JSM,October ZZ", 1943. Pearson made much the same point h m a less
optimistic standpoint: "1 aiso gathered [ h m Jack Hickenon] that the Americans are not yet
convinced that Imperia1 preference and al1 that it stands for should not be abandoned before new
post-war commercial arrangements are made." See NAC, RG25/3258/6000-40, L. B. Pearson to
N. A. Robertson, October 20Lh,1943.

Aff'irslMatthews-Hickeaon

-

102. NAC. RG2/44/W-22-3/194 1- 1943, M. Mahoney to N.A. Robertson, October Bd,1943
and "Informal discussions in Washington, September - October, 1943",Unsigneci and undated;
NAC, RG 19/3989îï-2-9-2Nolune 1, "Agenda Resulting h m Informal Exploratory Discussions
Between Officials of the United Kingdom and of the United States September 20 to October 16,
1943",Unsigned and undated.

agreement on pnnciples, but had neither decideci nor comrnïtted to anythïngiw:this was both
necessary and desirable from the Canadian point of view. Moreover, the Amencans appeared ready
to focus on a multilateral approach to trade liberalization in Lieu of the bilateral negotiations they
had begun with various Commonwealth nations in 1941lW. and even appeared to be coming around

on the link between tariffs and preferences. The Americans and British anticipated M e r bilateral

talks in early 1944; both were also considering how Canada might fit into this picture.'"

Work on postwar commercial policy was finally undenvay. Most important, f?om the Canadian
standpoint, it seemed to be proceeding on the basis of the supenority of the multilateral approach.
Sorne of the reasons behind Canada's support for the multilateral apprcach have already become
clear: in particular, the link between reductions in tariffs and reductions in preferences, and the
consequent utility of preferences as bargainhg chips, has been examined. A multilateral approach
was also necessary because of the peculiarities of Canada's econornic position, as Mackintosh

argued in December 1943:

103. UK officials reported to Canadian officials that "[wlhile there was a bmad interchange
of idbrution and of ideas ...no attemptwas made to Lay downmutualobligationsor even to reach
definite conclusions. The discussionson commercial policy had not, therefore, yet reached the stage
the discussions on currency problems had reached." See NAC, RG25/3258/6000-40, Untitled
rnemorandum, by JSM,October 22", 1943.
104. NAC, RG25/3258/6000-40, Untitled memorandum, by JSM, October 22*, 1943.
105. Liesching asked Canadian officials whether another Commoawedth meeting should
be held before the resumption of taks with the Arnericans (the Canadians thought that cables would
be sufficient); a mernorandum used by Lewis Clark in his interview with Robertson and Wrong said
that "[d]iscussions with Canada, we hope, will take place at a proper stage". See NAC,
RG25/3258/6000-40, Untitled memorandum, by JSM,October 22d, 1943;NARA,RGS9ht Files
Pertaining to EuropelRecords of the Office of European Mâirs/Matthews-Hickerson Files 19351947/M 1244/ 11/Reference Subject FilesiBritish Commonwealth - Article W talks Canada (LendLease), Memorandum of Conversation at the Arnerican Legation in Ottawa, October 2lS, 1943.

-

I would deprecate any move which would sidetrack the present U.K. initiative on
multilateral trade and preferentiai policy. We have a great deal to gain from U.K.-US.
agreement and our support may become the decisive factor. We have a great deal to gain
also in supporting those in the United Kingdom who are pressing for multilateral solutions
and in avoiding a relapse into bilatenst proposais. We need both the U.K.and the U.S.as
customers but we need them under a multilateral arrangement where neither can apply
undue pressure to us. There would be no net gain in any move which would merely
substitute one market for the other. A rnultilateral convention is also our best chance of reentry into the European market from which we would probably be excluded under regional
arrangements.'
Two other reasons rnight also be suggested. First were the structural changes in the Canadian
economy. The need to supply allied war requirements had not only stimulated growth in the
agricultural sector, it had led to spectacular gmwth in the industriai sector and the creation of many
new industrie^.'^'

[n Ottawa, officiais and ninisten alike wondered what the implications of these

changes would be for Canada's postwar trading position. An Arnerican report on Canadian attitudes
in mid-1943 noted that "[iln certain Government circles, especially in Mr. C. B. [sic] Howe's
Department of Munitions and Supply, there is

... anxiety as to the future of Canada's trading

position. Canada has built huge industries, some of them at the expense of production in the
primary industries for which Canada is best suited. Mr. Howe is tremendously proud of this
achievement and seems to be thinking more and more in ternis of indushiai outlets &er the ~ a r . " ' ~ *

106. NAC, RG19/39891T-2-2,
Memorandum re Special Trade Agreement Possibilities, by
WAM, December 14: 1943.

107. Kenneth Nome and Douglas Owram, A History of the Canudian Economy,(Toronto:
Harcourt Brace & Company. Canada, 1991), pp. 509-5 12,522-537. Nome and Owram provide a
very useful summary of the changes wrought by WWII on the Canadian economy.
108. NARA, RG59ILot Files Pertaining to Europe/Records of the Office of European
Affairs/Matthews-Hickerson Files 1935-1947/M1244/8/Misce~1aneous Files of John
Hickersonhiernos to Mr. Atherton on Canada, JGParsons to Atherton, July 28&, 1943.
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Louis Rasminsky noted the difficulties in determinhg the course of Canada's trade aAer the war,
given changes both in the nature of its exports and in markets abroad.la> Al1 anyone could Say for
sure was that Canada had changed and the rest of the world had changed: al1 the more important,

therefore, to secure as free a trading environment as possible, one that would fit whatever Canada's
needs t m e d out to be.

Second, the changed nature of the Canadian economy led to tension between the export policies of
the departments ofTrade and Commerce and of Munitions and Supply, the former looking to secure

traditional markets, the latter thinking in tetms of seeking out new markets for al1 those new
ind~stries.''~Again, what better policy could there be than to encourage the development of an
international economy in which both were possible?

Canadian support for multilateralism has so f u been examined primarily in the context of policies
and discussions about the postwar world. Canadian support can also be discemed in policies more
firmly focussed on the immediate needs of the war. In particular, Caiiada gave tangible effect to its
cornmitment to the goals of Article W in its own Mutual Aid program.

Lend-lease had been initiated in 1941 to alleviate the U ~ t e dKingdom's shortage of American
dollars. But the LJK also had great need of Canadian dollars for warthne expenditures. Untill943,

this need had been met in a variety of nrays: accumulation of steriing, repatriation of securities, a

109. NAC, RGl9/3447/Post-War Pmposals Miscellaneous, Minutes of Sub-Cornmittee of
Economic Advisory Committee on Post-War Reconstruction Meeting held December 3om, 1943.
t 10. NAC, RG19/576/152-P, HFA to Mi.Robertson, September 214 1943.
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S700 million loan, a $2 billion gift. By the beglluiing of 1943, the Canadian government had
decided that it should give aid to ail its wartime allies, and no longer exclusively to the United
Kingdom. The Mutual Aid program created to dispense this assistance functioned in much the sarne
fashion as its Arnerican cousin. Created, like Iend-lease, to meet the needs of war, it was also
shaped with an eye towards the peace.ll' As in the lend-lease agreements, the relationship between
wartime and postwar economic policies was to be made explicit in the Mutual Aid agreement that
Canada would sign with each recipient nation.

As early as January 1943, Canadian offkials were considering including a commitment to liberal

postwar policies as a condition of receipt of Canadian aid.'12 When nsley announced the aid
program in the House of Cornmons on February 8"' he made explicit the connection between
wartime assistance and postwar policy: an Amencan report of the speech commented that "[als in
previous speeches on fiancial arrangements with the United Kingdom, Ilsley emphasized the
danger of large post-war debts and the Canadian Govemment's determination to avoid them".113
inter-allied debts incurred during the First World War had caused nothing but trouble throughout

1 11. nie two best sources on Canada's hancing of British w u t h e needs are R S. Sayers,
Financial Policy, 1939-1945 (London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1956) and Hector
Mackenzie's Mutual Assistance: ThefinunceofBritish requirements in Canada d u h g the Second
World War. Mackenzie does a particularly good job at showing how Canada's concerns for its
postwar commercial position affecteci its decisions on wartime assistance to the U K

112. FDR,Henry Morgenthau Jr. Diaries/602/176, Memorandum ofMeethg in Mr. White's
Office, January s', 1943.

113. NARA,RG56Records of the Office of the Assistant Smtary for internationalAffairs
(OASIA) 1934- 1970/Geographic Files/Comtry Files 1934-195U4UCanada: Mutual Assistance, T.
M. Kistler to H. D. White, "Announcement of Canada's h p o s e d Lend-Lease Arrangement",
February 1Oh, 1943.
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the interwar penod, and al1were detemineci to avoid them during this war. This deterrnination had

been the key to the US lend-lease program and to the US insistence on a commitment to liberal
economic policies in Article m.

The 'consideration' in Article VII had been left rather fuuy. The commitment to pursue liberal

economic policies after the war was to be among the considerations given to the United States in
retum for its help: in theoty the US could ask for other things fkom its allies in exchange for the aid
it had provided them."' This prospect troubled at least one Canadian official. In a memorandum
dated March 13", 1943, Wrong characterized the Canadian approach to wartime aid thus:
We have hitherto used our creditor position only for the limited and very legitimatepurposes
of paying off Canadian Govenunent debts in the United Kingdom and of taking title to
property in Canada owned by the United Kingdom. Apart fiom the non-interest bearing loan
of 700million dollars to the United Kingdom we have renained h m anything which would
result in the creation of war debts in the old sense. While under the Mutual Aid Plan we can
secure benefits for supplies funüshed to our allies, these benefits will be settled at the time
of allocation and the intention is in many cases to require only the effective use of the
supplies in the prosecution of the war.

The UK had also eschewed postwar debts, asking nothing for its help beyond commitment to the
war. But in the US, recent Congressional debate had laid bar^
the dangers of leaving unsettled into the post-war period the question of the consideration
which may be demanded in retum for lease-lend [sic] aid. Uniess a final solution can be
found during the war, it is almost certain that the alleged indebtedness to the United States
of al1 the recipients of lend-lease aid will tend to bedevil every international issue and
especially the relations between the United States and the United Kingdom. Isolationist
elements in Congress and in the press have shown their readiness to use this indebtedness
as an opportunity to demand bases, transfer of territones, acceptance of economic policies
advantageous to the United States and other f o m of materiai con~ideration."~

114. On this issue see Gardner, pp. 55, 170-173.
1I S. NAC, RGU4 1ID- 13-5-5/ 1943- 1945, "Suggestion for a Canadianproposal to the United
Nations on war finance", by HW, March 13: 1943.
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The time to address this problem was now, when the forces in favour of such policies were still
weak. Wrong argued that Canada should take the lead "in üyingto secure general agreementduring

the war for a washout of pst-war claims based on the provision of material or financial aid nom

one ally to another". As an aid recipient, the UK could not do it. Given its domestic divisions, the

US could not do it. Canada received no aid and had asked for nothing in return for its wartime
assistance. Perhaps it should use "theopportunity provided by the passage of the Muhial Aid Bill

for a public Canadian approach to al1 memben ofthe United Nations". A formai international treaty
could be concluded, one that required ratification: this would keep the US Congress h m bringing
the issue up again after the war. It could include a clause in keeping with Article VI1 and should
include a promise to foreswear postwar demands for repayment of wartirne debts.'I6 Wrong's
proposai for an international agreement went nowhere, but it is indicative of Canadian sensitivity
to the postwar economic e ffects of wartime policies.

The cirafting of the Canadian Mutual Aid agreement began in the summer of 1943. From the start,
the preamble contained reference to the dual origins of the Mutual Aid program: the desire to win
the war and the desire 'not

... to burden post-war commerce, or lead to the imposition of trade

restrictions or o t h d s e prejudice ajust and enduring peace".

l7

The £irstthree drafts contained no

specific cornmitment to liberal postwar economic policies. Wrong wrote Commander D. K.
MacTavish, the Secretaryof the Mutual Aid Board, on August 9" that he had 'hot sought to devise

116.NAC, RG2/41/D- l3-5-Yl943- 1945, 'bS~ggesti~n
for a Canadianproposal to the United
Nations on war finance?', by HW,March 1:3 1943.

11 7. NAC, RGu46lD- I3-5-9/1943-9/5/43,
Thud Drafi of the Canadian Mutuai Aid
Agreement,C.M.A.B. Document No. 16, August 2 4 , 1943. The previous two drafts contained
much the same wording.

a new article corresponding to Article VI1 of the U.S.Lend-Lease Agreements. When 1tried to ciraft

a suitable article it sounded like a feeble imitation of the US.example and 1 am inclined to think
that the general statement in the preamble is al1 that should go in."'"

By the beginning of October, the Canadians had concluded that, the perils of imitation
notwithstanding, they should include an 'Article VII' in their own agreements; in the Canadian
version, it would be Article X.'I9 Several drafts were pmduced, and after discussion both in Ottawa
and with London, in late November a satisfactory version was ready to present to the ministers:

The Governments of Canada and
ic-af&m their desire to promote mutually
advantageous economic relations between their counûies and throughout the world. They
declare that their guiding purposes include the adoption of measures designed to promote
employment, the production and consumption of goods and the expansion of international
commerce, by the reduction of tariffs and other trade barriers, with the object of contribution
to the attainment of [dl the] economic objectives set forth in the Declaration of August 14',
1941, known as the Atlantic Charted2'
The Canadians were well aware of the similarity of their article to Article VII: the only real
difference was that the Canadian version contained no pledge to eradicate "discriminatory
treatment".12' It should not be inferred h m this that the Canadians wanted to retain imperial
preferences. In response to a UK query about the implications of an earlier version of Article X for
the Ottawa agreements, Bob Bryce observed

1 18. NAC, RGî/48/D- 13-S-2/ 1943-45,H. H. Wrong to D.K. MacTavish, August 9", 1943.
119. NAC, RGU46D- 13-5-9/l943-9/5/43, Fourth Draft of the Canadian Mutual Aïd

Agreement, C.M.A.B. Document No. 18, October 6\ 1943.
120. PRO, Tl6O/l253, OF l7969/O 10, W. C. Clark to R. G. Munro, ~ecember
4', 1943and
Revised Draft of the Canadian Muhial Aid Agreement, November 2d,1943.
121. NAC, RGî/44/D-13-5-NI9434945 August, SSEA to the Caaadian High
Commissioner to Austraiia [CHCA], No.233, December 11. 1943.

that both the U.K.and Canada had agreed to Article W of the Iend-lease agreements, which
included the points put into this article, and that Canada had generaily taken the view that
it involved a cornmitment respecting preferences only insofar as the United States was
willing to reduce its tariffs significantly, that while no specific condition was irnposed
linking the avoidance of discrimination with the reduction of tariffs, we had always taken
it that the one was tied up with the other.lu
The British took no particular exception to Article X even suggesting changes to make it more

palatable to the ~mericans."' Other projected Mutual Aid recipients were not so agreeable. Chief
arnong these were the Australians, who did not like Article X. So strongly did they dislike it that,
after several futile protests, they took their case to the top. On December 5", 1943 the Ausûalian

High Commissioner, Sir William Glasgow, met with Mackenzie King."4 The fime Minister's
record of the interview indicates that he was not particularly impressed by the Australian case:

Sir William Glasgow called at halfpast two, and brought a message Eom Evatt [H.V. Evatt,
Australian Minister for Extemd Mairs] which hdicated Australia was going in for
protection. Wanted us not to advocate fieer trade in post-war agreement. 1told Su William
I thought no one Dominion should dictate to the other about matters ofdomestic policy, also
we felt it most important, if at al1 possible, to avoid return to nationalism, if we were not to
have further w a r ~ . ' * ~

nie reply to the Australians was emphatic. Canadian ministers believed itbbessential"
to include "a
general declaration of liberal economic purposes" in the Muhial Aid agreement. It would be a

122. NAC, RG19/420/Mutual Aid Agmment - U.K. 1943-1944, RBB to Dr. Clark,October
14,1943.

123. NAC, RGU48/D-13-5-31943-1945,
R. Gordon M m to W. C. Clark, 915/218,
November 19<",1943 and two attached mernoranda.
August, SSEA to CHCA, No.233, December 1th,
124. NAC, RGU44/D-l3-S-A./l943-l945
1943. This telegram says that the meeting between Glasgow and King tcok place on December 4',
but King's diary reports the date as the 5".
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Timing aiso made it crucial:"The change
powerful weapon in support of the bill in ~arliament.'~~
in the coune of the war since the acceptance of Article VII [Le. in favour of the United Nations]
only makes it more important from the Canadian point of view that the proposed Article X should
be included in the Agreement since interest and concem over post-war economic policies are now
much more acute." Article X was simply a reafirmation of Article VII, and a watered down one

at that. As al1 Munial Aid agreements had to be identical, there could be no alteration of the article
for Austraiia alone. Finally, Article X was "a declaration of purpose and not a specific
cornmitment", committing Australia "no more and no less" than it committed Canada.'"

The

Canadian position was reinforced a few days later when the Cabinet War Committee 'hoted with
approval" a report by Robertson against changing Canada's stand."'

Privately, the Canadians felt that the Austdians had blown the issue out of proportion.'" What was
the problem? The Austraiians said that their position had changed such that they could not accept
the commitments laid out in the arti~le'~':
this notion would be more fully developed later. Evatt,

126. The article was also seen as an important weapon to secure more Mutual Aid fun&
nom Parliament. See PRO,T l6O/l253,OFl7969/OlO, UKHCC to DO, No. 1, January lst, 1944.

L 27. NAC, RG2/44/D-13-5-A/1943-1945
August, SSEA to CHCA, No.234, December 1lm,
1943.
128. NAC, RG2/7C/C4875/5680, Minutes of Cabinet War Cornmittee Meeting held
December 1 8 , 1943 (Uiibit 274).

129. NAC,RG2/44/D-13-5-N1943- 1945August, SSEA to CHCA, No.233, December 1lh,
1943.
130. NAC, RG2/7C/C4875/5680, Minutes of Cabinet War Committee Meeting held
December 16', 1943 (Exhibit 274).
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defender of al1 things ~ustralian"',bristled at the treatrnent being meted out to his country by the
Canadians. Canadian insistence on Article X was an attempt "to drive a hard bargain with another
British Dominion"; moreover, "Canada had done little enough to help Australia which was bearing
the bmnt ofthe Pacific war and ... it was difficult to appreciate that when we did come to their aid
we should attach this condition to giving thereof'."'

According to the Canadian High

Commissioner in Australia, T. C. Davis, Evatt semed to believe that Canada was attempting to use
Article X to secure commercial concessions fiom Australia. Davis assured Evatt that this was not
SO. t33

Further information anived h m Canberra in January. The Treasury did not like Article X, and
while Australians had assumed the sarne obligations in their Iend-lease agreement with the
Amencans, 'îwhen Article 7 agreed to it was a question of survival ...and they were concerneci with
securing help and gave little thought to conditions in Lease-Lend Agreement". The govemment was
now under pressure from both labour and management not to do away with protectionism after the
war and was reluctant to Say anything on the matter. '" Later that month, an Austraiian Externai

13 1. For an excellent thumbnail sketch of H. V. Evatt, see McKenzie, pp. 77-78.

132. NAC, RG2/44/D- 13-S-A/l943-1945 August, CHCA to SSEA, No.3 16, Decernber 18',
1943.
August, CHCA to SSEA,No.3 17,~ecernber20~,
133. NAC, RG2/44/D-13-5-N1943-1945
1943.
134. NAC, RG2/44/D-l3-S-AA 943- 1945 August, CHCA to SSEA, No.1O, January 1O&,
1944. See also in this sarne file CHCA to SSEA, No.16, January 1 4 ~ 1944,
in which Davis
reported that Treasury SecretaryMcFarlane contended, among other things, 'mat if, in this operative
Clause, [the Austmlian govement] rea£fîrmed the general principles of Article W, the
Govemment felt that it would nui into very serious politicai difficulties". Davis concludecithat the
Australian position was "based purely and simply upon local political considerations7*.See also

Affain officia1 confided that the recent US suspension ottrade negotiations with Australia had led

the latter to conclude "that the United States had repudiated Article W and that they can see no
reason here to reaffirm it".'35

At fint it had seemed that Evatt was the source of the trouble.ls6 In January it becarne clear that the
entire Australian Cabinet opposed Article x.'~'Davis explained the situation in Canberra in terms
that would become al1 too farniliar in the years to corne:
At the outset 1 felt that difficulty centered in Evatt, but 1 am now convinced that so-called
advisers of the Govemment are proceeding on the theory that first essential in post-war
period is Full domestic employr~ient,which can only be secured behind high tariff walls.
Govemment has readily accepted this advice, as it is hindarnentally a high tariff group.13'
Canadian officials should have anticipated the probability, if not the vehemence, of Austraiia's
opposition to Article X. Austraiian uneasiness about postwar economic policy had been clear
during the commercial policy talks in London in 1943;even Davis, stawed for information on the

Susan Howson and Donald Moggridge, Editors, nie CollectedPapers ofJames Meade. Volume IY:
ï 3 e Cabinet 0mce Diury, 1944-46(London: Unwin Hyrnan Ltd., 1WO),pp. 92-93 on how changes
in the war had changed Australian thoughts on Article VII.

135.NAC,RG2/44/D- 13-5-Al1943-1945August, CHCA to SSEA, No. 17,January 14',
1944. Hull suspended the taiks on the basis 'that domestic situation in the United States precludes
the granting of any concessions". Whatever the reason for their suspension, it is ironic that Canada
had argued in 1943 that such negotiations should be suspended for fear that theucontinuation would
hinder progress on the multilateral h n t .
136.NAC,RGU44/D-13-5-A/1943-1945
August, CHCA to SSEA,No.316,December 18"',
1943 and CHCA to SSEA,No.4, January s", 1944.
137.NAC,RG2/44/D- 13-S-A/l9431945 August, MinistryofExternal A€fâirsto Autracan,
No.258, December 23d71943 and CHCA to SSEA,No.20, January 20&, 1944.
138. NAC, RG2/44/D-13-5-N1943-1945
August, CHCA to SSEA,No.16, January 14',

1944,
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progress of discussions on postwar economic policy, was able to see that Australia's "[plresent
a t h d e on Mutual Aid in complete accord with trend ...evidenced" at those discussions.

"'But this

was now a moot point. The Austraiians would have to be deait with, one way or the other.

At first the Australians proposed substituting for Article X a reference in the prearnble to the fact
that both Canada and Australia had aiready aflirmed the principles of the Atlantic Charter and
Article VII. On December 23" Wrong counselled King against this proposal: "[als the acceptance

of these objectives is already a matter of formal public record, the addition of such a statement to
the preamble would not contribute at al1 to the purpose we had in mind in proposing Article X'.

Canada had been put in a tricky spot by "[tlhe unreasonable Australian attitude". Withholding
Mutual Aid fi-omAustralia would run agauist the principle of doling out supplies based on strategic
need.

Accepting payment for the supplies in Australian pounds would create an intra-

Commonwealth debt. Acquiescing in the Australian desire for the elimination of Article X would
mean eliminating Article X fiom ail Mutual Aid agreements, &'andwe would thus surrender the
political advantages of using the Mutual Aid procedure to secure a series ofbi-lateral declarations
favouring the sort of international economic policy that we desire".'"

The Canadians held their ground. On January 5' Davis was sent a letter nom KUig for transmission
to Curtin, the Australia Prime Minister. Davis's instructions outlined the principle the Canadians
believed to be at stake:

139. NAC, RG25/3258/6000-A-40,
CHCA to SSEA,No. 11, January 11", 1944.
140. NAC, RG2/44/D- 13-5-A/ 1943-1945 August, HWIAH to the Rime Minister, December

23", 1943.

We have framed our financial policy on the premise that the accumulation ofwar debts was
undesirable and we have, therefore, furnished a great quantity of war supplies to other
United Nations at the expense of the Canadian Treasury. We are not seeking to drive any
bargain with Australia; we are only supporting polices under which fair trading is possible
and bargainhg between govemments reduced to a minimum. We consider that pursuit of
a reasonably liberal international commercial policy d e r the war is a logical consequence
of the wartime methods of fumishing supplies adopted by the United States, Canada and the
United Kingdom, which have been deliberatelydesigned to encourage liberal trade policies
after the war.

'"

King's letter took a hard Iine, flatly refusing both the e1hhation of Article X and an amended
preamble. If Australia could not reafKrm the principles to which it had already committed itself,
Canada could only conclude that Austraiia did not share the beliefs that lay behind the Mutuai Aid
program and it would have to get its supplies nom Canada another way, presurnably on credit. The
Canadian governent would, of course, have to explain publiclywhy Australia was not a participant
in the Mutual A d program.'" In Canberra, Davis applauded the decision to "put [the Awtralians]

141. NAC, RG2/44/D-13-5-Af1943- 1945August, SSEA to CHCA, No.3, ~anuary5: 1944.

142. NAC, RG2/44/D-13-5-N1943-1945
August, SSEA to CHCA, No.4, ~anuary
5% 1944.
Davis's instructions said that the comment about the need to explain the Australian position in
public was a statement of fact, not a threat. Nevertheless, the comments in the instructions that
followed could be interpreted as rather threatening: "Such an explanation may well provoke
unwelcome discussion of Australian policy here and in 0 t h countries, but we do not see how it can
be avoided. Public knowledge of the Australian action would be sure to m u s e doubts in other
countries about the intentions of the Government of Australia, and might well impede progress in
developing not only beneficial international commercial relations but also joint action in other
mattea." Similady,earlier on in this message: "...ourfeeling is that the Australian Government has
adopted an indefensibleposition which they will in anycase probably be unable to maintainin other
connections. Ifthey intend to pursue a course of extreme economic nationalism their commercial
relations with Canada will in any event be impaired. We might as weU face the issue now when
very substantialbenefits to Australia mounting perhaps to $75,000,000 or !§100,000,000 under the
Mutual Aid programme are involved." See NAC, RG2/44/D-l3-5-A/l943-l945
August, SSEA to
CHCA, No.3, Januaiy 5', 1944.

on the spot".""

Several weeks later the Australian response came. Curtin and Evatt had been disturbed by the tone
of King's letter, Evatt taking particular offence at the notion that rejection of Article X implied that
Australia did not share the beliefs of the Mutual Aid program. But they were willing to forget the
past and move forward. They had misunderstood the intention behind Article X, as well as those
behind Article VIT and the Atlantic Charter. Canada, the US, and the UK ail seerned to be
concentrating on the reduction of trade barriers, and not on international cooperation geared towards
the expansion of bbemployment,production and consurnption of goods and international agreements
by which countries bind themselves to pursue domestic policies aimed at full employrnmt and

higher standards of living". Canada seemed to think that these cornmitments could be filfilleci by
the liberalization of trade; Ausrralia thought that full employment should be secured before trade
could be liberalized. The solution, Evatt suggested, was to retain Article X and for Canada and
Australia to agree on an interpretation of the article, or at least include referencc in the preamble to
the Australian interpretation of the article.'"

Although Davis advised Ottawa to accept the latter course'", the govemment rejected both

143. NAC, RGî/44/D-l3-5-Nl943- 1945 August, CHCA to SSEA No. 1O, January loh,
1944. Davis had advised a similar course on January 5". See in this same file CHCA to SSEA,
No.4, January 5', 1944.
144. NAC, RG2/44/D-13-5-A/1943-1945
August, CHCA to SSEA, No.33, Ianuary 31:
1944 and CHCA to SSEA, No.36, February 2", 1944.

145. NAC, RG2/44/D- 13-5-N1943-1945 August, CHCA to SSEA,No.36, February 2"6,
1944.

alternatives. However, the Cabinet did agree to amend Article X to read:
The Governments of Canada and
re-affirm their desire to promote mutually
advantageous economic relations between theù countries and throughout the world. They
declare that their guiding purposes include the adoption of measures designed to promote
employment. the production and consumption of goods, and the expansion of commerce
through appropriate international agreements on commercial policy with the object of
contributing to the attainrnent of d l the econornic objectives set forth in the Declaration of
August 14h,1941, known as the Atlantic Charter.'"
This should meet the Australian concems; it wouId also meet the "more substantial objections" of
india, which was concemed about the implications of Article X (and Article W, for that matter)
for its system of revenue tariffs. "'

The amendment was transmitted to Davis on February 1l".'" At fint the Ausealians seemed
satisfied.'"

But they were not, contending that the section of the preamble dealing with the

conditions under which Canada was dispensing aid was inconsistent with the amended Article X.
The preamble should be either eliminated or amended, or perhaps Article X amended again.150 The

146. NAC, RG2/48/D- 134Z1943-45, A. D. P. Heeney to H. Wrong, Febmary 8", 1944.
147. NAC, RGU4 1/D- 13-5-6Nolume 2, Draft Minutes ofMeethg of Canadian Mutual Aid
Board held ~ebruary4'",1944; R. B. Bryce to Commander MacTavish, February 14", 1944; Second
Draft Minutes of Meeting of Canadian Mutual Aid Board held February 4h, 1944, dated Febmary
1 s t 1944. The Canadians seem to have been more impressed by the Indian case than by the
Australian.
148. NAC, RGUUD-13-5-A/1943-1945 August, SSEA to CHCA, No.30, February II",
1944.
149. NAC, RG2/44/D- l3-S-A/l943-l945 August, CHCA to SSEA,No.60, February 15.
1944; CHCA to SSEA,No.61, February 17\ 1944; SSEA to CHCA, No.38, February 19&, 1944.
150. NAC, RGZUID- 13-S-A/l943-1945 August,

1944.

CHCA to SSEA,No.74, February 24&,
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Canadian response was a fim no. Negotiations with the LJK and the USSR had been completed and
no m e r arnendments were possible. Davis was instructed to tell Evatt that "he had received our
final proposais and that we wish to be informed at once whether Australia accepts the Agreement

as it stands". 15' The Australian acceptance arrived a few days later.ln

in the grand scheme of things, this episode had been a tempest in a teapot. But it is reveaiing of the
challenges faced by Canada in its pursuit of the multilateral liberalization of postwar trade and the
limits of its ability to promote that pursuit. Australia was not a large country, nor was it of
overwhelming importance to Canada in strict economic tems. But it was a stubbom country with
views that differed sharply From Canada's, and it had taken three months of effort and an eventual
compromise to bnng the Australians reluctantly (and apparently) around. The episode is also of
interest for what it reveals about Canadian interests and the fervour with which they were pwsued:
it illustrates, in stark relief, the fact that the multilateral liberalized international econorny
envisioned in Article Vn (and now in Article X) was regarded as a vital Canadian interest.

The prospects for the kind of postwar trading environment Canada wanted were mixed at the
beginning of 1944. Canada had seen how tough it would be to convince some nations to embrace
the sort of world it desired. At the same tirne, it had found itself in broad agreement with the UK

15 1. NAC, RG2/44/D- 13-5-Ai1943-1945 August, SSEA to CHCA, No.42, ~ebniary25",
1944.
152. NAC, RG2/44/D- 13-5-Ai1943-1945 August, CHCA to SSEA,No.77, February 28",
1944. Evatt said that he would make a statement about the agreement when he tabled it in
Parliament; he also said that in the Australian 'Mew our Agreement only related to Article 5 of
Atlantic Charter". He did promise to sayn o m g to embarrass Canada and to give Davis an advance
copy of his statement.
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in its approach and, even more important, the US and UK had reached a fair degree of accord;

moreover, hrther substantive t a k on postwar commercial policy were in prospect.

Chapter 6: A Need for Progress
in the final weeks of December 1943 the Canadian govemment received not one, but two,

invitations to discuss postwar commercial policy. One came h m the UK govemment, desirous of
confemng with the Dominions about its recent discussions with the US. The other came fiom the
US govemment, desirous of pushing forward in the postwar planning process.

Concrete

international work on postwar commercial policy appeared finally to be underway.

The US invitation arrived fint, on December 2P.I

An excited Robertson emphasized its

significance to King in "a pretty incoherent note" that merits quoting at some length:
This is a most important invitation, and paaicularly for Canada. I feel, very strongly, that
what we do, or leave undone, in these next few months may determine the whole course of
international economic relations. In this particular field Canada is in a key position because
of the volume of our trading interest and of our special relationship with the United States
and with the United Kingdom. The latter countries are working towards a programme of
multilateral action to fiee world trade. It is a very ambitious and wide-ranging programme,
which may be too ambitious for achievement during these next critical months when the
essential decisions have to be taken. If the progress of the war in Europe pemits of any
slackening or diversion of our industrial war effort, business energies will be directed into
the old charnels. Tariffs and preferences, which have been for practical purposes
inoperative for three or four years, will become important again, and new vested interests
will develop which are quite likely to prevent the really radical changes in trade
relationships which the world needs, and Canada as much as any other country.
1 think there may be a chance, right now, of securing a comprehensive and thoroughgoing
trade agreement with the United States, which could be the first major instalrnent of the
multilateral programme which nearly everybody recognizes as the desirable goal. The
American invitation for general talks on economic policy is an oppomuiity to h d out
whether they would be ready to go dong with us right now in something pretty big.2

-

1. NAC, RG25/3258/6000-40, CMUS [sic] to SSEA,WA-6340, December 21", 1943.

2. NAC, RG25/5798/265(s), NAR to the Prime Minister, 2 1.12.43.
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So important were the taiks fhat Robertson wouid Iead the delegation.' AIso incIuded were

Mackintosh. McKinnon, Deutsch, Lamontagne, Merchant Mahoney, a counsellor at the Embassy
in Washington, Fred McGregor, Alec Skelton, Charles Wilson, and Hamy Scott4

On December 24Ihthe invitation from the UK arrived. Canada accqted it three days later, at the

same tirne telling the British about the taiks with the Americans. Canada would offer firm support
for a multilateral commercial convention at those talks, as well as gauge US thinking about early
negotiations towards this end. As for the Commonwealth talks, so strong was its belief in the need
to expedite the planning process that Canada would be willing to send officials to London earlier

than the projected start date of Fabruary 2 1" if this were possible.' It was not possible6, but the
suggestion underscores the Canadian desire for early action. This desire also virtually guaranteed
the wann welcome Robertson gave to an American suggestion that a group of US officials be sent
to London for talks with Commonwealth officials after the Commonwealth economic policy
discussions.' This proposa1 also went nowhere, but once again the Canadian belief in the need for

3. At least two DEA officiais questioned the inclusion of members of deputy rninister rank,
as this might indicate that the Canadians were trying to make more of the talks than the American
had intended. This argument did not ptove pmriasive, at teast wtrere Robertson was concemed.
See NAC, RG25/3258/6000-40, HFA to Robertson, December 24: 1943.
4. As noted below, the talkswere spread over two sessions, fint in Washington, then in New
York. This was the delegation sent to Washington. A pared down contingent went to New York,
consisting of Mackintosh, McKinnon, Deutsch, Lamontagne, and Mahoney, Robertson attending
only the second, and final, day of the talks.

5. NAC, RG25/3258/6000-40, SSEA to SSDA, No.206, December 27&, 1943.
6. NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolurne
1, SSDA to SSEA, No.290, December 3lS, 1943.

7. NAC, RG25/3258/6000-C-40, M. M. Mahoney to J. Deutsch, January 2zd, 1944; NAC,
RG25/3258/6000-A-40, CAUS to SSEA,WA-553, January 28: 1944; NARA, R G 5 9 h t Files
Pertaining to Europe/Records of the Office of European Mairs/Matthews-Hickerson Files 1935-

progress is ciear.

The talks with the Americans took place in two phases, first in Washington fiom January 3" to
January 7". and then in New York on February 12" and 13%' A11 the usual conditions applied: the

talks would be informal, exploratory, and non-cornmitîal. At the inaugural meeting, Leo Pasvolsky
explained that their goal was to discuss the problems at hand and the feasibility of potential
solutions, with an eye towards creating an agenda for hture discussions. Commercial, cornrnodity,
and cartel policies would be discussed, and their "tasic [would bel to find solutions in which al1
nations cm participate". US officiais "hope[d] that these discussions may help to develop policies

of truly international application and thus contribute to the solution of those even broader problems

which must be solved if the world is to be spared a recurrence of the scourge of war and of
economic collapse"?

Robertson spoke for the Canadians, striking many of the same notes that he had a few weeks earlier

in his rnemorandum to the Prime Minister. The Canadians "ûad been very encouraged by the

-

1947/M1244/1
IlReference Subject FilesBritish Commonwealth, Art. 7 t a b Canada (LaidLease), John Hickerson to Stinebower and Hawkins, February lSt, 1944.
8. The second session of the taks was originaily to have been held in Montreal, but the
press's discovery that Robertson had visited Washington,and the resulting speculation as to what
he had been doing there, led to the substitution of New York for Montreal. See NAC,
RG2S/287O/l 843-J-40C7
SSEA to CAUS,EX-452,~ebruary2 5 1944; NAC, RG25/5798/265(s),
NAR to the Prime Minister, 11.2.44.
9. NARA, RG43/Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and
ExpositionslInternationaI Conference on Trade and Employment (International T d e
organization)/lnternationalTrade OrganizationSubject File 1933-1950/20/ArticleW - Discussions
with Canadians - Generd, United States-Canada Informal Economic Discussions, Minutes of
Meeting held January 3 5 1944.

meeting of mindsn d ~ n the
g US-URdiscussionsthe previous auhunn and "hope[d] that an equally
large area of agreement could be found" during these discussions. They "were anxious to cooperate
in ever-y way possible in order to expedite the formulation of plans for meeting economic problems
of the post-war penod". There was a need for speed:

Mr. Robertson stressed the urgency of the questions which have to be considered. He
pointed out that we are working against a military timetable that we al1 want to see
accelerated as much as possible; but the more this military timetable is accelerated, the
shorter the time that is available for completing the task of planning for the post-war period.
The next few months may be a decisive period fÏom this point of view. The opportunity for
making spectacular progress in the field of economic policy is available to us at the present
tirne, but if we fail to seize the present opportunity it may not be available to us for many
rnonths more. 'O
Only commercial policy was discussed at both sessions of the talks: discussions of cartel and
commodity policy were conflned to the Washington meetings. The cartel policy talks went
moothly, perhaps because the Canadians did not have much to Say. They had arrived in
Washington unprepared to discuss the regulation of international cartels, on which littie substantive

''

work had been done in Ottawa. Canadian Officials did not get down to serious work on this issue
until May 1944, when they concluded that "[olur plea of ignorance with regard to this matter has
about run out" and that the govenunent might soon be questioned about it.I2 The Arnericans, on the

10. NARA, RG43IRecords of International Coderences, Commissions, and
Expositions/Intemational Conference on Trade and Employrnent (International Trade
Organization)/Inteniational Trade ûrganization Subject File 1933-1950/20/ArticleW - Discussions
with Canadians - Generai, United States-Canada Informa1 Economic Discussions, Minutes of
Meeting held January 3d, 1944.
11.NAC, RG19/359 11L-1Ib, Article W Discussionswith Representatives of the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Cartels) (44) In Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 8', 1944.
12. NAC, RG25/3258/6000-C-40, JJD to the Under-Secretary, May23*, 1944. In this same
file, see also Humphrey Mitchell to F. A. McGregor, May 22*, 1944. PreLiminary work seems to
have gotten underway shortly after the Washington discussions: in this same file, see JJD to Mr.
Robertson, January 2gh, 1944.
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other hanci, had investigated the issue and they wanfed actionk3,suggesting varÏous measures to

throw more light on and to curb the activities of cartels.14 While offering reservations on a few
points, Canadian officials "expressed sympathy with the objects of [the US] proposals" and agreed
on the need for further examination of the issue.''

Mackintosh later reported that the commodity policy taks "had been less satisfactory than those on
commercial p ~ l i c y " . The
' ~ Canadians had had little opportunity to discuss commodity policy on an
international level since the 1942 London discussions when UK officials had presented a draft plan
for the stabilization of primary product prices. The British had given their United Nations
colleagues an irikling of their cumnt thinking at the Hot Springs food conference in 1943, to which
Canada had sent a noticeably able delegaticn, but no fimi commitmentshad emetged." The US-UK

13. Various Amencan officials had shown great zeal for action on cartels during the US-UK
talks in auturnn 1943; this enthusiasm had not diminished by May 1944 when a DEA official
concluded that "[a] Government policy must obviously be shaped if only for the reason that the
United States Government attaches great importance to the cartel problem and will wish to have it
dealt with in any agreements relating to postwa. commerce". See NAC, RG25/3258/6000-C-40,
''Cartel Policy: Covering Report", Unsigned November 8", 1943and Letter h m H. L. Keenleyside
for the Under Secretary of State for External Affain to K. D. Scully, May 8', 1944 (quotation is
h m latter document).
14. NAC, RG 191359 1/G11b, Article W Discussions with Representativesof the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Cartels) (44) 1" Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 8*, 1944.

15. NAC, RG19/359 1IL-12 b, United States-Canada Informa1 Economic Discussions,
Subcommittee on Cartel Policy, S m a r y of Canadian-United States Cartel Discussions, Cartels
Paper N0.6,January ,
'
7
2 1944.

16.NAC,RG19/3592/L- 1 1à, Article W Discussionswith Representativesof the Dominions
and india, A.S.D. (Commodities) (44) 1* Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 1 5 1944.
17. PressneIl, p. 89; Howson and Moggridge, Tlie Wmme Dimies of Lionel Robbins &
James Meade, p. 56; John Holmes, 27zeShupingofPeace: Canadaandthe Searchfor WorldOrder,
1943-1957, Volume 1, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1979), pp. 49-50.
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discussions of the issue in Washington had been more fniitful. Both sides had unofficially offered
proposais for discussion (the UK proposal was "in the f o m in which it had emerged £hmthe

discussions with Dominion and Indian representatives in on don""), and the progress had been

Canadian and Amencan officiais shared several basic beliefs when it came to commodity policy.
AAer the war there would be international agreements regulating various primary products, and
these should follow agreed principles and be intemationally supervised. Such agreements "should

be used for the facilitation of orderly change during the transition periods in which adjusûnents of
production to effective demand are being made, pvticularly in those cases in which national
govenuments have taken, or might take, independent action to support the* producers". Inefficient
production should not be encouraged. Guidingprinciples w e n needed, but so was flexibility, given
the wide range of cornrnodities to be regulated and their varying stock Ievels. An international
commodity organization should be created, one in which producers and consumers were equally
represented. It should have a simple structure and "be integrated as closely as possible with other
parts of [sic] international economic organi~ation."~~

18. BoE, ADM14/15,Discussions on Agenda Under Article VU, A.D. (B.C.) (43) 3"
Meeting, Minutes ofMeethg held with Representatives of the Dominions and India on October 13',
1943.
19. Pressnell, pp. 1 19-120; BoE, ADMlU15, Discussions on Agenda Under Article W,
A.D. (B.C.) (43) 3d Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held with Representatives of the Dominions and
3
1 1943.
India on October :
20. NARAy RG43Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and
Exposition~ternational Conference on Trade and Employment (International Trade
0rganization)hternational Trade ûrganization Subject File 1933-1950/2O/ArticleW Discussions
with Canadians- Commodities, United States-Canada Tnformal Economic Discussions, Committee
on International Commodity Arrangements, Commodity Papa NOS, Summary of Joint United

-
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The primary goal of intemationd cornmodity poIicy was the relative stability of and, when
necessary, orderly changes in, commodity prices. Two methods of achieving this were discussed,
buffer stocks and quantitative regulation. Canadian and American officials spent much of their time
discussing the domestic political diffculties associated with buffer stocks. According to the final
summary of the talks, to some officials these difficulties loomed so large that they wondered if the
international buffer stock proposal could ever work; discussion then tumed to "the possibility of
securing sorne measure of international CO-ordinationof national buffer stocks or pnce-support
policies". This proposa1 made some officials uneasy, but it was agreed that if an international
scheme proved impossible, coordination of national schemes should be considered?' Mackintosh
later observed that apart nom their concexns with the domestic political viability of buffer stock
schemes, Amencan omcials argued that they would have no time to experiment with buffer stocks,
at l e s t during the irnmediate postwar period, as they would be so busy handling "the emergency
situationswhich they thought certain to aise in the case ofcotton, sugar, vegetable oils and possibly

States-Canadian Discussions on International Cornrnodity Policy, Ianuary 28'. 1944.
21. The commodity policy talks sumrnary does not identify who took what position on a
given issue. The commercial policy talks sumrnary does often identiQwho took what position, and
it has this to Say about commodity regulation: "Both groups thought that certain surplus situations
affecthg internationally traded commodities might well arise which would cal1 for special
international commodityagreements. In such cases the use of two-price systems might be permitteci
in accordance with the terms of such agreements. in this connection the Canadian p u p thought
that it would be very desirable to explore fùrther the possibilities of the use of buffer stocks as a
device which might prove adequate for many cases which might otherwise be thought to require
special inter-governmentalarrangementsinvolvingtwo-price systems." See NARA,RG43IRecords
ofInternational Conferences, Commissions, and Expositions/T.utemationalConferenceon Trade and
Employment ('Mernational TradeOrga;iization)/Intemtional Trade Organization Subject File 19331950/20/ArticleW - Discussionswith Canadians - General, '?nformal Exploratory Conversations
Between Officials of the United States and Canada Regarding the Formulation of an Agenda for
Discussions Looking Toward the Irnplementation of the Principles Enunciated in the Exchange of
Notes Between the United States and Canada on November 30, 1942", Febrwry 14&, 1944.

wheat soon after the waC2'

There was "a very high degree of agreement" when it came to quantitative regdation agreements,
"though there was a division of opinion on the extent to which it would be possible to apply the

correct principles in practice"?

There was general agreement that such agreements should be

temporary, reserved for exceptional conditions "where conditions of economic distress were in
prospect", used '70 prevent chaotic conditions of cut-throat cornpetition in international markets".
The international commodityorganization should ensure, however, that such agreements containeci
provisions "for restoring equilibrium in the industry by elirninating high-cost production or by

securing broader market oppominities to the most effective world pr~ducers".~~

Subsidies had been a sore point during the US-UK talks? The Canadians and Americans had no

better luck in agreeing on their role in comrnodity policy. Some officiais (most likely the
Arnencans) argued that "[i]ntemational commodity agreements should be based on a recognition
that there was no essential difference between export subsidies and income subsidies as far as their

22. NAC, RG 19/3592/L-1 1d, Article W Discussions with Representativesof the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Commodities) (44) 1" Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 1:' 1944.

23. NAC, RG19/3592/L- 1Id, Article VII Discussions with Representativesof the Dominions
and hdia, A.S.D. (Commodities) (44) Ln Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March l\ 1944.
24. NARA, RG43fRecords of hternational Conferences, Commissions, and
Expositions/uitemational Conference on Trade and Employment (IntemationaI Trade
OrganiZation)/IntemationalTradeûrganization Subject File 1933-1950/2O/ArticleW Discussions
with Canadians- Commodities, United States-CanadaInfonnal Economic Discussions, Committee
on International Commodity Arrangements, Commodity Papa No.5, Summary of Joint United
States-Canadian Discussions on Intemationai Commodity Policy,January 28% 1944.

-

25. PressneIl, pp. 118-120.

effects on the production of worrd surpluses was concemed". Others (alrnost certainly the
Canadians) argued that the effects of income subsidies were less darnaging than export subsidies
as they did not lead to differences ben~eenintemal and extemal prices that had to be secured
through tariffs or quotas, nor did they have detrimentai effects on prices faced by consumers.
Besides, it was
desirable to set international commercial policy in the post-war period on a bold course of
expansion, rather than ... concentrate our efforts on perfecting national and international
control measures which contained within themselves the seeds of restriction. If we could
succeed in bringing about such expansion, there would be less need for international
commodity agreements to buttress two-price systems and allocate sham in the world
market between subsidized and unsubsidized producers?
Discussion of commercial policy bllowed the path laid down by the US and üK the previous
auhunn, taking as its reference point the agreed joint statement of pnnciples, which covered a wide
range of commercial policy issues. Robertson had hoped that the US-Canada talks would result in
"agreement

... quickly reached in a substantial area of the field to be ~tudied"~:and he was not

disappointed. Canadian-American agreement was achieved on a broad range of issues. There

26. Both quotations are fiom NARA, RG43/Records of International Conferences,
Commissions, and Expositions/International Conferenceon Trade and Employment (International
Trade 0rganization)llntemational Trade Organization Subiect File 1933- 1950/20/Article W Discussions with Canadians - Commodities, United States-CanadaInformal Economic Discussions,
Cornmittee on International CornrnodityArrangements, CommodityPaper NOS,Summary of Joint
United States-Canadian Discwions on International Commodity Policy, January 2gm, 1944. As
noted above, this summary does not identi& who held what position. My suggestions about the
Canadian and American positions are based on information nom NAC, RG19/WWL-llc7Article
W Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions and India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 7&Meeting,
Minutes of a Meeting held March 8', 1944.
27. NARA, RG43/Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and
Expositions/lntemational Conference on Trade and Employrnent (International Tmde
Organization)/IntemationalTrade Organizstion SubjectFile 1933-1950/2O/Article W - Discussions
with Canadians - General, United States-Canada Informal Economic Discussions, Minutes of
Meeting heid January 3", 1944.
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should be a muItiIateraI convention that covered both quotas and tariffs and it should be negotiated
soon, before the end of the war brought the retum of cornpetition and the development o f intractable
interests: the Canadians proposed that it last a minimum of ten years, so as to "place it on a fim
political f~undation".'~The convention should be crafted so as to accommodate developed and
developing countries, state trading and non-state trading countries. Ideally, a multilaterai approach
should be taken to the reduction of tariffs. Encouragingly, Arnerican belief in the feasibilityof this
approach was stronger now than it had been before."

Protective duties would be slashed, but

revenue duties could be retained; embargoes, quotas and other quantitative restrictions on imports,
export taxes and other export restrictions should ail be eliminated, subject to certain qualifications
(including permission to use quotas in commodity agreements and during the postwar transitional
period). Export subsidies would be forbidden, though income or production subsidies might be
permitted in some instances. in particular, subsidies could be wed to support essential secuity or

28. This quotation is fiom an earlier version of the commercial policy t a k summary, one

that surnmarized the Washington talks only, the kal version retained the Canadian suggestion as
to the length of the convention, but omitted the part about the "fim political foundationy'. See
NARA, RG43IRecords of International Conferences, Commissions,and ExpositioI1S/LI1temational
Conference on Trade and Employment (International Trade 0rganization)hternationd Trade
Organization Subject File 1933-1950/20/Article W Discussions with Canadians General,
"Informal Exploratory Discussions Between Officiais of the United States and Canada Regarding
the Formulation of an Agenda for Discussions Looking Toward the Implementation of the
Principles Enunciated in the Exchange of Notes Between the United States and Canada on
November 30, 1943",Revised Dr& January 29', 1944.

-

Commissions, and
ExpositionslIntemational Conference on Trade and Employment (International Trade
ûrganization)/IntemationalTrade organization Subject File 1933-1950/20/ArticleVI1 - Discussions
with Canadians - General, "Informal Exploratory Discussions Between Officials of the United
States and Canada Regardhg the Formulation of an Agenda for Discussions Looking Toward the
Implementation of the Principles Enunciated in the Exchange of Notes Between the United States
and Canada on November 30,1943". Revised Draft, January 2g0, 1944.
29.

NARA, RG43IRecords of International Conferences,

-
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infant industries: secunty industries could be protected in no other w a p , while protection for infant
industries might be secured in a few other ways. Finally, a commercial policy organization, dong
the lines set out in the US-UK joint statement, should be established, the Canadians suggesting that
it work in close cooperation with other international organizations."

A concrete result of the talks was a new proposal for multilateral tariff reduction. The US-UK joint

statement offered five different methods for cutting tariffs: the formula devised by the Americans
and Canadians was a fleshed out version of the third of these methods, proposa1 'T". "C"proposed
"[tlhe reduction of al1 duties by a given percentage, except that no duty need be reduced below a
specified ad valorem rate'*32:in plain English, a standard percentage cut coupled with a tariff floor.
Proposal "C" was not the fint choice of the Canadians. They preferred proposal "A", which called
for "[t] he reduction of al1 duties by x per cent. of their height at a given time, or to y per cent. ad
valorem (or its equivalent in the case of specific duties), whichever may result in the Iower duty,

but no duty need be reduced below z per cent. ad valorem (or its equivalent in the case of specific

30.Thispoint would haveparticulariypleased the Canadiam, given their wlier nervousness
about the UK proposa1 to allow the use of quotas on the grounds of national security. See the
discussion of the Canadian position at the 1943 London talks in chapter 5.
3 1. Unless otherwise noted, this e n t i paragraph
~
is based on the summaryof the commercial
policy t a k entitled "Informal Exploratory Conversations Between Officiais of the United States
and Canada Regarding the Formulation of an Agenda for Discussions Looking Toward the
Implementation of the Principles Enunciated in the Exchange of Notes Between the United States
and Canada on Novernber 30, 1942" and dated February 1 4 ~1944
,
in NARA, RG43Records of
International Conferences, Commissions, and Expositions/Intemational Conference on Trade and
Employment (International Trade OrganiZation)/InternationalTrade OrganizationSubject File 19331950/20/Article Vn - Discussions with Canadians General.

-

32. PRO, PREM 1III, Covering Report on Commercial Policy, Annex A: "Agreed AngioAmencan Document on Commercial Policy", p. 17.

duties)")) or, a standard percentage cut with both a tarin ceiling and a floor. However, according
to the final summary of the discussions, the technical difficulties presented by "A" induced the
Canadians to throw their weight behind "C" instead." An earlier version of that same surnmary
offers another reason for the Canadian decision. The US-UK joint statement noted diat one of the

great advantages of 'A" was "that it would bear more heavily on the higher duties and Iess heavily

on the lower duties. Countries with low tariffs would not be required to make the sarne total
percentage reduction as countrieswith high tariff~."'~The Canadians recognized that this advantage
was also the proposal's great disadvantage, and doubted its acceptability to high tarïff nations?

Whatcver the reasoning behind the Canadian decision, "C" it was.

The new version of "C' called for the reduction oftariffs by a qecified percentage and a tariff Boor

33. PRO, PREM 1811, Covering Report on Commercial Policy, Annex A: "Agreed AogloAmerican Document on Commercial Policy", p. 17.

34. NARA, RG43iRecords of IntemationaI Conferences, Commissions, and
Expositions/Intemational Conference on Trade and Employment (International Trade
Organization)/IntemationdTrade OrganizationSubject File 1933-195O/X?/ArticleW - Discussions
with Canadians - General, "Infornial Exploratory Conversations Between Officials of the United
States and Canada Regarding the Fmnulatim ofan Agenda fot Discussions Looking Toward the
Implementation of the Principles Enunciated in the Exchange of Notes Between the United States
and Canada on November 30, I942",February 1 4 ~t 944.
,

35. PRO,PREM18/1, Covering Report on Commercial Policy, Annex A: "AgreedAngloAmencan Document on Commercial Policy", p. 17.
36. NARA, RG43/Records of htemational Conferences, Commissions, and
ExpositioT1s/lntemational Conference on Trade and Employment (International Trade
organitation)/IntemationalTrade organization SubjectFile I933-I9SO/ZO/ArticleW Discussions
with Canadians - General, bbInfomaiExploratory Discussions Between Officials of the United
States and Canada Regarding the Formulation of an Agenda for Discussions Lookmg Toward the
Implementation of the Principles Enunciated in the Exchange of Notes Between the United States
and Canada on November 30, 1943", Revised Draft, January 29<",1944. It should be noted that
Canada was one such high tariff nation.

-

of 10%. Once a tariff had been reduced by this method it could not be increased and its furm could
not be changed (except for non-ad valorem rates, which could be converted into ad vaiorem rates),
nor could tariffs not reduced through this formula be raised or theu form changed (again, except in
the case of conversion into ad valorem rates). Finally, tariffs could not be assigned to goods which
had hitherto been duty free?

The Arnericans and Canadians also agreed on a way to give effect to their recommendations. First,
ihe United States, the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union, the ~ornrnonwealth~',
and "as many other

countries as practicable", would agree on a convention, which would then be offered to other
nations for their acceptance. When enough countries, ''which could f o m an adequate nucleus", had
signed, the convention would corne into force.39Al1 parties to the convention would benefit from

37. NARA, RG43IRecords of International Conferences, Commissions, and
ExpositionslIntemational Conference on Trade and Employment (International Trade
0rganization)luiternational Trade OrganizationSubjectFile 1933-1950/2O/ArticleW - Discussions
with Canadians - General, "Informal Exploratory Conversations Between Officials of the United
States and Canada Regarding the Formulation of an Agenda for Discussions Looking Toward the
s
in the Exchange of Notes Between the United States
irnplernentation of the P ~ c i p l eEnunciated
and Canada on November 30, 1942", February 14', 1944.
3 8. One version ofthe su-

niggestedthai "[a]greement shouid be reachedh t amang

the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, as many as possible of the remaining British
Commonwealth countries, the U.S.S.R., and preferably several others". There is no definite
indication of the authorship of this sumrnary, but the reference to including "as many as possible
of the remaining British Commonwealthcountries" is interesting, given that at this t h e Canadawas
embroiled in the Article X dispute with Australia describai in chapter 5. See NARA,
RG43Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and ExpositionslInternational
Conference on Trade and Emploment (International T d e Organization)/Intemational Trade
Organization Subject File 1933-1950/2O/Article W - Discussions with Canadians - General,
Surnmary beginning on page 3 with the title 'Section on Commercial Policy", Unsigned and
undated.

39. Various Canadian officiais had been musing about proceeding dong these iines for some
t h e . In May 1943, Clark wrote: "Speakingpersonaily, my mind stilî nuis in the direction that our
interests will best be served by suggesting a ten-year agreement with the United States with
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dl tariff cuts negotiated under its aegis; its benefits would also be extended to non-adherents for a

specified amount of time, d e r which the benefits would be rescinded unless the commercial policy
organization decided otherwise.'

American and Canadian officiais did not see eye to eye on everything. One important disagreement
was over the link between tariffs and quotas. Both sides agreed that, ideally, reductions in the one

would be accornpanied by reductions in the other. But the Americans argued that should an
acceptable formula for multilateral tariff reduction prove elusive, the commercial convention should
still provide for the elimination of quotas, coupled with a cornmitment to future bilateral tariff
reduction negoiiations. This was unacceptable to the Canadians, who agreed with the British
position as laid out in the joint staternent. For the Canadians, as for the British, action on quotas

progressive reduction in the tariff on al1 commodities to a nominal level al1 round by the close of
the period and the formation of a "economic club" on this basis open to participationby al1countries
who are willing to abide by the sarne d e s . 1think that one of the less important advantages of such
a program is that if offers the only possible chance of getting the United States to break away h m
its slavish adherence to the unconditional M.F.N.policy." Another Canadian official (identified
only as "R'3 suggested that when it came to commercial policy, "a different method should be
followed kom that used in comection with relief and monet. stabiliz. Agreements should be
reached by the principal trading cauntries, US* U K + +Canada wauld sulnce. Other Domin,
China, Russia + perhaps some othen could be admitted. A club would thus be formed open to
admission by other counûies and the pnce of admission should be made stiK Coutries unwilling
to pay the price would be deprived of benefits. Cm. is prepared to denounce al1 her commercial
W. C. Clark to H. Wrong, May
treaties on this basis." See NAC, RGl9/3989/T-2-9-îNolwne1,
8h,1943; Library of Congress, Leo Pasvolsky PaperslS/Internationai Organizations, Unidentifid
Papen, Untitled, unsigned, and undated memorandum.
40. NARA, RG43/Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and
Expositions/Intemational Conference on Trade and Employment (International Trade
0rganization)htemationalTrade ûrganization SubjectFile 1933-1950/20/ArticIeW -Discussions
with Canadians - General, bbInformalExploratory Conversations Between Officiais of the United
States and Canada Regarding the Formulation of an Agenda for Discussions Looking Toward the
Implementation of the Principles Enunciated in the Exchange of Notes Between the United States
and Canada on Novernber 30,1942", February 14', 1944.
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had to be linked tu action on tarifEs: you courd not have the one without the other. Moreover,
Canadian officiais argued that pledges to eliminate quotas should be linked to pledges to effect
substantial multilateral tariff reductions, pmposing a 50% cut in tariffs as a suitable quid pro quo."

The dispute over the link between action on tariffsand action on quotas was significant, but it would
become moot if a satisfactory multiIatera1tariff reduction formula were found. There was no such
straightforward solution in sight for the thorniest problem of them ail, imperial preferences.
Although the Canadians did not oppose the reduction of preferential margiw, they were unwilling
to go as far in this direction as the Arnericans wanted. The Canadian position that significant
reductions in preferences had to be conditional upon significant reductions in tariffs has already
been noted severai times. During these talks, Canadian officials suggested a way of deaiing with
preferences that ensured that they would not be considered in isolation h m tariffs:

-

if agreement could be reached on a rnultilaterai reduction - of Say 50 percent in mostfavored-nation rates, that in itself would elirninate a gnat many preferential margins and
would reduce every one of the remaining margins by at least one half. In the opinion of the
Canadian group this would go a long way toward the "substantial abolition of preferences"
and is al1 that could reasonably be attempted in the multilateral convention. The reduction
of residual margins might be accomplished ... by simultaneous bilateral agreements for the
M e r reduction of duties and the miprocal exchange of free rates - this wodd be possible
since al1 rates would be keely negotiable as a result of the abrogation in the convention of
cornrnitments regarding the bhding of rates and margins ..?

4 1. NARA, RG43/Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and
Expositions/Intemational Conference on Trade and Employment (Tntemational Trade
Organization)/IntemationdTrade Organization Subject File 1933- 1950/20/ArticleW - Discussions
with Canadians - General, "Informal Exploratory Conversations Betwmi Officiais of the United
States and Canada Regarding the Formulation of an Agenda for Discussions Looking Toward the
Implementation of the Principles Enunciated in the Exchange of Notes Between the United States
and Canada on Novernber 30, 1942", February 14', 1944.
42. They also suggested "distinguishing...between prefernces fieely exchanged between

the countries of the British Commonwealth members and those granteci in the non-self-goveming
colonies, particularly in what were open door areas prior to 1932" as another way of reâucing

The Americans courd not reasonably expect reductions in preferential margins greater than those

brought about by this formula. To abolish al1 preferences would force Canada either to remove
tariffs on items that entered Canada tariff free h m the UK or to impose tariffs on those sarne items.
The former 'Would clearly not be practical for Canada"; the latter "would m counter to traditional
use ofBritish Preferential rates as a means of reducing tariffs and would be in conflict with the main
purpose of the proposed convention"."

A clever proposa1 in every respect - except for the fact b a t the Americans did not like it. Cutting

tariffs by 50% constituted, in American eyes, a "drastic and comprehensive" cut, the sort of cut
linked in the US-UK joint statement to "the sirnultanaus sübstantial abolition ofpreferences". The
Canadian formula would leave too many preferences4, and "[ilt would be extremely difficult to
defend a convention providing for drastic tariff reductions while leaving in existence an important
segment of the preferential system to be negotiated away in supplementary bilateral agreements

residual preferences.
43. NARA, RG43Records of international Conferences, Commissions, and
Expositions/Intemational Conference on Trade and Employment (International Trade
0rganization)hternational Traâe Organization S u w t File 1933- L9SOfîOIArticle W - Discussions
with Canadians - General, "Informai Exploratory Conversations Between Officiais of the United
States and Canada Regarding the Formulation of an Agenda for Discussions Looking Toward the
Implementation of the PrincipIes Enunciated in the Exchange of Notes Between the United States
and Canada on November 30,1942", Febniary l4', 1944.

44. For a US cornparison of the effects of the Canadian formula for preferencereduction and
an earlier US formula for preference reduction, as well as an analysis of the efficacyof the Canadian
fornula in reducing Canadian, United Kingdom, and Australian preferences, see NARA,
RG43/Records of International Confkrences, Commissions, and Expositioas/Intemational
Conference on Trade and Employment (International Trade Organization)/Lnternational Trade
Organization Subject File 1933-1950/20/Article W Discussions with Canadians, NY,February
1944, Unsigned memorandum to Mr. Fowler, February 1l", 1944 and "EEects of a Reduction of
M-F-NDuties by X Percent on the Duty Status of Imports into Canada, United Kingdom, and
Ausûalia", Unsigned and undated.
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involving still m e r tariff reduction". The US administration could be accused of having fittered
away much of its leverage without having secured the elhination of discriminatory trade practices.
Furthemore, Congress would be unlikely to permit the administration to negotiate the sort of
bilateral deals the Canadians prop~sed."~

The Arnericans suggested an alternative. Action on tariffs and preferences would proceed in step:
alongside an "adequate reduction of tariffs (say 50 percent) under a multilateral formula",
preferences would be reduced through a complicated procedure "Which might meet, in part, the
requirements for the simultaneous substantial abolition of preferences" and which would also
fbrther reduce residual preferential margins. Both sides promised to considerthe various preference
proposals put forth during the talks: when it came to preferences, this was the only thing on which
they could agree."

On the final day of the taiks, Robertson made a proposai that defies easy categorization. On Ianuary

24m Henry Angus, an official with Extemal Affairs, had wrîtten Robertson of his concem that the

N A M + RG43Records of International Cderences, Commissions, and
Expositions/Intemational Conference on Trade and Employment (Thternational Trade
0rganization)htmational Trade ûrganization Subject File 1933-1950/20/ArticleW - Discussions
with Canadians - General, b'kiformal Exploratory Conversations Be~weenOfEcials of the United
States and Canada Regarding the Formulation of an Agenda for Discussions Looking Toward the
Implementation of the Principles Enunciated in the Exchange of Notes Between the United States
and Canada on November 30, 1942", February 14&,1944.
45.

46. NARA, RG43/Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and
Expositions/uitemational Conference on Trade and Employment (Intemational Trade
Organization)/uitemationalTrade ûrganization SubjectFile 1933-I950/2O/Article VI1 - Discussions
with Canadians - General, "Infomal Exploratory Conversations Berneen Officials of the United
States and Canada Regarding the Formulation of an Agenda for Discussions hoking Toward the
Irnpiementation of the P ~ c i p l e Enunciated
s
in the Exchange of Notes Between the United States
and Canada on November 30,l W",
February 14&, 1944.
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proposal for a multilateral tariff cut might be regarded by some with a jaundiced eye, coming as it
did from the United States and Canada. It might appear to be "a scheme on the part of counaies

which apparently, as a result of wartime changes, have tariffs higher than they need for protective
purposes" and perhaps also "a scheme advanced by creditor counûies which must lower their tariffs
in any case". Furthermore, if Congress refused to reduce US trade barriers and would agree only
to a convention that pemitted substantial protection of the US market, many countries, uicluding
Canada, would be left in the lurch. Angus therefore suggested a two-pronged proposa1 be put to the
Americans. First, Canadian officiais should suggest a supplemental US-Canada bilateral trade
agreement, "inseparably linked to the main plan, to round out, so far as Canada is concerned, the
situation produced by the percentage cut", the benefits of which would be extended to the 0 t h
signatones of the commercial convention. Other nations might also choose to make similar deals.
Second, a clause should be inserted into the multilateral convention "ailowing any two or more
countries to remove al1 protective tariffs as [sic] against countries willing to make similar
concessions". Although no nation might ever use this clause, it "would

... point in the nght

direction, ...towards fiee trade among mature trading countries". It would motivate the US to agree
both to a large reduction in tariffs and to a bilateral agreement, and it would cal1 what might be a

US bluff: ''refusa1 to admit the possibility of forming fkee trade groups within the plan would place
the United States clearly in a dog-in-the-manager position, as its refusal would in effect k e z e
certain trade barriers, while in words emphasis was being laid on the need for reducing them. The
hypocrisy latent in such a position would become evident.'""
47. NAC, RG25/3258/6000-A-40, HFA to Mr. Robertson, January 24',

1944. Angus
concluded: "In essence this discussion is as old as Aesop. The United States offer is iike the dinner
Offered by the stork to the fox
out of a narrow neckedjar. The fproposal for a fke trade clause]
is like the fox's return of the dinner out of a saucer. The process was part of the stork's
education."

-

-

In New York, Robertson did propose a suppTementa1Eee €rade deai between Canada and the United

States that would cover various goods and would be made universal through the most favoured
nation principle. He asserted that "some such arrangement would be necessary in order to enable
Canada to adhere to [the multilateral] convention", citing the automobile industry as an example:

He thought that free entry on automobile parts on both sides of the border would enable
Canadian manufacturers to speciaiize in the production of certain parts not only for
Canadian consurnption and export overseas, but also for shipment to portions of the United
States market. Without this he felt that it would be difficult to justim Canada's adherence
to [the] multilateral convention, which would have the effect of opening up the Canadian
market to Amencan aut~rnobiles.~~
The proposa1 went nowhere. The minutes do not record the Amencan response to it, nor is it
mentioned in the final surnmary of the talks. Nevertheless, it indicates that Canadian officiais were
willing to consider even more trade liberalization than then under consideration. It would not be
the last time they would muse about the possibility of such an arrangement.

The New York talks ended on February 13", leavhg Mackintosh, McKinnon, and Deutsch barely
enough time to unpack and re-pack before they were off to London for the Commonwealth
discussions. Joining them there was Frederic Hudd, an officer at the Canadian High Commission,
who represented the Department of Trade and Commerce." The talks began on February 23" and
covered the whole gamut of Article VII issues: rnonetary and financial policy, commercial policy,
cornmodity policy, cartel policy, employrnent policy. UK and Canadian officials reported on their
respective discussions with the Americans, Mackintosh noting that they had emphasized the urgent

48. NARA, RG43/Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and
ExpositionslIntemational Conference on Trade and Empioyment (Tntemational Trade

-

0rganization)lIntemationalTrade Organization Subject File 1933-1950/2O/AmcIe W Discussions
with Canadians - General, Minutes of Meeting held Sunday Morning, February 13'.
49. NAC, RG19/35915-1 la, SSEA to CHCUK, N0.47,Febrwy 1 6 ~ 1944.
,
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need for progress. He restated the h a d i a n belief in the intercomectedness of d l Article VII

issues, stressing that "so far as possible they were anxious to ensure that progress should be made
on al1 the various topics simultane~usly".'~

The talks on commodity policy were relatively harmonious, particularly £tom the Canadian point
of view. Sorne time was devoted to analysing the American reluctance to embrace British ideas on
this issue. Mackintosh wondered whether the Americans had aetudly understood the ideas
presented to them by üK officials in Washington; perhaps they had just changed their minds. He
also suggested that concem that the conditions of the early 1930s might mur in the postwar
transitional penod had led some American officials to focus more on how commodity policy might
be used to address that situation than on how it should be run in the long nui.jl

Commonwealth officials agreed that there should be an international code establishing principles
that commodity agreements should follow and an international organization to assess and oversee
these agreement^.^^ An extended debate arose over the workings of the general organization that
would supervise the work of the specific commodity control bodies, but the Canadians were not as

50. NAC, RG191359ln1 1 a, Article W Discussionswith Representatives of the Dominions
and India, A.S .D. (44) 1*' Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held February 23d, d. 944.
5 1. NAC, RG191359IL1 la, Article W Discussionswith Representaîivesof the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (44) l* Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held February 23*, 1944; NAC,
RG19/3592/L-1
Id, Article VII Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions and India,
A.S.D. (Commodities) (44) 1' Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March :1 1944 and A.S.D.
(Commodities) (44) 4' Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 13'. 1944.

52. NAC, RG 1913592L1 1d, Artick W Discussionswith Representativesof the Dominions
and India, A.S .D. (Commodities) (44) 2* Meeting,Minutes of a Meeting held March p. 1944and
A.S.D. (Commodities) (44) 5" Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held Mar& 16', 1944.

involved in it as were some ofthe other Dominions. Their major contniution was a suggestionby
Mackintosh that some of the functions of the general body might be conducted through the
commercial organizati~n.~~
On the issue of regulation, the Canadians were favourably disposed
towards the use ofbuffer stocks. despite various technical difficulties involved in their use; they also
wondered how they might be financed, now that the international monetary organization could not
do it?

Mackintosh favoured using them in the immediate postwar period to dispose of

cornrnodities accumulated during the war. This 6'would set the post-war pattern in many
cornmodities" and could serve to ease the Amencans into taiking about buffet stocks." They could
also be useful in encouraging efficient postwar pïaduction."

Cartel policy was not extensively discussed, but what discussion there was is of interest. Despite
some reservations, Canadian officials were inclined to support the Americans in their drive to
regulate international cartels, and they hoped that others would too. The Arnericans made a good
case for action in this field, and they clearly felt very strongly about it. There was also the question

53. NAC, RG 19/359î/L-1 t d, Article W Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Commodities) (44) 2DdMeeting, Minutes ofa Meeting held Mmh
,'7 1944and
A.S.D. (Commodities) (44) 5" Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 16", 1944.
54. NAC, RG 1 9/3592L-1I d, Article W Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Commodities) (44) 1' Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March. 1 1944;
A.S.D. (Commodities) (44)4L"Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 13", 1944; A.S.D.
(Commodities) (44)6mMeeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 1Tb, 1944.

55. Quotation is h m NAC, RG19/3592n-1ld. M c l e W Discussions with
Representatives of the Dominions and India, A.S.D. (Commodities) (44) 1" Meeting?Minutes of
a Meeting held March la, 1944. In that same file see also A.S.D. (Commodities) (44) 4h Meetingy
Minutes of a Meeting held March 13: 1944.
56. NAC,RG 19/3S92/L11d, Article W Discussionswith Representatives of the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Commodities) (44) 4&Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 13&, 1944.

of tact ics: Mackintosh suggested V a t if wodd greafry impmve the chances O fsecuring the adoption
of the whole range of agreements under contemplation if a determined attempt could be made to
tackle the cartel pr~blern*'.~~
He later expanded on this theme:
He felt strongly that we should not take too negative an approach on this subject. Of al1 the
subjects discussed, the US. had taken the most decided initiative on cartels, and the
response made on cartel policy would have a considerable effect on the attitude of the U.S.
Administration towards the other subjects discussed with them and on the attitude of the
US.public towards the general economic policy.'*
It was likely that the Americans would be happy with even a Iittle progress in this field. The
prohibition of a few practices, promises for further study and the exchange of information, and the
setting up of an international organization might be al1 that was needed. The Canadians urged the
British to go this far to meet the Americans, but though the British were willing to countenance
action in this field, they were very reluctant to agreeeS9The final report of the talks did note the
merits of the US case and the possibility that the US attitude towards the other Article W plans
might be affected by the UK position on cartels. However, it also reflected the split that amse
between LJK O fficials, who contended that the registration of cartels represented a good start on the
problem, and "[O]fficials of some of the other delegations", who favoured going fiirther?

57. NAC, RG 1913591L-11b, Article W Discussionswith Representatives of the Dominions
and India, A.S .D. (Cartels) (44) 1 Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 8', 1944.
58. NAC, RG 191359 1/L-Il b, Article W Discussionswith Representativesofthe Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Cartels) (44) 2" Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 1 4 ~1944.
,

59. NAC, RG19/359 1L-11b, Article VII Discussionswith Representativesof the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Cartels) (44) 2" Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 14', 1944.
60. NAC, RG 1 913591/L-11b, Article W Discussionswith Representativesof the Dominions
and India, A. S.D. (Cartels) (44) 1, Draft Summary of Discussions conceming Cartel Policy, March
18h, 1944.
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On commercial poticy, there was sme progress. Canadiarr and UK officiais stitf agreed ttmt a

multilateral approach was essential, and the latter were particularly pleased by the Canadian
observation that the Americans seemed to have dispensed with the bilateral approach and were
apparently more optimistic about the feasibility of the multilateral appr~ach.~'The Canadians
moved closer to the British position on subsidies, accepting the suggestion that they be permitted

as a "safety valve"." Similady, on the issue of the treatment of non-adherents to the convention,
Mackintosh approved of a LIK proposai that "[m]ernbers should not be rigidly excluded b m giving
benefits to non-rnembers; but if a country did make an agreement giving some or al1 of the benefits,
the drafi agreement must be brought before the international organisation [for examination] before

it came into force". A modified version, which deprived non-members of the benefits of the

convention but permitted agreements between memben and non-members, was generally
accepted.6' The Canadians won approval for the idea that the benefits of the convention should be
extended to al1 for a limited penod as a sort of trial membership, with the benefits withdrawn from
those countries that did not sign on within the specified period.*

6 1. NAC, RG 19/3591/L-11c, Article W Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 1" Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held February 2sh, 1944 and
A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 3" Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held Febniary 29", 1944.
62. NAC, RG 1913591/La11c, Article W Discussions with Representativesof the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44)'7 Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 8", 1944.
63. Deutsch continued to argue against non-members receiving the benefits of rnembership
without assurning its obligations. See NAC, RG19/3591/L-llc, Article W Discussions with
Representatives of the Dominions and India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 7" ~eeting,Minutes of a Meeting
held March gh, 1944.

64.NAC,RGlgI359 1/L-11c, Article W Discussions with Representatives ofthe Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44) Meetin& Minutes of a Meeting held March 8"', 1944.
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There were also substantial differences. At the closing meeting, Mackintosh put a positive spin on
the disagreements that had arisen during the discussions, asserting that they were "the inevitable

consequences of the attempt to corne to close grips with the problems involved
implementation of Article

in the

Be that as it may,some of the disagreementswere not on matters

of detail, but of principle, and would prove resistant to easy resolution.

The Australians were the most fiequent and vocal cntics of the trade liberalization proposals. This
was no surprise, given the recent tussle over Article X of the Canadian Mutual Aid Agreement: the

sarne reluctance to commit to trade liberalizationthere infonned the Australian approach at London.
Australian officiais were skittish about cornrnitting ?!!emselves

throughout the talks, expressing

reservations about the speedy reduction of trade barriers, the proposed rnultilateral tariff reduction
formulas, large reductions in preferences, the superiority of subsidies over two-pnce systems, and
the proposals concerning the transitional penod." At one point Australian reluctance led to rather
sharp words from Mackintosh. When L. G. Melville, Econornic Adviser to the Australian central

bank, outlined the "considerable difficulties" in the various tariff reduction proposals and suggested
instead a tariff truce coupled with a pledge for future tariff reductions, Mackintosh rebutted: "Ifthe
Australian representatives were against [the approach outlined in the US-UK joint statement] he

65. NAC, RG lgI359 1L i 1a,Article W Discussions with Representativesof the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (44) 5" Meeting, Minutes of the Final Meeting held March 2 1*, 1944.

66.NAC, RG 19/3591/L-11c, Article MDiscussions with Representatives of the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 1" Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held February 25: 1944; A.S.D.
(Trade) (44)4"' Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 2"1, 1944; A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 5"
Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 3", 1944; A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 7" Meeting, Minutes of
a Meeting held March 8', 1944; A.S.D. (Trade)(44) 8" Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March
9", 1944.

thought he shouid Say nankly that the Canadians were in favour o f it??

Australian officials strongly urged the conclusion of an international agreement on domestic full
employment before an international agreement on trade liberalization. as well as the very gradua1
reduction of trade barrien.ba The proposai for gradudisrn did not find favour with the Canadians:
as will soon be seen, Canadian officials stresseci the need for imrnediate tariff reductions.
Australian concems about domestic full employment received a gentler Canadian reception, though
here too there was hindamental disagreement. The Austraiians argued that their ability to reduce
their trade barriers would likely be conditioned upon their being satisfied that the larger nations
intended to pursue full employment p o l i ~ i e s . The
~ Canadians countered that the implementation
of the Article W program should not be delayed until after the nations of the world had achieved

full employment, as this program would "constitute the desirable framework within which to
achieve full employment.

Full employment and expansion of trade should be achieved

simultaneously and not successively.~""

Nevertheless, Canadian O fficials acknowledged the desirability of countries coordinathg their

67. NAC, RG 19135 9 1IL1I c, M c l e W Discussionswith Representativesof the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44)4&Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 2', 1944.

68. NAC, RGl9/359l/L- 11a, Article W Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (44)1' Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held February 23*, 1944.
69. NAC, RG19/359I L - i 1a, Article VîI Discussionswith Representativesof the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (44) In Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held February 23", 1944.

70. NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, CHCUK to SSEA, No.466, ~ebruary
24', 1944.

domestic poticies and were wiiIing to consider an infernafionaiagreement on emp10yment.~'When
the Australians submitted a draA agreementR, the Canadian inclination was to "consider the
Australian proposais sympathetically", though with reservations:
We feel, however, that in any International Declaration or Agreement regarding the
maintenance of employment, care should be taken to prevent the possibility of international
bodies becoming itivolved in matters of domestic poiicy which are the subject of domestic
political controversy. We will oppose the suggestion that failure on the part of any country
to meet a general undertaking in a Declaration on employment should constitute grounds for
other countries to withdraw h m their obligations under other international arrangement^.^
United Kingdom officials also believed that the Article W plans would help make the pursuit of
full employment policies possible and were concemed about international interference in domestic
issues." They proposed toning d o m the Australian draft. Rather than creating an entirely new
international body for employrnent policy, why not provide for "mdertakings to provide statistics
and to consult through the instrumentality of an economic council, which will probably be set up
to CO-ordinatethe policies of the various functional international economic organisations". The
Australians agreed, as did the other Commonwealth representatives, including the Canadians."
There was also agreement that if UK ministers approved, the revised ciraft agreement should be

7 1. NAC, RGl9/36 11M-4, Article W Discussions with Representatives ofthe Dominions
aiid uidia, A.S.D. (44) (Employment) 1" Meeting, Minutes ofa Meeting held Febmary 29", 1944.
72. NAC, RGl9/36 11/M-4, Article W Discussions with Representativesof the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (44) 10, Employment Policy, Note by the Joint Secretaiy, March 1\ 1944.

73. NAC, RG 19/3WO/U-1-4, CHCUK to SSEA, No.540, March 4&, 1944. See also NAC,
RG 19/3611/M-4, Article W Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions and India, A.S.D.
(44) (Employment) 2"dMeeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 61h, 1944.
74. NAC, RG 19/361 1M-4, Article W Discussionswith Representativesof the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (44) (Employment) 2ndMeeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 8, 1944.
Eady said that UK officials could not accept the suggestion that countries not meeting their full
empIoyment obligations be examineci by an international triiunal.

75. NAC, RG19/3990/U-1-4, CHCLTK to SSEA, No.553, March:7 1944.

submitted by UR officials for the consideration ofXS officiakm

Australia was not the only nation with which Canada disagreed. There were also disagreements
between Canada and the United Kingdom, some substantiaf, some not. UK officials were troubled
of the joint Angloby the new Canadian-Amencan tariff reduction fomula based on proposal "C"
Amencan statement. They had a strong preference for proposal "A", believing it to yield a more

equitable result." The Canadian delegation explained the UK concern at the abandonment of "A"
to Ottawa:
Their immediate reaction was that the United Kuigdom approach had been tumed around.
They state that their objective was to achieve a drastic scaling down of the very high rates
by means of a ceiling, Say 25%; only a rdatively small reduction, much less than 50%, in
the moderate rates and no reduction of the low rates of the low rates, Le. rates below a floor
of say 10%. They seem to feel that the emphasis has been reversed by the discussion of a
general50% cut which would not bring down the very high rates sdficiently while effecting
a very substantial cut in the moderate rate."

76. NAC, RG 19/361lm-4, Article W Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (44) (Employment) 3' Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 14', 1944. It
was also agreed ''that it would not be wise to represent to United States officiais that the proposais
came fkom the present meeting, but that it could be explained that they had been discussed between
United Kingdom, Dominion and Indian officials".
77. NAC, RG 19/3591/L-11c, Article W Discussionswith Representatives ofthe Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 3" Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held Febnüuy 2gm,1944; NAC,
RG1913989IT-2-9-2Nolurr.e 1, CHCUK to SSEA, No.560,March 8'. 1944.

78. NAC, RG25/5705/7-I(s)Part 1/6000-A-40C, CHCUK to SSEA,No.483, ~ebruary
ZS",
1944. See also NAC, RG19/359 l n - 1 k , Article W Discussions with Representatives of the
Dominions and India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 1" Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held February 25',
1944: "[Su Arnold Overton] now gained the impression that the United States authorities were
wanting to launch a more serious attack upon moderate than upon hi& tariffs. At the same time
they were keeping up their pressure against preferences". Robertson was not convinceci of the
merits ofthe UK arguments, writing h m Ottawa, "'ïhere is a good deal of validity in United States
contention that a fifty percent cut in a forty percent tariff rate is likely to be of more serious
economic consequence than a fi@ percent cut in a twenty percent rate. For this reason I am not
greatly womed by optical inequality of sacrince which wodd result h m application of a single
formula of reduction to high and low tariff corntries." He favoured a simple formula, one with a
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The Canadians pointed out on severd occasions thaf they had trîedto get the Amencans to proceed
on the basis of "A", but the latter simply would not, citing its technical complexityn UK officials
eventually supported the adoption of a South Afncan proposa1 for graduated reductions in tariffs.
This would result in larger reductions in high tariffs than in moderate or low ones, but might prove
more palatable to high tariff countries because of the absence of a low tariff ceiling." Canadian
officials agreed that further study might be done of the South Afncan formula, though they had
reservations about its technical difficulties and its ability to effect a sufficient cut in tariffs."

More tension arose over the application ofthe tariffreduction fomula. The problem lay in devising
a formula that would lead to equitable reductions in specific and ad valorem tariff rates. Specific
tariffs are assessed on the b a i s of a fixed value for each unit of a good that enten a country: for
example, a country might impose a tariff of $1 for every imported guitar. Ad valorem tariffs are

singleproportionate reduction coupled with a ceiling and floor ifpossible. See NAC, RG25/5705/7J(s) Part 116000-A-40C, SSEA to CHCUK, No.483, February 25", 1944.
79. NAC, RGl9I359 l n - 11a, Article W Discussionswith Representatives ofthe Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (44) 1' Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held February 23d, 1944; NAC,
RG251570517-J(s) Part 1/6000-A40C, CHCUK to SSEA, No.483. February 2Sh, 1944; NAC,
RG l9/359 IL-1 1c. Article W Discussions with Representatives of the Daminions ami India,
A.S.D. (Trade)(44) lY
Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held Febmary 2sh, 1944and A.S.D. (Traâe)
(44) 3d Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held February 29Ih, 1944. At the February 2gmmeeting,
Mackintosh said that Canadian officials ' t e r e reluctant to abandon the idea of a ceiling and had
pressed the proposal during the United States discussions, with, they thought, some success".
80. NAC, RG19/3989R-2-9-2Nolume 1, CHCUK to SSEA, No.560, March 8m, 1944.

81. NAC. RG19/3989R-2-9-2Nolume 1, CHCUK to SSEA, No.560, March 8% 1944;
NAC, RG l9/359 1/L- 11c, Article W Discussionswith Representatives ofthe Dominions and India,
A. S .D. (Trade) (44) 1O' Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 16", 1944. At the M m h 16'
meeting, Mackintosh noted 'mat while they agreed with the general principles that higher duties
should be cut more than lower duties, they had throughout taiked of a general50 per cent cut. The
result of the South Anican fomula would be that lower duties would be cut Iess than higher rather
than that high duties would be cut more than lower."
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assesseâ on the b a i s ofa percentage ofthe vahe ofthe good üiaf enfers the counhy: thus, a country
might impose a tariff of 35% of the value of every imported guitar. Some countries had tariff

schedules dominated by specific tariffs, others by ad valorem tariffs, still others had both. The
problem was finding a way of reducing tariffs that would allow for equality of sacrifice between
countries that relied on specific tariffs and those that relied on ad valorem tariffs. In a world of
fixed prices, converting specific tariffs into their ad valorem equivalents (to ensure equivalency of
cuts, ceilings, and fioors) was a relatively straightforward matter: the trouble was, prices were not
fixed. Not only were they not fixed, but compiling data on them was a dificult ta& given wide
national variances in data gathering and the fact that many of countries nom which data were
needed were still occupied by Nazi Gemany. Add to this various other technical problems of
computation and valuation, and the result was a very trickypr~blern.'~
How should it be addresseci?

The British answer was that tariff cuts could be instituted gradually. For example, if proposal "A"
were adopted, the percentage tariffcut might be introduced first, followed later by the imposition
of the ceiling. The intervening period would be used for data collection and the computation of ad
valorem equivalents for specific tariEs." LJK Officials also proposeci that "the reduction of specific
duties shouId be adjusted to compensate for changes in exchange rates and price I e ~ e l s " . ~The
Canadians' desire for the quickest and greatest possible liberalization of trade is clear in their

82. For a detailed discussion of the technical difficulties associated with dealing with ad
valorem and specific tariffs equitably, see NAC, RG 19/359 1K-11 c, Article W Discussions with
Representatives of the Dominions and Ma,
A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 3" Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting
held February 2gh, 1944.

83. NAC, RG 19/3591/L-1I c, Article W Discussionswith Representatives of the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 3d Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held Febniary 29", 1944.
84. NAC, RGI9/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, CHCUK to SSEA, No.524, March 3 5 1944.

response:
We urged that ceiling be expressed as an ad valorem rate on specific basis of valuation more
than which no importer would be required to pay. While recognising in theory the validity
of contention regarding reduced incidence of specifics under today'ç values, we urged that
the complications and anomalies resulting h m cmde adjustments for price level and
exchange rate changes should not be introduced except for countries in special
circumstances which would be dealt with ~eparately.~~
McKimon suggested that countries could dispose of the problem by changing to an ad valorern
tari ff structure, but this was rejected. In fact, none of the Canadian suggestions were taken up, and
the final report of the talks advocated giving specific tariff nations leeway to make the necessary

A similar disagreement arose during the discussion of the safeguards to be pmitted in the postwar

transitional period. in this case the Canadians found themselves in larger Company and won their
point. UK officiais argued that the commercial convention should corne into effect in two stages.
During the first two years, countries could use whatever trade controls they believed necessary,
though these should be "used to make the transition to the ultimate objectives of the Commercial
Convention as early as possible" and they should consult countries whose interests were injured by
them. A partial tariff cut might also be effected during this stage. During the following three years,
the terms of the convention would be gradually instituted so that by the end of the period the
convention would be fully in force."

85. NAC, RG1913989R-2-9-2Nolume 1, CHCUK to SSEA, No.524,March 3", 1944.
86. NAC, RG 190591/L4 Ic, Article W Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 4& Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 2d, 1944.
87. Quotation is from NAC, RG19/3591Ll lc. Article W Discussions with
Representatives of the Dominions and India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44) k Meeting*Minutes of a Meeting
held March 9$ 1944. See also NAC, RG25/5705/7-J(s) Part 1f6000-A-40C, CHCUK to SSEA,

The Canadians did not Iike the implications of this schedule for tariff reductions. A delay in the
elimination of quotas was wise, but tariff cuts should be instituted as soon as possible, not Ieast so
as to avoid giving the Amencans ajustification for delaying their own tariff cuts. Mackintosh noted
that during the recent US-Canada talks the Americans had at first insisted that quotas be eliminated
at the same time that tariffs were reduced. They had seemed to come around to countenancing a
cornmitment, to be made as explicit as possible, for the finire elimination of quotas instead. Now
that they "were prepared to think sympathetically of the present proposais on the timing of the
Convention, ... he was reluctant for them to be given any chance to slip back, unless for some very
good teason"?

With South Afiica and New Zealand also strongly in favour of immediate tariff cuts, the Canadians

felt that they had "made some headway in convincing United Kingd~rn".~~
Subsequently,however,

UK officiais produced a schedule that suggested to Mackintosh 'mat no important clauses of the
Convention would come into force at a date earlier than three years after the Armistice with Japan",
including, of course, tariff reductions. Afkr prolonged discussion, Canada, SouthAfnca, and New
Zealand got the UK to accept 'Wat the convention should come into force at the earliest date which

No.585, March 1o'", 1944.James Meade offered a slightlydifférent version of this schedule several
days later, but it still involved delayed action on tariff reductions. See NAC, RG 19/3593/L-11,

Article VII Discussions with Representatives of the Dominions and uidia, A. S.D. (44) 2d Meeting,
Minutes of a Joint Meeting of the Committee on Commercial and Monetary Policy, Meeting held
March 1s ~ 1944.
,
88. NAC, RG 19/359 in-11c, Article VII Discussionswith Representativesof the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 8' Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 95 1944.

89. NAC, RG25/5705/7-J(s) Part 1/6000-A-40C, CH1944.

to SSEA, No.585, March 1Om,
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coutd be agreed upon aï the tirne o f the signature by an agreed proportion of countries."

Another issue on which the Canadian and British approaches differed pointed towards truubles to
corne. The Canadians proposed, as they had in Washington and New York, that preferential
margins be reduced through reductions in non-preferential tariffs; if the cut were substantial,
perhaps the Amencans could be induced to accept the residual preferences. They also advocated
the unbinding of a11 bound preferences. This would expedite the trade liberaiization process (as
bilateral negotiations involving bound preferences would no longer become d e facto multilateral
negotiations) and would serve as "a syrnbol to the United States of the abandonment of a system to
which they took objection". Additionally, "there should be no future increase in preferential

margins'?

'

Neither South African nor LJK officials would pledge never to increase preferential taxiffs."
Moreover, while üK officials agreed that reductions in preferential m e n s should be effected
through reductions in non-preferential tariffs (through the South Afkican formula, not the Canadian
proposa1 of a 50% cut), they were not keen on unbinding bound preferences, worrying "that this
might lead to countries o f Comrnonweakh making bargains at expense of one another and give rise

90. NAC, RG19/359 1/L-11b, Article W Discussionswith Representatives ofthe Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (44) 3" Meeting, Minutes of a Joint Meeting of the Cornmittee on Commercial
and Monetary Policy, Meeting held March 20: 1944.

9 1. NAC, RG 19/359 ln-11c, Article W Discussionswith Representatives of the Dominions
and India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 5" Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March 3", 1944.
92. NAC, RG251570517-J(s) Part 116000-A-40C, CHCUK to SSEA,No.483, ~ebruary25:
1944;NAC, RG19/35911L- 1 I c, Article W Discussions with Representativesofthe Dominions and
India, A.S.D. (Trade) (44) 6' Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held March p, 1944.
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to mtraComrnonweahh discrimination". Canadian officids offered another interpretation: 'We are

informed unofficially that there is now a group in the United Kingdom Cabinet, namely
Beaverbrook, Arnery and Hudson, who are not prepared to accept a relaxation of the B.P. system.
The opposition to our suggestion conceming unbinding is probably not unconnected with this

situation.'*'

Back in Ottawa, Robertson was concemed about the British approach to tariffs and preferences.
The measure of agreement attained by US and UK officiais during the Washington talks was
dissipating and "[iln general, objectives seem tc, be shrinking and receding". "[AIS the multilateral

programme becomes more modest and more remote", Robertson wrote Clark,
we shall have to look more seriously and more quickly at the specific problems of Canadian-

American trade relations. 1 had mvisaged a bilateral agreement with the United States,
supplementing a general rnultilateral tariff reduction, but if effective multilateral action is
to be indefinitely deferred and,when achieved, prove modest, then 1think we may have to
look at the question again fiom the continental viewpoint."
Clark agreed. He too was increasingly apprehensive: "ln fact, for some time 1 have been growing
increasingly sceptical of the possibilities of real achievement under the mdtilateral program and
therefore increasingly concerned with the advisability, h m our point of view, of a radical
continental approach coupled with a radical CanadiamBritish program?

93. NAC, RG 19/3989îî-2-9-2Nolume 1, CHCUK to SSEA,No.560, March 8', 1944. Both
Lord Beaverbrook, the Lord Pnvy Seal, and L. S. Amery, Secretary of State for India and Burma,
were fim imperialists utterly opposed to the disrnantihg of the Ottawa agreements; R. S. Hudson,
the Mirister of Agriculture, insisted on the need to pmtect British agriculture. On the division in
the LJK Cabinet over commercial policy in this period, see Pressnell, pp. 131-133.
94. NAC, RGl9/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1,N.A. Robertson to W. C. Clark, March IO&, 1944.
95. NAC, RGl9/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, W. C. Clark to N.A. Robertson, March 1lm,1944.

The prospects were no beffer a few months later as Ring prepared to go to London for a Prime

Ministers' Conference. Austraiia had long displayed a marked lack of enthusiasm for trade
liberalization; word had corne that South Afnca was increasingly leaning towards protectionim
too.p6 NOdate had been scheduled for the resumption of US-UK talks, and in late Apnl Churchill
made a cautious statement on imperial preferences that arousedcriticism and concem in the United

tat tes.^'

Mackenzie King's chronicle of the May 1944 CommonwealthPrime Ministers' Conference reveals

an overridingconcem with intra-Commonwealth political relations. Since the autumnof 1943 there
had been niuch discussion of the fbture of the Commonwealth. Australian Prime Minister Curtin,
General Jan Smuts, the elder statesman Prime Minister of South Afkica, and Lord Halifax had al1

made statements on the possibility of a more centralized Commonwealth in the postwar world.
Such an idea was unthinkable to King, and he said so, many tirnes, in ond don.'^

96. NAC, MG26tJltC705U363, The Canadian High Commissioner to South Afnca to
SSEA, No.35, March 22', 1944.

97. NAC, RG19/3989lT-2-9-2fVolume
1, CAUS to SSEA, WA-2489, April 24', 1944.
Hamy Hawkins told Merchant Mahoney "that his group are in a bad spot and said that anything
Canada could do to have the statement 'played down" would be rendering them a great service. 1
gathered that he definitely had in mind your forthcomingvisit and the possibility of your assistance
h m that end."

98. On the staternents by Curtin, Smuts, and Lord Halifax, see, for example, NAC,
RG21 9 1 ' - 2 2 - 9(Vol. 1)/1943- 1945, CHCA to SSEA, No2 13, September 7L, 1943;Letter to Dr.
Henry Laureys, Decernber 17", 1943; Letter h m Dr. Henry Laureys, No.66, January 25', 1944;
Canadian High Commissioner to South Africa to SSEA, No. 139, Decernber 1 7&, 1943; CHCUK
to SSEA,No. 103, January 1l", 1944; CHCUK to SSEA,No.270, January 28', 1944; CHCUK to
SSEA, No.273, January 29", 1944. More generaIIy, see, for example, McKenzie, p. 158-160;
Granatstein, Canada 's War, pp. 3 17-320; C. Cecil Lingard and Reginald Trotter,C~nadain WorId
Affairs, 1941-1 944 (Toronto: Oxford University Press,1%O), pp. 283-304; Bothwell and English,
p. 149.

But there was a1so important work to be done on commercial policy. The divide in the UK Cabinet
noted by Canadian officials in March had not been mended, and even Churchill, who usually
inclined towards fiee trade99,was speaking favourably of preferences. According to King, he
discussed their "sentimental aspect, as he said, more important in a way than the economic and
which hung like a loose girdle around the penon of the Empire, so to speak"!"

Now the UK

goverrunent wanted to know what Commonwealth Prime Ministers thought."' Robertson, who had
accompanied King to London, sun-med up the situation for Wrong back in Ottawa:
The United Kingdom has circulated a very cautious and nontommittal paper summarising
without endorsement the conclusions reached by the meeting of experts in March. Interna1
political divisions within the United Kingdom Govemment, which are not likely to be
resolved during the next few months, make it unlikely that resurned conversations with
United States officials could lead to concrete and useful results. This fact, plus coincidental
approach of United States elections, makes me doubtful whether any advantage can be
expected from a showdown on main questions of principle at this juncture. I am inclined
to recornmend a six months' hoist of negotiations and to oppose possible alternative
suggested by the United Kingdom that procedure followed in case of InternationalMonetary
Fund might be pursued with respect to proposed Commercial Convention. 1 feel progress
in the field of commercial policy must involve Government responsibilities at each stage
of negotiations and that interim publication of "Agreed Statement of Principles" - assuming
such a document could be drafted - would probably be mischievous in its resu~ts.'~

Wmng,Deutsch, Clark, Mackintosh, McKinnon, and the new Acting Deputy Minister of Trade of
Commerce, Oliver Master, al1 agreed. They also suggested that King take this opportunity '20 put

forward vigorously and clearly to the United Kingdom authonties the Canadian view regarding a

100. WLMK, May,'7 1944.
101. NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-9-Wolume 1, Meeting of Rime Ministen, P.M.M.(44) 1,
Commercial Policy, Memorandurn Prepared On Behaif Of The United Kingdom Wa.Cabinet For
Discussions With The Dominion Prime Ministers, May 3d, d, 944,Pressnell, pp. 13 1- 135.

1 02. NAC, RG 19/3989/r-2-9-2Nolume 1, CHCUIS to SSEA, No. 1070, May Tb, 1944.

comprehensive internationa1appmachY 'm

And this is what King did. Canadian prosperity could not be had through imperial preferences or
bilateral trade agreements: only a multilateral commerciaI convention, as universal and as
liberalizing as possible, could provide the b e w o r k in which prosperity could be achieved. The
United States would be an essential part of that convention, and it wanted substantial reductions in
preferences. There was no avoiding the fact that substantial reductions in tariffs would necessitate
substantial reductions in preferences. 'These problems are difficult and very complicated. Bold
solutions involve risk-taking which we would al1 wish to avoid if we could. 1 feel however," King
concIuded,
that postponement of new departues in the field of commercial policy until the end of a
"transitional period" which I hear rnight be as long as five years is to accept defeat in
advance. If we are to make a fiesh start our great opportunity will follow close on the end
of hostilities. We should be prepared to seek it. Ifwe wait special interests in each of our
countries - in Europe and in the United States, which have been subordinated to the pressing
needs of a war economy, will assert theû special claims. Each of us must inevitably face
grave problems of indusûial reconversion when hostilities end. 1feel these very difficulties
will give us an irnrnediate oppominity to build up our most efficient industries on fimer
foundations than before. In so doing we can remove many causes of international fiction
and rivalry and make sure that the economic bases of a world security organisation are
securely laid.'M

-

Canada was the only nation that remained unequivocally committed to multilateral trade
liberalization. The United Kingdom was divided, and Australia, India, New Zealand, and South

103. NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-ZNolume 1, SSEA to CHCUK, No.860, May 8: 1944.

Z 04. NAC, RG 19/3989/'-2-9-UVolume 1, "Statementby the Prime Minister of Canada on
Commonwealth Commercial Policy". Francine McKenzie observes that King "identified the
obstinacy and emotions of both the advocates and critics of preferences as the real barrier to
understanding". See McKenzîe, p. 161.

AKca aII came down in favour ofretaining the impenaI prefërence s y ~ t e m . ' ~

Meanwhile, the United States was growing itchy for action. State Department officials were eager
to learn what had transpired at the hime Ministers' Conference and to obtain detailed information
about the Commonwealth talks in February and March: so eager were they that they were even
willing to corne to 0ttawa.Io6 They also proposed the resumption of talks with the British, but,
despite suggestions that they might be reconvened that summer, the effort faiied.'"

As the summer drew to a close, there had still been no progress on commercial policy. So bleak
were the prospects that Deutsch decided to take a fresh look at Canada's approach to trade
liberalization. The sort of wide-ranging multilateral convention for which Canada had hoped did
not appear to be in the cards in the foreseeable future: perhaps it was time to try a new tack.

Deutsch suggested a dual appmach. First, the bilateral trade negotiations between the United States
and the United Kingdom, as well as between the US and Austraiia, New Zealand, and South Afn'ca,
should be resumed and brought to miition as quickly as possible. This would liberalize a significant
portion of the world's trade and bolster the sterling bloc's finances. Second, Canada and the United
States should conclude their own bilateral trade agreement, the benefits of which would be
generalized through the most favoured nation p ~ c i p l e .Trade barriers should be reduced 'hot only

105. Pressnell, p. 135; McKenzie, pp. 160-161.

106.NAC, RG25/3258/6000-A-40, CAUS to SSEA, WA-33 13, May 3oh, 1944; CAUS to
SSEA, WA-3340, May 3lSt,1944; M. Mahoney to N. A. Robertson, June l*, 1944;NAC,
~ and
, CAUS to SSEA,
RG25/3259/6000-F-40 Part 1, SSEA to CAUS, EX-2620,June ~ 3 1 944
WA-3837, June 24&,1944.

107.NAC,RG25/3258/6000-A-40, CAUS to SSEA, WA-3340, May 3 15 1944; CAUS to
SSEA, WA-3375, June 2nd,1944; CAUS to SSEA, WA-3766,June 21: 1944.
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on items which are of ieading importance in the trade between Canada and the United States but
also on as many as possible of a wide variety of items important in world trade generally". Such
an agreement would be good not only for Canada and the United States, but for the rest of the world.

It would open up two prosperous markets to nations that desperately needed hem, and do it at no
cost to them. It would thus represent "a realistic and substantial contribution by the two leading
creditor nations to the reconstruction ofworld trade and of healthy international econornic relations
as a whole". To ensure that no nation exploited this advantage, and to protect Canada's bargaining
position, Deutsch suggested that the benefits be extended for a limited period of time, with
provision for withdrawal frorn any nation that acted in an anti-liberalizing manner d e r the postwar
transitional period.

Deutsch recognized that his pmposal was not ideal, but urged that it was the best for which Canada
could hope at present. It would not lead to univenally liberalized trade. but it would be liberalized

trade nonetheless. It could be effected quickly and would lay a sound fondation for future

pro gr es^.'^' Deutsch's proposa1 was not taken up, but it serves once again to highlight the strain of
pragmatism that ran through Canada's approach to postwar planning. It also reveals agrave concem
for the fùhire as the autumn approached in 1944.

Canadian concems were not abated in the months to corne: in some respects they grew deeper still.

Prospects remained promising where the US was concemed. In early October Hicknson told
Mahoney that US officiais had 'Tust about completed a multilateral draft and that he would ask me

108. NAC, RG25/5769/154(s) Part 1, '%st-war CommercialPolicy", by JJD, August 22*,
1944.

within the next few days to go over it with hun, and added that he thought we woufd IZe iit.
Hickerson also thought that taiks with the British might shortly be r e s ~ m e d . 'Around
~
the same
time, Acheson chatted with Robertson about commercial policy in Ottawa and invited him down
to Washington for informal discussions with State Department officials; Robertson accepted and

he and McKinnon went d o m for a day towards the middle of the month.''*

Where the UK was concemed, the prospects were far less cheering. One obstacle Deutsch identified
in the way of rapid trade liberalization was the postwar hancial position of the UK:
The United Kingdorn authoritieshave made it plain how far their extemai economic policies
during the fmt few years following the end of hostilities will be dominated by the
necessities of their balance of payrnents position. They estimate that over the first three
post-war years they will need to increase their exports by the large sum of f750 mm
annually. The settlements they will be able to make regarding the huge sterling debt will,
under the best circwnstances, impose a considerableburden. They estimate that in addition
the United Kingdom will have to obtain credits h m abroad to the neighbourhood o f f 1,000
mm [sic] during the immediate post-war yean. In view of this situation the United
Kingdom authorities do not feel that they can enter into commitments to abandon, or to limit
their freedom in the use of, quantitative restrictions on trade for at l e s t three, and more
probably five, yean after the end of hostilities. Furthmore, until they see their way more
clearly regarding the extent to which their export and credit requirements will be met they
do not wish to accept undertabgs regarding the non-discriminatory use of such
restriction~.'~'
The damage infiicted by its massive war effort on the United Kingdom's £inancial and commercial
position was not news in autumn 1944: it will be recalled that Alvin Hansen had warned his JEC
colleagues of this danger in late 1941. But as the war neared its end the problem became more
pressing; and if any doubts remained as to the senousness of the probkm, events in the second haif

109. NAC, RG25/3258/6000-A-40, CAUS to SSEA., WA-5701, October 4', 1944.
110. NAC, RG25/3258/6000-A-40, SSEA to CAUS,EX-4097, October

1944.

111. NAC, RG25/5769/154(s) Part 1, "Post-war Commercial Policy", by JJD, August 22d,
1944.

Canada had long known that the LJK would likely find itself in very poor financial shape at the end
of the war. Iust how poor that shape would be became clearer in mid-1944. Keynes, Eady. Brand,
and Snelling revealed the full seriousness of the UK predicament to flsley, Clark, and Towers at

Bretton Woods. The former were "confident that the Canadians went away with a far clearer
understanding of our position than before"; iisley, in particular, apparently '%ad not hitherto
appreciated in the l e s t the actual nature of position in which we shall find ounelves".'12 The
message was subsequently reinforced in Ottawa that August (not l e s t by means of a 20 page
memorandum entitled "Statistics Bearing on the United Kingdom's Problem of Extemal Finance
in the Transition")'", and again in September when Churchill told the Cabinet War Committee that
"[tlhe financial position of the United Kingdom, &er the war, would be one of the greatest
difficulty. She would emerge the world's greatest debtor, the world's only debt~r.""~As 1944
drew to a close, Keynes, in Ottawa to discuss Mutual Aid requirements for 1945, drove the message
home to ministers, making them see that the UK would need financial assistance nom Canada for

112. BoE, 0VW22. British Delegation to Bretton Woods to FO, No.15 Remac, July 3",
1944.

113. NAC, RG25/5769/
154(s) Part 1, 'Wotes on Meeting in Office of Minister of Finance
to Discuss United Kingdom Financing August 1/44" and "Statistics Bearing on the Dimensions
of the United Kingdom's Problem of Extemai Finance in the Transition", August,'6 1944. One
üK officia1 noted of the memorandum: "It is a most able punctuation of a case of such sledgeharnmer proportions as to make its use to crack the relatively small Canadian nut seem almost
inappropriate." See BoE, 0V58/22,''Exchange ReqWrementsCommittee TreasuryMernorandun",
by S. D. Waley, August 25"- 1944(quotation is h m a note at the top of the memorandum). Keynes
felt that he had succeeded in getting his message across to officials and ministers: see Moggcidge,
p. 767.

-

114. NAC, RG2/7C/C4876/5682,
Minutes of Cabinet War Committee Meeting held
September l4&,1944 (Exhibit 3 12).

canadian oficials also began to see some uf the efi%ts of the detenorating UK financial position
for themselves. In June 1944. members of the recently formed Extemal Trade Advisory Committee

(ETAC) had been advised to keep their eyes open "for instances where the lack of exchange had
affected Canadian hde"."'

By September, t h m was evidence that the United Kingdom had

pevented ireland fiom buying sorne Canadian fm implements because "the United Kingdom
desired ''to conserve Canadian dollars in accordance with repeated requests frorn the Canadian
Finance Department that they should eliminate al1 mecessary expenditures in Canada'?"

A

similar problem had arisen with respect to Australian cyanide purchases. Both Canada and the UK

had sdd cyanide to Australia before the war, but Canada had sold more. Once the war began,
shipping and supply problems had arisen, and Canada had taken over the UK's market share.
~ecently,however, Australia had refused to purChase any more cyanide Frorn Canada, having
discovered that it could obtain all it needed Çrom the United Kingdom instead."'

n e ETAC concluded that the UK's deniai of cumency to Ireland for the faxm implements was

1 15. Bo% OVW23, Minute re: Stage II Financial Arrangements between the
Canada, by R.G.M., December
,'7 1944.

UK and

116. NAC, RG2/29/T-50- 1/ 1945-Aug.7, Minutes of Extemal Trade Advisory Cornmittee
Meeting held h n e 20", 1944.

117-NAC, RG2/29/~-50111945-Aug.7, Minutes of External Trade Advisory Committee
Meeting held September 26", 1944; NAC, RG19/576/152-~-1,
W. C. Clark to N. A. Robertson,
Sqernber 20Lh,
1944.
1 18. NAC, RGl9/576/152-P- 1, nie Department of Trade and Commerce to the External
Trade Advisory Cornmittee, Re Canadian Exporis of Cyanide to Australia, Septernber 18&, 1944.

justifiecl, but there was a larger principle at stake:
It was the concensus [sic] of opinion however that while Canada could take no exception
to the exercise of the control in this particular case, the reason advanced - "solely to
conserve Canadian dollars in accordance with repeated requests Erom the Canadian Finance
Department" - could not be accepted. Acceptance would mean that we would condone the
diversion of trade from established prewar markets and were prepared to recognize the
principle that if non-war goods were available anywhere in the sterling area, counûies in that
area should not buy in Car~ada.''~

Reports of similar cases flowed in over the next couple of months.'" At the September ETAC
meeting, S. D. Pierce, of the Department of Extemal min,had distinguished behveen sales that
were lost because ofself-denial and those lost because of trade diversion. Canada could not object
to the former, but should object to the latter.'*' When it came to Canada taking action, this was a
fair distinction to make. In terms of the effects of such instances, this distinction was imlevant:
Canada was losing sales, and possibly markets, because Britain was out of cash.

At the beginning of 1944, Robertson had urged the need for rapid progress in commercial policy

planning. By the end of 1944, progress had been slight and there had been backsliding in some
areas. The chances of the United Kingdom, in particular, cornrnitting itself to substantive postwar

trade liberalization seemed to be growing ever more remote. Something would have to be done.

119. NAC, RG2/29/T-50-1/
1945-Aug.7, Minutes of Extemd Trade Advisory Cornmittee
Meeting held September 26&,1944.

120.NAC,RGU29rT-50111945-Aug.7, Minutes of Extemai Trade Advisory Cornmittee
Meeting held October 10: 1944; Minutes of Extemd Trade Advisory Cornmittee Meeting held
November 1 4 ~1944;
,
Minutes ofExternal Ttade ~dvisory
~o~nmittee
Meeting heldNovember28".
t 944.
12 1. NAC, RG2/29/T-50-1/1945-Aug.7,
Minutes of Extemal Trade Advisory Cornmittee
Meeting held September 26", 1944. The same distinctionwas made in N. A. Robertson (for SSEA)
to CHCUK, No. 1388, November :1 1944 in NAC, RG19/577/152-P-L-2Nolume
1.

Chapter 7: A Time for Action
As 1944 gave way to 1945, Canadian officials sought ways to address the implications of the shaky

financial position of the United Kingdom. The confluence of a nurnber of factors provoked this
activity: the imminent end of the war in Europe, the increase in UK protectionist and bilateralist
sentiment, evidence of sterling area discrimination against Canadian imports, hard data revealing
the poverty of UK financial resources, and a massive UK Mutual Aid request for 1945.' Some

proposals were designed to secure the Canadian position in these uncertain times, others to ease the
British position. All were inspired by the notion that Canada could not stand idly by while the
decline in British fortunes forced that government to adopt policies inimicai to Canadian interests
in the short and the long mn.

Ottawa was a b u n with ideas in November and December of 1944. At the Department of Finance,
Clark was convinced of the need "to find some quid pro quo to ask of the British which would
enable us to gain support for a Mutual Aid program this year"? The b i n e n t arrival of a UK
delegation to discuss Mutual Aid requirements impelled Bryce and Mackintosh to consider
"possible strings that we might attach to Mutual Aid of a trade policy natureT,including guaranteed
purchases and most favoured nation treatment of given quantities of selected Canadian goods, as
well as a UK undertaking to pay for some Stage III3imports with gold or Arnerican dollars? Several

1. nsley suggested that Canada would have to provide between $1.15 billion to $1.2 billion
in Mutual Aid to the UK and sterling area in fiscal 1945. See NAC, RG2/17/(34876/5683, Minutes
of Cabinet War Cornmittee Meeting held Febmary 1 4 ~1945
,
(Exhibit 332).

2. NAC, RG 1913437TTrade Policy & Financial Relations, RBB to Dr. Clark, ~overnber
.'6
1944,
3. The Likelihood that the war in Europe would be won before the war in the Pacifie
necessitated the invention of tenninology to differentiate the various phases of the war. Stage 1

weeks later, Bryce, prompted by discussion at an ETAC meeting, proposed "a more positive import
policy", one that would meet the needs of Canadian consumers and increase the ability of foreigners
to purchase goods From Canada: in particular, it should be made easier for the nations of the sterling
area, especially the UK, to sel1 their goods to Canadas

Similar thoughts had occurred to officials at Extemal Affain. Wrong and Sidney Pierce believed
that the talks with the British should encompass more than a discussion of UK financial needs.
Pierce contended that "[ilf Canada is to be asked to make a substantial contribution [to assist the

UK during Stage II], it is fitting that thought should be given at the same time to our problems".
in pwticular, he was troubled by this statement of UK policy in the document, "British

Requirements for the First Year of Stage II":
Under existing arrangements countries in the sterling arca are kee to spend their sterling
balances anywhere in the sterling area without restriction and to obtain extemal currencies
on condition that they are required for essential goods which cannot be obtained fiom the
sterling area...A is not anticipated that a similar latitude to spend sterling balances outside

referred to the stage in which there was still fighting in both Europe and Asia; Stage II would begin
once the war in Europe was over, lasting until the end of the war in the Pacific; Stage IiI denoted
the postwar era.
4. NAC, RG 19/3437/TradePolicy & Financial Relations, RBB to Dr.Clark, ~ovember
6m,
1944. See also NAC, RG19/474/LTK-Canadian discussions, RBB to Dr. Clark, November 16m,
1944.
5. NAC, RG19/577/ 152-P- 1-2Nolume 1, 'Wemorandum re Questions of Import Policy",
by RBB, December 1l', 1944. See dso NAC, RG25/5769/154(s) Part 1. "Imports", Unsigneci and
undated. This memomndum outlined a senes of exploratory studies to be undertaken on the
liberalkation of Canadian import policy, including au examination of "[u]nilateral measures
adopted by Canada designed to improve the balance of payments position of specific nations, Say
the U.K.(?) [sic]". In December 1944, Keynes reported that "the United States Treaniry (as was
also the case in Canada) was much more inclined to cornplain that we were taking advantage of l a d
lease (or mutual aid) to send less exports than we codd to United States (or Canada)." See Donald
Moggridge, Editor, me Collected Writings of John Maynard Keynes. Volume XXN: AcriMties
19444946. me Transition to Peace (London: The Macmillan Press Ltd, 1979), pp. 2 15-216.
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the sterling area can be continued much 10nger.~

Canada should be exempted from this policy; at the very Least, it should be allowed to maintain its

prewar share of exports to the UK and Empire.'

Over in Trade and Commerce, Arthur Neal, seconded to the Commercial Relations Division fiom

the Bureau of Statistics, suggested encouraging exports to the sterling area according to a hierarchy
of prionty, which considered, among other factors, the importance of the UK market to a given
cornmodity and its "ultimate commercial possibilities".' At the Bank of Canada, George Watts, a
member of the Research Department, recornrnended "an integrated and carefully balanced export
programme with some assurance as to volume and stability" during Stage III, amounting to % 1.75
billion in exports per year. Of this, some $435 million might have to be financed by Canada,
through Ioans or guarantees, the vast majority of which would cover purchases by the UK. It was
vital for Canada to maintain its established markets in the UK; indeed, "[tlhe problems connected
with exporting to the U.K. during [Stage III]have implications which place this sector of our export

trade at the c m of our export policy.'"

6. Towers was also troubttd by this paragraph, bat he opted for a di-t
approach to its
implications, as will be seen below. See NAC, RG19/4369N-3-11, "A Proposal for Maintainhg
Canada's Exports to the Sterling Area during the Post-War Transitional Penod", by G.F.T.,
November 25', 1944.

7. NAC, RG25/5769/154(s) Part 1, SDP to Mr. Robertson, ~ovember23", 1944.
8. NAC, RG 19 6 76/1S Z P , Oliver Master to W. C. Clark, ~ovember
Mh,1944 and "Sterling
Payments and Commercial Exports h m Canada'', Unsigned and undated.
9. NAC, RG19/3437/Trade Policy & Financiai Relations, George Watts to R. E. Bryce,
November 22", 1944 and "An Expm Plan for the Transition Penod", Unsigned, November 15\
1944. 1 have assumed that Watts wrote this memoraudum because it was he who forwarded it to
Bryce, and because Douglas Fullerton, in his biography of Graham Towers, refm to "a bdance-ofpayments projection prepared by George Watts" that "predicted that, in the early post-war years,
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The most important proposal to corne out ofthe Bank o f h a d a came ftom the Governor. Graham
Towers was preoccupied by the issue of postwar employment, and nom November 1944to January
1945composed three memoranda in which he developed his approach to the problem. l0 The second

of these, "A Proposal for Maintainhg Canada's Exports to the Sterling Area during the Post-War
Transitional Period", he sent to Clark on December lSt,hoping to discuss it with him "at the first
opportunity".

''

Stressing that "our main hope of keeping the civilian sector prosperous is to export on a large scale"
during Stage DI,Towen divided Canadian export markets into two classes: "those countries whose
purchases in Canada are determined mainly hy factors beyond our control, and

... countries over

whose purchases we may be in a position to exercise considerable influence". The US was of the
Former class, the üK of the latter. Towers noted, in words reminiscent of those used by Watts, that
"it is the volume of our exports to the United Kingdom which constitutes the c r u of our post-war
problem".

Towen suggested that Canada should aim at $600 million worth of Stage ITi exports to the United
Kingdom per year. But once the war was over, the UK might decrease its imports of Canadian
goods: indeed, it was aiready discouraging their purchase. Canada had to act:
It is the proposa1 of this paper that we should grasp the nettie of our transition problem
firmly and attempt to ensure that the U.K. and the rest of the sterling area do not

Bntain and the sterling area countries would be m i n g a deficit in hade with Canada of some $400
million annually". (The actual projection was $420 million.) See Fullerton, p. 206.
1O. Fullerton, pp. 17 1,206-207.

1 1. NAC, RG l9/4369/U-3-11, Graham Towers to W. C. CIark, December 1*, 1944.

discriminate against Canadian exports on currency grounds durùig a 3-year transition period
by offering the U.K. a credit large enough to keep our exports at a reasonably high level, and
on tems which take account both of the real difficulties of their international position and
of the reasons they have given for reluctance to go into debt to countries outside the sterling
area by more than such minimum amounts as cannot be avoided.
Financing would be required for $1 -25 billion in exports to the sterling area over the three years:
Towers proposed that Canada finance $1 billion, the remaining $250 million to corne fiom the LIK's
gold and US dollar resources. The interest rate would be very low, and deferral of payment
pemitted in tirnes of extreme financial stringency: this would address the UK's reluctance to
undertake obligations on which it might default through no fault of its own." In retum, the UK

should pledge not to favour sterling area goods over Canadian goods on the grounds of a lack of
hard currency and to permit sterling area countries to obtain Canadian dollars for sterling earned
after the war in order to make purchases in Canada.

Towen recognized that a credit, which would address only the financial motivations behind the
present drift of British policy, would not necessarily solve the problem. He saw that "[a]

-

combination of considerations the reai facts of the British intemational position, old-fashioned
imperialist sentiment, vested interests in inefficient highly cartellized industries, political prestige is pushing the U.K.in the direction of tightening up the sterling area and expanding its scope by
bringing in the countries of Western Europe". An offer of a loan would uncover the UK's tme
12. On this issue, Towers commenteci: "The legitimate U.K. preoccupation which we must
be prepared to meet - and which it is important for us in our own interests to have established as a
general principle - is that the creditor cannot throw the debtor into default if the debtor's balance
with the creditor is adverse and its relaîionships with other countries do not l a v e it with resources
sufficient to repay the creditor in gold or acceptable currencies." Later on in the paper, he added:
"We must be prepared to accept the implications of our surplus position and be a willing importer
h m other countries; the alternative is the deliberate Liquidation of a major part of o u . export
industxy." See NAC, RG19/4369/U-3-11,
"A Roposai for Maintaining Canada's Exports to the
Sterling Area during the Post-War Transitionai Period", by G.F.T.,November 25&, 1944.

motivations:
Unless we corne forward, however, with a proposal which meets the undeniable dificulties
of their payments position, and meets these difficulties on ternis that take account of their
Iegitimate concern about the possibilities of repayment, we shall never be in a position to
Say with assurance that their reasons for discriminating against us are other than those
oficially put fonvard. If we do make such a proposal and it is tumed down, then we shall
know that we are confrontecl with difficulties of the spurious type and shall be entitled to
take a very strong line. We have so much at stake that we m u t make the attempt, and at al1
events we shall be better off if we l e m sooner rather than later where we stand.
If the UK accepted the offer, Canada's way through Stage iIï would be eased: even if the UK never
repaid it, Canada would still have secured at least temporary employment and tirne to adapt to
postwar realities. Towers ended with an exhortation to ''use the time purçhased in this way to
develop policies [such as supporthg btigorously ... the adoption of expansionist foreign trade
policies by the other countries and in particular by the United States''] which rnake it unnecessary,
when the three years are up, to repeat the performance in order to keep the economy going"."

Bryce, Mackintosh, Watts, and Pierce, among others, had also foreseen the need to provide postwar
credits to the British." But Towers was the one official who suggested in detail how the credit
should be stnictured; he would also be the prirnary spokesman for generous credit ternis in an

13. Unless otheMnse noted, this entire summary of Towers's memorandum is based upon
NAC, RG1914369N-3-11, "A Proposal for Maintainhg Canada's Exports to the Sterling Area
during the Post-War Transitional Period", by G.F.T.,November 25", 1944.
14.NAC, RG 19/3437/TradePoIicy & Financial Relations, RBB to Dr. Clark, ~ o v e m b e6'r,
1944 and "An Export Plan for the Transition Period", Unsigned, November 19" 1944.; NAC,
RG25/5769/154(s) Part 1, SDP to Mr. Robertson, November 23d, 1944. Nor were Canadian
officiais the only ones thioking about a postwar loan: Keynes had been considering this possibility
since at least January 1944 and had mentioned the need for a loan on his 1 s t two visits to Ottawa.
See JMK,XXIV, pp. 12-13,225; NAC, RG25/5769/lM(s) Part 1, N.A. Robertson, for SSEA, to
CHCUK, No.42, January gm, 1945; Moggridge, pp. 767, 782.

Through the proposals of this penod mns a palpable sense of anxiety about the developingsituation.
Bryce was "a little alanned at the unknown dificulties which may lie ahead in attempting to work

out conditions applying to what is essentidly a non-multilateral trading world which we have not
yet explored at a11".I6 Pierce womed that Canada might "be deprived of the opportunity of even
competing in the markets o f the Empire, to whose survival we contributed by depleting our
resources and sacrificingour men. The effect on the ties between Canada and the United Kingdom
will be anything from harmful to catastr~phic."~~
To Towers, a sterling bloc that discriminated
against Canadian products meant an bboutlookfor Canada [that] is very bleak indeed"." The anxiety
did not abate in the new year. On January,'9 Gordon Munro reiterated to London "the point which
he has made in most conversations, narnely, that the Canadians are really womed at the prospect
that discrimination against them as being a non-sterling country will drive them into the amis of the

15. Douglas LePan gives Towers the lion's share of the credit for getting the UK loan
proposai rolling in Ottawa. He also credits him with being the fmt official in the US, UK, or
Canada to propose a loan on such easy ternis (combined with a proposal to distribute the sterling
balance burden more equitably). See Douglas L e P a Bright Glars ofMemory A Set ofFour
Mernoirs (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Lirnited, 1979), pp. 65,67-68.
16.NAC, RG19/3437/Trade Policy & Financial Relations, RBB to Dr. Clark, November 6",

1944.
17. NAC, RG2S/S769/ 154(s) Part 1, SDP to Mr. Robertson, November 23d, 1944.
18. NAC, RG 19/4369/U-3- 11, "A Proposal for Maintainhg Canada's Exports to the Sterling
Area during the Post-War Transitional Period", by G.F.T.,November 25', 1944. Not everyone was

as nervous about the developing situation as were Towersand others. One memorandum, likely by
Bryce (it appears to be in his handwriting), suggested that while the present situation was not great,
and could get wone, there was perhaps not yet as much reason for alaxm as Towers suggested. See
NAC, RG19/3437/Trade ... WC ...Policy & Relations, "Crits of T memo + case*', Unsigned and
undated.
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United States and may even iead to an outcry for secession if the economic pressure becomes
e~trerne."'~
It was time to go to the rninisters.

On Ianuary 18", top ministers and officiais convened in Usley's office. Present were ilsley, Howe,
MacKimon, St. Laurent, General Andrew McNaughton (the recently appointed Minister of
Defence), Clark, Robertson, Mackintosh, Towers, Master, Coyne, and Bryce. Clark outlined the
reason for this meeting:
There was another aspect, however, to the Mutual Aid and related programs for next year
which he felt it was desirable to bMg to the attention of the Ministen concemed, and that
was the prospect for Canadian trade in the period immediately following the end of
hostilities, and the general financial relations between Canada and the United Kingdom
during that period. He said that the developing prospects in this field appeared to be so
serious, particularly the trend of Ministerial opinion in the U.K.,that they justified the
Canadian Govemment doing what it could at the present tirne to Unprove matten.
Moreover, he felt it was di fficult to recommend to the Goveiament at this time a substantial
measure of Muhial Aid without drawing to their attention the ûade difficulties which
Canada might face vis-a-vis the U.K. at the conclusion of hostilities.
Clark turned things over to Towers, who pulled no punches in his depiction of the trouble ahead:
Unless othen make a different course of action possible, he felt the U.K. was going to
establish a "cordon sanitaire" around the sterling area from an econornic point of view, and
would endeavour to develop and expand trade within that area and restrict it between that
area and the rest of the world. These restrictions would be effected not only by the oldfashioned device of tariffs, but also by exchange control, import quotas and bulk purchasing
policies. He said he thought it was the hope of the U.K. to bring othen into this sterling
bloc, particularly counaies of Western Europe. Indeed ultimately the ambition rnight be to
bring in most of the world outside of Canada and the U.S. ... As far as trade with North
America is concemed, they appear to contemplate agreed sales and purchases which would
be linked in such a way as to ensure a market for British goods and the avoidance of
cornpetition. It would mean, of course, that the U.K.would have to discriminate against
imports h m Canada and the U.S.except insofar as special arrangements were made in
individual cases as a result of bargaining.

19. BoE, OV58/4,'Wote of a conversation with Mr. Gordon Munro on 9" January 1945",
by LPMcC, January 9Lh,1945.
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Such a devetopment wouId run counter to the whole project of a multilateral liberalized postwar
international economy. It would damage Canadian and American commercial interests and possibly
force Canada to discriminate against the US, and it would undermine North American economic
and political relations with the UK and the rest of the sterling area But it was also increasingly

accepted as inevitable in important cucles in the United Kingdom: R. S. Hudson, the Minister of
Agriculture and Fisheries, spoke as though Article W were "just a scrap of pape?.

Keynes had

recently opined to Towers that this trend of thought would likely triumph "uniess some good
alternative were put for~ard".'~Canada would have to provide such an alternative.

That alternative should involve a loan on generous ternis, as described above, which Towers now
thought should be between $1 billion and $1.25 billion. This loan, dong with a simiiar one fiom
the US, would help enable the UK both to buy what it needed and to participate in a rnultilateral

liberalized global economy. Towen reported that he had broached the idea of such a credit with
Keynes, who had said that the CIK would be unable to accept it if in order to do so it would have to
piedge not to discriminate against Canadian exports. With its massive sterling obligations to India,
Egypt, and its colonies, the UK would be unable to honour this pledge, as it would be unable to

meet the caris for Canadian dollars fiom holden of blocked sterling balances resulting nom a policy
of non- discrimination. Keynes had mused about hding a way out of this predicarnent: Towers
now proposed one. The US could assume responsibility for a quarter of the blocked sterling

20. Keynes had recently written dong sirnilar lines to Clark: arguments in favour of
protectionism and a sterling bloc wodd be "very difficult to upset until we have something better
to offer in concrete terms, which with the help of you in Canada and our friends in Washington, we
hope to be able to produce in due course". See NAC, RG1913992RT-3-8,Keynes to Clark, Jmuary
1 6 ~1945.
,
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balances" and India, Egypt, and the colonies could write off another quarter. This would d u c e
the UK's burden by half and facilitate a policy of non-discrimination. Towers concluded that now
was the time for action.

Towers's presentation was effective. It was decided to proceed along the general lines he proposed,
although one minister evinced a degree ofhesitation that would grow with time. Louis St. Laurent,
while recognizing the importance of the British market for many Canadian products, mused "that

the alternatives to disposing of our goods abroad appeared to be to give, to lend, or to exchange for
other goods. Of the three, he said the only really sensible course was to accept goods in exchange
and use them." Similarly, when Mackintosh suggested that it should be made Wear publicly that
Mutual Aid ends with the end of hostilities, and that credits would be the post-war solution to the
type of problem to which Mutual Aid affords a wartime solution", St. Laurent queried 'khether that
was realistic, when in fact the U.K. c m get along without Canada and the U.S.except for bilateral

and balanced tnde". Nonetheless, Canadian officials were aven the go-ahead to proceed. Officiais

in the State Department should be sounded on the implications of the UK position and potential
solutions22;meanwhile, Clark, Towers, and Mackintosh would draft a message to the uK?

2 1. Earlier that month, Munro reported to Thornpson-McCausIand "a suggestion (which 1
Fompson-McCausland] gather was not confhed to the Canadians) that Amerka and Canada
should between them take over, Say, 25% of our sterling balances, buying them for dollars and then
cancelling them on condition that the holders of the balances cancelled a further 25% for their part."
See BoE, OV58/4, "Note of a conversation with Mr. Gordon M m on 9' January 1945". by
LPMcC, January,'9 1945. Similarly, see FulIerton, pp. 208-209.
22. Canadian officials had in fact already broached this topic with the Americans. Pearson,
in "an informa1 chat with Acheson", learned that Acheson, "Clayton and others had had a taik with
Law on economic questions and had indicated that while the Article W discussions might have to
be allowed to drag, it was important that Unmediate consideration should be given to ways and
means of assisting the United Kingdom to pay for her Unports in the immediate post war period.
Unless this were done long range commercial policy discussions might not be of such great

Work on such a message had been underway since at least the first week of ~anuary." The drafting
process took a month: Bryce, ~ackintosh~',Coyne, Pierce, and Rasminsky were d l i~volved?~
Three draft telegrams, two fiom the Canadian governent to the UK government and one h m
King to Churchill. were approved by the Cabinet War Cornmittee on February 14"', pending a few

changes and St. Laurent's approval." These conditions met, the telegrams were sent on February
importance." See NAC, RGl9/4369/U-3-11, CAUS to SSEA,WA-175, January 1O", 1945. See
also in that same file, L. B. Pearson to N. A. Robertson, January IO\ 1945. And see Mackenzie, p.
509: "ln late January, Robertson indicated to an American officiai in Ottawa that Canada would
prefer negotiations on Article W, lately confined to commercial policy, to be 'broadened to include
questions relating to the extension of credit."'
23. Unless otherwise noted, this entire summary of the January 18: 1945 meeting is based
upon NAC, RG19/4369/ü-3- 11, "Notes on Meeting of Ministers and Officiais in Office ofMinister
of Finance January 18, t 945, to Discuss immediate Post-War Commercial Policy Outlook".
24. NAC, RG1913437TTrade & Relations...UK, '45, "Revised Draft Part 1 of Message to
United Kingdom Regarding Mutual Aid and its Relation to Commercial Policf', by RBB, 5/1/45.

25. Mackintosh's draft is notable for this suggestion: "in order that the reciprocal advantages
of Mutual Aid should be made more apparent, pariicularly in the period in which Mutual Aid will
assist both in war and reconstruction, the United Kingdom and Canada should agree on a desired
trade program for the year 194546, and, in due C O W S ~ , for succeeding years. In such a program,
which should embrace al1 trade, and not only those items to be covered by Mutual Aid, the
requirements of both countries in groups of commodities should be set out as practicable in either
minimum or target figures, firm in intent but not Mexible. Each country would thus state its
purchasing intentions and undertake to use its best endeavours to supply the agreed requirements
of the aber." See NAC, RG295769i I W(s) Part 1, WAM to W.C.Clark, G.F.Towers, O.mas te^,
N. A. Robertson, R. B. Bryce, and J. E. Coyne, January 25", 1945.
26. Howe appears also to have had some direct involvement in the ciraîüng pmcess, while
St. Laurent's views seem to have influenced the substance of the message (see next footnote).

27. NAC, RG2/17/C4876/5683, Minutes of Cabinet War Committee Meeting held Febnisry
14': 1945 (Exhibit 332). King had discussed the telegrams with Robertson the preceding day.
Though recognizing that a restrictionist UK policy would have severe economic implications for
Canada, King seems to have been more concemed with its potential political effects: Y.. the
possibility of Bntain to Save her own position lending herself to a series of restcaints in trade which
might raise the most serious problems within the Empire that have corne up thus fiu. Something
that might drive Canada into a position of annexation with the States tbrough the inability to get any
markets in Britain." M e r the Cabinet War Committee approved the telegrams, King wrote: "What
we agreed to was to continue giving Britain mutual aid and help her b m getting into a state of

The telegrarns represented a classic carrot and stick approach2', blending several of the ideas that
had been floating around Ottawa that winter. Wartime non-discrimination would be demanded as
a quid pro quo for the 1945 Mutual Aid appropriation, but the UK was assured that such a policy
would not be permitted to endanger its position. There could be greater efforts at encouraging
imports fiom the UK, but not if the UK maintained its present policies. The sterling balance
proposal was dropped, but a postwar loan on generous terms was offered. There were dire

bankruptcy, but asking her to recognize what was owing to the friture of the British Commonwealth
if it was to be maintained; try to protect her against herself in the preservation ofthe Empire as such.
Really the British attitude is a tembly selfish one. Again, if the Empire is to continue, it will be
because Canada has through her policies helped to Save the day." WLMK, February 13" and 14',
1945. See also WLMK, Febmary I s', 1945.
28. St. Laurent seems to have been responsible for a slight toughening of one of the
telegrams. As will be seen below, Canada argued that the OK and the rest of the sterling area
should punue a policy of non-discrimination vis-à-vis Canadian goods while Canada provided the
UK and sterling area with Mutual Aid. Earlier drah of the message had provided for consultations
if such a policy proved too financially burdensome. A draft dated February 17" entitled4'(Suggested
redraft of Paragraphs 5 and 6 to attempt to meet St. L.'s point)" contained a new phrase: "Ifin fact
the change in policy led to a modest increase in total rcquirements beyond the arnount which could
be met f?om Mutual Aid together with cumnt receipts nom Canada, it d o a not seem unreasonable
to expect the United Kingdom and the rest of the sterling area to h a n c e such a relatively mal1
excess fiom their own resources, in view of the magnitude of Mutual Aid being provided by
Canada." See NAC, RG 19/3437rTrade Policy & Financial Relations, "(Suggested redraft of
Paragraphs 5 and 6 to attempt to meet St. L.'s point)", by RBB, 17/U45. The problem seerns to
have been more with Quebec and less with St. Laurent himself. On Febmary 16', St. Laurezlt told
King "that the feeling in Quebec was against the United Kingdom ..Y Discussing the telegrams,
St. Laurent said that "[hie had made suggestions for arnendments. Here again he thought that in
anything in which the U.S.took a smog stand we would be able to get support ftom Quebec and
this both as regards world trade and collective security." When King described the potentially
disastrous economic and political effects of a restrictionist
policy, St. Laurent "agreed entirely
with this. Hoped the U.S.rnight be able to favour the world eade idea" See WLMK, February 14,
1945.
29. Bothwell and English put it more pithily: "A hancial carrot accompanied this political
stick ...". Bothwell and English, p. 150.
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predictions and there were threats, but there were aîso reassurances and possibIe soIutions.

The fint telegram reported the decision to recommend that Parliament fulfil the UK Mutual Aid
request. and firmiy linked the provision of Mutual Aid to wartime and postwar goals. Mutual Aid
had been adopted in order to avoid postwar debts, so "as not "to burden post-war commerce or lead
to the imposition of trade restrictions or otherwise prejudice ajust and enduring peace'"'. Moreover,
[flollowing the end of hostilities in Europe, the United Kingdom's shortage of Canadian
dollars and need for Mutual Aid are expected to increase in size rather than dirninish, and
to a degree it will w u m e a somewhat different complexion. During this period Mutual Aid
will contribute to the prosecution of the Japanese waron a scale which should make possible
some improvement in the low wartime standard of living in the United Kingdom and a more
rapid rehabilitation ofUnited Kingdom export industries than would otherwise be possible.
This draws renewed attention to the post-war implications of Mut.wi Aid, and links the
policy of Mutual Aid directly to the development of commercial policy.
Given this, Canada had to make known its concem about the sterling area policy of discrimination.
The maintenance of such a policy "will undoubtedly set the pattern for the commercial policy of the
post-war world. It is the evident direction of this policy, rather than the results of it up to date,
which is disquieting." The effects of the continuation of this policy on Canadian public opinion,
on the Commonwealth, and on the drearn of a liberalized multilateral world economy could only
be disastrous. Furthemore, while Canada was footing a good share of the bills of the UK and the
rest of the sterling area through Mutual Aid, discrimination against its goods was ''unnecessary and
inappropriate". It was a policy "inconsistent with the spint of Mutual Aid"; if the UK and the rest
of the sterling area continued to embrace it, it would 'make it increasingly difficult for the Canadian
Govemment to maintain the provision of Mutual Aid". It should be stopped.

The telegram concluded with kind words for British efforts to continue exporting to Canada
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throughout the war and noted the steps Canada had taken to encourage British imports. Canada was
considering ways to stimulate such imports m e r , but "[alction dong these lines, and even the
retention of the Iower tariffs already temporarily in effect, will be made more difficult if Canadian
exports are being excluded from the United Kingdom market"."

The second telegram began with a reiteration of the belief that a multilateral liberalized global
economy was in the best interests of Canada and the world as a whole. The plans that had been laid
thus far recognized that the immediate postwar years would present peculiar problems, and c o d e s

had been pemitted to opt out of the arrangements for a given period of time. But such provisions
could not do the job alone:
The Canadian Government feel that this negative attitude to the international problems of
the transition period is insufficient, and that positive constructive measures must be taken
in order that the countries most directly concerned may surmount the special difficulties of
this period as quickly as possible. We believe it is of the utrnost importance that such
dificulties should not be permitted to result in a narrow, restrictive commercial policy
which would, both in the immediate post-war years and for an indennite penod thereafter,
mistrate the attempt to re-establish international trade under fkeer conditions and in larger
volume than before the war. We redise that the basic reason for any such undesirable
development would be financial necessity, and in the course of this communication we shall
develop certain proposais designed to overcome the financial difficulty, at ieast as regards
trade between Canada and the sterling area.
The UK needed to import and Canada needed to export. Canada wanted to export to the UK and
the rest of the sterling area, but the latter lacked the Canadian dollars to buy the goods. The UK did
not want to borrow beyond what it could easily repay, and it should not be forced to default on a
loan through no fault of its own. The conclusion was inescapable:
much larger loans, adequate to facilitate a more rapid and successfûi revival and expansion
30. This entire summary of this telegnun is based upon NAC, MG26/Jl/C988M W ,SSEA
to SSDA,No.45, Febniary 23*, 1945.

O fpeacetime trade and employmenf wouId be weK wïthin the uItimate capacity of the United

Kingdom to repay, if the ternis of repayment were sufficiently realistic and flexible, and
recognized the dependence of such international debt payments upon conditions of
expanding world trade and ample markets for United Kingdom exports. Loans of this
character, indeed, would themselves aid in creating the very conditions upon which their
ultimate liquidationdepends, and by encouraging an expansive attitude to international trade
both in the transition period and subsequently, would strengthen borrower and lender alike
and assist in the attainment of high employment and in the development of liberal
commercial poiicy thmughout the world.
Canada was ready to discuss such a loan with the UK;it was also willing to work jointly with the
US and UK towards a similar ~olution.~'

The final telegram Eom King to Churchill noted the "very great importance*'King attributed to the

preceding two telegrams. Scant progress had been made in the talks on postwar commercial policy;
if something were not done, countries might adopt short-sighted economic policies and fom

competing economic blocs. Canadian ministen were troubled by evidence that the UK was leaning
towards "bilateral deds and a f o m of sterling area isolationism", but would have no right to
complain were they not ready to assist the UK in its tirne of financial distress. "If, however," King
continued, "these problems were dealt with through concerted action along bold and imaginative
lines, the path would be cleared for real progress in the generai field of commercial policy. On the
other hand, 1 am certain that restrictive measures adopted immediateIy afker the war would set the
pattern for the foreseeable hture." King was not troubled solely by the economic implications of
the present trend of UK policy:
1 am, however, equaily concerned at the political consequences, partïcularly on relations
between the United Kingdom on the one hand and Canadaand the United States on the other
... 1 feel certain that if the United Kingdom and the rest of the sterling area went in for a

policy of discrimination against imports h m North America immediately d e r the war
3 1. This entire summary of this telegram is based upon NAC, MG26/Jl/C988 l/39l, SSEA
to SSDA,No.46, February 23", 1945.

without this course being absoIuteIy inescapable, the general reaction in North Amenca
would be one of bitter recrimination and disillusionment. The atmosphere would
undoubtedly strengthen the hands of those who are opposed to whole-hearted participation
in world affairs.
Such a situation could develop unless there was 'positive action at a high level and at an early
date"?'

London was not surprised by the telegrmg': Munro had been sending reports on the situationhome
for weeks. On December 7h, he had noted Clark's concems as well as "a feeling that the sterling
block will be sitting pretty, relatively speaking, in the immediate post-war trade position, that
Canada will be "left out on a limb" in regard to the United Kingdom in particular and to the rest of
the Commonwealth and Empire in general"." Ori January 27& he had written that the issue was
"almost an obsession with" Clark, adding that a statement of Canadian views would likely
accompany the decision on Mutual m id? ui mid-February, Munro had confimied this; so had
Malcolm MacDonald, remarking, "there is senous anxiety on the subject here. That anxiety is felt
in al1 quarters and al1 parties"."

Moreover, as noted, Towers had tried out his loan proposal on

Keynes in late 1944; he had also suggested such a course to Munro,who had passed the suggestion

32. This entire surnmary of this telegram is based upon NAC, MG26/JI/C988 l / W , SSEA
to SSDA, No.47, Febniary 23d, d, 945.
33. Hector Mackenzie observes: "As one British official commented, these telegrams were
'not bolts h m the blue.'" Mackenzie, p. 477. See also McKenzie, p. 166.

34. BoE, 0V58/23, Minute by R.G.M.re: StageII Financial Arrangements between the UK
and Canada, December ,
'
7 1944.
35. BoE, 0V58/23, UKHCC to DO, No.184, January 27&, 1945.
36. BoE, OV58/23,UKHCC to DO, No.3 10, February 13', 1945 and UKHCC to DO,
No.3 15, Febniary 14: 1945. (Quotation is fiom the second telegram.) In that same file, see also
UKHCC to DO, No.336, February 16", 1945.
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on to London on January 9'?

However, although London was not surprised, it was not ready with

its answer.

Initial indications were good. On Febniary 28", Frederic Hudd wrote fiom Canada House that the
telegrams had been received by UK officials as "redistic, constructive,imaginative and gener~us".'~
On March 6,ChurchiIl cabled King that Canada's pmposds were undergoing intense examination
and that the UK would do al1 it could to accommodate Canada. "We are particularly grateful,"
Churchill continued, "for your financial proposals which are most generous and a promising starting
point for our Mure discussion^".^^ A few days later. Lord Halifax praised the proposals as "very
generous" and "along the right lines"."

In mith, opinion in London was mixed. Meade welcomed the proposals, writing, 'The Canadian
attitude is so satisfactory because it so clearly relates the Canadian demand for an Article W
Commercial Policy with the recognition that the ternis of Canadian lending to us must be made to
approximate towards those of wu-time sterling area lending?"

Robbins was more cautioue,

37. BoE, OV58/4,"Note of a conversation with Mr. Gordon M u m on 9mJanuary 194St',
by LPMcC, January 9", 1945.
38. NAC, MG26/Jl/C9877/387, CHCUK to SSEA, No.627, February 28', 1945.
39. NAC, MG26/Jl/C98811392, SSDA to SSEA, No.45, March 4h, 1945. Mackenzie
suggeststhat while King was happywith this response, Canadian officials were less impressed. See
Mackenzie, p. 480. For King's reaction, see WLIW(, March 5' and 1O"', 1945.

40. WLMK, March 1O", 1945.

41. Howson and Moggridge, The Collected Papers of Jomes Meade, pp. 50-5 1. Pressnell
also remarks upon Meade's enthusiasm for the proposais. See Pressnell, p. 204.
42, Pressnell, p. 204.

thmgh he and Meade reportecl favourably on the issue to tne Lord President of the Council and
Deputy Prime Minister, Clement ~ttlee." Keynes was not so impressed, thinking the messages
testy and precipitate, neither "very wise or judicious approaches to the subjeda, though the loan
proposa1 promised a sensible settlement d o m the ~ine.~'Liesching was pleased by the suggestion
of a credit, and he and Overton were inclined to deal sympathetically with the proposals."

The

notion of a postwar loan fiom Canada was far less pleasing to Thompson-McCauslanà and Bolton,
who were sceptical of the wisdom of large-scale bonowing fiom North Arnerica."

The Bank

ultimately settled on a cautiouslysympatheticapproach, suggesting accommodation in the short run,
while making "no secret of [its] dislike of the Canadian proposal" for the long run."
43. Howson and Moggridge, rite Cdected Papers of James Meade, p. 57. See also
McKenzie, p. 166, for an elaboration of Robbins's views.

45. JMK, XXIV, p. 297. Keynes also noted: 'II fact, the Canadians have got us ail wrong
about this. It is not the case that we are pining and planning for a discriminatory bilateral world.
Quite the contrary, we shall be venting our very best efforts to make future anangements exactly
what they want them to be. But it is a very long way h m being easy for us to arrange this and it
will have to be more or less on our terms. For that reason ...it rnay do no h m that they should be
worrying quite a bit. But in fact, if Canada and the U.S.will each play their appropriatepart, 1have
not the smallest doubt, if only they will be a little patient, ail will tum out well." See JMK,X X N ,
p. 298. Eady also thought a little worry might do the Canadians (or, more to the point, the British)
some good See Mackenzie, p.480.

46. Mackenzie, pp. 478-479.

'
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2 1945and
47. BoE, OVWZ3, "Canada Telegrams45 and 46",by L.P.T.McC., February,
"Canada Telegrams Nos. 45 and 46"' by GLFB, March la, 1945. See also BoE, OV58/4,''Note of
a conversation with Mr. Gordon Munro on 9" January 1945". by LPMcC, January 9% 1945.
48. BoE, OV58/23,"Canada Telegnims Nos. 45 and 46, Conclusions of Meeting in the
Deputy Governor's Room on 2" March 1945", by L.P.MC, March 2d, 1945. Bolton argued for
accommodation on political grounds: "London has no alternative but to regard the situation h m
the point of view of its imperid responsibilities. The mere fact that the war has weakened us
financially should not weigh unduly heavily against dohg everything possible to make certain that
Canada is encouraged to remain in the family." Others were l e s inclined to accommodation. The
cntical view of the Canadian proposais adopted by R. N. Kershaw, an Adviser to the Govemors,

On March 6 4 a meeting was held af the Treasury. This summary of the discussion serves as an

equally apt charactenzation of the confiicts among UK officiais about how to reply to the
Canadians:

The meeting

was long and discursive.

Policy wavered between, on the one hand,
recognition of the Canadian problem as real with consequent readiness on our part to be
helpfiil, and on the other hand a refusa1 to accept the position that the particular fonn which
Canada's war effort has assumed (viz. Mutual Aid) entitles her to any claim on the U.K. for
Mutual Aid rendered.
The ambivalence of UK opinion was aiso refiected in the fact that "[tlhe only decision taken was

that H m e r [F. E. Harmer, Temporary Assistant Secretaryat the Treasury] should clraft a telegram.

No instructions were given as to what the draft should include", though note was made of some
"points [that] were touched on in the discussion". Included among these was the desirability of
face-to-face conversations at an early date, as well as this on the credit proposal:
Lord Keynes referred to the Canadian b a n suggestionsin No.46 as generous, but the general
opinion was that they were not to be considered. The suggestion that if the Canadians daim
sterling area treatrnent. they should be prepared to share the nsk by holding sterling, was
generally approved OF. But no one felt that any specific financial proposais could be
discussed at this early stage.
No commitrnents could be made about Stage III until the UK had itself figured out what it was
going to do; Keynes advised that they "aim to have such a poücy by May at the late~f'?~

is nicely summarized in his opening salvo: "It is unpleasant to have to look this Canadian gift horse
in the mouth, but it has some very dubious teeth." Kmhaw did later agree with Bolton's
suggestions for accommodation in the short m. See BoE, OV58/23,"Canada Telegrams Nos. 45
and 46", by GLFB, March la, 1945; "Canada Telegrams Nos. 45 and 46", by RNK, Febmary 27:
1945; handwritten note by RMK dated 1/3, attached to the memorandum by Bolton cited above.
49. BoE, 0V58/23,"Canada Telegrams Nos.45 and 46 - Note of Meeting at the Treasury
51hMarch 1945", Unsigned, March 61h,1945.
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By M m h :9 H m e r had drafted Iwo felegams." These were submitted for the consideration of
ministen, who were as divided in their views as their advisers. The Chancellor of the Exchequer
believed it necessary to meet some of Canada's concems, even to the point of permitting it '?O
accurnulate some sterling in the future if this is the only way of showing our dasire to be helpful",

despite the difficulties of such a course." Lord Beaverbrook, staunch impenalist and Lord Privy
Seal, opposed the loan proposai because "it would "break up the sterling area'"'.52 Hudson, the

Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries, rejected it on the grounds that it would solve nothing and
argued that the UK had to exploit the Canadian need (as well as the need of other dollar countries)

for üK markets to the fullest in securing markets for its own e~ports.~'
Meanwhile, the Chancellor
and the Dominions Secretary became engaged in "a ministenal tussle" over the repliess4;they were

large1y responsible for the finished product."

An informal ministerial meeting was held on the evening of March 20" to consider the replies and
the War Cabinet fomally approved them for despatch on the following day." The first telegrarn

50.BoE,0V58/23,
F. E.Harmer to P. A. Clutterbuck, March 9", 1945 and two attachments,
both entitled "DraR Telegram to Govemment of Canada".
51. BoE,0V58123,Untitled mernorandum, by CAL [?], March 13<h,1945.

52. BoE. OV58/23, Handwritten note by HAS dated 21/3 on bottom of Memorandum re:
Canada Telegrams 45 & 46, by Thompson-McCausland, March 19', 1945; Mackenzie, p. 482.
53. PRO, CAB66/63, W.P.(45)167, Commercial Policy - Views of the Canadian
Govemment, Undated mernorandum by the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries.
54. BoE, OV58/23,Memorandum re: Canada Telegrams 45 & 46, by ThompsonMcCausland, March ,1'9 1945.

55. PRO,CAB65/49, Cabinet 34(4S)l, March 2lSt,1945.
56. PRO,CAEB65/49, Cabinet 34(45) 1, March 2 la, 1945.
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dealt with the mechanics of the Mutual Aid appropriation*, the second addressed the larger issues
raised by the Canadian govemment. The ambivalence that had characterized UK discussions of the
Canadian proposals was reflected in the latter telegram, which was simultaneouslysympathetic and
guarded. While the UK was pleased to l e m of the Canadians' concems and their proposed
solutions, given the complexity of the issues to be addressed caution and gradua1 progress had to
be the order of the day. However, the British desire to work with Canada on rernedies to Canadian
problems was made explicit and the invitation to discussions eagerly accepted. Could Canadian

officiais corne to London for talk~?~'

The ambivalence of the UK response cm be attributed primarily to two factors. Fint was the
division over the ments of the Canadian proposais: as discussed above, a number of rninisters and
omcials opposed them on the grounds of their basic undesirability. Second was their implications
for relations with the United States: when viewed within a North Amencan context, the arguments
against embracing the proposals were immeasurably strengthened. The second telegram twice cited
the importance ofconsidering the issues raised by the Canadianswithin the context of relations with
the United Statess9,and in so doing merely echoed points raised by many in the preceding weeks.

For example, Thompson-McCausland noted that until the US position was clarified, the UK could
not discuss Stage III arrangementsm,while Bolton was concemed about the effects of a loan h m

57. NAC, RG2/13iW-22-3/1944-July 1945, SSDA to SSEA, No.56, March 215 1945.
58. NAC, RG2f 13iW-22-3/1944-Jdy 1945, SSDA to SSEA, No.57, March 213 1945.
59. NAC, RG2/13Mr-22-3/1944-July 1945, SSDA to SSEA, No.57, March 217 1945.
60. BoE, 0V58f23, "Canada Telegrams 45 and 46", by L.P.T.McC., February 26", 1945.
In the sarne file, see also Untitled rnernorandum, by Thompson-McCausland, March 12&, 1945.
Keynes made much the same point to Clark in January. See NAC, RG19/3992/U-3-8, Keynes to

Canada on hture negotiations with the US? From Washington Brand cautioned that it would be
most difficult to convince the Amencans that non-discrimination should be applied to the Canadians
and not to them", a conclusion with which Keynes heartily agreed? The importance of this factor

is evident in a telegram to MacDonald:

...We feel that we must cany our t a k s with the Canadians along in step with our talks with
the Arnericans. We should not of course wish the Canadians to feel that they were being
kept at am's length until we had settled the American problem, but on the other hand we
cannot risk prejudicing the latter by going ahead too fa.with the Canadians.

... This is the basic reason why, in our reply, we have urged the Canadians to send a team
of officials to discuss with us, rather than attempt to set out our views in writing. We feel
that there is much that we can do by way of informal and exploratory discussion, both to
reassure them as to the general lines on which we are working, and to explain to them the
difficulties to be faced, on the handling of the matter no less than on the facts of our
position. We could also consider what couid be done administratively to ease matters."
The idea of a meeting was not new.UK officials had been urging that a Canadian delegation corne

to London for weeks6' and discussions about the mechanics of a visit were underway before the UK

Clark, January 16", 1945.
61. BoE, OV58/23, "Canada Telegrams Nos. 45 and 46", by GLFB,March ln, 1945.
62. BoE, OV58/23,Washington to FO,No.219 Rnnac, Mar& 6% 1945. See dso, in this
same file, F. E. Hanner to P. A. Clutterbuck, March 9\ 1945 (in which Hamer referred to this
telegram as a good statement of the complications of the Canadian proposals viewed in a North
American context) and DO to UKHCC, No.5 15, March 2 1\ 1945, as well as Pressnell, pp. 204-205,
for the importance of this message.
63. JMK, XXIV, p. 298.

64. BoE, OV58/23, DO to UKHCC, No.515, March 21: 1945. Donald Moggridge
attributes the careful UK response mostly to "the uncertainty as to how far Britain could go
independentlyof the United States in the direction the Canadians desired". See Moggridge, p. 784.

65.NAC, RG 191399ULI-3-8, Keynes to Clark, January,1'6 1945; BoE, OVS8/23, UKHCC
to DO, No. 184, January 27", 1945; UKHCC to DO, No.3 10, Febmary 13', 1945; UKHCC to DO?
N0.3 15, February 14", 1945.

replies arrived in Ottawa? On the Canadian side, Pierce had argued in January the superïority o f
a visit over the proposed despatch of telegrams, asserting that "[tlhe matter should be lifled at once
out of the usual routine and given prominence and ~rgency".~'
Other Canadian officials were not
so sure:in particular, Clark and Robertson wondered whether a visit would prove of any real use.
It took considerable effort on the part of Munro and MacDonald to get them to warm to the ides?

Munro eventually forwarded them an excerpt ofa letter fiom London that stressed that "[ilt would
be a thousand pities if the Canadians were to miss this golden opportunity of getting in on the

ground floor". UK officials expected discussions to range over al1 the problems of Stage II and
Stage III; moreover, the talks proposal had received the blessing of ministers. In such a
circumstmce, "the Canadians would 1 feel sure be making a great mistake in tactics if they failed
to r e ~ p o n d " .Clark
~ ~ and Robertson were convinced.'*

Mackintosh, Towers, and Mcfimon made the joumey. They were joined in the UK by Douglas
66. Bank of England, 0V58/23,UKHCC to DO, No.498, March 7", 1945.
67. NAC, RGîS/S769/lS4(s) Part 1, SDP to Rcbertson, January 27", 1945.
68. BoE, 0V58/23,UKHCC to DO, No.710, March 3oh, 1945.

69. NAC, RG19/399î/ü-3-8, R. Gordon Munro to W. C. Clark. April 7: 1945 and
Unsigned and undated note (quotations are h m the latter document). The excerpt highiights the
importance WK officials attached to talks with the Canadians: "Such a lot hinges on this that 1h o w
you will do your utmost to bring this about. Meanwhile we shall wait most anxiously for m e r
news." Keynes and Eady also pressed Wrmg, in London for talks on the proposed international
security organization, on the subject, while Liesching and Machtig, among others, discussed with
him the Canadian proposais and the response to UK telegrams. Wrong did some pressing of his
own, counselling eatly action and waming of the political dangers that could arise in Canada if the
issue of Stage III were left long m s o l v e d . NAC, MG26/Jl/C9877/387, CHCUK to SSEA,
No. 1046, Apri113', 1945; NAC, RG19/4369RT-3-11, CHCUK to SSEA, No.972, ~ p 6"d, 1945;
JMK,XXTV, p. 304.
70. NAC, RG19/3992/U-3-8, W. C. Clark to R Gordon M m , April 1lh, 1945; W. C.
Clark to N. A. Robertson, April 1lh, 1945; N. A- Robertson to W. C. Clark,April7&, 1945.

LePan, the newIy anointed Canada House expert on issues e ~ o n o ~The
c . talkç
~ took place in the
second half of May, comrnencing at Cambridge, and continuing in London. As predicted, they
ranged widely: of immediate interest are the discussions concmiing British requirements in Stage
III and the present state of Anglo-Canadian trade.

Keynes hosted, and dominated, the Cambridge talks, using the opportunity to "entertain them [the
Canadians] and prepare their minds"? He provided them with details on the UK's financial woes
and examined three possible postwar solutions, which he called "Starvation Corner", 'Temptation",

and bb~ustice".73Starvation Corner would see the UK practice "a maximum degree of self~ufficiency".'~Temptation would be the easiest choice, the acceptance of large loans on flexible
terms, pnmarily from the US, to import the goods necessary to a relatively cornfortable life. The
third option, Justice, would involve, arnong other things, delayed repayment of half of the sterling

7 1. Better known as a writer of poetry and fiction, Douglas LePan joined the staff at Canada
House in t 945, following duty with the Canadian army in M y and as an advisor to General Andrew
McNaughton. LePan attributes his membership on the delegation to a May 1945 report he wrote
on the UK financial position at the request of the High Commissioner. LePan, pp. 58-62. For the
report, see NAC, RGU30N- IO-191945-Iuly 10, Vincent M w e y to SSEA, A. 160, May 4h, 1945.
72. BoE, OV58/4,"Arrangements for the visit of Messrs. Towers, Mackintosh and
MacKinnon", Unsigned, May 1O", 1945.
73. Keynes was careful to note that his ideas were neither fïnalized nor sanctioned by
ministers and that his presentation shouldbe regarded"as highly unofficial partly a personai, partly
a Treasury view of the questions at issue". BoE, OV58123, "Informal discussions with Canadian
representatives - May, 1945. Meeting held in the Audit Room, King's College, Cambridge, 19"
May, 1945, at 10.30 am.".

-

74. NAC, RG1914369N-3-11, "Minutes of Conversations held in King's College,
Cambridge from Ssturday, May 19" to Monday, May 21' between the Canadian Financial
Delegation and Representatives of the United Kingdom Treaniry". This account is unsigneci, but
was written by LePan: see NAC, RG25/5769/154(s) Part 1, CHCUK to SSEA, A.665, December
3lS', 1945.

baiances and negotiated canceïIation of another quarter, a $3 binion grant fiom the US to cover
monies paid out by the UK pnor to the commencement of lend-lease, and UK options on loans on
easy ternis fiom the US ($5 billion) and Canada ($500 rnilli~n).'~The Treasury was strongly in

favour of Justice: it would afford the UK independence and, by obviating the need to make a later
appeal to Arnerican generosity, reduce the chances for US-UK tension. It would also enable the UK
to be a full participant in a multilateral libedized global ec~nomy.'~

~ackintosh"and Towen favoured an approach along the lines of hstice." Towers thought that
the proposals with respect to the sterling area were likely to be accepted, but wondered whether the

75. The settlernent would also involve Canada assuming costs associated with the British
Commonwealth Air Training Plan and tanks Canada had supplied, a s well as "[tlhe continuation
of the present Canadian dollar loan, and its reduction as securities are sold. No reference was made
to interest." See NAC, RG 19/4369N-3- 11, "Minutes of Conversations held in King's College,
Cambridge fiom Saturday, May 19" to Monday, May 21'' between the Canadian Financiai
Delegation and Representativesof the United Kingdom Treaniry". The loan in question was made
by Canada to the UK in 1942 and totalled $700million.

76. Unless otherwise noted, this sumrnary of Keynes's presentation is based upon NAC,
RG19/4369RT-3- 1 1, "Minutes o f Conversations held in King's College, Cambridge nom Saturday,
May 19' to Monday, May 2 1' between the Canadian Financiai Delegation and Representatives of
the United Kingdom Treaswy" and BoE, 0V58/23,"Informal discussions with Canadian
representatives - May, 1945. Meeting held in the Audit Room, King's Coltege, Cambridge, 19'
May, 1945, at 10.30 a-m.".
77. BoE, OV58/23,''Informa1 discussions with Canadian representatives - May, 1945.
Meeting held in the Audit Room, King's College, Cambridge, 2oh May, 1945, at 10.30 am.".
78. Towers was very concerned that Starvation Corner could lead to the economic
absorption of Canada by the US. See BoE, OV58/23,"Infiormal discussions with Canadian
representatives - May, 1945. Meeting held in the Audit Room, King's College, Cambridge, 2oh
May, 1945, at 10.30 a-m.". In that same file see aiso "Canada", by C.F.C.,May 235 1945,and see
NAC, RG19/4369/U-3-11, 'Minutes of Conversations held in King's Coliege, Cambridge h m
Saturday, May 19' to Monday, May 21' between the Canadian Financial Delegation and
Representatives of the United Kingdom TreasiIiy", as well as LePan, p. 95. LePan suggests that
Towen more readily and fervently ernbraced Keynes's ideas than did Mackintosh. See LePan, pp.
77-78.

Arnencans could accept the grant proposal: why not just ask for a loan of $8 billion on tems
suggested in the Canadian Febmary telegrams?" Canada, of course, stood ready and eager "to
contribute to a common solution of the problem"."

Mackintosh and Towers agreed that the LFK

should rnake clear the link between its proposals and US interests, Towers observing that "the
Amencans were shy of acting as a permanent Christmas tree, and would want to feel that in joining
in a settlement on the Iines proposed they were not only acting generously but were contributing an
essential part to the sort of peace they ~anted".~'

79. Bo€, 0V58123, "Informal discussions with Canadian representatives - May, 1945.
Meeting held in the Audit Room, King's College, Cambridge, 1 9 May,
~
1945, at 10.30 am.".

LePan's account noted that both Keynes and Eady rejected this proposal. See NAC, RG 1914369N3-1 1, "Minutes of Conversations held in King's College, Cambridge h m Saturday, May 19" to
Monday, May 2 1'' between the Canadian Financial Delegation and Representatives of the United
Kingdom Treasury". Cobbold's account noted that the Canadians ''welcomed the idea of an
approach to U.S.on the lines envisaged by Keynes and urged that we ought to be prepared to take
some risks (by which 1think they mean contract a loan from U.S.A., flexible if possible) in order
to keep away from the political dangers". Cobbold later discussed his opposition to proposing a
loan to the US with Towers, who responded thus: "He sees the point but he is so imbued with the
necessity of our coming to tems with U.S.A. that 1think his influence will be on the side of taking
a loan if that is the only way we can do it." Towers Iater told another UK official that the UK
"should 'beg and borrow" al1 [it] can and not worry about the consequences". See BoE, OV58123,
"Canada*, by C.F.C., May 23*, 1945. Hector Mackenzie asserts that the Canadians' advice
influenced Keynes's eventual decision to ask the US for a gant only, instead of a grant and a loan.
See Mackenzie, pp. 50&509.
80. BoE, 0V58123, '41nformal discussions with Canadian representatives - May, 1945.
Meeting held in the Audit Room, King's College, Cambridge, 19" May, 1945, at 10.30 a.m.".
81. BoE, 0V58/23, "Informal discussions with Canadian representatives - May, 1945.
Meeting held in the Audit Room, h g ' s College, Cambridge, 19" May, 1945, at 10.30 am." and
NAC, RG l9/4369N-3- 11, "Minutes of Conversations held in King's College, Cambridge h m
Saturday, May 19' to Monday, May 2In between the Canadian Financial Delegation and
Representatives of the United Kingdom Treas*
(quotation is h m the former document).
LePan's account reported that Mackintosh and Towers proposed "linking the $3,000,000,000
contribution with the highest political and economic objectives and even with someminorterritorial
adjustments ... Dr. Mackintosh added that in the approach to officiais the practical necessity of
minimising the transition period [of which Keynes had reported the Treasury now to be in favour]
seemed to offa the best opening."

No agreement was reached on the role Canada would play in the financing of British postwar needs.
Keynes laid out some of the UK concerns with the proposais outlined in the February telegrams,
including the potential for Anglo-Canadian tension, the ease of default, and the fact bat the
Canadian solution would essentially substitute a dollar debt to Canada for sterling debts to sterling

countries. "But," continued Keynes,
the main objection was the analogy with the U.S. While we feel that it might be possible
to arrive at a reasonable and workable understanding with Canada about flexibility, it would
be far more difficult to do so with the U.S. As Mr. Towers remarked, the Americans would
put their lawyers on to it. We could foresee endless political difficulties arising; and there
would always be the risk that pressure to secure repayrnent could be used as a bargaining
method in quite unrelated mattes?*
Keynes suggested that Canada might hold sterlkg in lieu of providing a dollar loan; when Towers
stated his continued preference for the lom proposal, Keynes urged that the Canadians keep the
sterling option in mind as a possible solution if the LJK proved unable to reach a satisfactory
settlement with the US.83

The issue of Angio-Canadian trade was also explored. Canadian complaints about sterling area
discriminationwere taken up at the end of the Cambridgetalks, as well as in London in the days that
followed. The üK was quite willing to help Canada, but was concemed that doing so could allow
the US to clairn similar treatment.lu The Canadians rejected British proposais for ad hoc or

-

82. BoE, 0V58/23,"Iriformal discussions with Canadian representatives May, 1945.
Meeting held in the Audit Room, King's College, Cambridge, 19" May, 1945, at 10.30 am.".

83. Mackintosh also expressed his distaste for holding sterling and his preference for a loan.
BoE, OV58/23, "Informal discussions with Canadian representatives - May, 1945. Meeting held
in the Audit Room, King's College, Cambridge, 19&May, 1945, at 10.30 am.". In that same file
see also "Canada", by C.F.C.,May 23: 1945, and see LePan,p. 94.
84. See, for example, BoE, OV58R3, "Canada", by C.F.C.,May 23d, 1945 and PRO,
D03Y1219, WT665110 1, F. E.Harmer to S. Caine, ~ a y 2 9 1945.
q
Harmer suggested thatrneeting

administrative solutions, as well as the suggestion that Canada sirnply put up with discrimination
until the final settlement with the US had been a~hieved.~'Instead, a new principle was adopted:
for the rest of the war, while Mutual Aïd remained in effect, the UK would not discnminate against
imports of essential goods fiom Canada on the basis of hard currency deficiency in cases where
Canada had been a normal prewar supplier of the goods in question, though it would retain its right
to discriminate where non-essentid ~ o dwere
s concerned. It would direct its Crown Colonies to
follow this policy and suggest that the rest of the Commonwealth do the ~ a m e . ' To
~ avoid trouble
with the Amencans, the new policy would not be publicizedS7and the UK would also infonnally
ease discrimination against US imports.88The issue of Canadian imports fiom the United Kingdom
Canadian concems would facilitate both Mutual Aid assistance and postwar financial assistance,
as well as alleviate the bbobviouspolitical objections to this discrimination".

-

85. BoE, OV58/23, ''Informal discussions with Canadian representatives May, 1945.
Meeting held in the Audit Room, King's College, Cambridge, 20'~May, 1945, at 10.30 am.".
Cobbold's account suggested that the ad hoc and administrative approach had not been rejected;
Thompson-McCausland subsequently observed that this was not the conclusion recorded in the
Treasury surnmary of the discussion. See BoE, 0V58/23, "Canada", by C.F.C., ~ a 23",
y 1945 and
"Canada.- Non-Discrimination", by LPMcC, May 24', 1945.
86. The UK also reserved the right to re-open the matter should the increase in imports prove
too financially burdensome. See NAC, RG19/1369AJ-3-11, "Canadian Exports to the Sterling
Area" (marked "Final draft as subrnitted to Chancellor"), Unsigned and undated. The policy took
effect in July, as Clark's physied ccdlapseand theelectiort e8mpeign prevented Canadian ofieiats
fiom reporting on the London mission until rnidhne. See BoE, OV58/23, UKHCC to DO,
No. 1337, June 16", 1945 and DO to UKHCC, No.1253, July 5h, 1945; NAC, RG19/3579L-1 la,
W. A. Mackintosh to Gordon Munro, June 22"'! 1945 (and revised version dated June 25". 1945 in
NAC, RG2lt 3MT-22-3/1944-July 1945);NAC, RGZT23642636, Cabinet Conclusions ofMeethg
held June 26m,1945 (Meeting Number 107) and Cabinet Conclusions of Meeting held June 2gh,
1945 (Meeting Number 108); NAC, RG25/5769/154(s) Part 1, W. A. Mackintosh to N. A.
Robertson, July 1 4 , 1945 and R. Gordon Munro to W. A. Mackintosh, July IO', 1945.
87. See, for example, BoE, OV58123, "Concessions for Canadian Irnports into the Sterling
Area - Note on Procedure in the United States') Unsigned and undated and UKHCC to DO,
No. 1407, June 28: 1945.

-

88. BoE, 0V58/23, "Concessions for Canadian Imports into the Sterling Area Note on
Procedure in the United States", Unsigneci and mdated; NAC, RG19/3437/Trade Policy and

was also adciressed. Here foo there was progress, as Canadian officiais reiterated their desire to

increase purchases from the UK and discussed ways to effect this."

Ln short, the Cambridge talks were a success. The UK expressed a desire "to ensure that the pattern
of post-war trade is not dictated by the perpetuation of controls set up for purely war-time
p~rposes".~~
Canadian concems about sterling areadiscrimination were partially redressai, in a way
that did not jeopardize the U K position vis-&vis the US?' No agreement on Stage III financing was
reached, but this had never been the üK's intention: there could be no agreement with the

Financial Relations with U.K. and Sterling 1945, W. A. Mackintosh to R. B. Bryce, August 1:'
1945. The US had also lobbied for an increase in the arnount of its goods permitted into the UK
market. See BoE, OV58/23,Undated draft letter to Liesching, labelled "Document F' and
"Concessions for Canadian Imports into the SterlingArea Note on Procedure in the United States",
Unsigned and undated.

-

89. BoE,OV58123, "Exports to Canada", by J.A.S., Undated; "Exports to Canada", Undated,
(memorandum was initialled, but illegible); J. R. C.Helmore to Clutterbuck, June 22", 1945. At
the final meeting on this subject, Canada was represented by officials of the Wartime Prices and
Trade Board. The issue was subsequently revisited in Canada with Donald Gordon, the Chairman
of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board, who "appeared ready to agree that [the UK] concession [on
discrimination against Canadian goods] now justified the consideration of M e r means of
facilitating increased imports fiom the United Kingdom". See BoE, OV58/23,A. M. Wiseman to
J. A. Stirling July gh, 1945.
90. NAC, RGîY328 116864-40c, "Draft Circular Telegram to the Colonies", Unsigned and

undated. The telegram stated that the new policy was "an interim masure. The fiirther
development of trade between Canada and the Sterling Area must naturally depend on the senlement
of wider questions."
9 1. Snelling minuted that the new policy "doesn't in the end mean a very great change";
Mackintosh noted that it reduced UK discrimination (Le. it did not elirninate it). See PRO,
D O W 1219, Wï66YlO 1, Minute by AWS, 8/6/45; NAC, RG25/5769/154(s) Part 1, W. A.
Mackintosh to S. D. Pierce, June 28&, 1945. Mackenzie writes of the importance of action on
sterling area discrimination to the Canadians, "As Keynes later noted, the British willingness to
meet the Canadians on this issue made 'a11 the difference to the feelings with which our visitors
went home and to the question whether or not they had felt their visit to be a success,' ...". See
Mackenzie, 501.

to try out its ideas on the other, and the Canadians learned both that there was a British plan for the
postwar period and some of the details."

Moreover, they now had good evidence that the UK

govemrnent could still be counted among the fnends of a multilateral liberalized international
economy? Keynes had asserted that "[ilt was not true to believe that the United Kingdom could
be brought to support a multi-lateral system only by being bribed and cajoled. They h e w that
lundamentally it was in their own intere~ts.'~'From the UK perspective, the taiks were a success
when judged in the light of Keynes's comment upon learning that Towers and Mackintosh might
soon corne to England: "That is a distinct gain and will probably enable us to hold the fort there for

92. On the importance of the settlement with the US to UK plans, see, for example, BoE,
OV58/23, "Informa1 discussions with Canadian rcpresentatives May, 1945. Meeting held in the
Audit Room, King's College, Cambridge, 19' May, 1945, at 10.30 a.m.".

-

93. Cobbold wrote that "the Canadians were clearly pleased at being taken into our
confidence". BoE, OV58/23, "Canada", by C.F.C., May 23", 1945.

94. According to LePan's accounf the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in particular, "wanted
to get over to a multi-lateral system as quickly as possible", while Keynes thought that "[m]ost
Ministers, and al1 Departments ...were in agreement with the policy the Treasury had adopted" and
that the anti-multilateralism forces would ultimately have no Say in the policy adopted. See NAC,
RG19/4369N-3- 1 1, 'Minutes ofConversations held in King's College, Cambridge fiom Saturday,
May 1gLhto Monday, May 2 1'between the Canadian Financiai Delegation and Representatives of
the United Kingdom Treasury".

95. NAC, RG 19/4369/U-3- 11, "Minutes of Conversations held in King's College,
Cambridge h m Saturday, May 19" to Monday, May 21n between the Canadian Financial
Delegation and Representatives of the United Kingdom Treasury". Mackintosh '%as glad to fuid
that the long term objectives of the two Governments were so similai', while Towers "welcomed
the similarity of views on the general issues". See BoE, 0V58/23, "Informal discussions with
Canadian representatives May, 1945. Meeting held in the Audit Room, King's College,
Cambridge, 19' May, 1945, at 10.30 am."; see also NAC, RG19/4369RI-3-11, "Minutes of
Conversations held in King's College, Cambridge h m Saturday, May lgmto Monday, May 21n
between the Canadian Financial Delegation and Representativesof the United Kingdom Treasury".

-

a bit yet'" In this the British s u c c e e w as the Canadians let the issue lie for the remahder of the
war. The only problem was, that was not very long.

The war in the Pacific came to an abrupt end in August 1945. Stage II, whkh had begun with the
Germa-surrender in May and had been expected to last for at lest a year, was now Stage El,and
no one was ready. The end of the war meant the end of US and Canadian wartirne aid, but
substantive negotiations for the hmcing of UK postwar needs had not begun. On August 15. the
Canadian government notified al1 recipients that Mutual Aid would be terminated that daf7, a
decision üK officiais later suggested had been the handiwork ofministers more than of fi ci al^.^^ The

UK governrnent worried hcw the decision would affect US poiicy and begged the Canadian
govemment to reconsider."

M e r urgent British representations in O t t a ~ a ' the
~ , government

96. JMK, X X W , p. 305. Harmer wrote that they had "been able to explain to the Canadians
something of Our ideas about future financial arrangements, and to get them to understand the
difficulty of pushing matters ahead too fast; that is, the overriding problem of timing and handling
discussions with the U.S.A.". See PRO,D03511219, WT6651101, F.E.Harmer to S. Caine, May
29"', 1945. Cobbold believed that "a good many misunderstandings will have been removed". See
~ a y 2 31945.
~ , In his mernoin, LePan asserts the importance
BoE, OV58/23, "Canada", by C.F.C.,
of the Cambridge meetings as a rehearsal of the case Keynes would put to the Arnericans later that
year. Interestingly, this is just what some in the Bank of England feared they would become:
Cobbold wrote, ''The great danger 1 see is not in the approach to Canada but in the fact that these
conversations and Canadian anxieties are likelyto crystdfize the idea of an approach to Washington
in the form originally proposed by Keynes." See LePan, p. 57 and BoE, OV58/23, 'Tanada", by
C.F.C.,
May 23", 1945.
97. See, for example, NAC, MG26/Jl/C9883/393, SSEA to SSDA, No. 187, August 1Sm,
1945.
98. PRO,T2361629, UKHCC to DO, No. 1726, August 2 l', 1945; UKHCC to DO, No. 1742,
August 2 3 5 1945; UKHCC to DO, No.1843,September 6". 1945.
99. See, for example, PRO, T236/629,DO to Acting UKHCC, No.1486, August 17&,1945.
The telegram, which contained the text of a message nom newly elected üTS PM Clement Attlee
to King, argued that "a premature announcement of the cessation of Munid Aid ... would have ill
effects on our present negotiations with the United States" for the continuation of Lend-Lease.
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extended the end-date of Mutual Aid to September 1st, the day the Iapanese surrenderwas ~igned.'~'

; other ministers
King, Ilsley, and Howe were particularly sympathetic to the UK ~ i t u a t i o n 'a~ few
"were reluctant" to gant the UK request.'03

There was still the problem of financing the United Kingdom's needs over the next few years. The
British and the Canadians agreed that no decisions on Canadian long-term financing could be made
until there had been progress with the Arneri~ans.'~
A UK mission was despatched to Washington
to begin negotiations in early September: now the Canadians could only watch and wait. As during
the Anglo-Amencan Article WI talks two years earlier, the Canadians were kept well informed of
Attlee requestcd that the Canadian decision be reconsidered and that it not be made public, writing,
"in view of our many heavy pressing anxieties and the difficult decisions to be made, 1 most
earnestly beg you to relieve us of this additional anxiety, which of al1 those we feared is the least
expected." In the same file, see also DO to Acting UKHCC, No. 1490, August 1sth,1945, which
discussed the link beh~eenthe end of Mutual Aid and the arrangements with the US vis-à-vis LendLease and Stage ILT.
100. See, forexample, PRO, T236/629, Acting UKHCC to DO,August 1V", 1945; UKHCC
to DO, No. 1715, August 18", 1945; UKHCC to DO, No. 1720, August 20"', 1945; NAC,
RG2/ASa/T2364/2636, Cabinet Conclusions Omeeting held September 5', 1945 (Meeting Number
129); NAC, RG2/45/D- 13-5-U/ 1945-Aug.3 1, H W to the Under-Secretary, August 2on, 1945.

101. NAC, RGUASa/Tî364/2636, Cabinet Conclusions of Meeting held September s",
1945 (MeetingNumber 129). This was not an insignificant change: it saved the British an estimated
$100,000,000. See PRO,T236f629, LKHCC to 00,No. 1842, September 6Lh,1945.
102. See, for example, PRO, T236/629, UKHCC to DO, No. 17 15, August 18', 1945 and
WWCC to DO, No. 1843, September
,'6 1945.
103. PRO, T236/629, UKHCC to DO, No. 1843, September 6h, 1945. The telegram does
not speciQ who the ministers were. The cabinet concl~sionsrecorded that nsley, Howe, St.
Laurent, and MacKimon al1 recommended that the termination date be changed. See NAC,
RGUA5alT23642636, Cabinet ConclusionsofMeethg held Septembers', 1945(Meeting Number
129). Mackenzie asserts that St. Laurent led the forces against this settlement: see Mackenzie, p.
5 17.

,
'
0
3

104. See, for example, NAC, RG25/5773/I98(s) Part 1, SSEA to CAUS,EX-3t 56,August
1945.

the progress of the negotiations. They received information via Commonwealth briefings in
~ashington"~,
Dominions Office despatches, and private chats with officials in ond don!" Having
accompanied King on a trip to ond don'^', Robertson met with UK ministers and officials.'"
Pearson, now Ambassador to the United States, again demonstrated his talent for eliciting
information fiom UK and US offrcials alike? Towers met with British and Arnerican officials in
Washington, doing his best to impreçs upon the latter the necessity of coming to an arrangement

105. Keynes initially opposed providing full briefings on the loan negotiations to
Commonwealth Ministen in Washington, but subsequently overcame his aversion. See PRO,
DO391216, WR254/78, Ben Cockram to P. A. Clutterbuck, Septernb~!r4~,
1945 and Ben Cockram
to A. W. Snelling, September 18", 1945. For a fuller discussion of UK attitudes towards
consultation with the Dominions during these negotiations, see McKenzie, pp. 184-185,187- 189.
106. See, for example, NAC, RG25/5773/198(s) Part 1, D. V. LePan to SSEA, A.491,
October 19", 1945 and CHCUK to SSEA, No.3 103, October 24&, 1945.

107. King had gone to London to discuss ment revelations of Soviet spy rings in Canada,
the United Kingdom, and the United States.
108. Hugh Dalton, the new Chancellorofthe Exchequer, had originallyinvited King, as well
as Evatt, to a discussion of economic issues, but King begged off (citing characteristic excuses: he
was not in London to discuss such issues, he had not consulted his Cabinet, fatigue, absence ofother
Commonwealth ministers) and sent Robertson instead. See NAC, MG26/Jl/C9872/380, Hugh
Dalton to W. L. M. King; "Confidential Personal Memorandum", by WLMK, October 13", 1945
(in which King gives another reason for his refusa1 to participate: "In the second place, the mention
that Evatt would be present and that the idea was to have opinion expressed from himself and
rnyself, by no means added to my desire to be on hand at any discussion on that question with
hirn."); W. L. M. King to Hugh Dalton, October 15: 1945; NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), Acting
CHCUK to SSEA, A.483, October 13', 1945; CHCUK to SSEA, No.2968, October 12', 1945;
PRO, DOW12 16, WR254/78, FO to UK Embassy in Washington, No. 10,349,October 15&, 1945;
NAC, RG2S/5773/I 98(s) Part 1, "Note of Meeting held at the Treasury on Monday, 1srn,October,
1945" and Acting High Commissioner to SSEA,A.508, October 2sm,1945.

109. See, for example, PRO, D03511216, WR254178, Ben Cockram to A. W. Snelling,
September 15', 1945; 'Note of a Meeting at the British in Washington on September 1grn,1945";
Ben Cockram to P. A. Clutterbuck October IO", 1945; NAC, MG26/Jl/C9879/389, CAUS to
SSEA, WA-4920, September 2Ist, 1945; NAC, RG25/5773/198(s) Part 1, CAUS to SSEA,WA5169, October 6", 1945; NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), L. B. Pearson to H. H. Wmng, October 12',
1945. McKenzie notes that the UK bnehng reported on October 6* was not entirely forthcoming;
the UK briehg reported on October 12' was fat more revelatory. See McKenzie, pp. l87.190- 191.
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with the former: in meeting after meeting, he went into what Wrong called his "Cassandra act",
prophesying dark days in the absence of agreement.Il0

Exhortations to reach an agreement represented the limit of Canada's involvement in the US-UK
Ioan negotiations, though not for want of trying. It will be remembered that at the January 18'
meeting at which it had been decided to offer postwar financial assistance to the UK, it had also

been decided that Canadian officials should discuss the issue with US officials. This they had done

in March and again in July 1945. During the latter meeting, Robertson had proposed that Canada
and the United States combine forces to help the United Kingdom through Stage DI; he had also
stressed that Canada alone could not meet Britain's needs. Robertson's suggestion of a "joint credit
program""' went nowhere.

Before the end of the war, US officiais had given a little thought to the d e Canada rnight play in

110. NAC, RG25/5773/198(s) Part 1, T.A. Stone to H. H. Wrong, October 23"' 1945 (the
"Cassandra act" reference is from this letter); G. F. Towers to Hume Wrong, November s*, 1945;
"Notes on conversations in Washington, Octoba l8-24,194S', Unsigne& November 5% 1945.
According to Douglas Fullerton, Graham Tower's biographer, Towers went to Washington at
Keynes's request, 'Zo give the British M e r advice". Towers had eariier advised Keynes on
strategy for the negotiations with the Americans d u ~ the
g latter's visit to Ottawa in eariy
September 1945. See Fullerton, pp. 2 14-2 15 (quotation is nom p. 2 15). See also Mackenzie, pp.
5 19-520,53 1-532.

111. NAC, RG25/5773/20O(s), 'Infornial Discussions on Commercial and Financial Policy
Between Officiais of the United States and Canada", Juiy 9', 1945. Pearson's diary entry covering
March IoLhand I l h reads in part: "We told the Americans about our proposai to the British,
designed to remove excuses for uni-lateraiism and to enable them to buy Canadian goods. Clayton
said, "You people are smart." Norman wondered what he rneant by c'smart".'7 See NAC,
MG26/N8/2/4, Diary for Saturday, March 10" and Sunday,March I 1.' 1945. The UK had not been
at al1 pleased that Canada had discussed the issue with the US: see McKenzie, pp. 166-167.

Stage III assistance to the UK'"; Canada's possible role was also mentioned on occasion during the
Anglo-Amencan negotiations."'

For the most part, American thoughts on Canada's role were

rather vague. However, on one occasion US negotiators tried to use the probability of large-scale
assistance h m Canada to their advantage: during his trip to Washington, Towm had mused to US
officials that Canada might lend the UK as much as $1 billion, a piece of information that Fred
Vinson, the new Treasury Secretary, subsequently used to suggest to UK officials that they did not
need as large a loan from the US as they were requesting. Although British officials deflected this
line of reasoning, the proposed figure was not forgotten. '14

AAer nearly three months of intense negotiations, a deal was stnick in early December. The US

would loan the LJK $3.75 billion at 2% interest, payments to be made over fifty years starting at the
end of 1951. In times of financial duress, interest on the loan could be waived. In retum, the UK

112. See, for example, NARA, RG43/Records of International Conferences, Commissions,
and Expositions/intemational Conference on Trade and Employment (International Trade
0rganization)htemational Trade Organization Subject File 1933- 1950/59/WGB Miscellaneous,
"Some Key Problems in the Field of Post-War Commercial Policy", Unsigned, June 4.' 1945 and
W. L. Clayton to Judge Fred M. Vinson, June 25", 1945.
1 13. See, for example, PRO,DO3Yl2 16, WR254/78,'Wote of a Discussion in the Course
of the Ambassador's fortnightly meeting with British officials at the UK Ernbassy in Washington
on September 15", 1945"; N
u RG56/General Records of the Department of the
TreasuryRecords of the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury re: Monetary and International
Mairs/Chronologicai File ofHamyDexter White Nov. 1934 Apr. 1946lChronological76(October
1945)/13 M . White to Secretary Vinson, October gh, 1945and attached memorandum, Thancial
Assistance for Britain", by FC, 1O/8/45.

-

114. PRO, T236/629,J.S.M. Washington to Cabinet Offices, NABOB 306, November 7&,
1945. In that same file, see also UK Ernbassy in Washington to DO and UKHCC,Remac 828 and
Pilif 25, November 14'' 1945, in which Keynes wrote, "On amount of Canadian mdit we agree that
we can aim at one billion new money with fair hope of success." See aiso Mackenzie, pp. 532,540541.
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undertook to make sterling convertible for current account purposes one year after the coming into
force of the agreement. The Canadians were happy that the US and UK had reached an agreement,
but were disappointed by its terms, feeling that the Americans had not taken a sufficiently farsighted approach.' l5 One provision of the deal particularly caught their eye: the UK agreed not to

"arrange any long-term Ioans fkom Governrnents within the British Commonwealth ... on terms

more favourable to the lender than the tems of this line of credit".'16

The British had hoped to begïn negotiations with the Canadians as soon as they had finished with

the ~rnericans'", but logistical considerations led to their postponement to the new year.'" In the
meantirne, members of the UK delegation went to Ottawa in the second week of December to meet
with Canadian ministen and officiais. They discussed the Anglo-Arnerican loan agreement, the
forthcoming Anglo-Canadian negotiations, and the f'iliar question of sterling area trade
discrimination against Canada

'

l9

Canadian exporters were increasingly cornplaining of being

115. PRO,T236/629, W H C C to DO. No.2503, December 1O", 1945. See also PRO,
T236/630,"Financial Arrangements with Canada*',Unsigneci, January 3 1",1946, which emphasized
Canadian concems with the agreement. And see Plumptre, pp. 78-79; Mackenzie, p. 540; Bothwell
and English, p. 152.
116. NAC, MG26/Jl/C9879/389, CAUS to SSEA,WA-6122, December sm,1945; PRO,
T236/629, UKHCC to DO, No.2503,Decernber 10m,1945 (quotation is from former telegram).
117. See, for example, PRO, T2361629, J.S.M.Washington to Cabinet Ofnca, NABOB
305, November 7', 1945;NAC, RG25/5773/198(s) Part 1, CAUS to SSEA,WA-5689,November
7", 1945.

118. See, for example, PRO, T2361629, UK Embassy in Washington to DO and UKHCC,
Remac 826 and Pilif 24, November 14", 1945; DO to UKHCC,No.2063, November 22&, 1945.
119. PRO, T236/629, UKHCC to DO, No.2503, December 10h, 1945; NAC,
RG25/2639/I 893-4OC, SSEA to CHCUK, No.2956, December 14', 1945.
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denied permission to sel1 to sterling area markets; some manufacturersi claimed that the U K
government had told them that they would have to set up production facilities in the UK if they
wanted to sel1 there. The press, particularly The FinancialPosr, was making a big deal of the story
and the issue had been raised in Parliament. "O

Canadian officials had already made clear their concem with this issue and its effects un their
thinking on Stage III finance. In separate conversations with British officials in Novernber, Towers
and Robertson had suggested a link between the size of the proposed credit and LIK import policy12'
,and Biyce had asserted that "Canada was very much more interested in the opening of the Sterling

Area to Canadian goods than in haggling about the figure of the cïedit to be made available to the
United Kingdom; provided that the markets of the Sterling Area were sufficiently widely opened,
he thought the necessary financial credits would follow fairly e a ~ i l y . " ' ~in late November,
MacDonald had reported that "Canadian authorities are alarmed at hardening of sentiment against
us and its latest manifestations are certainly impressive". Were this trend to persist or intensify, "the
[Canadian] Government may h d it very difficult to get the assent of Parliament to as liberal terms
in the matter of financial assistance as it would like*'and the UK might find it difficult to increase

120. See, for exarnple, PRO, D035/1219,A. M. Wiseman to J. R. C. Helmore, November
16&, 1945 and A. M. Wiseman to J. R. C. Helmore. November 22nd,1945; PRO,T236/35, OF
1913919 A, UKHCC to DO, No.2398. November 25'. 1945.
121. PRO,T236/629, W C C to DO, No.2288, November 1l', 1945 and UK Embassy in
Washington to DO and UKHCC, Remac 828 and Pilif 25, November 16,1945.

122. PRO, T236135, OF 19/39/9 A, Txtract h m a Record of a Conversation between R.
G. Bell and R. B. Bryce of the Finance Department, Ottawa",November 1945.

its exports to Canada.12'

The senousness of the issue was confirmed during the December talks, Brand and Munro reporting
that "[wle must again emphasise that ... the conclusion of satisfactory trade arrangementsbetween
Canada and the United Kingdom will be one of the most important factors in their minds in entering
Liesching invited Canadian officials to London for talks with the
into the loan arrange~nent".'~~
Board of Trade before the start of Stage iXï negotiation~.'~Max Mackenzie, the new Deputy
Minister of Trade and Commerce, would be sent "to discuss only the c u m t difficulties arising out
of U.K. import licensing and to seek a solution effective immediately that will keep the channels
of trade open and will, we hope, ensure us a fair share of al1 U. K. imports on the basis of past
tfadem "6

Mackenzie had aiready discussed the issue with MacDonald, Munro, and 0 t h UK officials in late
November. Mackenzie had told them that while Canadians could appreciate the UK need to reduce
imports on financial grounds, "some of the instances in which import permits had been refused had
the appearance of protection under the cloak of austeritf'. Swift action was needed. Could not the

UK govemment, "in the interest of continuing good relations between the two comtries", permit

--

--

123. PRO, T236/35, OF 19/39/9 A, UKHCC to DO, No.2398, November 25", 1945.
124. PRO, T2361629, UKHCC to DO, No.2503, Deceder 10Lh,1945.
125. PRO, T236/629,UKHCC to DO, No.2503, December lom, 1945.
126. NAC, RG25/2639/1893-4OC, SSEA to CHCUK, No.2956,December 14&, 1945.

a token number of rnanufactured goods to be imported kom Canada?12'

Munro believed that Mackenzie's visit could bear great fniit. Based on their talks with the
Canadians, he and Brand had concluded "that the tems of the United States loan will very closely
dictate the limits to which [the Canadians] feel able to go in their m g e m e n t s with us".'28 in
particular, Munro asserted, the stipulation that no Commonwealth country could strike a deal with
the UK more favourable to the lender than had the US was a problem: the Canadians "felt that this
clause ... "puts them on the spot" politically and tends to make the U.S.terms ...a political pattern
for borrowing of this type, h m which it wi!I be very difficult to get away". Nevertheless, the UK
might be able to s e c w a better deal were it to accommodate Canadian concems about sterling area

import policy: "in my opinion, it is what the President of the Board of Trade may be able and
prepared to do rather than what the Chancellor of the Exchequer is prepared to accept which will

be the deciding factor as regards the terms of any financial loan that we shall obtain nom Canada".
In this context, Mackenzie's visit would be "of the utmost importance and may indeed provide the
solution to this riddle, if a practical solution there be".129

127. NAC, RG25/328116864-40C, 'Piscussion with British Representatives on Restriction
of Irnports into the Sterling Area, November 22d,1945".
128. PRO,T2361629, UKHCC to DO, No.2503, Decernber 1O", 1945. In mid-November,
Towers had told Munro that the tems of the US-UKdeal would affect the tems of any Canada.UK
deal, and Robertson and Wrong had told Keynes the same thing. In the same file see UKHCC to
DO, No.2288, November 1:1 1945 and UK Embassy in Washington to DO and UKHCC, Remac
828 and Pilif 25, November 1 4 ~1945.
,

129. PRO, T236/355, Wote on Forthcornhg United Kingdom-Canada Financial
Negotiations", by R. Gordon M m ,December 15", 1945. Towers had previously suggested the
link between import policy and terms to Munro. See PRO, T2361629, UKHCC to DO, No.2288,
November 11', 1945
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The meetings in London began on January 9&,1946. At first they went smoothly, as Mackenzie and

officials From the Departments oPTrade and Commerce and ~ e c o n s t r u c t i o npresented
~~~
their case
well. Canadian manufacturen objected to the UK denying them import pemits for goods that the

UK was either producing itself or importing from elsewhere, a practice that had the whiff of
protectionism about it. Canada wanted the chance to retain its histonc UK markets through token
imports h m Canadian firms that had supplied the UK before the wad3' Canada was also
concerned about the inconsistent application of the Cambridge non-discrimination arrangements in
the British West M i e s and would appreciate it were the Colonies instnicted to adopt a token import
were found relatively quickly and easily.'"
policy as ~ e l l . ' ~ Solutions
'

British West Indian

130. The minutes of the taiks incorrectly refer to one Canadian officia1 as being from the
Departrnent of Munitions and Supply: this department had ceased to exist as of January l', 1946,
and was superceded by the Department of Reconstruction.

13 1. PRO, T236/35,OF 19/39/9 A, Minutes of Meeting with Representatives of the
Canadian Department of Trade and Commerce at the Board of Trade on 9" January, 1946.
132. PRO,T236/35,OF 19/39/9A,"Notes ofMeeting with Representatives of the Canadian
Department of Trade and Commerce at the Board of Trade on Thunday, 10h January, 1946". At
the November meeting, Mackenzie had wondered whether these arrangements had lapsed, but UK
officiak had told him that they believed them still to be in effect. See NAC, RG25/3281/6864-40C,
bbDiscussionwith British Representatives on Restriction of Irnports into the Sterling Area,
November 22"*,1945". Wiseman later wondered %hy the Department of Trade and Commerce
should not have raised the question spmifically with the United Kingdom instead of sitting d o m
and saying nothing about it but gnunbling privately arnong themselves." PRO, D03511219,A. M.
Wiseman to J. R. C. Helmore, November 22*, 1945.
133. On one problem Canadian concems went unaddressed. UK officials dismisseci
Canadian complaints that India was not abiding by the Cambridge arrangements and observed that
the UK could not tell India what to buy and what not to buy. They advised the Canadians to rake
up their complaints with the Indians. See PRO,T236/35,OF 19/39/9A, "Note of Meeting with
Representatives of the Canadian Department of Trade and Commerce at the Board of Trade on
Friday 11" January, I946".
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governments would be instructed anew on the Cambridge arrangernent~"~
and token irnports into
the UK and Colonies would be permitted, though initially fiom a select list of commodities and not

fiom al1 classes ofprewar imports as Mackenzie had hoped."' The program would be open to other
nations, including the United States, but the first list of goods reflected the Canadian origins of the
p tan.

In the fif?.h meeting, a problem arose: what percentage of prewar imports represented a "token"
amount? Given the restricted range of commodities and the small sums that would likely be spent,
Mackenzie thought that 100% of the imports of the affected goods in 1938 would be fair. The
meeting's chairman, J. R. C. Helmore of the Board of Trade, dernurred, and the issue was ''referred
to higher a~thority"."~
The higher authorities were present nt the next meeting in the penons of
Liesching and Eady. There was also a change on the Canadian side: Mackenzie was now the sole
Canadian oficial present. Claiming that no deal would be better than a deal with a percentage
regarded as "densory" by the Canadian public, Mackenzie argued in favour of 50%. And then the
higher authorities weighed in:

In reply Sir Percivale Liesching and Sir Wilfked [sic] Eady pointed out the essentiai facts of
our balance of paymmts position. nie a m w i t h whidi we mut&econonrise on imports

134.PRO,T236/35,OF 19/39/9A, "Notes ofMeethg with Representativesofthe Canadian
Department of Trade and Commerce at the Board of Trade on Thursday, 10" January, 1946".
135. PRO, T236/35, OF 19/39/9A, ''Note teof Meeting with Representativesof the Canadian
Department of Trade and Commerce at the Board of Trade on Fnday 11" January, 1946"; PRO,
D035/1220,WT665/111, Minutes of Meeting with Representatives of the Canadian Department
of Trade and Commerce at the Board of Trade on Thursday, 1?* January, 1946.

136. PRO, D03511220, WT665/111, Minutes of Meeting with Representatives of the
Canadian Department of Trade and Commerce at the Board of Trade on Thursday, 17* January,
1946.

was severely limited and we had bigger problems to face than the perhaps temporary
difficulty of certain Canadian interests. We had set ourselves the main objective of
convertibility and during 1946 we must go carefully and realistically if were to serve, not
onIy our own interests, but those of world trade as a whole. in particular Sir WilEnd Eady
thought it fair to point out that a major problem for Canada was whether she could earn
enough in sterling to discharge her adverse balance in dollars with the United States.

Some furtherdiscussion took place on the United Kingdom's difficulty in departing far from
a rigid control of imports at this stage and Su Percivale Liesching said that he felt that the
most that officiais should recommend to Ministers was 20% by value or (in the case of
Canada) about 13.3% by volume.
Mackenzie "admitted that 1/5th by value did not sound so bad", though he wanted to consult with
his colleagues in Ottawa as to whether this amount would prove sufficient p~litically."~

On the issue oftiming, it was agreed that it would be preferable to announce the new policy before
the loan negotiations began in Ottawat3'; pending ministerial approval, it was hoped to make the
announcement by February 8", the first list of admissible comrnodities to follow soon thereafter.t39
in particular, one UK oficial observed, it would not be good for the scheme to become associated

137. PRO, DO3511220,WT665/111, Minutes of Meeting with Representatives [sic] of the
Canadian Department of Trade and Commerce at the Board of Trade on Tuesday, 21" January [sic],
1946. At 20% based on prewar value, Canada would get a better deal than other participants in the
scheme: Treasury officia1J. F. Cahan observed ' a a t a value quota would mean more by volume for
Canada than for other counûies. 20 per cent by value of pre-war imports would mean roughly
13. U3rd by volume for Canada and 10 per cent. for other countries". See PRO, T236/35, OF
l9/39/9 A, Minutes of the thirteenth meeting of the Import Licensing Cornmittee held at the Board
of Trade on Monday 2 1" January, 1946 (I.L.C.Min l3(46)).
138. PRO, DO3M 220, WT665/111, Minutes of Meeting with Representatives [sic] of the
Canadian Department of Trade and Commerce at the Board of Trade on Tuesday,2 1* January [sic],
1946.
139. PRO, D035/1220, WT665/111, Minutes of Meeting with Representatives of the
Canadian Department of Trade and Commerce at the Board of Trade on Wednesday,23" January,
1946.

too closely in the public mind with the loan, lest it should seem a quid pro quo."

On January 3 ISt,Mackenzie signalled fiom Ottawa that the scheme was acceptable and that the
"[u]nanimous view here is that statement should be made not later than February eighth even if
publication of first list has to be delayed a few days".I4' Two days later Liesching wrote of his
pleasure that the policy had comrnended itself to the Canadians. He cautioned Mackenzie that it
would take some time before the fint list was ready, though UK officiais still hoped that the policy
announcement could be made on the 8", assurning they secured the approvai of ministers.14*

But they didn't. On February 4", former academic economist and present Chancellor of the
Exchequer Hugh Dalton scrawled in red felt pen across the mernorandum recommending the policy:

'This is Canadian blackmailing - a la Yank! 1would agree to this of Canada, - provided we get a
good loan fiom them. But I wouldn't announce it till the loan is in the bag." As for the
recornmendation that the policy be applied to imports h m other nations, including the United
States, Dalton wrote: "And I wouldn't & it for anyone else - much less announce it for anyone else,

- without very hard quid pro quo in each case."143A telegram h m the Dominions Office to the U K
140. See, for example, PRO,T236136, OF 19/39/9 B, Woods to E. Rowe-Dutton, Febniary
lSt,1946.
141. NAC, RGl9/764/304-7, SSEA to CHCUK, No.271, January 3 la, 1946.

142. NAC, RG19176413047, United Kingdom to Canada, Cdms 254, February 2*, 1946,
Dictated over the telephone, Febmary 2°d, 1946. See also PRO,D035/1220,WT665/111, N. K.
Fisher to R. W. B. Clarke, ~ebmary4&,
1946 and "Copy ofTelegram Dictated on the Telephone to
Canada House on Saturciay, 2""Feb., '46".
143. PRO, T236/36,OF 19/3919 B, Memorandum h m RWBC to Mr. Rowe-Dutton and
Mr. Trend, 'Token Imports frorn Canada", February 4&, 1946 (see second minute at bottom of

High Commission in Ottawa elaborated on the UK reasoning:
Ministers felt that in the present uncertainty over the American loan [i.e. whedwhether
Congress would approve it'r it was quite impossible to go ahead with the concession on
a non-discriminatory basis but that it could not be announced on a discriminatory b a i s until
there was sufficient reason for discrimination. This sufficient reason would they feel exist
if a satisfactory loan agreement were reached with Canada before Congress had approved
the United States loan.
Moreover, the government had been cnticized of late for its import policies and feared that "[alny
proposai to admit less essentialsin advance ofthe satisfactoryconclusion of a tom agreement would
intensiQand exacerbate this critici~rn".'~'The scheme would not be abandoned: its announcement
would sirnply be delayed until the completion of the Anglo-Canadian negotiations and the

presentation of the loan to the Canadian Parliament. Meanwhile, administrative preparations would
but the government eventually agreed
continue.'" Canadian officials were greatly di~appointedl~~,

the new tirnetable.'48

By then another wrinkle had been added. Canadian officials were worried about the potential
memorandum, in red, dated 4/2, and initialled H.D.).UK oficials had always seen the need to
extend almost any concession granted Canada to the US and other nations; Mackenzie had argued
that the UK could gant some concessions to Canada and not to the US. See, for example, PRO,
T236135, OF 19/39/9
A, Minutes of Meeting with Repnsentativesofthe Catiadian Department of
Trade and Commerce at the Board of Trade on 9" January, 1946; PRO, DOW1220, WT6651111,
Minutes of Meeting with Representatives [sic] ofthe Canadian Department onrade and Commerce
at the Board of Trade on Tuesday, 2 1 January [sic], 1946.
144. PRO, D035/1220, W665/111, DO to UKHCC, No. 199, Febniary
,'6 1946.
145. PRO,D035/1220, WT665/111, DO to UKHCC,No. 198, Febniary 6h, 1946.
146. PRO, D03511220, WT669111, DO to UKHCC, No. 199, February 6", 1946.

147. PRO, D035/1220, WT665/111, UKHCC to DO, No.239, ~ebruary9,' 1946; Minute
by A.M.W., 8/2/46; Minute by S.L.H., 8/2/46.
148. PRO,D035/1220, WT665/111, UKHCC to DO, No.494, March 1 0 ~ 1946.
.

eflects of discriminating against the US in this mat te^'^^ UK officials in Washington shared their
concem and had advised that the policy be adopted on a non-discriminatory basis. They had also
wondered whether the announcement could be postponed untii after the Canadian Parliament and
the US Congress had each approved their respective loan agreements.lS0When this latter suggestion
was put to Canadian officials, they proved "quite unwilling even to suggest it to their Mini~ten".'~'

This left UK officials the task ofconvincing ministen to amounce the application of the policy on
a non-discriminatory basis and to do it before the US loan had passed Congress.lS2It was not easy
to convince Dalton, but it was donelS3and the new policy was announced on April 8"lY, two months
149. See, for exarnple, PRO, D0354220, WT665/111, UKHCC to DO, No.3 16, February
2 l", 1946. in its assent to the new timetable, the Canadian govemment expressed its hope that the
policy could be applied on a non-discriminatory basis. In this same file see UKHCC to DO,
No.494, March 1O", 1946.
150. PRO,DO3511220, WT665/111, UK Embassy in Washington to Board of Trade, No.43
ASKEW, Febmary 28', 1946.
151. PRO,DO3511220, WT6651111, UKHCC to DO, No.493, March IO', 1946.
152. PRO,T236136 OF 1913919B, Cahan to Clarke, 12/3 and S.D.W.to R.W.B.Clarke and
Sir WilCnd Eady, March 1 4 ~ 1946;
,
PRO, D03511220, WT6651111, 'Token imports", Unsigned
and undated.
153. See, for example, PRO, DO3511220, WT665/111, W. Eady to Sir Percivale Liesching,
March lS", 1946; Minute fiom PAC to Mr. Snelling, 16/3; "Note of a Meeting at the Board of
Trade on 26" March, to Discuss Token hports"; PRO,T236/36, OF l9/39/9 B, W E to Mr. Trend,
March 2 6 ~ 1946
,
(Dalton gave his consent ''Rel~ctantlv!'~,and, though unconvinced that the UK
could revoke the concession korn the US if the loan did not go through, said he was ''prepared to
risk it".) and Eady to Liesching, March 27', 1946; PRO, BT1113255, CRT8506, Draft
memorandum, 'Token Import Policy", Unsigned and undated and 'Token Import Policy",
Unsigned, March 28', 1946.

154. PRO, D03511220, WT665/111, DO to UKHCC, No.629, April8', 1946 and UKHCC
to DO, No.687, April 9", 1946. The new instructions to the Colonies on the Cambridge
arrangements were not sent until A p d 14', 194%. On February 20' ~ a c k e n P had
e asked Hehore
whether the instructions could be sent cight away,despite the postponement of the announcement
on the token import policy, and Helmore agreed to sec what he couid do. However, the UK wanted
to hold off until the main issue was settled; subsequentiy, concem in London over the wording of

later than original1y proposed. lS5

By that time the Anglo-Canadian loan negotiations had long since concluded. Negotiations had
begun on Febmary 11" and a settlement reached on March Zd. Fmm the start, the talks were
dominated on the Canadian side by ministen"", particularly St. Laurent, King,and Ilsley: Canadian
officials were very much "in the background"."'

On the whole they seem to have been much more

sympathetic to the UK case than their ministerdS', but their counsel did not carry the sort of weight

the instructions led to further delays. Sec, for example, PRO,D035/1220, WT665/111, UKHCC
to DO, No.3 16, February 2 1",1946; R. W. B. Clarke to H. J. Habakkuk,RWBC 453, February 28',
1946; H. J. Habakkuk to A. W. Snelling, C.R.T.8038/46, March 1 5 1946; DO to Acting UKHCC,
No.377, March 2nd,1946; Acting UKHCC to DO, No.400, March 3", 1946; H. J. Habakkuk to A.
W. Snelling, March 5", 1946; UKHCC to DO, No.470, March 8'. 1946; H. J. Habakkuk to A. W.
Snelling, April z ~1946;
, DO to UKHCC,No.605, April 3d, 1946; UKHCC to DO, No.658, April
4m, 1946; Acting UKHCC to DO, No.716, April 16: 1946; Secretary of State for Colonies to Al1
of the Colonies, No.43, April 14', 1946; DO to Acting WECHCC, No.683, Apnl 18th,1946.
155. Hector Mackenzie asserts that the postponement of the announcement of the token
import scheme adversely a f k t e d the loan negotiations: "As a result, there was no specific
indication that the British practically recognised the political difficulty for the Cabinet in defending
post-war generosity. As we shall see. for King this was a decisive consideration." See Mackenzie,
p. 540.

156. UK officials had expected the negotiations to be largely on an official basis. See PRO,
T2361630, Note by Sir Wilfid Eady, January 2 la, 1946.
157. PRO,T236/630,UKHCC to DO, BEECH No.21, February 21*, 1946.
158. See, for example, WLMK, February 12" and 18: 1946; PRO, T236/630, UKHCC to
DO, BEECH No.2 1, Febniary2 lSt,1946 and Acting UKHCC to DO, BEECH No.30, ~ebruary26\
1946; NAC, RG25/5769/154(s) Part 1, "Anglo-Canadian h a n Negotiations, Monday, February
11", l946", p. 14. Oa the Other hand, see NAC, RG19/763/3W-6, 'bReasons for not going M e r
in meeting U.K. requests", by RBB, February 2 la,1946, though this should be contrastai with,in
the same file, "Cornparison of a 32-year non-interest-bearing loan with the U.S.terms", by RBB,
24/2/46. Jack Granatstein also concludes that miniaers took "a tough he", while officials 'iivere
soi? on the British, and in this instance the cabinet got its way". See Granatstein, A Man of
Influence, pp. 136-137.
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that it usually did. IS9 Instead, as a UK report later observed, the negotiations were "handled almost
entirely as [a] political issue"?

This meant securing an agreement that would serve the interests

of Canadians, which rninisters defined slightly differently fiom their advisors.

Sir Wilfrid Eady of the Treasury led the UK delegation, which included, among others, Cobbold of
the Bank of England, Brand, MacDonald, and Munro.I6' They initially requested a $1.25 billion
interest free loan, as well as the continuation of outstanding war debts on an interest free basis,
basing their appeal on the cornrnon interest of Canada and the United Kingdom in the liberalization
of trade and the convertibility of sterling. The United Kùigdom wanted to participate fùlly in the
sort

of world towards which they had been striving for years, but it needed the cooperation of

Canada, the United States, and its sterling area creditors to do so.'"

159. In at least one case, advice fiom an officia1 might have had the opposite effect to the
one intended: an interview with Towen, who argued Ui favour of an interest free loan to the UK,
did little more than cause King to muse about the "Governor of the Bank of Canada [being] under
the influence of large financial banking world". See WLhK, February 18", 1946. King later
extended his criticisn to cover "Clark amiali his group and aii the Finance Dept and the bank
people, the big trade interects and so forth", who al1 had "only one point of view and really are a
world a finance - Feeling a greater common interest in finance than they do any interest in common
with the political world". See WL,MK, February 2 2 0 1946.
~~
160. PRO,T2361630, Acting UKHCC to DO, BEECH No.30, February 26", 1946.

161. Keynes had decided against leading the delegation. See PRO,T236/630, EEB to
Chancellor of the Exchequer, January 2"$ 1946.
162. PRO,T273M25,"Notes on Meeting Held in the Department of Extemai AEairs on the
11 February, 1946"; NAC, RGZS/5769/154(s) Part 1, "Anglo-Canadian h a n Negotiations,
Monday, February Il", 1946"; PRO, T236/630, UKHCC to DO, February 13&, 1946; NAC,
RGUA5alT23642637, Cabinet ConclusionsofMeethg held Febmary 13", 1946(MeetingNumber
179).

"

The response of Canadian ministers was not favourable. They were not troubled by the size of the
proposed loan, but by its terms. ilsley was concemed about the relation between the proposed
Canadian credit and the Amencan credit, which had not yet been approved by Congress, and sought
to protect the Canadian position should the US loan faIl t h r o ~ g h . ' He
~ ~ secured this protection
relatively easily, Eady agreeing that if the US loan were rejected, the terms of the Canadian loan
would be reviewed.'" Ilsley also foresaw two potential criticisms that would make Parliamentary
passage of a loan based on the UK proposa1 dificult: "fiat, that the loan had been made on ternis
more generous than those granted by the United States and second, that a substantial noncommercial loan was being made to the United Kingdom while the United Kingdom still held 1%
billion dollars of Canadian securities particularly since it was believed in Canada that the United
Kingdom had aiready been forced to realise al1 her holdings of United States sec~rities."'~'

The link between UK-owned Canadian securities and UK financial needs was of particular
importance to St. Laurent. Louis St. Laurent, a well respected lawyer in his pre-Parliamentary days,
had entered Canadian public life in Decernber 1941 expressly to be King's new Quebec

163. flsley even mused that perhaps Canada and the UK should hold off making a deal until
the US loan had been approved by Congress. See PRO,T273/425, "Notes on Meeting Held in the
Department of Extemal Affairs on the 11' Febmary, 1946"; NAC, RG25/5769/154(s) Part 1,
"Anglo-Canadian Loan Negotiations, Monday, February l1\ 1946".
164. PRO, T273/425,
'Wotes on Meeting Held in the Department of External Affairs on the
1l mFebruary, 1946"and "Meeting Held at the Department of Extemal Anah on 12* February,
1946"; PRO, T236/631, Acting UKHCC to DO, BEECH No.48, March s", 1946; NAC,
RG19/763/304-6, Su Wilnid Eady to W. C.Clark,March 5", 1946 and W. C. Clark to Sir Wilnid

Eady, March s', 1946.
165. PRO, T2731425, "Notes on Meeting Held in the Department of External Anairs on the
11' February, 1946".
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~ieutenant.'~
This autornatically made him one of the most important members of the Cabinel as
King, obsessed with preserving the fragile English-French balance in Canada, relied on St. Laurent
for advice on al1 matters that affected Quebec. St. Laurent's counsel had become even more
important after the 1945 election, which had left the Liberals with a very narrow majority of 125
out of 245 seats. Moreover, 54 of those 125 seats were occupied by representatives of the Anglosceptical province of Quebec."'

St. Laurent was a nationalist who put the needs of a strong, autonomous Canada first.'" He was not
antiSritish, but we have already seen that he did not automatically accept the idea that what was
good for Britain was good for Canada: witness his comrnents during the January 1a", 1945 meeting
on Towen's loan proposal. Just after the defeat of Japan, St. Laurent had again served notice that
he was not sympathetic to the idea of speciai deals for the UK. On August 15", during a Cabinet
discussion on the extension of export credits to France, St. Laurent had threatened to quit 'the
Cabinet if there were any argument to be used in support of assistance to Britain which should not
apply equally to assistance to France

t*

.169

The departure of St. Laurent Erom the Cabinet was

unthinkable: his views would have to be, and would be, given special attention.

166. On St. Laurent's decision to join the King govemment, see Dale C. Thomson,Louis
St. Laurent: Canadian (Toronto: The Macmillan Company of Canada Limited, l967), pp. 1- 18.
167. See also Mackenzie, pp. 514-5 15,559,570.

168. On St. Laurent's nationalism, see, for example, Thomson's recounting of St. Laurent's
1942 speech on conscription@p.l23-125), his views on how foreign policy could United English
and French Canadians (p. 16O), and his stance duruig the debate over Canada's fiag @p. 177-178).

On the second day of the loan negotiations, St. Laurent again made clear his scepticism about the
need for special treatment of the United Kingdom. He contended that Canadians believed Bntons
to be better off than they were on a per capita basis. "In these circumstances," St. Laurent
suggested, "the Canadian electorate were unable to understand why the Canadian taxpayer should
be called on to pay the interest of loans to the United Kingdom particularly when the United
Kingdom was already receiving a net income of 44 million a year fiom Canadian investments". He
proposed, on a penonal and unofficial basis, an arrangement whereby Canada would extend the UK
a loan that equalled the value of, and against which would be pledged, the entirety of UK

investments in Canada. With this money the UK would pay off al1 of its outstanding war debts to

Canada, totalling some $1 billion, using the remainder to finance future Canadian purchases. The

UK "should pay the interest on the securities to the holders in sterling, and the dollar incorne h m
the secunties should be retained by the Canadian Governrnent as interest on the whole liability".

Any purchases beyond this amount could be financed first through the accumulation of sterling by
Canada and then through other means to be agreed two years hen~e.'~'

The UK representatives were aghast.17' The Americans had never suggested such a course: were
it to be adopted in the case of Canada, Congress would demand the same treatment or use it as a

170. PRO, T273/425, "Meeting Held at the Department OExtemal Affairs on 12" February,
1946". For St. Laurent's affirmation of the personal nature of his proposal, see NAC,
RG 19/4141101- 106-2E, Minutes entitled, "Wednesday, February 13, 1946". It may have been a
penonal suggestion, but Hector Mackenzie notes that 'King would not disavow St. Laurent's
scheme, since it was obviously usefui as a counterpoise to the British suggestion. Moreover, the
attitude which it expressed would also be reflected in Parliament, so that it must be answeted," See
Mackenzie, p. 549.
171. A report to London noted: 'We said (which was the tnith) that we were really shocked
by this idea." See PRO,T236/630, UKHCC to DO, BEECH No.9, Febmary 13', 1946.

reason to reject the US loan. It was also contrary to the üK underiaking not to conclude a deal with
a Commonwealth nation more favourable to the lender than the US deal. It would be a dangerous
precedent for negotiations with the sterling area and would thwart UK efforts to scale down its
sterling debts. Moreover, under St. Laurent's proposal the UK would pay interest on war debts and
lorfeit a source of income with which it could purchase Canadian imports. Most important, it would
be forced to tum its back on multilateralism in favour of restrictive and bilateral practices. If the
üK got the help it needed from Canada and the US, the hopes and plans of the past few yean could

be fulfilled; if not, the result would be bilateralim, totalitarianism, and the development of
~ urged a settlement
competing economic blocs, with Canada firmly tied to North ~ m e n c a . 'Eady
along the lines he had proposed, asserting that %the

present negotiations offered the best and very

possibly the last opportunity of taking the steps necessary to render possible the achievernent of
those objectives which both countries agreed to be e~sential".'~~

On February 14&,Clark sat down with Eady to try to work something out. The govemment would
likely not pursue St. Laurent's proposal, Clark said, but neither could it accept the üK proposai.

172. Cobbold drew this "gloomy and somewhat lurid picture", which he asserted '%vas in
no way overdrawn". Clark shared his vision, saying "that he did not th& the picture too Iurid, but
ifanything underdrawn". See PRO,T2731425, "Meeting Held at the Department ofExtemal Affan
on the 13' February, 1946".
173. Unless otherwise noted, this summary is based upon PRO, T273/425, "Meeting Held
~
1946"; "Meeting Held at the Department
at the Department of Extemal Affàirs on 1 2February,
of Extemal Affairs on the 13" February, 1946" (quotation is h m this document); ''U.K.-Canada
Financial Discussions, Memorandum by U.K. Delegation of 13February, 1946". UK officiais felt
that their arguments had had sorne effect:'TJpshot of this is that while St. Laurent's colieagues were
rather apologetic about his suggestions fiom the beginning and St. Larrrent himself was explaining
them away towards the end, they are symptomatic of an interest in our invesûnents which may corne
up later in a more plausible form." See PRO,T236/630,UKHCC to DO, BEECH No.9, February
13", 1946.
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He O ffered two proposals: the cancellationof ail war debts coupled with the repatriation of UK-held
Canadian securities to meet present UK needs or a loan on US ternis, no interest on the war debt,
and guaranteed repatriation of $100 million in securitieseach year to pay off the debt. Eady rejected
them both. The UK could not accept a link between financiai assistance and its securities and
strongly urged against the imposition of interest. Clark was unsettled: "1 expressed great surprise,
pointing out that the two sides were much M e r apart than even 1 had realized, that it would, 1
feared, be impossible on our side to justifi no interest on the new credit or a failure to do anything
at al1 with the sec~rities.""~

On February 16", UK representatives set d o m in writing a proposal they had presented to nsley the
previous day: an interest free $1.25 billion loan coupled with the cancellation of al1 war debts,
except for that portion of the $700 million loan made to the üK in 1942 still outstanding. This loan
would continue on its wartime basis, that is, interest fiee and payable through sales of Canadian
secwities. That same day they reported to London on the Canadian govemment's political troubles,
particularly its difficulty in giving the UK better treatrnent than had the US, the link between the
securities and financial assistance, and the fear that a generous gesture on its part would not be
matched by the sterling crediton, leaving Canada "a lonely sir ala ah ad".'^ They thought, however,
"that we have made some progress in persuading Cauadian Ministen about the long t e m

,
The UK
174. NAC, RG19/763/304-6, W. C. Clark to the MUiister, February 1 4 ~1946.
report on this conversation did not mention the second proposal and said that Towersjoined in the
presentation. See PRO,T236/630, UKHCC to DO, BEECH No.15, February 16', 1946.
175. PRO, T236/630, UKHCC to DO, BEECH NOM,Febmary 16', 1946. See dso BoE,
0V58/9,"Canadian Negotiations", by CFC,February 25) 1946 for an expansion on Canada's
reluctance to be the only nation to make a generous and far-seeing settlernent with the UK.
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advantages to world economy and to Canada henelf of a solution on lines we propose".'76

Whatever progress they may have made with Mackenzie King seems to have been at least
temporarily offset by their February 1 6 mernorandm.
~
King had been very impressed by the
British case and the depiction of the results of failure to secure agreements with Canada and the
United States. In particular, he womed about the implications for European stability and
international peace of the continued weakness of sterling and was troubled by the notion that
Canada might be forced out of the Commonwealth and into the embrace of the United States: this
was an especially fightening thought given that he was already womed that growing fears of the

USSR Would create a strong continental feeling which might inevitably make this continent

.177

Something would have to be done, but it would have to be politically viable: King was

convinced of the need for action on the securitiesissue and womed about the Parliarnentary chances
of an interest fiee loan.In

"It makes me a bit indignant", King wrote in his diary after reading the UK's Febmary 16" proposal,
"'that the British should not seek to make the way possible for us but to simply attempt, by use of
words, to get what they are after regardless of the position in which Canada may be piaced."'"

By

176. PRO,T236/630, UKHCC to DO, BEECH No. 15,Febmary 16&,1946. King suggested
that "St. Laurent and Gardiner ... seemed to feel deeply the force of what had been said to us".
WLMK, February 13", 1946.
177. WLMK, February 1 1" and,'31

1946 (quotation is h m latter entry).

178. WLMK, February 1 1", 12", and 13", 1946. UK officiais later said that King had
"'always regarded interest- fke loan as too dangerous politicalIf'. See PRO, M36/630, Acting
UKHCC to DO, BEECH No.30, February 24,1946.
179. WLMK, February 17&,1946.

the following day he was funous, seeing "a threat of blaclanail in the whole

v]
attitude".'ao

There would be a deal, as such was in Canada's interests, but King portrayed himself as far less
sympathetic than before:
While I would have been prepared to have gone far and to go comfortably for a loan at one
percent with certzin other conditions and understandings, 1have now corne to feel that we
should take the position that we cannot get through our Parliament a loan on terms less
favourable than those which have been given to the U.S. In other words we owe an
obligation to our own people to protect their interestda'
The next night, over dinner, he reproached the üK officials for their '"'take it or leave it" attitude*'.
He also "pointed out to them that with the best will in the world, we could not get our H. of C. to
pass what they wanted. I might have added we could not get the Cabinet.""*

On February 2 1" the governrnent settled on a counter proposalla3:a $1.25 billion loan on US terms,
180. WLMK, February 18', 1946. King expanded on this theme a few days later: "it would
be much better to corne over and ask for a straight gift; not to ask for a loan, and then Say: if you
don? give it to us on Our terms, you will be responsible for destroying our recovery; you will be
rnaking the loan with the U.S.impossible and with the sterling area also impossible." See WLMK,
February 22nd,1946.

1 8 1. WLMK,February 18", 1946. KUig later relented, musing that if the UK accepted the
February 21" proposais by the Canadian govemment (described below) "in the nght spirit and
attitude", he might recornrnend that the interest rate be lowered from 2% to 1%. This he did on
February 25Lh,but St. Laurent said he could not support it. However, that same day King also
attnbuted the failure of the UK to get what it had originally wanted in part to the UK attitude (7' 0
drive too hard a bargain, and especially the attitude of treating Canada as though she was to do just
as they wished'?. See WLMEC, February 23d and 2sm,1946.
182. W L m , February 19', 1946. nsley was also distressed by the latest UK proposai,
telling King that "we were ail M e r apart than ever" and that "[h]e did not see what could be
done". See WUiIK, February 18', 1946.

183. The previous evening, St. Laurent had made another suggestion to UK officials (a Ioan
with 3% interest, payable in sterling to be invested in UK seninties) that had been quickly rejected.
UK officials had said that any arrangement had not to impose too heavy a burden on the UK and
had to be able to 'bbe presented to Parliament without apologies": with a loan at 2% interest, this
meant al1 war debts would have to be cancelled. See PRO,T236/630,UKHCC to DO,BEECH

continuation of the 1942 loan on present temis of repayment and no interest until interest kicked in
on the new loan, with interest thereafter at a rate to be agreed, and the conversion of the other large
outstanding war debt, the UK share of the costs of the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan

(BCATP),into sterling, with its "eventual settlement ...on a basis not less favourable than that
accepted by other Allied sterling crediton of the United Kingdom". This represented a substantial
sti ffening of the proposa1 that had been submitted for the Cabinet's consideration: $1.25 billion on

US terms, the continuation of the tems of the 1942 loan, the cancellation of UK BCATP debts, and
miscellaneous UK debts '30 be paid from the proceeds of [the new loan] or possibly by an additional
arnount added theretü".'" St. Laurent had led the charge in toughening the tems on the war debts"'

and been supported by al1 his colleagues Save I l ~ l e y . ' ~ ~

The next day King, Ilsley, and St. Laurent, dong with various oficials, discussed the counter
proposals with UK representatives, who explained why they could not recommend them to their
government. When Eady and MacDonald complained that the proposals were more onerous than

No.2 1, February 2 l", 1946.

184.See NAC, RG2/ASa/T2364/2637, Cabinet Conclusions of Meeting held February 2 1",
1946 (Meeting Number 182).
185. UK officials reported that "St. Laurent is politically interested in presenting any
arrangement on [the 19421 loan as afKording gradual transfer of United Kingdomswned securities
to Canadian ownership and spoke of a perpetual tribute to United Kingdom nom Canadian
enterprise. He has a bee in his bonnet about injury to Canadian interests and injustice to Canadian
taxpayer arising out of this tribute." See PRO,T236/630,UKHCC to DO, BEECH No.21, February
2lSt,1946.
186. WLiW<, February 2 1\ 1946. King recordecl that ïlsley presented the proposals to UK
officials that evening 'tery reluctantly"; UK officials said that 'llsley was obviously unhappy in
giving them to us". See WLMK, February 21*, 1946; PRO,T2361630, UKHCC to DO, BEECH
No.26, February 22', 1946.

the US arrangements, St. Laurent challengeci MacDonald to explain "how it was true that when we
were easing an existing burden we were making something more difficult". King emphasized his
govemment's political difficulties'", asserting "[tlhat our difficulty would be in getting a loan
through at all, let alone other features". He also wondered how he could respond to a query whether
Canada should ever expect to be repaid the new loan, when the UK was not honouring its wartime
obligations. Finally, when Eady "said something about not wanting to put his Ministea where they
would have to apologize for bringing the measure in and risking a change in public opinion toward
Canada", King exploded. Canada had helped Britain greatly in the past and offered to do so again:
there was no cal1 for apologies on any part.'" The disciission had been heated, but nsley agreed to
see whether the proposals might be amended in light of it.Is9

187.Earlier that day King had written in his diary: "The political equation is even more
important than the agreement itself. 1have strongly in rnind what happened to the govemment in
the [US-Canada] reciprocity [election] campaign [in 191 11, the public not accepting what the
govemment knew in its own mind was advisable." See WLMK, Febmary 22*, 1946. What had
happened was that the govemment of Sir Wilfnd Laurier, King's predecessor as Liberal party
leader, had been defeated, partly on the issue of Canada-US reciprocity. Hector Mackenzie notes
that in King's 'political lexicon", the 1911 election "symboiised the difficulty in explaining a
financial question to Parliament and public". See Mackenzie, pp. 560-561 (quotation is h m p.
560)-

188.WLMK,February 22nd,1946. See aiso BoE, OV58/9,"Canadian Negotiations", by
CFC, February 25"' 1946,in which Cobbold emphasized King's sense of his political difficulties,
a sense shared by nsley and St. Laurent. The next day, King made many of the same comments
again to MacDonald, shortly off to report to London, adding his dislike for the implication in the
February 1 6proposal
~
"that Canada was to pay tribute for al1 tirne to come to Britain, investment
situation, etc.". Nor did he appreciate the suggestion that Canada was complicating AngloAmerican relations and contributing to the break-up of the Commonwealth ''hmugh not going
m e r and asking Britain to just help us to do what we wanted to do for her by making it clear that
she was prepared to keep her word in regard to previous loans." See WLIVM, Febmary 23"' 1946.
189.PRO,T236/630, LlKHCC to DO' BEECH No.26, February 22d, 1946. In addition to
IIsley's promise, the UK record of the meeting iisted the principal UK objections (continuation of
war debts and the BCATP proposal) and noted that the discussion was "vigorous".

Canadian officials got to work, corning up with at least five proposals for the consideration of
ministers.lW On February 2 5 nsley
~ told the Cabinet that there could be no agreement on the basis
of its most recent proposals, and after its customary"considerab1e discussion", it recornmended that

the proposals be modified to include the cancellation of al1 UK BCATP liabilities and a üK cash
settlement for various miscellaneous ~laims.'~'

The proposals were subrnitted to UK ministers, who were inclined to accept them with a few

changes, though they toyed with the idea of countering with a new set of proposals f i r ~ t . When
'~~
informa1 soundings of Ilsley and Clark indicated that such a venture could end only in disasterIP3,
they accepted the Canadian offer, subject to a few caveats. Their decision cited the past and present
190. NAC, RG 19/763/304-6, "Canada-U.K.
Financial Agreement, First Option", Unsigned,
23d,
~ebruaryzY',1946; "Canada-U.K. Financial Agreement, Second Option", Unsigned, ~ebruary
1946; "Canada-U.K. Financial Agreement, Third Option", Unsigned and undated; "Canada-U.K.
Financial Agreement, Fourth Option", Unsigned, February 24", 1946; "Cornparison of a 32-year
non-interest-bearing loan with the U.S. tens", by RBB, 24/2/46; "Canada-U.K. Financial
Agreement, Fifth Option", Unsigned, February 25", 1946; "Canada-U.K. Financial Agreement,
Memo to Mr. Ilsley", Unsigned, February 2sh, 1946. According to Mackenzie, some of these
proposals were considered with British officials: see Mackenzie, p. 564.
191. NAC, RG2/A5a/T2364/2637, Cabinet Conclusions of Meeting held ~ebniary
25", 1946
(Meeting Number 183).

192. PRO, CAB l29/7, C.P.(46)84, Memorandum by the Lord President of the Council,
'"Financial Negotiations with Canada", February 27', 1946; PRO, T236/630, DO to Acting
UKHCC, MAPLE No.24, February 27". 1946. The proposed counter proposals were: S 1.75 billion
at 1%; the 1942 loan to be paid off with proceeds h m new loan; cancellation of BCATP;$100
million cash for al1 other miscellaneous claims (with the possibility of an increase to $150 million
(see preceding telegram)). See PRO, T236/630,DO to Acting UKHCC, MAPLE No.25, Febmary
27&, 1946.
193. PRO, T273/425, Acting UKHCC to DO, No.367,February 27', 1946. It was clear to

UK officials "that nsky was not only most unwillingto put new proposais to his coueaguesbut also
genuinely apprehensive that they might cause a sharp reaction against us so that we might well be
faced with a declaration that the Canadian Governmentproposals represented in everyitem the lirnit
to which they could go".

generosity of the Canadians; it dso revealed a concern for the relation between the Canadian
proposals and the American agreement. Dalton observed to his Cabinet colleagues that "[il f it could
be said in Congress that we had been unable to reach a satisfactory loan settlernent with one of our
own Dominions, this would prejudice our prospects of obtaining Congress approvai for the loan
from the United States. On the other hand, the early acceptance of this Canadian offer would
probably have a favourable influence on the forthcoming discussions in ~ongress".'~

On March 2"*, Canadian ministers accepted the minor amendrnents proposed by their UK
col~eagues.'~~
A few days of cirafting later, the Canadian Cabinet approved the final agreementde6,
and on March 7" the two Prime Ministers announced the successful conclusion of a deal in identicai
statements.I9' ironically, after al1 of the UK hand-wringing about the reaction of its people and
Parliament to the tems of the Canadian loan, the deal met with warm approval and was often
contrasted favourably to the deal made with the Amencans. The Daily Express lauded the Canadian
agreement for including "no conditions "involving us in far reaching limitations of Britain's

194. PRO,CAB l28/S, l9(46)4, Cabinet Conclusions of Meeting held ~ebmary
28"', 1946.
195. NAC, RG2/A5a/T2364/2637, Cabinet Conclusions of Meeting held March 2", 1946
(Meeting Number 185). The primary change was that the miscellaneous outstanding claims be
settled for a lump sum U K payrnent of $150 million (in cash, not through an amount added to the
new loan, said St. Laurent). The UK also secured a change in the wording on the disposition of the
1942 loan afler five yean that did not commit it to any p d c u l a r settlernent in advance. See PRO.
T236/63 1, DO to Acting UKHCC, MAPLE No.30, Febr~ary28~,
1946 and Acting UKHCC to DO,
BEECH No.37, March lst, 1946.

196. NAC, RGZASa/T2364/2637, Cabinet Conclusions of Meeting held March 6,' 1946
(Meeting Number 186).
"Staternent Made in London by the PrimeMinister
197. NAC, RG2/68/D-13-4/1942-1948,
of the United Kingdom and in Ottawa by the Prime Minister of Canada on March 7", 1946". For
a more in-depth discussion of the UK-Canada loan negotiations, see Mackenzie, pp. 540-569.

fieedom of action in economic policy'"'as the Amencan agreement didI9' (in truth, the ternis of the
US loan were such that Canada automaticallyreceived many of its benefits, and the Anglo-Canadian

agreement contained a most favoured nation clause that secured it the rest'").

The Sunday Times

reported that "[tlhe paper terms are much like those of the proposed Arnerican loan, but the spirit
is very different. It is the spirit of generous contribution to the comrnon cause in world affain,both

economic and political

In Canada, the bill moved fairly easily through ~arliarnent?",receiving royal assent on May 28',
1946.'02 Canada had done what it could to secure the füiure of one of its two principal trading

partnen and a pivotal member of the international economy. It had done so in order to provide for
its interests in both the short run and the long run. In the short nui it had secured an important
market for its goods; in the long run it had made the continuation of that market more likely. It had
198. NAC, MG26lJllC9 174/410, CHCUK to SSEA, No.65 1, March 8", 1946.
199. NAC, RG191764304-7, "Memorandum on the currencyand non-discriminationclauses
in the Canada-United Kingdom Loan agreement", by L.R., March lst, 1946; NAC,
Re251618Y 1893-40 Part 2, Despatch to Al1 Offices Abroad fiom SSEA, March 23", 1946.
Canadian officiais had considered inserting specific üK commercial policy undertakings, but
eventually it was decided just to include a most favottred nations clause. See, for example, NA€,
RG1917631304-6, "Proposais for Discussion re Loan and Other Financial Arrangements with the
United Kingdom", by RBB, January 30h, 1946; NAC, RGZS6769/154(s) Part 1, SDP to Mr.
Robertson, 7/2/46; NAC, RG l9/4l4/ 101-1OHE, "Major Questions in Comection with United
Kingdom Loan Discwions", Unsigned, February 8", 1946 and "Memorandum re Details of U.K.
Agreement", by RBB,February 22d, 1946.
200. NAC, MG26IJUC9 lï4/4lO, CHCUK to SSEA,No.676, March 1l', 1946.
20 1. See, for example, Plumptre, pp. 77-78; Mackenzie, pp. 569-570. Ironically, Mackenzie
notes that King credited the successful Parliamentarypassage of the loan '20 St. Laurent, who, after
the agreement, becarne a persuasive advocate of reasonable treatment for the United Kingdom,
despite attacks by the nationalist press in Quebec". See Mackenzie, p. 570.
202. PRO, D0353Y1220, WT669120, Acting UKHCC to DO, No.928, May 29q 1946.
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also done its best to bolster the ability of the United Kingdom to participate fully in a multilateral
liberalized global economy." Now it was time to finish building that economy.

203. Plurnptre's description of the Parliamentary debates on the loan confirms its dual
purposes: "In Ottawa speakers in the House of Cornons referred to Britain's shattering wartime
experiences and the need for reconstmction. This was conceived partly in terrns of the new world
system which Canadians as well as Aumicans were labouring to builci, but also ... in temis of
Britain's ability and willingness to buy Canadian goods." See Plumptre, p. 78.

Chapter 8: The Search for Balance

Afler the flurry of activity during the first quarter of 1944, progress on commercial policy was slow
untiI the end of the war. Informa1 discussions were held and avowals of the need for progress made,
but interna1 debates, uncertainty, and considerations of timing and politics al1 impeded pmgress.
Only in October 1945 did the US and LJK senously resume planning the new international
commercial order. The factors that had delayed action during the war were only intensified after
it, their effects magnified by the uncertain conditions of the immediate postwar years. International
agreement on commercial policy was far from certain: even if it could be achieved, there was always
the danger that it could only be had in so diluted a form as to be essentially worthless.

Progress was slow, but it was not non-existent. In December 1944 and January 1945, Harry
Hawkins, the new Economic Counsellor at the US Embassy in London, along with other US
offkials, engaged in talks with UK officials on postwar commercial, cornmodity, and cartel policy.
They shared with them a surnmary of a US ciraft international commercial convention, a copy of
which was sent to the Canadians shortly thereafter.' The tatks were informal and no definite
decisions were reached.' A visit by King to Roosevelt in March was the catalyst for a reaffinnation
of the Canadian and Amencan desire for trade liberdization. h i o r to their meeting, Roosevelt had
been bnefed that King's government was "satisfied that the British favor the multilateral approach
d e r the immediate hostilities and transitional periods. They are worried, however, at the more
1. NAC, RGI 9/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, Noman Robertson to W. C. Clark, February 24',
1945.

2. PRO,PREM4/18/4, "Commercial Policy Article W. Memorandum by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer", W.P. (45) 96, February 24<",1945. UK officials did use the opportunity to
reiterate their distaste for the multilaterd tariff reduction fonnula worked out by the Americans and
Canadians at their t a s in the winter of 1944 (a uniform tariff cut with a tarîff fioor, but no ceiling).
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narrow British approach to immediate probrerns and M i Ring may propose to you a multilateral

approach to the problems of the immediate post hostilities penod."' On March 13", the two leaders
proclairned their nations' comrnitmentto action on postwar economic and commercialpolicy "dong
bold and expansive lines with a view to the removal of discriminations4and the reduction ofbarriers
to the exchange of goods between a11 co~ntries".~
Around the same tirne, the British cinulated to
their Commonwealth partners a report on the recent talks with the Americans6 Canadian officials
received a M e r briefing during their May 1945 visit to England. Much tirne was spent discussing
Future procedure for the international consideration of commercial, commodity, and cartel policy
issues.' More important, the Canadians saw "evidence that the United Kingdom expected that, if
suitable financial arrangements could be made, it would not be too difficult to reach agreement with

3. FDR, FDR PapersPresident's Secretary's File/File 25lCanada: 1944- 1945, Joseph C.
Grew to FDR, March sLh,
1945.
4. One version called for "the removal of al1 discriminations": the "all" was subsequently
scratched out in pencil. See FDR, FDR Papers/OfficiaI FiIdFile 6 l4a/Box 3Foreign Trade, 1945,
Press Release, March 13", 1945. Pearson noted in his diary that "[tlhe Amencans at the 1st minute
tried to slip in a few phrases advocating removal of "alJ trade discrimination", but King vetoed the
use of the word "dl".See NAC, MG26M8/2/4,
Diary for Mar& t 3", 1945.

5. FDR,FDR PaperdOf'ficial FileRile 6 14a/Box 3/Foreign Trade, 1945, Press Release
marked " h e d i a t e Release", March 13', 1945. The quoted portion of the press release did not
appear in the draft originallyproposed by Pearson, to whom Kuig had delegated thejob of preparing
a statement. In this same file, see Department of State to Mr. Daniels, March l2', 1945; Draft Press
Statement, Unsigned and undateci; Ruthjane Rumelt to Mr. Daniels, March 13', 1945.
6. NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-î/Volume
1, SSDA to SSEA, D.435, March 12&,1945 and
Cranborne to SSEA, D.No.44, March 19". 1945.
7. Canadian officials were not pleased with this, believing "that discussion of a tirnetable
before agreement had been reached upoo principles of policy was in our opinion very much Hamlet
without The Prince". See NAC, RG l9/4369N-3- 11, '"'Commercial Policy": London, May 1945",
Unsigned, June 13', 1945.

the United States on a commercial poIicy agreement'?

In June came word that Will Clayton, the Amencan Assistant Secretary of State for Economic

Affairs. would shortly be travelling to London to discuss financial and commercial policy issues.
He hoped to speak to Canadian officials before he left: could a meeting be arrax~ged?~
Severai days

later the Canadian Embassy wrote that Clayton and his team "attach very considerable importance
to these discussions with the Canadian representatives", which would likely "cover the whole broad
field of commercial and fmancial policy affecting relations with the United Kingdom". Ottawa

should send experienced officials who could speak with authority on Canadian p ~ l i c y . 'The
~ State
Department had wondered whether Robertson specifically could corne"; he did, along with
~c~imon,''

On July 9", Robertson, McKimon, Pearson, Dana Wilgress, now the Ambassador to the USSR, and
Thomas Stone, a Counsellor at the Embassy, met with State Department officials in Washington.

The significance attached by the Americans to the talks was implied by the composition of their
group, which included, in addition to Clayton, Hany Hawkins, Clair Wilcox, the Director of the

Office of International Trade Policy, Wilcox's Deputy Director, Leroy Stinebower, E. G. Collado,

8. NAC, RG1914369N-3-11, "'Commercial Policy": London, May 1945", Unsigned, Sune
1 3 ~1945.
.

9. NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-9-Uvolume 1, CAUS to SSEA, WA-3269,June Und,
1945.
10. NAC, RG19/3989îï-2-9-2Nolume 1, CAUS to SSEA, WA-333 1, June 26&, 1945.
11. NAC, RG19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, CAUS to SSEA,WA-3269, June 2 2 5 1945.
12. NAC, RG 1913989îï-2-9-UVolume 1, SSEA (San Francisco) to Acting SSEA (Ottawa),
H-359, June 26', 1945 and CAUS to SSEA, WA-3367, June 27q 1945.
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the Direcfor o f the Office of Financiai and Deveropment PoIicy, Wmthrop Brown o f the

Commercial Policy Division, and Jack Hickerson, Acting Director of the Office of European
~ f f a i n . The
' ~ message Clayton had for the Canadians was an important one: the United States had
decided that an across-the-board tariff cut would not be possible. Congress had recently renewed
the RTAA after hearings in which the Truman administration14had "emphasize[d] the pnnciple of
selectivity and [stressed] the essentiality of the Act to our post-war foreign economic program".
Even if the administration were to embrace the across-the-board approach, Congress would likely

not approve it and a sufficient number of nations would probably not agree to it. Tariffs would have
to be cut through some variation of bilateral negotiations on specific items.''

The Canadians responded with a vigorous defence of the across-the-board approach as the best
chance for real progress. It had its problems, but these were not as daunting as the Americans
suggested; besides, the problems of the selective approach were more senous still. If the Truman
administration bbcouldnot at present see its way clear to sponsor [the across-the-board] approach
actively ... then perhaps the problem might be met if other countries should sponsor the proposa1

and thus bnng it up for public debate". It should at l e s t try to get Congress to accept it, as "[mlere

13. The remaining members of the team were T. C. Achilles, Chief of the British
Commonwealth Affairs Division, James Earley, and J. M. Leddy. See NAC, RG25/5773/200(s),
"Momai Discussions on Commercial and Financial Policy Between Officiais of the United States
aiid Canada", July 9&, 1945.
14. Harry Truman had succeeded to the Amencan presidency on the death of Franklin
Roosevelt in April 1945.

15. NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), Wonna1 Discussions on Commercial and Financial Policy
Between Officiais of the United States and Canada", July gh, 1945. Aaronson and Zeiler show how
Amencan officiais had overstepped their political mandate in pursuhg the multilaterai approach
h m the start. See Aaronson, pp. 3 1-32,35-4943-45 and Zeiler, pp. 36,45. For a discussion of
the 1945 RTAA renewal effort, see Zeiler, pp. 45-49.
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tria1 of the boId approach would tend to give impetus to the cmng

through of a more modest

scheme". l6

The Canadians retumed to the charge when the talks were resurned at the Chateau Laurier hotel in
Ottawa on July 14' and 15", to examine "further the possibilities of selective tariff reduction in a
multilateral setting". " Robertson and McKinnon again represented Canada, along with Mackintosh,
Deutsch, and Hubert Kemp ofthe Wartime Pnces and Trade Board. Stinebower led the American

tearn, which consisted of James Leddy, who had also attended the Washington talks, Homer Fox
of the Ottawa Embassy, and Herbert Marks, a new arriva1 at the State Department who reportedly

''

enjoyed the "comp lete confidence" of Dean Acheson, the Under-Secretary of State.

Canadian officiais "were deeply disappointed and disrnayed by the change in the Amencan
position"; Robertson in particular thought "that any selective rnethod would be "hopelessly
inadequate'"'. "What appeared to be needed," Robertson said, %as

an oppomuiity to take the

matter up with Congress." Perhaps other nations could lead the way: Clayton had appeared to
discern some ment in this idea a few days before. "Or perhaps," Robertson continued, "an
oppomuu'ty would exist if the United States and Canada should endeavour to negotiate a trade
agreement and if, because of the great difficulty Canada would have in granting [the US] certain key

16. NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), ""InfoxmalDiscussions on Commercial and Financial Policy
Between Officials of the United States and Canada", July 9&,1945.
17. NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), '"InformaiDiscussions on Commercial and Financial Policy
Between Officials of the United States and Canada", July gm, 1945.

18. The comment about Marks is h m NAC, RG25/3757/748
MOC, CAUS to SSEA,WA3676, July l 1", 1945.
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concessions imotving preferemrat pmtection to thdcomitnes ...the negotiations shoukt fail"''

The Amencan response was discouraging. Ifthe other tariff reduction approaches filed, perhaps

an across-the-board cut could be reconsidered. But Acheson and Clayton did not think that
Congress would accept a horizontal cut; there was no use even trying. Were other nations to lead
the way, a suspicious Congress would likely be the result; the staged negotiations failure idea was
a total non-starter. The United States was going to support selective cuts and its representatives
urged that they not "neglect to grasp this opportunity to make substantial progress in the tradebarrier field in a vain effort to obtain an ideal solution". Robertson was undeterred, asserting that
"[ilt would be better to take even a long chance on an adequate plan", but the Americans were
equally adamant.20

This debate took up the entire moming of the fint day. The remainder of the taks was spent
examining three US proposals for selective tariff reduction. The Canadians criticized them all, but
considered the third, with a few modifications, the least objectionable. The proposal was that the

US engage in bilateral tariff negotiations with members of a select group of nations before the
convening of an intemationai conferenceto ded with non-tariffbarriers and negotiate biTateraI tarïff
reductions of' "a "substantial amount'"'.

The Canadians suggested enlarging the pre-conference

negotiationsto include negotiations between al1pairs ofnations in the group that enjoyed significant

19. NAC, RG25/5773/200(s),"uiformal Discussions on Commercial Policy Between
Officials of the Canadian Government and Officers of the Department of State7*.
20. NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), '%formal Discussions on Commercial Policy Between
Officials ofthe Canadian Govemment and Officers of the Department of State". See also the report
of this debate in NARA, RG591273316 1 1-423117-1845, 'Report on Ottawa Trip", by Herbert Marks,
July 18', 1945.
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comrnerciaI reIations. The group shouId be a nucIear group, timited to the most important trading
nations (includingCanada, of coune), on grounds of efficiencyand general desirability: on the latter
point, the Canadians, "'judging from past experience", womed that "'the presence at a general
international conferenceof the less important, and for the most part protectionist-minded, countries,
would inevitably result in a watenng-dom of the commitments which a smaller number of the
major trading nations rnight find it possible to enter into.'"' The nuclear group tariff negotiations
would be guided by %orking rules" designed to effect quick and equivalent reductions that would
be extended to al1 group members, who would also devise means of reducing non-tariff barrien.
Affer the nuclear nations had reached agreement, an international conference would be called to

discuss the position of other nations, both those tha! chose to adhere to the nuclear group agreement
and those that did n ~ t . ' ~

The Amencans agreed on the superiority of this approach, though they wondered whether the
RTAA would allow their govemment to negotiate on the basis of "working rules". They also

questioned the wisdom of finalizing any arrangements before the general conference; the Canadians,
on the other hand, stressed that the nuclear agreements "should not be kept open and thereby made
subject to changes at the general conference"." The Americans promised to set the proposal d o m

21. Canadians officids had said much the sarne thing at the July 9' meeting. See NAC,
RG25/5773/200(s),"Informa1 Discussions on Commercial and Financial Policy Between Officials
of the United States and Canada", July 9". 1945.
22. NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), "Informal Discussions on Commercial Policy Between
Officials of the Canadian Governrnent and Officers of the Department of State".
23. NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), "Informal Discussions on Commercial Policy Between
Officials of the Canadian Govemment and Officm of the Department of State".
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in writing and seek permission to put it to U R officiakn As the t a s ended, Canadian officials
made a final plea for the across-the-board method, expressing their "hope that the United States

~ it wouldn't: the multilateral
would eventually see its way clear to attempting that a p p r o a ~ h " .But
across-the-board t h f f c u t for which the Canadians had striven would not corne to p a s .

Al1 was not lost. A few days later, Stinebower wrote Robertson from Washington that their

-

proposal had "met with a favorable reception here more unreservedly favorable than 1 had dared
h ~ p e " . Soon
~ ~ thereafter a written version of the proposai was sent to Canadian officials. The
"working rules" were gone and the nuclear group agreements would be subjcct to modification by
the general conference, but the Canadians were content, thinking it "far more important to get the
program under way than to be unduly concemed with the detailed mechanics of the program". They
womed about the new UK Labour govemment under Clement Attlee: McKinnon suggested that if
action were not forthcoming from that quarter, perhaps the US and Canada should contemplate
"go[ing] ahead on a program of their own". Meanwhile, the Canadians would watch and wait, as
they were to do during the Anglo-Amencan loan negotiations."

CIayton and his team presented the proposed negotiating procedure to British officials in August

24. NARA, RG59/2733/611.423 117-1845,'2eport on Ottawa Trip", by Herbert Marks, July
18:

1945.

25. NAC, RG2515773/200(s), "Informal Discussions on Commercial Policy Between
Officials of the Canadian Government and Officers of the Department of State".
26. NAC, RG29375717481-4OC,Leroy Stinebower to Norman Robertson, July 18q 1945.
In that sarne file see also Lester Pearson to Norman Robertson, July 19', 1945.
27. N-,
1659127331611A23 1/8-645, Lewis Clark ta the Secretary of State, No.2885,
August 6", 1945.
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1945. The British were not impressed. They stressed the impossibilityof thus combining specific

tariff cuts with a general reduction in preferences and of fielding enough officiais for bilateral
negotiations. The talks made little progress, much to the dismay of the ~ m e r i c a n s .But
~ ~ the end
of the war and the imminent start of the loan negotiations introduced a new dynamic into the US-

LJK relationship. On September 1lh, the UK cabled the Dominions that it was "now likely that
United States authorities will seek to link up question of commercial policy with forthcoming
This the Arnericans did, leading the UK govemment to
financial negotiations in Wa~hington".~~

conclude that, given its Article VII commitments and the chance that Stage III negotiations might
be imperilled were there "any appearance of shirking the issue", it had no choice but to resume the
commercial policy discussions in Wa~hington.'~

The talks began on October 1'. Tension quickly m s e over the issue of impenal preferences. Fint
Clayton threatened that there would be no loan if the LTK did not eliminate al1 preferences". a threat
he eventually dropped. The Americans remained c o d t t e d to eradicating preferences, while the
British remained determined not to agree to their elimination without compensatory tariff
reductions. In order to satisQ the US hankering for a fïrm cornmitment, UK negotiators proposed
the following approach: no increases in preferences, no new preferences, tariff reductions
automatically to reduce preferential margins, al1 prefmnces open to negotiation, residual

28. NAC, MG26/J1/C9875/384, CHCUIS to SSEA, No.2450, August 27", 1945.
29. NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-9-2Nolume 1, SSDA to SSEA, D. 1675, September 1l', 1945.
A few days later, the UK circulated the actual US proposais (procedural and substantive). See
NAC, RG25/5773/200(s),Addison to SSEA,D. 148, September 15", 1945.

30. NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), SSDA to SSEA, D. 1752, September 20", 1945.
3 1. PRO, DOW12 16/WR254/78, Ben C o c h to P. A. Clutterbuck, October,'OI

1945.

pre ferences perhaps to be further reduced through additional tariff reductions. The UK government
was prepared to support this approach, with a few caveats3*,and asked the Dominions if they would

do the same? The Canadians readily supported the proposa13': it was similar to one that they had
proposed to the Amencans in ~uly",and was essentially the approach they had advocated for
year~.]~
32. One of these caveats appears to have had a Canadian origin. The UK government
suggested "that there would be advantage if dateiine after which rnargins of preference could not
be increased or new preferences introduced ... could be some current date rather than a pre-war
date". See NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), SSDA to SSEA, D. 1909, October lzh. 1945. Robertson had
proposed this approach in London, noting that "[ilt would make a great deal of difference if sorne
recent year rather than 1938 were taken as the daturn-line, since during the war Canada had
suspended the duties on United Kingdom goods, thereby, of course, widening the effective margin
of preference. To take some recent uate, rather than a pre-war year, would seem to be in the United
Kingdom's interest." Hudd, who reported this episode to Ottawa, noted that Robertson's suggestion
had been subsequently embraced by the UK governrnent. In this same file see CHCUK to SSEA,
A.483, October 13", 1945. ironically, officials in Ottawa took issue with this caveat, writing,
''while we cannot object to your urging a current dateline for preferences, our view is that because
we contend preferences are inseparable fiom tariffs there is a strong case for conceding the adoption
of the same pre-war date for both." In this same file see Acting SSEA to Acting CHCUK,No.2442,
October 18", 1945.
33. NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), SSDA to SSEA, D. 1909, October 12', 1945.
34. NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), Acting SSEA to Acting CHCUK,No.2442, October 18:
1945.
35. The Canadian proposal had been: unbinding of preferential margins; tariff reductions
to reduce preferential margins automatically; no increases in preferences. See NAC,
RG25/5773/200(s), "Informal Discussions on Commercial Policy Between Officiais of the Canadian
Government and Officers of the Department of State".

36. A Canadian mernorandun noted that the US-UK preferaices agreement "follow[ed] very
closely the line which Canadian officials have maintained consistently over the past three years".
See NAC, RG 19/39891T-2-9-YVolurne 1, "'Memorandum on Pmposals for Consideration b y an
International Conference on Employrnent and Trade", Uasigned, Nov. 14/45. To bring it more
f m l y into line, the Canadians offered two suggestions. F i a it should be made clear that
reductions in preferences were conditional upon reductions in tarifEs. See NAC, RG25/5773/200(s),
Acting SSEA to Acting CHCUK, No.2442, October 18'. 1945, in particular this statement: "We
feel it imperative therefore to emphasize the consideration which we regard as all important the
preferences cannot be considered apart h m tarîffs but m u t be treated as part of trade negotiations
looking to reductions in tariffs and as part of satisfactory arrangements on commercial policy

Afier much haggling, US and UK officiais in Washington worked out an agreement on preferences
in keeping with the spirit of the UK proposal, one that "established that the reduction or elimination
of preferences can only be considered by agreement between al1 the parties concerned (i.e.,
including the party enjoying the preference) in conjunction with adequate reductions of tarif's and

other trade barriers by the United States and other countries", involved no advance cornmitments
on preference reductions, and allowed each nation to decide for itself the extent to which it felt able
to offer concessions on preferences during the tariff negotiations."

Meanwhile, discussions had been proceeding on other issues of commercial, comrnodity, and cartel
policy; by earlyNovember, the US and UK had reached a substantial degree of agreement, including
on the question of future procedure. The Amencans would publish a statement ofprinciples entitled
"Proposals for Consideration by an International Conference on Trade and Employment" (also
known as "Proposals for Expansion of World Trade and Employment"). Shortly thereafter they
would invite select nations (the 'huclear nations") to begin trade negotiations in March 1946. The
negotiations would be followed by a full internationalconference, hopefùlly in June. The proposals
would not be issued jointly, as had been the monetary proposais, but by the US alone; the UK
would, however, publicly support them as a basis for discussion. The UK governrnent, in turn,

generally. Any undertaking to mairitain even the statu quo toward preferences should be
conditional upon the satisfactory outcome of the taks as a whole and could not be operative
indefinitely in default of such an outcome." Second, Robertson suggested that it be made clear that
preferential margins were not to be reduced through increases in preferential rates; H e h o r e assured
him that this point could be addressed in the pre-tariffnegotiation Commonwealth agreements. See
NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), CHCUK to SSEA, No.2968, October 12", 1945 and CHCUK to SSEA,
A.483, October 13"', 1945.
37. NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), SSDA to SSEA, D.2041, November 17 1945; SSDA to
SSEA, D.2069,November 6*, 1945 (quotation is fiom this telegram); SSDA to SSEA, D.2088,
November :9 1945; SSDA to SSEA, D.2089, November 9,' 1945.
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hoped that it could rely on the support of the ~orninions? Once again it found that it could rely
on Canada, which was, on the whole, "highly gratified at the progress your negotiators have made
and at the degree of agreement rea~hed*'.'~

The United States published the proposals on December 6%" On December 1 1' Canada received

its invitation to the nuclear negotiations", which it quickly accepted, the first nation to do SO.'~ In
mid-January 1946, the negotiations were postponed to the surnmerJ3, but preparatory work

continued. For example, towards the end of January, Winthrop Brown travelled to Ottawa with two
other Commercial Policy Division officers for taks with Canadian officials." The discussions
ranged over a number of procedural and substantive issues, but no definite conclusions were

38. NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), SSDA to SSEA, D.2069,November 6"', 1945.
39. NAC, RG1913989rT-2-9-2Nolume 2, Acting SSEA to SSDA, No.257, November 8",
1945.

40. PRO,T236/1658/0F110/39/11, SSDA to SSEA, D.2198, December 6Lh,1945.
41. NAC, RG25/3808/8378-40Rart 1, USAC to SSEA, No.417, December 1l', 1945.
42. NAC, R G N 38O8/8378-40Rart 1, Statement by Ray Atherton, December 17<",1945.
43. NAC, MG26/Jl/C9 166/398,USAC to SSEA, No.436, January 18', 1946.
44. Ironically, or1 the first day of the t h , the Australian High Commission reported that
Evatt had recently lodged a vigorous informai cornplaint about the US-UK-Canadian taks on
commercial policy. Evatt contended that the US-Canada taks 'krere a breach of the Ottawa
Agreements" and took "violent exception to the methods used by way of negotiations which
culminated in the Amencan trade proposals". 'The main theme of his song", the Commission
reported, 'Was that d l countries should have been reprwented a?these discussions - particularly
Australia, and apparently he made it quite clear that he felt very keedy the fact that Australia was
not in on them." See NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), CHCA to SSEA,No.49, January 2 1 5 1946. Evatt's
hstration at Australian exclusion h m the postwar planning process can be traced back to at lest
1943: see McKenzie, p. 150.

36 1
reachedS4' SimiTar taks occurred ui Washington in earIy FebruaryQ Aiso in January, Canadian
O

fficials in London discussed procedurai issues with Oficials at the Board of Trade4', as well Harry

Hawkind8

Late April brought another troubling development: the negotiations were to be postponed again.
They had already been postponed twice, fint to June or M y , and then to Septe~nber.'~Now

Amencan unwillingness to publicize their proposed tariff concessions until Congress had approved
the UK loan and until afler the November Congressional elections combined with the exigencies
of the RTAA procedural timetable to make mid-March 1947 the earliest possible start date." The

fint two postponements seem to have aroused üttle concem in Ottawa: with respect ta the second,
Robertson had mused, "1 think we [should] al1 welcom- postponernent to the end of the ~ummer."~'

He was far less philosophical the third time around, writing King on April24?
45. NAC, RG251380818378-40ffart 1, 'Trade and EmpIoyment Proposais", Undated. For
the suggestion made during the July 1945 talks, see NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), "lnfomal
Discussions on Commercial Policy Between Officials of the Canadian Governrnent and Officers
of the Department of State*'.
46. NAC, RG25/3808/8378-40/Part 2, CAUS to SSEA, No.209, February 26", 1946.

47. NAC, RG25/3808/83784OCM 1, 'Dr& Savingram to Canada (Acting H.C.) For
Wiseman nom Board of Trade". Undated, and L. D. Wilgress to N. A. Robertson, January 23",
1945. Wrong, Mackenzie, Wilgress, and Rasminsky participated in this discussion.
48. NAC, RG251380818378-40C/Paa 1, L. D. Wilgress to N. A. Robertson, January 23d,

1945.
49. NAC, RG25/3808/8378-40CPart 2, SDP to Mr. Robertson, March la, 1946; NAC,
MG26/Jl/C9177/414, SSDA to SSEA, G.18, March 4'. 1946.
50. NAC, RG25/3808/8378-40CPart 2, CAUS to SSEA,WA-1720, Apnl 23d, 1946 and
"Trade Talks", May 1st, 1946; NAC, MG26/J l/C9 1771414, SSDA to SSEA, G.29,Apri124', 1946.
See also Zeiler, p. 63.
51. NAC, RG251380818378-40CPart 2, SDP to Mr. Robertson, March la, 1946.

This is a senous and disappoinfing becision, whicn the United States appear to have reached
without consulting any of the other countries affected. My feeling has been that we had a
real oppomuiity immediately after the end of the war and durhg the first phase of
reconversion for drastic and relatively painiess tariff revision. The longer this operation is
postponed, the more dificult it will be to carry out, because new special interests, in
abeyance in the war years, are rapidly getting re-establishedS2
Arnerican oficials assured the Canadians that this latest delay did not signily a slackening of their
govemment's cornitment to the trade liberalization project5'; indeed, they were eager to do
something in 1946 to keep the momentum going, an attitude welcomed by the Canadians." The
latter were also buoyed by the news that the Americans would soon present them with their

US officiais suggested, and Canadian officiais agreed,
desiderata for the upcoming negotiation~.~~
that the nuclear countries, now known as the Preparatory Committees6,should still meet in 1946.~'

By the third week of May, a new tirnetable, modified to meet British concems, was set." The
52. NAC. RG25/3808/837840/Part 2, NAR to the PM, April24', 1945. King minuteci his
agreement on Apri1291h.
53. NAC, RG25/3808/8378-40CRart 2, CAUS to SSEA, WA-1720, Apnl23", 1946 and
"Trade Talks", May 1", 1946. Zeiler notes that Clayton and Hawkins womed that the postponement
"might discourage multilateralists and cast doubt on Amerka's faith in fieer trade". See Zeiler, p.
63.
54. NAC, RG25/3808/837840CRart 2, V a d e T&",

May lst, 1946.

55. NAC, RG25/3844/9100-Am,
SDP to Mr. Robertson, May 6', 1946 and SSEA to
CAUS, EX-1234, May 7&, 1946.

56. It had been decided to hold the trade conference under the auspices of the United Nations
Economic and Social Council. The Council had appointed a 'Preparatory Cornmittee of the
International Conference on Trade and Employment", which was redly just the nuclear group by

another name.
57. NAC, RG25/3808/8378-40CPart 2, "Trade Taiks", May la, 1946; NAC,
RG25/3844/9 100-A-40, CAUS to SSEA, EX-1234, May,'7 1946.

58. NAC, RG25/3808/837&40C/Part 2, CHCUK to SSEA, No.1103, May p, 1946 and
CHCUK to SSEA, A.391, ~ a y 9 ' , 1946; NAC, MG26/Jl/C9177/414, SSDAto SSEA,D.452, May
gh, 1946; SSDA to SSEA, D.499,May 17'. 1946; SSDA to SSEA,D.500, May 17&,1946; SSDA

heparatory Committee wouki meef in October €0 examine the commercial poIicy proposds,
reconvening in March 1947 to negotiate reductions in tariff and non-tarîff barriers and to prepare
a charter for the proposed International Trade Organ'zation (ITO). The October meetings would
be informal and non-comrnittal, designed partly as an exercise in public relations. partly as a tutonal
for nations not involved in the commercial policy planning process nom the beginning.

The postponement episode is of interest for what it reveals of Robertson's concems about the lack

of progress in commercial policy. A few weeks later, a letter from the Czechoslovakian Minister,
pleading for extended exemptions from the proposed commercial policy rules for war-ravaged
nationsJg,showed that Robertson was not the only one who was concemed. The Czechoslovakian
plea prompted Clark to write:

O f course, one could be even more cynical and Say that [the Minister's] letter merely
represents the thinking of most of the world outside of the United States, Canada and
(perhaps) the United Kingdom - that multilaterdisrn is becoming a drearn which no one
really believes in any longer and for which very few are prepared to make any immediate
sacrifice of their power to manoeuvre.
Unfominately, there is much to be said for this cynical (or perhaps just realistic) viewpoint
and 1find myself tending to slip more and more into an acceptance of it. However, whether
because of a jaunty idealism or a realization of how much the prosperity of Canada depends
upon rnultilateralism, 1 try to resist. Officially, therefore, 1 continue to fight for
muItïiateralism and 1 am looking for some way in which the program for achieving it can
be galvanized.

The United States was Iikely the only nation that could reinvigorate the program, by taking the lead
in opening its markets to imports. But the Truman administration would do nothing before the 1946
elections, and Clark wondered whether it would do what had to be done d e r them. "Eventuaily,"

to SSEA, D.520, May 2IR, 1946.
59. NAC, RG25B808/3878-40CIPart2, F. Pavlasek to SSEA, No. U89/46,May 1 4 1946.
~ ~

he wrote, 'Yhe United States may corne to recoWze that this is the only way in which the drearn of
mu1tiIateralism may become a reality, but by that tirne the pattern of trade may have hardened
beyond any hope of change." Clark concluded:
If this be me. perhaps we should cease dreaming and go to work on an attempt to get h m
the United States an approach to a completely open door so far as Canada alone is
concemed. However, the time does not seem to me to be ripe even for this and so 1would
continue to do as much as can to promote the ITO objectives. Presumably that means the
expression of some disappointment at the views which the Czechoslovakian Governrnent
had felt obliged to take.*

Towen was also prompted by the Czechoslovakian letter to comment on the multilateral trade
liberalization project's prospects for success. If many nations joined CzechosIovakia's cal1 for
special exemptions, "the area of possible benefit [will bel narrowed fnr the remainder, who will be
the less inclined to assume the obligations of multilateralism and non-discriminatorytrade. indeed,
the main proponents of the proposals, and especially the United States, would have to make quite
extraordinaryconcessions in order to persuade others, such as Australia, India, Western Europe, and
South America, fieely to take on the risks of the desired world trade system." Like Clark, Towers
doubted that the US would adopt the necessary bold approach; instead, exemptions would become
the nile of the day, leaving "little more than a face-saving appearance of a world trade agreement".
Towers conc luded:
This rather pessimistic view is compounded of two factors, the real and professed inability
of a number of countries to carry out the U.S.prescription for international trade, and the
inability, or lack of will, of the United States itself to offer sufficient guarantees of a high
level of U.S.imports to persuade a number of other countries that it is worth their while to
60. NAC, RG25/3808/837840C/Part2, W. C. Clark to the Acting Secretary of State for
Extemal Mkirs, June 3"1, 1946. Franche McKenzie quotes h m a May 2gLhmemorandurn to
Clark: bbMultilatdismis becoming a dream which no one redy believes in any longer and for
which very few are prepared to make an immediate sacrifice of their power to manoeuvre." See
McKenzie, p. 208 (quotation is h m amemorandum h m Mitchell Sharp to W. C. Clark, May 29"
i 946).

assume the risks involved in abandonhg controis over export and import tmde. However,
much will depend on the progress of events and opinion in the United States and other
countnes between now and the holding of the international conference in 1947.6'
Threats fiom abroad menaced the multilateral liberalized trade pmject, but there were also threats
at home. in January 1946, Jimmy Gardiner, the outspoken and influential Minister of Agriculture,
had opened discussions with the United Kingdom for a Iong-term bilateral wheat contract under

which the UK would agree to buy a certain amount of wheat h m Canada each year at a set price.
By mid-lune, the negotiations were almost ~ o r n p l e t e .Robertson
~~
w o t e King that he felt "very

strongly that the conclusion of such a contract is not in the long-run interests either of Canada or
the United Kingdom, and would be in direct confiict with the general policy of freer international

trade"." His counsel made little impression: two days later, the Cabinet approved the arrangement
in principle.*

On instructions fiom the Cabinet, Pearson told State Depariment officials about the irnpending deal.
Acheson, Clayton, and Hickerson were al1 taken aback. Clayton requested a delay pending further
Canadian-Amencan consultation, and wamed of the adverse effects the deaI could have on the

6 1. NAC, RG2Y38O8/8378-40C/Part 2, G. F. Towers to N. A. Robertson, June 14) 1946.

62. NAC, RGUA5alT2364/2638, Cabinet Conclusions for Meeting held June lgm, 1946
(Meeting Nurnber 229).

63.NAC, RGU68/D-10- 1/1940-1948, NAR to the Prime Minister, June 1p, 1946. Mitchell
Sharp, an officia1with the Department ofFinance, aiso had "serious misgivings", and writes of the
political dynarnic that led to the deal, "Briefly, Gardiner wanted it and got his way, notwittistanding
strong opposition £kom the Wheat Board and trade-policy officials in Ottawa, and even rnisgivings
by Prime Minister Mackenzie King." See Sharp, pp. 28-29. See also Bothwell and Engiish, p. 152.
64. NAC, RGZMalT2364/2638,Cabinet Conclusions of Meeting held June 19',
(Meeting Number 229).
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passage of the US-UR Tom agreement, stiII making its way through Congress. As for the
multilateral trade liberalization project, Pearson reported,
the State Department officiais thought that our proposed Agreement with the United
Kingdom would cut right across the middle of the whole multilateral idea. 1pointed out that
they had largely themselves to blame for this because of the uncertainties and delays of their
own policy. There was general appreciation of this,but it was nevertheless felt that a wheat
contract of this kind would knock the props fkom under anything we al1 might hope
eventually to accomplish.
The Amencans asked for time to figure out an alternative way to meet British needs.6'

Robertson's opposition to the wheat agreement was one thing, the State Department's quite another.

The next day the Cabinet decided to suspend negotiations, pending Anglo-American discussions
on the matter. If the US could not corne up with a satisfactory alternative, Canada might have to
proceed with the deal? h the end, the Arnericans could corne up with no better plan, much to the
disappointment of the Department of Extemal Affairs." The deal was concluded, though the
signing took place afler the UK loan had cleared Congress; King also insisted that the wording of
the contract reflect American concems about its effect on the multilateral trade liberalization

65. NAC, MG26/Jl/C9175/412, CAUS to SSEA,WA-25 18, June 19", 1946. Pearson also
chastised the Americans "that price and other policies in this country were largely responsible for
efforts being made by other countries to protect their own economic positions in the present difficult
circurnstances and that, if the United States had given a stronger and speedier lead in international
economic policies, such contracts as the one under discussion might not have been necessarf'. See

also Clayton's criticisms of the wheat deal in NAC, RG2/68/D- 10-111940- 1948, "Memorandum",
by LBP,June 27h, 1947 and the aide-memoire given by the US to the UK on the issue in NAC,
MG26/J 1IC9175/412, CAUS to SSEA, WA-2692, July 3d, 1946.
66. NAC, RG21ASdT236412638, Cabinet Conclusions of Meeting held June 2oh, 1946
(Meeting Number 230).

67. PRO, CAB 129110, C.P.(46)249, Canadian Wheat Contract, Memorandum by the
Minister of Food, July 2", 1946.

By mid- 1946, the prospects for success in the commercial policy field were uncertain. Nevertheless,

Canadian oficials remained committed to multilateral trade liberalization, notwithstanding their
appreciation of the limits of what their country could achieve through it. At an April 5'
interdepartmental meeting, Robertson, Towers, and McKinnon al1 referred to the legislated inability
of the US to make spectacular tariff cuts; Towers and McKinnon argued for a supplementary

Canada-US trade ded to resolve this problem."

A supplernentary agreement would secure for

Canada significant reductions in US tariffs, which would enable it to offer significant concessions
during the multilateral tariff neg~tiations.~'Robertson suggested that they could propose this option
during the multilateral negotiation~.~'
in fact, the idea had already been infomally raised with the
Americans, first during the July 1945taiks, and again during the January 1946 discussions. On both
occasions, the Canadians had proposed reciprocal kee trade on selected itemsn and the Americans
68. NAC, RG2/ASa/T2364/2638, Cabinet Conclusions of Meeting held July 17"', 1946
(Meeting Number 243).

69. Canadian officiais had given consideration to a special trade deal with the US at least
as far back as December 1943. At that t h e Mackintosh had cautioned that Canada should do
nothing to hinder the current US-UK multilateral M e talks. He adkised th& if a Cariada-US deal
proved desirable, it should involve fiee trade in select commodities, be a supplement to a broader
multilateral agreement, and be extended to the UK. See NAC, RG 19/3989/T-2-2, Memorandum
re Special Trade Agreement Possibilities, by WAM, December 14"', 1943.
70. NAC, W l 1 f /U-40-3Nolume 1/1945-1946, "Memorandum for File: International
Meeting on Trade and Employment", April 1s ~ 1, 946; NAC, RG25/38O8/83 78-40CPart 2,
"Commercial Policy", 10.4.46.
7 1. NAC, RGU 111/U-40-3Nolwne 1/ 1945-1946, bbMemorandumfor File: International
Meeting on Trade and Employment'*, April 1sm,1946.

72. During the April interdepartmentaimeeting, McKinnon noted that, given time to adjust,
'bpracticallyal1 [Canadian] industries were willing to have a regime of freetrade" and thought that
a "reciprocal reduction in tariffs [was] of little value because of limitations on what the United

had promised to consider it; at the Iatter meeting, it was noted that the proposal mi*ghtbe advanced

during the multilateral negotiations." Canadian officials did see some benefit for Canada in the

multilateral negotiations: a summary of the April 5" meeting observed that "[bJecause of the limits

within which the United States negociators [sic] are working, the new deal cannot go that deep,
although it is wider than that which could be contemplated under past treaties"." But it rnight not
be enough.

in August 1946 US officials were back in Ottawa for discussions, one stop on an Amencan world

tour to explain and discuss the pr~posalr.'~ With their Canadian

CO lleagues

they explored

States could offer along these lines". See NAC, RG2/ll l/U-40-3Nolume 111945-1946,
"Memorandum for File: htemational Meeting on Trade and Ernployment", Apnl 15m, 1946.
73. NAC, RG25/5773/200(s), "Informa1 Discussions on Commercial Policy Between
Officiais of the Canadian Government and Officers of the Department of State"; NAC,
R G N 38081837 8 - 4 0 C M 1, 'Trade and Employment ProposaisT7, Undated.
74. NAC, RG25/3808/8378-40CPart 2, 'Commercial Policy", 10.4.46.
75. One Arnencan official cited the success of previous bilateral t a h with the UK and
Canada in his argument for bilateral talks with Australia, New Zealand, South Afkica, and India.
See NARA, RG43/Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and Expositionsl
International Conference on Trade and Employment (International Trade Organization)/
international Trade Organization Subject File 1933-1950/6/Bilateral Discussions re: Suaesteci
Draft
-Charter, W. T. M. Beale to Winthrop Brown, June 7&, 1946. For details on the tour of US
officiais, see NARA, RG43Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and
Expositions/Intemational Conference on Trade and Employment (International Trade
0rganization)htemationaI Trade Organization Subject File 1933-1950/59AVGB Miscellaneous
Memoranda, Letters, etc., Winthrop Brown to H q Hawkins, July 2SL, 1946. The Americans
asked the Canadians to do what they could through their missions in the nuclear nations to help
M e r the trade liberaikation pro-;
it is not known whether or to what extent the Canadians
acceded to this request See NAC, RG25/3808/8378-40CPart 2, "World Trade Roposals,
Memorandum of conversation with MT.Homer Fox of the United States Embassy on June 2Sh,
1946", June 25", 1946; NAC, RG25/3809/8378-40CRart 3, Ray Atherton to Hume Wrong, July
305 1946; N.Bunnrash to Hume Wrong, August 1.1946; Hume Wrong to Ray Atherton, August
3", 1946; Ray Atherton to Hume Wrong, August 8&, 1946.
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procedurai issues and examined a recently compreted US ciraft of an T T 0 charter. According €0the
minutes, "[dletailed consideration of the charter revealed that there was a very large measure of
agreement on general principles" and only a few disagreements on issues such as the rules for
negotiating preference reductions and commodity agreements."

On September 1 2 ~the
, Cabinet appmved the composition of the Canadian delegation to the first
Preparatory Committee meeting, which would open in London on October 15": Hector McKimon
to lead the group, Deputy Minister ofNational Revenue David Sim,H. R. Kemp and L. E. Couillard

from the Department of Trade and Commerce, F. A. McGregor, an authority on restrictive business
prac tices nom the Justice Department, Sidney Pierce, and J o b Deutsch. About ten days before the

start of the Preparatory Committee meeting, the Commonwealth nations would gather to explore
the issues to be discussed."

The Commonwealth taiks began on October 3", 1946. They were even more informa1 and
exploratory than usual, with consensus neither attempted nor achieved."

Moa sessions were

devoted to commercial policy, with single sessions on each of commodity and cartel policies. The

76. NAC, RGU 1 1 1ILI-40-3Nolume 111945-1 946, "Memorandum ofDiscussion.sRegarding
the Proposed World Trade Taiks, Carried on Between Canadian and United States Officiais in
Ottawa on August 8 - 9, 1946".
77. NAC, RG2/ASa/T2364/2638, Cabinet Conclusions of Meeting held September 12',
1946 (Meeting Number 278); NAC, RG25/3809/837840C/Part
3, NAR to the Prime Minister,
10.9.46. The Cabinet also appmved the inclusion of Dana Wilgress, on temporary leave h m his
duties as Ambassador to the USSR, on the delegation; it was hoped he could act as chairman.
However, Wilgress had to go to New York for a UN meeting and McKùuion was appointed
delegation head instead. See NAC, RG25/3844/9100-A-40, LBP to the Rime Minister, December
6', 1946.

78. NAC, RG25/3844/9100-A-40, N. A. Robertson to SSEA,A.873, October 15<", 1946.

Canadians were eager for action in both these latter EeIds. Un commodity policy, Canadian Officials
thought the draR Charter put forward by the Americans too restrictive and argued for p a t e r latitude
as to the form and purposes of international commodity agreements.79 On cartels, the Canadian

position had shifled fkom ambivalence to mild enthusiasm. A recent government study had
demonstrated the restrictive effects cartels could have on commerce and McGregor advocated
concerted international action in this field, though not to the extent proposed by the ~ m e r i c a n s . ~ ~

The continuingCanadian cornmitment to multilateral liberalized trade was apparent throughout the

commercial policy sessions. For example, Canadian cfficials womed about the potential for
evasion of the rules of the new organization, and offered suggestions on tightening the language and
provisions of the ciraft Charter to forestall abuses." Similady, they opposed changes in the use of
quotas pmposed by New Zealand O fficials on the grounds that they "seemed to provide a complete
means of escape nom many provisions in the Charter which seemed of great v a i ~ e ~ ' .They
~*

supported the UK position on the desirability of requiring ITO members to join the MF so as to

79. NAC, RG 19/3607/ITO-2, Preparatory Committee on Trade and Employment, British
Commonwealth Taks, T.N.(P)(B.C.)(46) 11" Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held on October ld,
1946. See also NAC, RG25/3546/9100-M-40, CHCUK to SSEA, No.2008,October 3", 1946.

80. NAC, RG i 9/3607/irO-2, Preparatory Committee on Trade and Employment, British
Commonwealth Taks, T.N.(P)(B.C.)(46) Sub-Codttee on Restrictive Business Practices,
Minutes of Meeting held on October 11'. 1946.
81. See, for example, NAC, RG19/3607/ITO-2, Preparatory Cornmittee on Trade and
Employment, British Commonwealth Taks,T.N.(P)(B.C.)(46) 8" Meeting, Minutes of Meeting
held on October gh, 1946; T.N.(P)(B.C.)(46)'9 Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held on October 9%
1946;T.N.(P)(B .C.)(46) 1'0 Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held on October 1Oh, 1946.

82. NAC, RG19/3607/ITO-2, Reparatory Committee on Trade and Employment, British
Commonwealth Talks, T.N.(P)(B .C.)(46) 8& Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held on October 9&,
1946.

prevent exchange rate practices contrary to the spirit ofthe Charter; failing this, the relevant clauses
of the [MF Articles of Agreement should be written into the ITO

They aiso supported

the UK position in favour of weighted voting over the one nation, one vote advocated by the US?

Canadian support for weighted voting was not surpnsing given their stance at Bretton Woods: what
was surprising was that they had earlier told the Arnericans that they would accept the one nation,

one vote approachs5. and on the eve of the London meetings the Arnericans confidently recorded
their belief that the Canadians would support them on this issue.86Nevertheless, the Canadians now
counted themseives among the supporters of weighted voting.

Canadian delegates also brought to the table a new issue that had corne to concern them greatly of
late. Canadian industrialists had made it clear that one of the most senous obstacles to their ability
to export to the United States was that nation's customs procedures. Canadian officiais had

83. NAC, RG19/3607/ITO-2, Preparatory Cornmittee on Trade and Employrnent, British
Commonwealth Talks, T.N.(P)(B.C.)(46) 10' Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held on October 1OL,
1946.

84. NAC, RG 19/3607/ITO-2, Preparatory Cornmittee on Trade and Employment, British
Commonwealth Talks, TN.(P)(B.C.)(46) 6h MeetLi& Minutes of Meeting held on October 8',
1946.
85. NAC, RGU 1 11N-40-3 Nolume 111945- 1946, "Memorandum O fDiscussionsRegarding

Proposed World Trade Talks, Canied on Between Canadian and United States Officiais in
Ottawa on August 8 - 9, 1946".

the

86. NARA, RGS6/Recordsof the Office of the Assistant Secretary for International ~ a î r s
(OASIA) 1934-1WORTN Conferenced65RM: OrganizationsF O (Trade) Miscellaneous(thni June
30, 1947), "Summary of Foreign Reactions to Suggested Charter for an International Trade
Organization", October 2nd,1946. The relevant section read: "Support for our position on equal
voting in the ITO among states and major@ d e will be providedby the Canadians, who also prefer
the Charter version which omits reference to permanent membership on the Executive Board for
states of chief economic importance, as incorporated in the Proposais." The Canadians wodd later
change their minds about the latter issue as well.

discussed the issue with the Arnericans on several occasions and had promised to suppIy them with
a list of grievances, but had not done so.*' hstead, they would raise the issue during the London
multilateral talks. During the Commonwealth talks, Kemp assertedb'thatoffending countries should
not be allowed to obtain large tariff reductions from other members without at least being made

aware of other countries' dissatisfaction with the administration of their customs machinery".
Canadian oficials identified a number of ways in which customs procedures could hinder trade.
For example, rules governing the vaiuation of imported goods could be manipulated to benefit
domestic producen: the ITO Charter should provide for a clearly defïned, universal system of
valuation. Without such an agreed standard, negotiated tariff reductions would be far less effective:
indeed, McKinnon argued that "in many reqzcts customs valuation systems were more important
barriers than tariffs". Offers to reduce tariffs were alone "of uncertain value", as a "wilhgness to
reduce duties without changing the administrative structure" did not necessarily imply a "genuine
willingness to raise the level of imports". The Charter should obligate mernbers to review their
customs laws with a view towards bringing them into line with an agreed standard." IIIthe end, the

87. NARA, RG59/2732/61 1.4228/lO-U46,Lewis Clark to the Secretary of State, No.4460,
October 22", 1946. Clark speculated on the "possibility that the question of Customs
administration may have been seized upon not only in Canada but elsewhere in the British
Commonwealth as a means of counter-attack to the United States insistence on the reduction or
elimination of tariff preferences". American oficids were annoyed that instead of submitting the
pmmised list of grievances, Canadian officials seemed to have prodded n e Financial Post into a
carnpaign against American customs practices: it was leA to the US Embassy to tell "the Canadians
in effect "If you have complaints about our customs, please tell us fiankiy and clearly what the
specific complaints are"." See NAM,, RG59/2729/611.422/1002146,J. G. Parsons to Mr. Brown,
October 2 1*, 1946.
88. NAC, RG19/3607/ITO-2, Reparatory Committee on Trade and Employment, British
Commonwealth Talks, T.N.(P)(B.C.)(46)12' Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held on October 11,'
1946. In that same file, see also the Canadian comments on the restrictive effects of customs
procedures in Preparatory Committee on Trade and Employment, British Commonwealth Talks,
T.N.(P)(B.C.)(46)Sub-Cornmittee on Customs Procedure, l* Meeting, Minutes ofMeethg held on
October 1O&, 1946.
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Canadians befieved that they had convinced theV Commonwealth coIIeagues of the importance of

action in this area.89

Canadian delegates were not dogrnatic in their approach to trade liberalization: there was room for
compromise. Their response to Austraiia's continuing emphasis on full employment and its new
insistence on the need for programs to develop less industrialized nations was pragrnatic, dismissing
neitherconcem out ofland. Norman Robertson, recently appointed High Commissioner to the CTK,
wrote that "[iln their attitude on both employment and industrial development, the Australians have
been more moderate than we had anticipated, and their suggestions may aRer modification prove

valuable in developing provisions to sa&@ sountries at a relatively low stage of indusûial
developrnent'?'

Nevertheless, the Canadianswere cautious. Deutsch affirmed Canada's support for the maintenance

of Full employment, but favoured the more moderate UK approach over the radical and activist
Australian propos al^.^' He was similarly sceptical about an Austdian proposa1 that one member's
failure to maintain full employment would justify another member's relinquishment of its ïïO
obligations, suggesting that the balance of payments provisions of the ciraft F O Charter and the

scarce currency clause in the IMF Articles of Agreement provided sanction enough against nations
that did not maintain full employment. By the next meeting, Deutsch was willing to consider the

89. NAC, RG25/3844/9100-A-40, N. A. Robertson to SSEA,A.873, October 15', 1946.

90. NAC, RG25/3844/9100-A-40,
CHCUK to SSEA,No.2024, October 7"' 1946.
91. NAC, RG 19/3607/ITO-2, Preparatory Committee on Trade and Empioyment, British
Commonweaith T a ,T.N.(P)(B.C.)(46) 3" Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held on October 4h,
1946.

proposd as Iong as it was Iefi to the K O to detemine if a member might be reiieved of its
obligations, though he continued to wony about the implications of "too easy a ~et-out"?~An
Australian proposa1 for ITO assistance to less developed nations, which included the creation of an
industrial Development Commission and allowance of protectionism, came in for hard questioning
by the Canadians, though McKinnon noted that "he would not wish to suggest that they were
opposed to the Australian proposals as a ~ h o l e " .While
~ ~ generally favouring the prohibition of
quantitative restnctions, Canadian officiais proposed "that serious consideration" be given an
Australian suggestion that quotas be permitted "for protective purposes in cases where it could be
shown that this form of protection would be less restrictive of international trade than other forms,
and was approved by e.g. the Indushial Development Commission or another appropriate

authority"."

The Commonwealth talks had given the Canadians good reason for cheer. Particularlyencouraging
were the attitudes of the UK and Australian delegations. Robertson sensed "no trace in the British

92. NAC, RGi9/3607/ITO-2, Preparatory Cornmittee on Trade and Employaient, British
Commonwealth Talks, TN.(P)@.C.)(46) 12" Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held on October 1 I ",
i 946 and T.N.(P)(B.C.)(46) 13" Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held on October 11~,
1946. See also
NAC, RG25/384419100-A-40, N. A. Robertson to SSEA,A.873, October 15: 1946.

93. NAC, RG19/3607/ITO-2, Reparatory Committee on Trade and Employment, British
Commonwealth Talks, T.N.(P)(B.C.)(46) 4' Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held on October 7U,
1946. Robertson wrote that "[tlhe main Australian argument for the suggested new chapter [on
industrial development] offered a possible basis for agreement on this matter but the chapter clearly
needed clarification ". See NAC, RG25/3844/9100-A-40, N. A. Robertson to SSEA, A.873,
October 15", 1946.
94. NAC, RGl9/3607/ITO-î, Preparatory Cornmittee on Trade and Employment, British
Cornmonweaith Talks, T.N.(P)(B.C.)(46) 8* Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held on October 9m,
1946. The Australians also proposed that "'quantitative restrictions imposed under Imperid
Preference SC hemes" be permitted; the Canadiam thought this should be considered.

attitude of a perfunctory lip service reluctantly discharging an unwelcome obligation. They
endeavoured to gain Commonwealth support as eamestly for the proposals to which they were
cornmitted as for the arnendments they are seeking in the ciraf€ charter to which they are not
committed". As for the Australians, Robertson again noted their moderation in advocating greater
action in the fields of full employment and industrial d e v e l ~ ~ m e nWith
t . ~ ~the British on side and
the Australians in a moderate mood, the prospects for progress must have appeared much brighter:

but how would they hold up in a larger and less familiar forum?

On October 15", the Preparatory Cornmittee meetings began. There were delegations fiom eighteen
nations: Australia, Belgiurn, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, France, India,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, South AEca, Syria-Lebanon, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. Every nation invited to attend was present, with the sole exception
of the USSR; also present were observers from a few other nations, UN agencies, and labour
organizations. Right fiom the start, the Canadians found that their belief in the need for as much
trade liberalization as possible was not widely shared. While an "atrnosphere of CO-operationand
compromise" pervaded the plenary sessions, they also revealed, according to Robertson, two notable
streams of thought:
You will note that the Australian attitude, as already reported, was re-echoed by other
"under-developed" countries, especially by India. This group of countries would lay the
emphasis on industriai development and, consequently, are reluctant to forego restrictions
which rnight make such development possible. Another p u p , of which France is the most
vocal, is made up of wardevastated countries. This group stresses the need for complete
freedom of action through the transitionai period, which is lefi rather indefinite as to

95. NAC, RG25/3844/9100-A-40, N. A. Robertson to SSEA.,A.873, October 1S", 1946.
The British were also pleased by the Australians' moderation and welcomed the alignment of the
Canadians' views with their own: see McKenzie, pp. 220-221.

duration?
About two weeks later, McKinnon noted that "the twin subjects of hl1 employment and
industrialization of under-developed countries were rapidly usurping the place of greatest
importance in the conference and ... the Charter was in grave danger of becoming so riddled with
exceptions intmduced to meet the objections of many countries on these two scores that the final
document might well be aimost useless". Robertson thought that if this sort of Charter was the only
one on which al1 could agree, "it might be wise to abandon the attempt and start instead from the
other end of the scale". The US, UK, and Canada might form their own international trade
organization, leaving it to others to decide if they wished to join, as they most probably w~uld.~'

Robertson espied another other orninous portent in the lack of support for the principle of weighted
voting. This was disappointing in itself, and it meant that Canada might have to argue for
was also troubling for what it
permanent seats on the ITO Executive Board as a s u b s t i t ~ t e .It~ ~

implied about the cornitment of the other delegations to the ITO project. Robertson thought that

96. NAC, RG25/3844/9100-A-40, N. A. Robertson to SSEA, A.908, October 28"', 1946.

97. NAC, RG25/3844/9100-A-40, 'Note on a Meeting in the High Comrnissioner's Office
on 2' November, 1946". This proposal was not without precedent: in May 1943, Clark wrote
Wrong, "Speaking penonally, my mind still runs in the direction that our interests will best be
served by suggesting a ten year agreement with the United States with progressive reduction in the
tariffon a11 commodities to a nominal level al1 round by the close of the period and the formation
of a [sic] bbeconomicclub" on this b a i s open to participation by ail coutries who are willing to
abide by the same niles." See NAC, R G 1 9 1 3 9 8 9 î ï - 2 - l e 1, W. C. Clark to Hume Wrong,
May 8,' 1943. See also the economic club proposal in Library of Congress, Leo Pasvolsky
Papers/S/International Organizations Unidentified papers, Untitled, unsigned, and undated
memorandum (memorandum almost certainly pre-dates Bretton Woods).
98. NAC, RG l9/3607/ITû-2, Preparatory C~mmitteeon Trade and Employment, British
Commonwealth Taiks, T.N.(P)(B. C.)(46) 14' Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held November gh,
1946; NAC, RG2W 84519100-L-2-40Part 1, S. D. Pierce to Mr. Pearson, January 15'- 1947.
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the lack of support for weighted voting indicated a Iack of senous cornmitment to the ITO project :

"If you intend," he said, '20 transfer real power to the ITO, you must have functions related to
responsibility. And that means weighted voting.'**

TroubIe also arose in the Commonwealth. in the months leading up to the Preparatory Committee
meetings, the British had becorne increasingly uneasy about the rules laid down for negotiating
reductions in preferential margins; in particular, they femd "the prospect of preferences being
modified wi thout prior agreement between the parties concemed. They had convinced US O fficials
to amend the draft Charter so as to prevent this, "mean[ing] in effect the maintenance ofthe "Ottawa
system" of preferences, although subject to modification as a result of the Geneva negotiations".'*
A notable feature of the Ottawa system was that the preferences conferred under it were bound

preferences: this meant that the difference between the preferential rate and the non-preferential rate
(that is, the margin of preference) was fked, bound against decrease. In 0 t h words, each
Commonwealth nation promised the other nations to which it accorded preferential treatment that
they would continue to enjoy that level of treatment until they agreed that it could be rnodified.
Thus, if a Commonwealth nation wanted to offer a reduction in a non-preferential tariff to a foreign
nation that would lead to a reduction in a preferential margin, it had to secure the permission of the
recipient(s) of the preferential rate fint. This made negotiating with non-Commonwealth nations
difficult, but it also was a powerful weapon in the trade negotiations arsenal.

99. NAC, RG25/3844/9100-A-40, V o t e on a Meeting in the High Comrnissioner's Office
on 2ndNovember, 1946".
100. NAC, RG25/3845/900-L-40/Part 1, "Memorandum to Right HonourableL. S. Laurent,
Secretary of State for Extemal A f f ' , On the Relation of Fked Margins of Preference to the
international Tariff Negotiations Opening in Geneva on April8, 1947", Undated.
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The Canadians were more impressed by the difficulties arising from the binding of preferential
margins than by the potential advantages. At a Commonwealth meeting on November 9',
McKinnon said that Canada could not agree to the continued binding of preferential margins, though
it would continue to consult any nation affected by proposed reductions in a given preferential

margin. Helmore and Coornbs stronglyprotested that the withdrawal ofbound margins represented
an implicit renunciation of the Ottawa system. The issue was left unresolvedtot,but not forgotten.

These troubling developments did not eclipse the achievements of the conference. As hoped, it
provided an opportunity for education md the full airing of national views.'02 It also produced
reports detailing points of agreement and disagreement on the ciraft Charter prepared by the US,
which had quickly been adopted as the starting point for discussions. These reports were to be used
by a Drafiing Cornmittee, which would convene in January 1947, to redraft the Charter in

101. NAC, RG19/3607/ITO-2, Preparatory Cornmittee on Trade and Employment, British
Commonwealth Talks, T.N.(P)(B.C.)(46) 14' Meeting, Minutes of a Meeting held November gh,
1946; NAC, RG25/3845/900-L-4Wart 1, "Memomdum to Right Hanourable L S. Laurent,
Secretary of State for Extemal Anain, On the Relation of Fixed Margins of Preference to the
international Tariff Negotiations Opening in Geneva on April 8, 1947", Undated. See also
McKenzie, pp. 224-226,228-229.
102. NAC, RG l9/565/152-17, "Remarks by Mr. N. A. Robertson, High Commissioner for
Canada in the United Kingdom, at the Closing Plenary Session of the Reparatory Cornmittee on
Trade and Employment, London, November 26,1946." On the educational achievements of the
talks, see, for example, McKinnon's comments on the French, Czechoslovakian, Lebanese, Chilean,
and Peruvian delegates who, during the h t two weeks of the conference, %ad al1 raised many
objections. But Mr. McKinnon thought that the essential reason for this was that they had not
participated, as we had, in al1 the preparatory work which lay behind the ciraft Charter. Many of
their objections were being withdrawn as the mists of ignorance were dispelled." NAC,
RG2S/3844/9100-A-40, "Note on a Meeting in the High Cornmissioner's Office on 2" November,
1946".

preparation for a second meeting of the Preparatory Cornmittee in Geneva in 1947.1m

Specific Canadian interestswere well served by the discussions. The provisions of the original draft
Charter conceming the base date for tariff and preference negotiationshad deprived Canada ofmuch
of its bargaining power. At the London talks, Canadian officiais secured changes to the Charter that

allowed their governent to recoup its power."'" They also made good on their intention to stress
the importance of custorns pro ce dure^.'^^ The Americans, for their part, recognized the need for

action. Having learned that other delegations would include senior customs officiais and that the
Canadians would raise "certain questions or information which might be ernbarrassing to the United

States and its customs administration", the State Department quickly despatched W. R Johnson,

103. NAC, RG25/3844/9100-A-40, N. A. Robertson to SSEA, A.908, October 28', 1946
and "Note on a Meeting in the High Commissioner's Office on 2ndNovember, 1946". McKenzie
notes that "[olf the 89 articles in the US suggested charter, the participants reached agreement on
74". See McKenzie, p. 227.
104. NAC, RG 19/3607KïO-7, Preparatory Cornmittee of the International Conference on
Trade and Employment, Committee II, Sub-Cornmittee on Procedures, EPC/T/C.W41, Summary
Record of Fourth Meeting held November 2". 1946; NAC, RG25/3844/9100-A-40, V o t e on a
Meeting in the High Commissioner's Office on 2"d November, 1946" and "Memorandum re
Multilateral Tariff Negotiations at London and Geneva", by LBP, December 23*, 1946; NAC,
RGVA5a/T2365/2639, Cabinet Conclusions of Meeting held December 27", 1946 (Meeting
Number 308); NAC, RG l9/36Oî/ITO-î, Preparatory Cornmittee on Trade and Employment, British
Commonwealth Talks, T.N.(P)(B.C.)(46), 15"'Meeting, Minutes of Meeting held November 25:
1946. See also McKinnon's cornrnents in NAC, RGI9/565/152-17, Preparatory Cornmittee on
Trade and Employment, British Commonwealth TaIks, TN(P)(BC)(G.S.C.)(47) 4& Meeting,
Minutes of General Subjects Committee Meeting held March 13", 1947.

105. See, for example, the spirited discussion at the sixth and seventh meetings of the
Technical Sub-Cornmittee of Commîttee II. NAC, RG19/3607/TTO-9, Preparatory Committee of
the international Conference on Trade and Employment, Cornmittee II, Technical Sub-Cornmittee,
E/PC/T/C.W46, Summary Record of Sixth Meeting held November 7", 1946 and E/PC/T/C.W48,
Summary Record of Seventh Meeting held November 8&,1946.

the Conunissioner of Customs, to London to take part in the taIl<s.'Ob At the second meeting ofthe
General Commercial Policy cornmittee, Hawkins noted the potential for protectionism inherent in
customs procedures: privately, American officials had decided "to

to do something about these

problems ...even if it means proposing legi~lation".'~'Johnson later reported that the London talks

had succeeded in drawing attention to the opportun@ offered by the Charter for revisions in
discriminatory customs procedures everywhere, and noted that the Canadians had seemed
~atisfied.'~'
The Canadians did not get everythingthey had wanted: for example, while standardized
valuation systems and national reviews of customs niles were recognized as desirable, nations were
not committed to specific actions.lW But Canadian officials had emphasized the importanceof the
subject, and there would be other opportunities for progress.

Notwithstanding his earlier concems, during the final session of the conference Robertson spoke
warmly of al1 that had been achieved:

106. NARARGS6Records of the Ofice of the Assistant Secretary for Intemationai M a i n
(OASIA) 1934-1WO/LR\IConferencesl6SILM:Organizations ITO (Tde) Miscellaneous (thru June
30,1947), W. R. Johnson to Secretary Snyder, November 13", 1946.
107. NAC, RG L9/36OXïO-7, PreparatOIy Cammittee af the Intemational Confereflce M

Trade and Employment, Cornmittee IT: General Commercial Policy, E/PC/T/C. W3, Summary
Record of Second Meeting held October 23d, 1946; NARA, RG59/2729/6 11.422/10-2946, Mr.
Brown to Mr. Parsons, 10/29/46 (quotation is h m latter document).
108.NARARG56/Records of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for intemational Affairs
(OASIA) l9M- l97ONN ConferencesloSAJN:ûrganizations ITO (Trade) Miscellaneous ( t h June
30,1947), W. R. Johnson to Secretary Snyder, November 13", 1946. Johnson speculated that one
member of the Canadian delegation might not have been satisfieà, but he did Say who.
109.The Canadian desire for strongerobligatiow in these areas was noted in the report. See
NAC, RG 19/3607/ITO-9, Preparatory Committee of the International Conference on Trade and
Emp loyment, Committee II, UPC/T/C.O0/54/Rev. 1, Report of the Technical Sub-Cornmittee,
~ovember28", 1946. See also NAC, RG25/3845/900-L-40Fart 1, "Memorandum for the Secntary
of State for Extemai Affairs", Unsigned, June 3*, 1947.

Not only have the main pmbIems been exploreb, but a wide area ofprelirninary agreement
has been reached between delegations. Our governments will now have before them agreed
drafts of many articles of a trade charter, and we turn over to the lnterim Drafting
Cornmittee a wealth of concrete proposais. Differences, of course, remain. But &ter the
thorough discussions which have taken place here, it should be much easier to compose
hem when the Committee meets at Geneva."'
The achievements were even more impressive in light of the differences in wartime damage, levels
of development, and economic philosophy that had had to be overcome. The successful bndging
of these differences was "confirmation of the fiuidamental attachent of the Governments
represented here to the purposes for which this conference was called. Differences remain over
emphasis and methods; but al1 are agreed that Governments must take concerted action to fiee the
charnels of trade and to maintain a high ard stable level of employment." There was more work
to be done, but the Canadians felt that the London taiks were "a good augury for final success"."'

The Preparatory Committee agreed to reconvene in Geneva on A p d 8', 1947; Commonwealth

representatives would meet for discussions in London about a month before. Canada would be
represented by essentially the same delegation as during the London talks, with the important
addition of Dana Wilgress, a veteran of the trade negotiations of the 1930s, as detegation head."'

1 10. NAC, RG 19/56S/lS2-17, "Remarks by Mr. N. A. Robertson, High Cornmissioner for
Canada in the United Kingdom, at the Closing Plenary Session of the Preparatory Committee on
Trade and Employrnent, London, November 26,1946.'' Robertson spoke on behalf of McKinnon,
who had already departed for home. See NAC, RG251380918378-40C/Part3,Norman Robertson
to SSEA, A.987, November 25', 1946.

111. NAC, RG1915651152-17,"Remarks by Mr. N. A. Robertson, High Cornmissioner for
Canada in the United Kingdom, at the Closing Plenary Session of the Preparatory Cornmittee on
Trade and Employment, London, November 26, 1946."
112. NAC, RG2/ASa/T2365/2639, Cabinet Conclusions of Meeting held January 7m,1947
(Meeting nmber 3 11). A. M. Shaw of the Department of Agriculture was also a new addition, and
the Cabinet suggested that a Department of Fishenes official be added. In addition, the delegation
was to be accompanied by advisers h m various departments and administrative staff, for a total
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In the interim. the Drafting Cornmittee met in New York in January and February; Canada was
represented by Arnold Smith of the Department of Extemal Affain.'13

nie Commonwealth talks began on March 1 1", 1947. Given the imminence of the Geneva tm-ff

negotiations, imperial preferences were the primary topic of discussion. On February 19'. the
Cabinet had approved the delegation's instmctions on preferences: try to persuade the other
Commonwealth nations that preferential margins should not be reduced through increases in
preferential rates; try to persuade them to regard preferential margins as unbound ("and, hence,
fieely and unilaterally negotiable") for the purposes of the Geneva negotiations; negotiate as though
this had been agreed, even if it had not (though intra-Commonwealth consultation on the issue
should continue); accept "the loss or impairment of preferential marghs enjoyed by Canada if such
action becarne essential to the maintenance of kee entry (or low duties) in Canada's favour and to
the conclusion of mutual advantageous arrangements"; refuse to bind any preferences that remained

afier Geneva; and "resist being put in a position involving the denunciation of the "Ottawa
Agreements"

- such

delicate issue to be faced only if and when it arose and then only &ter

communication with the Canadian g~vemment"."~

Preferences had been a source of tension at the last Commonwealth meeting: there was more
agreement this tirne around. On the fim day, McKinnon reafnrmed Canada's opposition to

of approximately thirty representatives.
113. NAC, RG25/3844/9100-A-40, SSEA to the Canadian Consul General in New York,
No.280,December 2gm, 1946.

114. NAC, RGUA5alT236512639, Cabinet Conclusions ofMeethgheld February 19q 1947
(Meeting Number 329).
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reducing preferential margins through raising prekrential tariff rates, "except in special
circumstances" ' ":Canada favoured reducingpreferential margins through reducing non-preferential
tariff rates. UK officiais agreed to this approach in prin~iple"~,
but often diverged h m it in
practice. One of the purposes of these talks was to examine proposed Commonwealth tariff
concessions that affected the interests of other Commonwealth nations. Two weeks into the
exarninations, Canadian oEcials complained that the British were invoking "the exceptional
circumstances proviso rather too freely".'" In dl, the UK contemplated satisfjing US requests for
reductions in or eliminationsof preferential margins by raising the preferential tariff rate it accorded
Canada on some twenty items. Only after vigorous Canadian protests did the UK withdraw its
proposais. The result, Wilgress later reported, was that "we have proceeded to Geneva with
understanding that opening response to United States request for reduction or elimination of
preferential margins would not, as a matter of general principle, involve raising of preferential
rates". There would be intra-Commonwealth discussions before exceptions were agreed."'

Of interest is the stand McKinnon took on the inclusion of the "automatic rule" in the drafi Charter.

This rule, which implied that al1 reductions in non-preferential tariff rates would automatically

1 15. NAC, RG l9/565/ 152- 17, Preparatory Committee on Trade and Employment, British

Commonwealth Talks, TN(P)(BC)(G.S.C.)(47) 1" Meeting, Minutes of General Subjects
Committee Meeting held March 11", 1947. Note that the minutes read that Canada opposed the
reduction O f"pre ference margins by raising m. f.n. rates of duty" (emphasis added): presumably this
was a typographical error (on the minutes themselves '2n.fn." has been circled and '%P.?"
written
in).
1 16. NAC, RG25/3845/900-L40/Paa 1, H. O. Moran to Mr. Pearson, April 1', 1947.

117. NAC, RG25/3845,900-L40Part 1, CH<SLIKto SSEA, No.540, March 25&, 1947.
1 18. NAC, RG 19/565/ 152-17, Canadian Trade Delegation at Geneva [CTDG] to SSEA,
No. 1O, April 1sm,1947. For a more indepth discussion of this issue, see M c K b e , pp. 23 1-234.
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preferentiat margins, was oppose6 by the majority of Commonwealth nations, including

Canada. Coombs thought that this opposition might lead to stalemate with the Americans, but
McKimon suggested that Commonwealth delegates simply negotiate as though the mle did not
exist. This was generally agreed.'19

Canada's stance seems contrary to its traditional position: after dl, in 1944 Canadian offcials had
suggested to US officiais that reductions in non-preferential tariff rates would be the most
expeditious means of reducing preferential rnargins. McKinnon explained Canada's present
position thus: "fiom the time when the possibility of simultaneous negotiation of m.f.n. and
preferential rates had been accepted, the Canadian delegation had no longer felt able to accept the
"automatic" mie"."'2o in 1944, a multilateral across-the-board tariff cut had been in prospect.
Under such a scheme, Canada could be certain that it would get something in r e m for giving up
its preferential status in Commonwealth markets, as al1 tariffs would have been reduced. In 1947,

bilateral bargaining on selected goods was the name of the garne, and there was no guarantee that

Canada would be compensated if its preferred status was whittled away in bilateral negotiations.

The automatic nile in a multilateral across-the-board context meant that al1 tariffs and al1

1 19. NAC, RG 19/S6S/152- 17, Preparatory Cornmittee on Trade and Employment, British
Commonwealth Taiks, TN(P)(BC)(G.S.C.)(47) 2d Meeting, Minutes of General Subjects
Cornmittee Meeting held March 12h, 1947; TN(P)(BC)(G.S.C.)(47) 3" Meeting, Minutes of
General Subjects Comrnittee Meeting held March 12', 1947; TN(P)(BC)(W.P.)(47) 2&Meeting,
Minutes of Working Party Meeting held March 24h, 1947; NAC, RG25/3845,900-L-40/Part 1,
CHCUK to SSEA, No.540, March 25: 1947.

120. NAC, RG 19/565/ 152- 17, PreparatoryCornmittee on Trade and Employment, British
Commonwealth Talks, TN(P)(BC)(G.S.C.)(47) 3" Meeting, Minutes of Generd Subjects
Comrnittee Meeting held M m h 12", 1947. The original minutes read "authonties" for the word
,
in this sarne
"delegation"; this was subsequentlycorrected in a Corrigendum dated March 1 9 ~1947
file.
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preferences would be going down; the automatic rule in a bilateral selective context meant that some
tariffs and some preferences would be going d o m , but there was no guarantee that the particular

mix of reductions would be of any benefit to Canada.

The unresolved issue of the binding of preferential margins was successfully revisited, at least
temporarily. McKinnon argued that the unbinding of preferential margins for the purposes of
negotiations, along with frequent intra-Commonwealth consultations, was essential for
manoeuvrability in negotiations. He stressed that in proposing this he was not renouncing the
Ottawa agreements. Helrnore was pleased that Canada had no more wish to abrogate the
agreements than the UK didI2' and, after m e r discussion, t h e was general agreement to follow
McKimon's approach.I2*

Wi lgress was pleased wit h the Commonwealth discussions, pmc laiming success "in gaining

121. NAC, RG l9/565/ 152-17, Preparatory Committee on Trade and Employment, British
Commonwealth Talks, TN(P)(BC)(G.S.C.)(47) 4h Meeting, Minutes of General Subjects
Committee Meeting held March 13', 1947.

122. See the discussion in NAC, RG19/565/152-17, Preparatory Committee on Trade and
Employrnent, British Commonwealth Talks, TN(P)(BC)(G.S.C.)(47)4' Meeting, Minutes of
General Subjects Committee Meeting held March 13'", 1947 and TN(P)(BC)(G.S.C.)(47) S~
Meeting, Minutes of General Subjects Committee Meeting held March 17", 1947, particularly
Helmore's comments during the March 17' meeting: "dl seemed to be in general agreement on the
best method of negotiating tariff reductions. Meetings would sometirnes be b i - l a t d between the
country granting the preference and the foreign country, sometirnes a third country which enjoyed
the preference would be brought in and sometimes it might be best for oniy the country enjoying
the preference and the foreign country concerned to negotiate. We should not distinguish too
sharply between guaranteed and non-guaranteed margins. The procedure of consdting the interests
of other Commonwealth countries concemed should be applicable to both cases." McKUuion
replied "that it was gratifying to see such general agreement". See also NAC, RG25/3845,900-L
40/Part 1, CHCUK to SSEA, No.540, March 25: 1947, particularly this comment: "Canada made
clear that it intended to negotiate its own tariff in the case of preferences granteci by us to other
Empire countrïes, subject to [full consultation of concemed parties in London and Geneva]."
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acceptance of al1 principal points raised in discussions constituting our generd instructions on
Commonwealth questions". The delegations agreed to continue their consultations regarding
preferences at Geneva; they would also meet to discuss general issues associateci with the draft
Charter three weeks hence. '"

The second session of the Preparatory Cornmittee began on April.'OI

Fint up were the tariff

negotiations, to be followed by discussions on the draft Charter. In his opening speech, Wilgress
noted that the tariff negotiations represented a bold departwe fiom the past, '&thefirst occasion upon
which a multilateral irade agreement has been attempted on this scaie". Delegates would also be
responsible for getting the drafl Charter into shape for the hi11 international conference, where it
would hopefully be approved. The iTO project had to be realized, for the ITO was "the keystone

-

of the arch of international economic co-operation without which the two bases the International

-

Monetary Fund and the international Bank for Reconstruction and Developrnent would be left
incomplete and unable to fiIfil1 effectively the functions for which they were e~tablished".'~~

Canada's tariff negotiations were largely trouble-free. Canadian officiais were pleased by the initial
offen from France, which promised "a substantial change in our previously very unsatisfactory
relations". More important were the initial offers Eom the US, which were judged an acceptable

123. NAC, RG I9/565/152-17, CTDG to SSEA,No. 1O, April 15h, 1947.

"Address Delivered on April 11, 1947, by the Head of the
124. NAC, RGIg/S65/IS2-l7,
Canadian Delegation at the ûpening Meeting of the Second Session of the Preparatory Cornmittee
of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment".

place to ~ t a r t No
. ~ unresolvable issues arose during any of Canada's negotiations, and by the end
of the conference, it had reached agreementswith the Benelux nations, Brazil, Ceylon, Chile, China,

Cuba,Czechoslovakia, France, India, Nonvay, South Africa, Syria-Lebanon, the United Kingdom,
and the United tat tes.'^^

Not ail of the negotiations ran as smoothly. In two sets of taks difficulties arose with ominous
implications for Canada and the ITO project as a whole. Early in the conference, as the delegations
began to swap offers of concessions, it was discovered that the Americans had not offered Australia

a reduction in their wool tari& The Australians had expected a reduction and regarded it as a sine
qua non of a deal with the Arnericans: without it, they might have to pack up and go home.'27 The

interconnectednessof the irnperial preference system meant that what was bad for Austnilia was bad
for Canada: Coombs, though detennined to see if in time things could be worked out with the
Arnericans, told his Commonwealth colleagues "that Australian concurrence in any reduction of
settled margins bound in his [sic] favour must be held back in negotiations with United States until
difficulty over wool is settled. Australia's right to refuse to give up margins in Canada and United
Kingdom will be one of the chief weapons in argument with United ta tes."'*^

125. NAC, RG19i36 101ITO-26, CTDG to SSEA,No.38, April28", 1947. US officialswere
less impressed with the initial Canadian offers: see Zeiler, p. 93; McKenzie, p. 248.
126. NAC, RG2A 1 l/U-40-3Nolume Z1947 (October-December)-1948,SSEA to CTDG,
No.235, October 27", 1947. See Michael Hart, Editor, Also Present at the Creation:Dana Wilgress
and the UnitedNotions Conferenceon T ' eand Employment at Havana (Onawa: Centre for Trade
Policy and Law, 1995), pp. 40-41 for a usehil summary of the effects of Canada's trade deals.
127. McKenzie, pp. 248-249; Zeiler, pp. 92,98. For the importance of a US concession on
wool to Australia, see also McKenzie, pp. 73, 214, 251,258,262; Zeiler, pp. 94-95.

128. NAC, RG19/3610/ITO-26, O G to SSEA, No.38, Apri128: 1947. The Canadians
and the British agreed not to negotiate reductions in preferential margins that favoured Australia

The situation went nom bad to worse when Congress threateneci action that wodd place M e r
obstacles in the way of wool irnports into the United States.'" Hume Wrong, who had replaced
Pearson as Ambassador to the US, opined that the proposed Congressional initiative could "stulti&
the tariff negotiations at Geneva. It would mean that Austraiia would refuse to negotiate, and this
in tum would be likely to make the United Kingdom do likewise. Furthemore, it would be
regarded as convincing proof that the United States could not practice what its delegation
prea~hes.""~Eventually, the Americans and Australians worked out a deal."'

Canada could do

little to resolve this di~pute"~,
which is of interest in illustrating, once again, the extent to which the
hilfilment of Canada's interests depended upon forces over which it had no control.

A serious dispute that erupted between the United States and the United Kingdom during the £inal

months of the conference provides an even more striking illustration. Towards the end of August,

with the Arnericans for the time being. McKenzie, p. 252.
129. See, for exarnple, McKenzie, p. 250.

130. NAC,RG25/3845/900-L-40/Paa 1, CAUS to SSEA,WA-138 1, May 2"$1947. On
the importance of this episode to the success of the Geneva negotiations, see also Zeiler, pp. 94,9798; McKenzie, pp. 249-25 1,255-257.
13 1. NAC, RG2/11 IN-40-3Nolume 2/1947 (October-Deceniber)-1948,CTDG to SSEA,
No.282, October 9', 1947.
132. Wilgress did tell Clayton that the US codd expect greater action h m Canada by way
of preference reductions once the wool problem was settled; he also made it clear that Australia

would likely not be able to keep negotiating in the absence of concessions on wool and emphasized
that the issue was politically important to the Australians. See NARA, (unlaiown source; likely a
State Department document), Memorandum of Conversationheld ~ a y 9 &1947.
,
For the Canadian
account of the talk (which does not inchde as fil1 a record of the discussion of the wool issue), see
NAC, RG2/11 lN-40-3NoIume 21947 (January-June), CTDG to SSEA, No.60, May 10', 1947.
Zeiler contends that Canadian and British support for the idea that if the negotiations failed because
of the wool dispute it would be the US'S fault, "the Americans knew they had to remedy the
situation". See Zeiler, p, 100.

Clayton travelled to London to protest the lack of progress in the eradication of preferences to the
President of the Board of Trade, Sir Stafford ~ripps."' This was not the fint indication of
Amencan displeasure with the proffered modifications of the preferential system. On May 9",
Clayton, stressing the importance of the issue to the US, had expressed his dissatisfaction to
Wilgress and ~ c K i m o n ' " ;he made much the same point to UK,New Zealand, and South AFrican

of fi ci al^."^ Then, in July, the United Kingdom was beset by a currency crisis. Under the ternis of
its loan agreement with the US, the UK governrnent had made sterling convertible on July 15:

but

a ferocious run on the pound meant that sterling convertibility could not last long. in the
circumstances, it would be virtually impossible for th5 UK to agree to the non-discriminatory
provisions of the draft Charter,some ofwhich wculd mter into provisional effect before the Charter
was approved by the full international conference. The Americans were prepared to offer the British

a way out, but expected "greater satisfaction than they have [had] to date in reduction [of]
preferences", Wilcox told Wilgress on August 3?IJ6

On August 2O", during his meeting with Cripps, Clayton pmposed to submit a new list of US

133. NAC, RG19/3610ATO-26, L. D. Wilgress to SSEA, G/9, August 26&,1947.
134. NAC, RG2/11 l/U-40-3Nolume W1947 (January-June), CTDG to SSEA,No.60, May

IO", 1947.
135. NAC, RGUl1 IN-40-3Nolume VI947 (January-June), CTDG to SSEA,No.60, May
10h,1947 and CTDG to SSEA, No.65, May 13", 1947.

136. NAC, RGl9/3989/T-2-9-2 1-(ITO), CTDG to SSEA, NO.173, Aupst 4', 1947.
According to McKenzie, US officials âid not feel that they could pressure UK officials on
preferences untiI the wool dispute had been resolved. In mid-July, with the wool issue out of the
way, the Amencans rehimed to the charge, even more determineci to get the UK to move on
preferences due to theu dissatisfaction with the British attitude during the wool dispute: see
McKenzie, p. 264,266.

preferences desiderata to the UK,but the latter's initial reaction was far h m en~ouraging.'~
AAer
consideration in London and within the Commonwealth, the UK made a counter-~ffer.."~
Shortly
thereafier, Wilcox, as Acting Head of the US Delegation, met with Comm~nwealthrepresentatives
and delivered a stinging statement condemning the inadequacy of the UK counter-offer.'" The US

would make the UK another offer, Wilcox said, one that would involve the gradua1 elimination of
certain preferences. However, he continued, "[il fwe cannot approach the elirnination of preferences
even on this basis, it is seriously to be questioned whether it is intended that we should even
approach it." Failure would mean disaster, as the alternatives to Anglo-Arnerican agreement were
grim. For exarnple, a narrower US-UK agreement, as had been suggested by Cripps, would only
h m the UK, as well as the ITO project as a whole. It would also diminish the chances for RTAA

renewal and Congressional approval of the massive aid program for European (including British)
reconstruction proposed by Secretary of State George Marshall in June 1946. Suspending AngloAmencan negotiations could also adversely affect the ITO proposa1 and the Marshall Plan. 'The

one remaining obstacle to the success of the Geneva meeting is the British position on preferences.

137. NAC, RGI 91361WTû-26, L. D.Wilgress toSSEA, (319,August 26', 1947. Wilgress
incorrectly reported the meeting as having taken place on August 2 lSt;McKenzie and Zeiler note
that it was the 20'. See McKenzie, pp. 272, Zeiler, p. 218 (endnote 8).
138. NAC, RG25/3845/9
100-L-2-40Part 1, CTDG to SSEA, No.223, September 3*, 1947;
Zeiler, pp. 1 10-1 1 1. Zeiler notes that Wilgress "pleaded with the British to concede". See Zeiler,
p. 109.

139. Wilcox argued that the proposed US tariff cuts were far more significant than the
proposed Commonwealthpreferencecuts: "our proposed action would establish the lowest average
Ievel of protection the United States has had in 40 years. We cd1 that action substantial. On the
other side, it is only in the geological sense of the word that the action so far proposed can be said
to be dirated toward the elhination of prefcrence." See NAC, RG 19/361Omo-26,"Statement
Made by Mr. Clair Wilcox to Representatives of the British Commonwealth on September 15,
1947".

This is mie not only for the US but for other countrïes as W ~ I I ~Wilcox
* , ~ conchded,
The issue upon which al1 our hopes for eventual return to multiIateraiism and nondiscrimination may stand or fa11 is the issue of preferences. This is why we have decided
to make another appeal to the governrnent of the United Kingdom. This is why we are
prepared to do everything in our power to make it easier for you to carry out your part of the
program to which we both have pledged ounelves repeatedly during and since the war. But
the final decision on the success of failure of this program rests with you.''"
As Wilgress later noted, Wilcox's words were directed almost entirely at the UK;nevertheless, they

had serious implications for Canada. Particularly troublesome was WiIcox's statement that some
preferential margins might have to be eliminated through increases in preferential tariff rates; up to
that point, Commonwealth delegations had rejected this appr~ach."~This was a problem that the
Canadians would presurnably have preferred to have, because at least it would mean that the US and
üK had corne to ternis; the alternative. a breakdown in Anglo-American negotiations, was infinitely

worse. As St. Laurent told the Cabinet two weeks later, when the situation had worsened

140. On September 24", Wilgress reported that "[al11 other negotiations, except between
United Kingdom and United States, are in sight of completion in early October but Our own
negotiations with United States, France and BENELUX are contingent upon sarly completion of
negotiations between United Kingdom and United States. Consequently, it is the fundamentai
question of preferences that is holding up temination of tariff negotiations and makes it impossible
to indicate now the date of signature of final Act. This is becoming a very acute question here and
1, as Chaiman, have greeatest difficulty in holding the wholetariffnegotiatiomtogethe."
Noting the desirability of signing the final Act by October 2znd,Wilgress said, "[h]owever,
everything depends upon course of the negotiations now being conducted at highest level between
United Kingdom and United States". See NAC, RGZll 1lN-40-3Nolume U1947 (JulySeptember), CTDG to SSEA, No.255, September ~ 4 1947.
~ ,
141. NAC, RGl9/36 1Omo-26,"Statement Made by Mr. Clair Wilcox to Representatives
of the British Commonwealth on September 15, 1947".
142. NAC, RG2A 1 IN-40-3Nolume 2/1947 (July-September), CTDG to SSEA, No.244,
September 16", 1947; see also NAC, RG19/3610/ITO-26, 'Statement Made by M.. Clair Wilcox
to Representatives of the British Commonwealth on September 15,1947". Wilgress noted another
problem: "Moreover, in the case of most items in which we have a protective interest, negotiated
most-favoured nation rates are at a level at which the only method of progressive elimination of
preferences would be by increasing preferential rates."

considerably:
if the United Kingdom and the United States failed to reach agreement, there would be
nothing of substance left for Canada in the tariff agreements negotiated at Geneva. The
efforts to establish a multilaterai system which Canada had supported strongly nom the
outset would have failed. In this event, urgent consideration would have to be given to the
negotiation of more extensive bilateral arrangements with the United States. A carefùl
assessrnent would have to be made of the comparative advantages to Canada of such new
arrangements with the United States as an alternative to the maintenance and development
of the Commonwealth preferential system.

To which King added. "From the Canadian point of view the decisions to be taken in the event of
the collapse of the Geneva discussions would be of the utrnost consequence."'"

Canadian officials at Geneva seem to have warned the British before Wilcox's statement that the
Americans might consider breaking off talks if they did not receive satisfaction on preferences.'"
AAer Wilcox's statement, Canadian officials in Ottawa decided that a top level approach was

needed.'" On September 24", King sent Attlee a message1":

143. NAC, RG2/ASa/T2365/2640,
Cabinet Conclusions of Meeting held September 3d,
1947(Meeting Number 41 1).

144.Wilgress reported that ro Helmore "this development is serious because in spite ofour
advice he had been inclined to believe that the United States would not press the matter to point of
theatmhg to break negotiations". See NAC, RG2A 11RI-40-3NolumeZ1947 (July-September),
CTDG to SSEA, No.244,September 16", 1947. In late August Wilcox had revealed that the US
was "considering breaking off negotiations with the United Kingdom if the response to the request
they intended to submit for elimination of preferences was unfavourable". See NAC,
RGlW36l Omo-26, L. D.Wilgress to SSEA,G-1 1, September 23d, 1947.
145.Officials had met to discw a response to a message h m Attlee on the binding of
preferential margins (discussed below) and concluded 'mat the Prime Minister might accompany
this reply with a second message referring to the present crisis at Geneva and urging Mr. Attlee to
do every thing possible to meet the United States' proposal': See NAC, RG25/5798/266(s),SSEA
to the Canadian Consul General in New York City, No.935, September 23d, 1947.
146. The message was approved by St. Laurent (and, of coune, King). See NAC,
MG26/JI/C-11036/422,
A.D.P.H. to the Prime Minister, September ~ 4 1947.
~ , St. Laurent had
taken over nom King as Secretary of State for Extemal AffairS in September 1946.

In the light of the present critical situation of the International Trade Organization taks in
Geneva 1 feel that it cannot be out of place to assure you that the Canadian Governrnent
shares with you a deep concem that the plan for an International Trade Organization, which
promises so much for the future well-being of mankind, should not fail for any avoidable
reason. In particular, 1 sincerely hope that the United Kingdom Government may find it
possible to reach agreement in the present tariff negotiations with the United States, since
failure in this respect would not only imperil the fuhire of the International Trade
Organization itself, but in addition might well have the gravest consequences for the entire
programme of U.S.assistance in the reconstmction of Europe.

... It is the profound wish and hope of my colleagues and myself that the Geneva talks may
be brought to a happy and mutually beneficial conc1usion."'
Two days later Attlee replied that his government also hoped for and appreciated the importance
of a happy conclusion, but could not accept the United States' offer, particularly when the WK had
already made sufficient concessions. While he "recognise[d] the force of your apprehensions", his
govemrnent had "only taken this step after profound deliberation and because we are satisfied that
we have no real alternative".'" The step to which Attlee referred was, as Wilgress Iater termed it,

the "blunt rejection of latest United States proposal". Shortly thereafter, however, the British

moderated their position and agreed to keep taiking. A discussion with the US Arnbassador had
helped to moderate their position'49;according to Hugh Dalton, King's message to Attlee, and a
discussion between Deutsch and Sir Alexander Clutterbuck, the UK High Commissionerin Canada,
had also helped. ''O

147. NAC, MG26/J 1IC-11O36/4ZZ, "Message from Mr. Mackenzie King to Mr. Attlee dated

24" September, 1947" (one page).

148. NAC, MG26/Jl/C-11 O36/422, "Message for Mr. Mackenzie King fiom Mr. Attlee
dated 26' September, 1947".
149. NAC, RG2/11 IN-40-3/1947 (July-Septernber), CTDG to SSEA,N0.26 1, September
27', 1947; Zeiler, p. 1 16.

150. NAC, RG211 IN-40-3Nolume 2/1947 (July-September), CTDG to SSEA, No.262,
September 27", 1947. These episodes are not covered in Dalton's published diaries: Ben Pimlott,

h &meva, Wilgress had used his positiorr as Chaimrarr of the Tariff Negotiations Steenng
Cornmittee to suggest a way out of the crisis to the US delegation.lsl Now he joined with Brown,
Acting Head of the US delegation, and Coombs to consider possible solutions that might be sent
to Clayton, who was on his way back to the US for consultations with ~ a r s h a l l . ~He
~ ' also
proposed that Canada tell the US of its "concem at possible breakdown of al1 that has been achieved

at Gene~a".'~~

Ottawa doubted the wisdom of a high level approachIs: deciding instead to discuss the matter
informally with the Arnericans. Is5 Pearson and Wrong made appointrnents with Hickerson and
Editor, The Political Diary ofHugh Dalton, 1918-1940. I ! W - ! M O (London: Jonathan Cape Ltd,
1986).
151. NAC, RGUl1 ZN-40-3Nolume a1947 (July-September),CTDG to SSEA, No.260,
September 26h, 1947. See, in that sarne file, Head of the CTDG to SSEA, October Th, 1947 for
another attempt by Wilgress to find a way out of the UK-US impasse.
152.NAC, RG2/111/U-40-3/1947 (July-September),CTDG to SSEA, No.261, September
27", 1947; Zeiler, pp. 116- 117.
153. NAC,RG2/111/U-40-3Nolume 211947 (July-September), CTDG to SSEA, No.262,
September 27&, 1947. Zeiler notes that Robertson thought that "America should turn down the
heat". See Zeiler, p. 1 14.
154. Herbert Moran, of the Econornic Division of Extemal Mairs, and Towers felt that the
approach to the LTK had been appmpnate, since Canada was a Commonwealth nation, but feared
that a similar approach to the US "might be interpreted as lobbying on behaif of the United
Kingdom and could result in a stiffening of the U.S. attitude". See NAC, RGUI 1 IN-40-3Nolume
U 1947 (July-September), Moran to Heeney, September.'92 1947. Arnold Heeney, the Clerk of
the Privy Council, also had his doubts, as did Pearson and St. Laurent. See NAC, RG2/105/T-50INolume 1, A.D.P.H.to Dr. Clark, September 2gm, 1947 NAC, RG25/5798/266(s),SSEA to
Canadian Delegation to United Nations Assembly, d o Canadian Consulate General in New York
City, No. 1000, September:03 1947.
155. It was initially decided to instmct Robertson, aboard the same ship to North Amerka
as Clayton, to "do what he can to soften Clayton's mood" in advance of the latter's interview with
Marshall. See NAC, RGZI 11N-40-3Noiume 21947 (July-September), s u t e ofMeethg with
Rt. Hon. Mr. St. Laurent on Crisis in United Kingdom-United States Negotiations at Geneva",

CIayton.'* A fùrther appmach to the UK was considered, incfudiig hinting "that Canada may have
to obtain release hom the obligations in the 1937 United Kingdom Trade Agreement if the Geneva

negotiations fail".

St. Laurent reserved judgrnent on this ides.'" However, he did ask the

Department o f Finance to prepare a study on Canada's options if the Anglo-Amencan talks broke
dom, with particular reference to the termination of the 1937 UK-Canadian agreement."*

September 30', 1947. It is not clear whether this plan waç carried out: the next day Moran
fonvarded to Heeney 'a copy of my secret telegram to [Pearson] setting out the agreement which
had been reached at our meeting in Mr. St. Laurent's office but which was Iater amended as a result
of Mr. Pearson's telephone cal1 last night". See NAC, RGUl 1l/U-40-3Nolurne 21947 (OctoberDecember)- 1948, H.O. Moran to A. D. P. Heeney, October lSt,1947. The telegrarn to which Moran
referred is presumably SSEA to Canadian Delegation to United Nations Assembly, c/o Canadian
Consulate General in New York City, No. 1000, September 3oh, 1947 in NAC, RG25/5798/266(s),
which instructed Pearson along the lines approved by St. Laurent. Even ifRobertson was instnicted
to approach Clayton, a warning that such an effort would be futile discouraged him h m doing so.
See McKenzie, p. 284.
156. NAC, RG25/5798/266(s), CAUS to SSEA, WA-3 113, October 2", 1947; NAC,
RG2/111/U-40-3Nolume î/ 1947(October-December). 1948, CAUS to SSEA, WA-3 133,October
3", 1947; NAC, RG 19/3438/untitled file, CAUS to SSEA, WA-3 155, October 6h, 1947. According
to the October 2"1 telegram, Hickenon told Wrong that a Canadian approach to the State
Department similar to the one made to the UK "would be helpful".
157. NAC, RG2Ill lKJ-40-3Nolume a1947 (July-September), "Minute of Meeting with
Rt. Hon. Mr. St. Laurent on Crisis in United Kingdom-United States Negotiations at Geneva",
September 30", 1947. A later telegram suggested that Canada rnight hint that it might 'bave to
obtain release fiom the obligations of the 1937 United Kingdom Trade Agreement and seek in a
bilateral agreement the concessions we would have acquired had the Geneva discussions been
finalized". According to the same telegram, Clark thought it likely that the British assumed "that
they could carry Canada with them regardless of their ultimate decision in respect of the latest
United States proposal and he suggested therefore that we might inform them at this tirne of our
exact position. Mr. St. Laurent decided we should await clearer evidence of th& views in this
regard and that we should not now go beyond" informal discussionswith the Americans. See NAC,
RG25/5798/266(s), SSEA to CAUS, EX-2562,October 2", 1947.
158. St. Laurent dacribed the study in the g e n d t m s of the h t part of the sentence: see
NAC, RG2/ASfl2365/2640, Cabinet Conclusions O fMeeting held ~eptember
3oh, 1947 (Meeting
Number 41 1). However, the minute of his meeting with officials said that he asked for a report on
the possible consequencesof the termination of the 1937UK-Canadian trade agreement. See NAC,
RG2A 11Ri-40-3Nolurne 2/1947 (July-September), "Minute of Meeting with Rt. Hon. Mr.St.
Laurent on Crisis in United Kingdom-United States Negotiations at Geneva", ~eptember
30*, 1947.
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In mid-October, the United States and United Kingdom finaITy reached an agreement.r* The
importance of Anglo-Amencan agreement to Canada was made manifest when the Canadian
governrnent agreed to raise the preferential tariff rates it accorded the UK on tin plate and made-up
Cotton goods in order to satisw a US request for the elimination of the preferential margins on these
two iterns.la It even agreed to the elimination of the preferential treatment of its apples.16' General
principles and special interests could not be allowed to stand in the way of Anglo-Amencan
agreement, one of Canada's most hdamental interests.

The Canadians were far less willing to compromise when it came to the binding of preferences. On
August 26th,Attlee sent a message to King. The Canadian dslegation at Geneva had proposed to
the UK delegation an exchange of notes that would, among other things, absolve both nations of the
obligation to guarantee one another fixed preferential margins. Attlee did not think the time ripe
for such an action. "The Commonwealth preferential systern is now under attack fkom a number
of foreign countries," he wrote,

For Wilgress's assessrnent of the e ffects of its temination, see NAC, RG 19/36 1Omo-26,CTDG
to SSEA, No.269,Qctober 2"? 1947.
159. NAC, RG2A 11N-40-3Nolume U1947 (October-December)- 1948, CTDG to SSEA,
No.295, October 16", 1947.
160. NAC, RG2/11 IN-40-3Nolu.e U1947 (October-Decernber)-1948,CTDG to SSEA,
No.273, October 4", 1947. Officiais in Onawa did not give up without a fight, proposhg an
alternative to solution to Wilgress on October 6h; Wilgress replied the next day that the only
solution was to raise the preferential rates. See NAC, RG2/111N-40-3Nolume 211947 (OctoberDecember)- 1948, SSEA to CTDG,No.206, October 6". 1947and CTDG to SSEA,No.279, October
,'7 1947. Nevertheless, officiais still sought to do what was required "in a manner which involves
the l e s t possible abrogation of our general principle against raising of preferential rates". See
NAC, RG25/5798/266(s), SSEA to CTDG, No.209, October gh, 1947.

We recognize and appreciate Canada's desire to continue to accord prekentid entry to

United Kingdom goods but I fear that an agreement such as that suggested would be
interpreted as the fint step in a disintegration of the system and would inevitably be
exploited abroad as evidence that the attack on preferences had achieved some success and
that a precedent had been set. This would mean weakening the bargaining position of
Commonwealth countries in any hture negotiations and might well in fact lead to a
considerable loss to us alI.
Instead of unbinding the margins, could they not simply agree to "an understanding between
Commonwealth countries to give sympathetic consideration to representations fiom other
Commonwealth countries for a mutuaily satisfactory adjustment", and consider the Canadian
proposa1 later?'" King refused. The exchange of notes would not endanger the Commonwealth,
but would be of great benefit to both the United Kingdom and Canada. It would elirninate
dificulties arising From their mutual obligations under the 1937 trade agreement and do so without
impainng future preferential access to each other's markets. "Since we are convinced that our
common interest would be fully protected," King concluded, "1 hope that your Govemment will give
favourable consideration to the proposal ."'"

The United Kingdom agreed, and cirafting proceeded.lM Then, on October 191h,The New York
Times published a story on the proposed exchange of notes, as well as a proposed exchange between

Canada and South Anica, that made it seem as though impena1p r e h c e s were h danger ofbeing

162. NAC, RG2/ 1 11N-40-3Nolurne U1947 (July-Septernber), Mr. Attlee to Mr. King,
August ,
'
6
2 1947. Attlee's message appean to have been the first that officiais in Ottawa had heard

of the proposed exchange of notes. The next day, they cabled Wilgress for a copy of the note and
his comments. Wilgress responded that he was simply canyingout the delegation's instructions on
preferences so as to benefit both Canada and the UK. See NAC, RG25/3845/9LOO-L-2-4ORart 1,
SSEA to CTDG, No.162, August 27"' 1947 and C'l'DG to SSEA, No.218, August 30h, 1947.
163.NAC, MG26/J 1/C- 11O36/422, 'Message nom Mr. Mackenzie King to Mr. Attiee dated
24* September, 1947" (three pages).
164. McKenzie, pp. 294-295.
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dismantled. The British had womed that the exchange might create this impression and they did
not want to be associated with it.'"

They baulked. H e h o r e suggested that Canada and the LJK

"exchange notes refemng to proposed exchange of notes and stating that latter would be signed
when Canada had taken steps to secure release from margins of preference bound in favour of

Australia and South AfncaTT.Wilgress counselled Ottawa to reject this proposal. When it did so,
it should allude to the dire consequences of a breakdown in Canada-UK negotiations, such as the
withdrawal of concessions to the UK or the abrogation of the 1937 agreement, and express its hope
that the LJK would agree to the exchange of notes on the understanding that Canada would seek to
reach a similar arrangement with Australia or, in the absence of agreement, renounce its trade
agreement with the latter.'" Robertson and McKinnon spoke to Clutterbuck dong these lines, and
Clutterbuck relayed the message to the UK povemmenti6'; eventually, the UK agreed to the
exchange.

'''

Canadian officiais cried to find the right balance between flexibility and firmness during the tariff
negotiations and Iargely succeeded. Their flexibility and willingness to compromise contributed
to the achievement of Anglo-Amencan agreement and the continuance of the ITO project; their

22',

165. McKenzie, pp. 292-300; NAC, RG25/5798/266(s), CTDG to SSEA, No.303, October
1947.

166.NAC, RGl9/36 101ITO-26, CTDG to SSEA,No.309,0ctober 23', 1947. Helmore had
previously asked Wilgress to 'Viink over how it would be possible for them to explain to their
Ministen why we were not taking similar steps with regard to Australia". See NAC,RG2I 11I N 40-3Nolurne 2/1947 (October-December)-1948, CTDG to SSEA, No.306, October 22"6, 1947.

167. McKenzie, pp. 297-298; NAC, RG25/5798/266(s), "'Note for File", by H. O. Moran,
November 1O", 1947.
168. NAC, RG2U 11/U-40-3NoIume 2,1947 (October-December)-1948, SSEA to CTDG,
No.242, October 2gh, 1947 and CTDG to SSEA, No.334, October 29", 1947.

firmness secured British agreement to the unbhding of preferentid margins. A simiiar baIancing

act would be required during the Charter discussions, with the Canadians faced with balancing
Canada's long term goals against short term realities.

On May 16", the Preparatory Cornmittee began its talks on the Charter. Ih9 There had already been
signs of trouble: the prior Commonwealth discussions, Wilgress reported, had huned into "a
sounding board for [Walter] Nash [the Minister of Finance, Customs] of New Zealand, who is
detennined to have the right to continuing al1 that he is doing now". Nash had sponsored a proposa1
that seemed likely to make it easier for countries to circumvent their ITO obligations; Wilgress had
not been inclined to support itl'O, and neither was ~ttawa."' Nor would they support a subsequent
British effort to appease New Zealand in this regard, despite British pressure and wamings that if
nothing were done, New Zealand might rehise to join the ITO, with dire consequences for relations
within the Commonwealth.ln

The Canadian opposition to New Zealand's position reflected its larger concem that the Charter

169. Zeiler, p. 127.
170. NAC, RG2/l 11RT-40-3Nolume M g 4 7 (January-June), CTDG to SSEA, No.71, May
2om, 1947. See McKenzie, pp. 83-86, 2 14-215, on Walter Nash and on New Zealand's use of
quotas.
171. NAC, RG2/11 l/U-40-3Nolume Y1947 (January-June), LBP to the Secretary of State
for External Affairs, May 235 1947;NAC, RGZ/Ma/T2365/2640, Cabinet Conclusions ofMeethg
held May 28', 1947 (Meeting Nurnber 382); NAC, RG 25/3846/9100-M-2-40, SSEA to CTDG,
N0.68, ;une 3", 1947.
172. NAC, RGl9/565/152-17, CTDG to SSEA, No.109, June 17&,1947; NAC, RGY1 1I N 40-3NoIume 2/1947 (January-June), Lester Pearson to the Secretary of State for External Anain,
June 2 0 t 1947 and SSEA to CTDG,No.89, June 21*, 1947.

might be divested of a11 vaIue were too many special exemptions to its terms permitted, a concem
already evident at the London discussions. The Canadians favoured the inclusion of carefilly
worded escape clauses, but feared the inclusion of too many such clauses: the trick was finding the
right balance. Wilgress remarked on the difficulty of achieving this balance at the beginning of the

conference. Stressing the need '70 maintain the consistent purpose throughout [the] wide and
compiex field of internationalcollaboration", he asserted that "[wlhile we should, as far as possible,
seek to accommodate the diffenng situations and the legitirnate aspirations and needs of the various
nations of the world, we must not, on the other hand, resort to expedients and indulge in
incompatibilities which would destroy our generai objective*, .t73

Wilgress's counsel went unheeded; the requests for specid exemptions came fast and Mous. On
June 9", the Acting Head of the Belgian delegation made a speech, "designed to counteract the
tendency of diluting the Charter", that touched off an important debate. According to Wilgress, "It
is generally agreed that this statement ...will help to clear the air and to bring the Conference back
to a realization of the general objectives which have become vitiated by the emphasis placed on
protection of special privileges and interests."'" Wilgress did his part to ensure that the opportunity
was not wasted'", making a strong speech in support of the Belgian position. The draft Charter

173.NAC,RG l9/565/ 152- 17,"Address Delivered on Apnl 11, 1947, by the Head of the
Canadian Delegation at the Opening Meeting of the Second Session of the heparatory Cornmittee
of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment".

174.NAC,RG2/ 111RI-40-3Nolume 211947 (January-June), CTDG to SSEA,No.99, June
1lm, 1947.
175. St. Laurent approved Wilgms's stance. See NAC, RG25/3845/900-L-40P art 1,
"Memorandum for Secretary of State for Extemal Anairs", by LBP, June 16". 1947 (see
handwritten note at bottom of rnemo: '4 agree St.L.") and NAC, RG2/111RI-40-3Nolume 2/ 1 947
(January-June),SSEA to CTDG,No.85, June lgm, 1947.
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produced at London had represented a satisfactory balance between generd rules and speciaI
exceptions; at Geneva, they had moved too far in the latter direction. Little had been done to
combat agricultural protectionism; requests for exceptions to the prohibition of quotas abounded;
there were too many escape clauses in the rules governing the use of subsidies; too much reliance
had been put on protectionism as a means of industrial development. The slowness of some of the
taiff negotiations was troubling, as was the increasing tendency to set aside difficult issues for later

ITO decision. "Every country represented here has particular problems and dificulties," Wilgress
urged, "Our purposes can be achieved only if there is a disposition toward mutual sacrifice and
accommodation. We sincerely hope that we can regain and maintain that spirit of compromise
which at earlier stages ofour work held out the promise of a successful outcome, an outcome which
al1 of us could conscientiously recommend to our govemment~.""~

Wilgress was satisfied that the debate had a positive effect. On the whole, he thought, it
"reinforce[d] the position of those who would adhere to the London and New York texts except in
cases of unanimous agreement to depart from them".In He may have been too optimistic: a debate
a few weeks later over the use of quotas did not lead, as Wilgress had expected, to acceptance of
the notion "that any further derogation of obligations in ciraft Charter should only be subject to prior

176. NAC, RG2/11 lRT-40-3Nolume 211947 (January-June), United Nations Social and
Economic Council [sic], Second Session of the Preparatory Cornmittee of the United Nations
Coderence on Trade and Employrnent, E/PC/T/EC/PV.2/17, Verbatim Report of the Seventeenth
,
Meeting in Executive Sessions held June 1 9 ~1947.

177.NAC,RG2111 l/W-40-3Nolume 2/1947 (January-June), CTDG to SSEA, G.3, June
19', 1947. In that same file, see also Wilgress's report on the debate, which seems slightly less
optimistic regarding the outcome: CTDG to SSEA, No. 113, June 19', 1947.
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"

approval of ûrganization". ' h s fead, for Ear üiat a de%te decision would result in the resignation
ofsome ofthe less developed nations nom the Preparatory Committee, requests for exceptions nom
the prohibition on quotas would continue to be handled on an ad hoc basis.'"

Nevertheless,

Wilgress, in his remarks on the final draA of the Charter, proclaimed that the danger of excess in
the way of escape clauses had been skirted, with a finely balanced compromise the re~ult.~*O

n i e Canadians were not always on the side o f the angels when it came to exemptions and special
provisions. Margarine is a case in point. At both London and Geneva, Canadian delegates
unsuccessfully attempted to secure Charter pemission to prohibit imports of goods not
manufactured in the importing country, a provision specifically designed to allow Canada to
maintain its import ban on margarine.181Another exarnple is trucking in bond, long a sore spot in
Canada-US relations. The dispute came down to whether Amencan trucks transporthg goods for

sale could travel unimpeded across Canadian temtory en route to and fiom points in the United
States. The Canadians seem to have made Iittle headway on this issue at the London talks. They
had more success in the Drafiing Committee, which produced two versions of the relevant Charter

178.NAC, RG2/111/U-40-3NoIume 211947 (My-September), CTDG to SSEA, No. 130,
July sh, 1947.
179. NAC, RG2/111lU-40-3Nolume 2/1947 (Juiy-September), CTDG to SSEA, No.136,
July 8Lh,1947.
180. NAC, RG2/ 111N-40-3 Nolume î/ 1947 (My-September), Second Session of the
Preparatory Cornmittee of the United Nations Confemce on Trade and Employment,
E/PCfl/PV.2/5, Verbatim Report of the Fif€hMeeting held August 22"$1947.
18 1. NAC, RGZ6 1/C-10- 13-Ml1947- 1949, Cabinet Cornmittee on Extemai Trade Policy,

Minutes of Meeting held January 23d, 1947 and Minutes of Meeting held September 10m,1947;
NAC, RGZl1 lm-40-3Noiume 2i 1947 (January-June), CTDG to SSEA, No.80, May 23d, 1947.
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article, one that would force Canada to accept trucking in bond and one that would not. te The
Canadian delegates to Geneva were hstructed to press for an article that would enable the
governrnent to maintain its restrictions on trucking in bond. Delegates should accept provision for
trucking in bond only if they had no other choice. leaving it to the government to decide if it could
accept it within the context of the entire Charter."'

In the end, the Canadians failed to gain

acceptance of their position, and were forced to accept an article that would compel the governrnent
to allow trucking in bond?

Much more significant were the Canadian attempts to secure the right to impose discriminatory
quotas, at l e s t in the short tem. The United Kingdom was not the only country undergoing a
currency crisis during the Geneva negotiations: Canada's US dollar reserves were dso rapidly
draining away. Sufice it to say that the reasons for the drain arose corn the uncertain circumstances
of Stage IIi rather than any fundamental weakness in the Canadian economy. It was a short-term
problem that required a short-term solution, rnost likely restrictions against imports boom the US.
But discrimination was against the niles of the proposed Charter. Therefore, Canada sought changes
to the Charter that would enable it to discriminate during the postwar transitional p e r i ~ d . ~ ~ '

182. NAC, RG2/ 111/CI-40-3Nolurne 2/ 1947 (January-June), Wilgress to St. Laurent,
February V"',
1947.
183. NAC, RG2/6 1/C-10-l3-M/l947- 1949, Cabinet Cornmittee on Extemal Trade Policy,
Minutes of Meeting held February 25', 1947.

184. NAC, RGZ11 l/U-40-3Nolurne u1947 (January-June), CTDG to SSEA, No.80, May
23d, 1947; NARA, RGS9/2820/642.1125 1/8-547; NAC,RG2/6 1/C- 1O- 13-M/ 1947- 1949, Cabinet
Cornmittee on Extemal Trade Policy, Minutes of Meeting held September loh, 1947.

185. See, for example, BoC, LR76-78- 12, L. Rasmhsky to L. Dana Wilgress,January 30h,
1947; NAC, RG25/3846/9100-M-3-40, CTDG to SSEA, No.70, May 19', 1947 and CTDG to
SSEA, No. 171, August 4&, 1947.

OEcials in Ottawa recognized that this represented a break with past policy:
Consideration of our own prospective situation and that of U.K. and European countries has
led us to general conclusion that we must favour now some substantial provision for
discrimination in a transitional period that will last longer than we had hoped in earlier
discussions here. We are conscious that our attitude may appear to have been aimost
revened in past year or two on this question. in fact, we continue to believe that use of
import restrictions and in particular use of discrimination are contrary to geneal welfare in
normal times and contrary to our Canadian interest but we feel now that, unless
extraordinary developments occur, transition period will be so difficult and so long that
nearly a11 must restrict and discriminate in some measure. If by 1952 outlook is still such
as to indicate continued open discrimination on wide-scale is necessary, we think reexamination of whole issue and charter will be needed ... Ig6
Discrimination is a two-edged sword. The Canadians had to balance their need to discriminate with
their desire not to be discriminated against and their conviction that too much discrimination, even
in the short-terni, might destroy the drearn of a multilateral liberalized global economy.'"
Ultimately, they were satisfied that they had achieved this ba~ance'~',
but there was always the risk
that they had gone too far in the direction of protectionism.

The difficultyof finding an appropriatebalance between long-run goals and short-terni realities was
also apparent in Canada's position on the ITO's powers over the use of restrictive measures. When
it carne to the use of discriminatoryquotas on balance of payments grounds, the Canadians opposed

9:

186. NAC, RGX/3846/9
100-M-3-40, "Revised Draft Telegram to Geneva", No.74, June
1947.

187. See, for example, NAC, RGW3846/9100-M-3-40. "Revîsed Draft Telegram to
Geneva", No.74, June 9", 1947; CTDG to SSEA, No. 138, July 9", 1947; CTDG to SSEA, No. 171,
August 4', 1947; NAC, RGW 111N-40-3Nolume 2/ 1947 (January-June), CTDG to SSEA, No. 111,
June 1S", 1947; and CTDG to SSEA, No.121, June 2sh, 1947; NAC, R G Z l l IN-40-3Nolume
Dl947 (My-Sep tember), SSEA to CTDG,No. 11O, July 12h, 1947; NAC, RG25/3845/9 100-L-40
Part 1, "Memorandum Re: Telegrams kom Deutsch to Clark", Unsigneci, August la, 1947.
188. NAC, RG25/3846/9100-M-3-40, CTDG t~ SSEA, NO. 171, A~gust4', 1947
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the idea that the ITOshould have €0give ifs approvaI befbre they courd be used. When it came to
the use of export subsidies, the Canadians supported the need to obtain prior ITO approval.'" The

latter was in keeping with Canada's general desire to curb the use of restrictive measures; the former
was bom of Canada's specific need to protect its foreign exchange reserves. Luckily, in the end

Canada did not have to make a choice, as it got the best of both worlds: prior lTO approval of the
use of discriminatoryquotas would not be required until aAer March 19521W,but prior ITO approval
of the use of export subsidies would be required h m the stad9'

The Canadians may have had to contravene their own pnnciples when it came to discrimination in
the short run, bu! they still strove towarûs libel-alized trade in the long nui. They continued their
campaign to effect changes in customs procedures, with some success. Canadian offcials had
rnanaged to secure Commonwealth backing for a draft article that would compel the US to change
its valuation procedws, as well as for a provision dealing with the administrative decision appeals

pro ces^.'^' At Geneva they achieved a partial victory on the latter issueI9' and a full victory on the
former, Wilgress reporting that "we are very gratified at this favourable outcome of what has been

189. NAC, RG2111 lm-40-3Nolu.e U1947 (Juiy-September), SSEA to CTDG,No. 131,
August 6h, 1947 and CTDG to SSEA, No. 155, July 21', 1947.
190. NAC, RG25/3846/9 100-M-3-40, CTDG to SSEA, NO.193, August 14', 1947; NAC,
RG2l111N-40-3Nolume 2/1947 (July-September), CTDG to SSEA,No.200, August 18: 1947
and S. P. Wheelock to St. Laurent, August 25% 1947.
191. Zeiler, p. 130; Hart p. 40.
192. NAC, RG1915651t 52-17, CTDG to SSEA,No. 1O, April 15:

1947.

193. NAC, RGZI 1l/U-40-3Nolme 2/1947 (January-June), CTDG to SSEA, No.80, May
23d, 1947.

one of the chief differences between ourselves and United States delegation".'"

The Canadians

were also concemed with building a strong ITO. Along with the British, they opposed an Arnerican
proposa1 that the iMF be the finaljudge of whether an ITO member could impose trade restrictions
and also the fear
on balance ofpayments grounds. The Canadian position was based on princip~e'~',
that some nations might not want to join the ITO if they thought that their commercial policies
would be subject to control by the US-dominated
not budge: the UK and Canada relented."

This W ~ an
S issue on which the US would

Canada had little luck in its efforts to secure weighted

ITO voting, which was held over for decision by the full international c~nference.'~~
Similarly, a
Canadian-inspired proposa1 conceming the allocation o f permanent seats on the ITO Executive

194. NAC, RG2/111RI-40-3Nolume 2/1947 (January-June), CTDG to SSEA,No.89, May
3oth,1947. The compromise was based on a ciraft article prepared by the Americans, subsequently
modified in consultation with the Canadians.
195. See NAC, RG25/3846/9100-M-3-40, SSEA to CTDG,No. 116, July 17', 1947: "We
feel it is improper and undesirable that the LTO.should have to accept determinations by another
body on matters arising under the Charter." In that same file-see also SSEA to CTDG, No. 123, July
2Sh, 1947.
196. See, for example, RG251384519100-L-40 Part 1, SSEA to CTDG,No. not given, July
25", 1947. The Americans believed that the Canadians and the British opposed the proposal on the
grounds that the US preponderance of IMFwould allow it "to warp fund's analysis in US interests".
See NARA, RG56/Records of the Office a€ the Assistant Secretary for International Aflai~s
(OASIA) 1934- 1970hJN Conferenced65RTN:Organizations ITO (Trade), Miscellaneous (July 1,
1947- December 1WS), Note entitled, 'Taken o v a 'phone h m Mr. Luthringer's secretaryat 10.20
am 7- 1 1-47".
197. NAC, RG25/3846/9
100-M-3-40, Note for Secretary of State for Extemal ~~, by
,
CTDG to SSEA, No. 164, July 31U, 1947; SSEA to CTDG,
Laurent Beaudry, July 2 5 ~ 1947;
No. 128, August lst,1947; CTDG to SSEA.No.193, August
1947(whichnotes that Canadawas
compensated with concessions on other issues in retum for its acceptance of a d e for the IMF:one
of the issues was the wording of the Charter article deaiing with discrimination: on this point, se+
also Hart,p. 40). See dso Zeiler, p. 130.
198. NAC, RGUl1 I N 4 0JNolume VI947 (Juiy-September), CTDG to SSEA, No.200,
August 18', 1947. Three proposais were to go forward to the full conference: one state, one vote;
weighted voting; and a Sino-Canadian proposal that combined weighted voting and equal voting.
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Board (one of whici would go, of course, to Canada), was to be submitted, dong with two other
proposals, to the full conference for consideration. '% More encouragingly, there had been
~~,
agreement on the need to depnve non-rnernbers of the benefits of ITO r n e m b e r ~ h i psomething
for which the Canadians had been arguing for years.

The road to Geneva had been a rough one; the terrain the Canadians encountered when they got
there was in some ways just as rocky. Nevertheless, a settlement was reached. On October 3Vh,
Wilgress signed the completed agreements on behalf of Canada.'''

Months of hard work had

produced impressive results, particularly in light of al1 of the obstacles to progress. There was an

ITO Charter, ready for presentation to a hiIl international conference that would convene in Havana
on November 21a, 1947. There were fourteen trade agreements h m which Canada directly
benefited and many more f?om which it indirectly benefited, thanks to the most-favoured-nation
principle. There was an interim agreement, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, that
incorporated the results of the tariff negotiations and set down some rules of commercial conduct:
both would corne into provisional effect, pending the approval of the Charter by the international
cornmunity. The foundations of the postwar international economy had been laid.

199. NAC, RG2/111/U-40-3Nolume 2 1947 (July-September), CTDG to SSEA,No.200,
August 18", 1947.
200. Zeiler, pp. 135-136.
20 1. NAC,RG21111/U-40-3Nolume 2/1947 (October-Deceniber)- 1948, CTDG to SSEA,
N0.335,October 30", 1947.

Conclusion: The Short and The Long of It
On November 17", 1947, William Lyon Mackenzie King made an important radio address to the

people of Canada. in it, he welcomed the conclusion of the Geneva negotiations and announced
Canada's accession to the GATT. He also announced that, effective the following day, Canada
would be forced to impose restrictions on imports into the country.' The new world of liberalized

trade appeared to be over before it had even begun. What had happened?

What had happened was that 1947 had been a very bad year. The recovery of the United Kingdom
was far fiom complete. By the middle of that year, it f o n d itself in the midst of a temble currency
cnsis. The failure to reach reasonable settlements with its sterling crediton combined with the
obligation undertaken in the loan agreement with the US to institute free convertibility of sterling
a year afler the passage of the agreement to produce a run on the pound and a haemonhaging of UK
gold and hard currency reserves. Within weeks of making sterling fieely convertible, the UK was
forced to make it inconvertible again. The United Kingdom would not be able to take up its
position as one of the two pillars of the international economy any time soon.

Canada had its own reserves problem. It had loaned a total of S 1.85 billion to the United Kingdom
and other recovering wartime allies. This was a senous chunk of change for so mal1 a nation; what

was wone, the British were drawing down their $1.25 billion fa. more quickly than had bem
expected. Further strain was put on Canada's reserves after the rnid-1946 decision to set the value
of the Canadian dollar at par with the Arnerican dollar, as Canadians who had been pining for shiny
1. NAC, RG19/3604/E-054 'Text of an address made by the Right Honourable W. L.
Mackenzie King, Prime Minister of Canada, over the C. B. C. network at 10.15 p.m. E.S.T.,on
November 17,1947."
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new consumer goods for yean nished to satisfy their desires with imports fiom the United States.'

The potential for trouble had been apparent for some time: in April 1947, King had broached the
issue with Truman in Washington. ThereaAer, Canadian officials worked with their Arnerican
colleagues to find a way out of the mess. The irnport restrictions program. designed to discriminate
against US imports without seeming to do so and without annoying the Amencans, was one answer.
A loan fiom the Export-hport Bank was another. Eventually the Canadians also cut a deal

whereby Canada became an off-shore supplier of goods destined for Europe under the aegis of the
Marshall plan3

The Americans and Canadians aiso considered another way to address Canada's need for US
dollars: a bilateral fkee trade deal. This idea eventually evolved into a proposa1 for a customs union
between the two nations. Negotiations took place over the winter of 1947-1948 and by March 1948
there was a substantial degree of agreement. At the end of that month, Mackenzie King squelched
the idea, fearing for the future of Canada's place in the Commonwealth and the Liberal party's place
to the right of the Speaker of the House of Comrnons. The idea would be dropped."

Canada had even more quickly squelched the idea of a Commonwealth customs union, about which

the UK Foreign Secretary, Ernest Bevin, had publicly mused in September 1947. A telegram was
sent almost imrnediately to the British, t e l h g them that the idea was an absolute nonostarter.

2. R. D.Cuff and J. L. Granatstein, American Dollars, Cunadian ProspeBty: CanadianAmerican Economic Relations. 1945-1950 (Toronto: Samuel Stevens & Company, 1978), pp. 2632; Bothwell and Enghsh, pp. 153- 154.
3. Cuff and Granatstein, pp. 33-59, pp. 83-139.
4. Cuff and Granatstein, pp. 64-82; Bothwell and Kilboum, pp. 219-220.
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Unlike in the case of the customs union with the US, there was no division between minfsters and
officials: al1 agreed that there was no future for Canada in a closed Co~nrnonwealth.~

The customs union episodes highlight an important theme of this thesis: Canada's comrnitment to,
and need for, multilateralism. Throughout the penod covered by the thesis, Canadian officials and

ministers remained overwhelmingly committed to the multilateral path, despite persona1
disappointments, changing times, and extemd and intemal challenges. On a number of occasions
they considered straying, and did stray, h m the path: free trade deals with the US. special
arrangements with the UK,economic clubs with the US and Canada, and usually the UK,at their
nucleus. But the Canadians kept corning back to multilateralism as the path to prosperity and peace.
While there was still hope that it rnight be achieveâ, they would not turn their backs on it.

As 1947 tumed to 1948, prospects were grim for the sort of world towards which Canadians had

been working since 1941. The United Kingdom and Europe had not recovered. The IMFwas not
the constructive force the Canadians had hoped it would be, not having provided countnes with the

breathing room they needed during the postwar transitional period to keep nom adopting restrictive
policies. The IBRD did not live up the "Y in its acronym, and proved a most stingy institution in
its early years. The ITO Charter, loaded d o m with exceptions h t at London and then at Geneva,
was M e r diluted at the World Trade Conference at Havana, to the discouragernent of the

5. NAC, RG2/1 I 1/ü-40-3Nolume 111947, Acting CHCUK to SSEA, No. 1423, September
4*, 1947 and SSEA to CHCUK, No. 1438, September 11" 1943; NAC, RG2/MalT2365/2640,
Cabinet Conclusions ofMeeting held September 11', 1947(Meeting Number 410); McKenzie, pp,

275-277.

But when judging the success of the efforts of the postwar planners, one must not restrict one's
assessrnent to the immediate postwar period. M e r dl, the plannen had always known that the
years immediately after the war would be difficult, a tirne to rebuild and to adjust to new realities.
Special provisions for the transitional period were built into both the monetary and commercial
organizations; the Amencan and Canadian loans to the United Kingdom recognized that the UK
would need at least five years to get back on to its feet. Thus, to assess the success of the seven
years of intense effort covered by this thesis, a longer view is necessary.

Even fiom a long-term perspective, the h i t s of the postwar planning process were not as sweet as
many had been hoped they would be. The ITO Charter was never adopted, having become a dead
letter by 1950; in the early 1970s, the IMF backed sytem of fixed exchange rates came tumbling
d o m . But where there was no ITO Charter, there was the GATT, which provided the framework

for decades of trade Iiberalization. The iMF might never have worked as its creators intended, but
it has been an important source of liquidity to nations suffering from exchange crises, while the

IBRD has done a much better job at living up to its "D"than its 'a". There has also been a
important change in attitudes. A quarter of a century after Bretton Woods, Louis Rasminsky
cornmented, "One of the results of the establishment of the Fund that has not received enough
emphasis is the great increase in international consultation and collaboration. This seems so
obvious that it may seem jejune even to mention it, but to those of us who saw what international

CO-operationin these matters was before the war the difference is dramatk*

When ideals and realities collide, it is rarely a pretty sight. As this thesis has shown, the postwar

plannen had to grapple with more than just the theoretical consistency of their ideas: there were
complex and diffenng national economic and political interests which they had to accommodate,
and international and domestic reaiities beyond their control. They had to work with and around

their times, balancing the desire to keep their visions intact with the need to make them as
acceptable to as many nations as possible. It really is a wonder that they achieved anything at ail.
Winthrop Brown's advice on assessing the achievements of the Geneva talks, quoted by Thomas
Zeiler, applies equally well to the postwar planning process as a whole: "think of the road over
which we have traveled [sic], the obstacles we have overcome, the things we have done which not

-

only the world but many of our own advisen said were impossible and be of good cheer."'

7. Acheson et al., p. 37.
8. Zeiler, p. 121.
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